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MMEDIA 2011

Foreword

The Third International Conferences on Advances in Multimedia [MMEDIA 2011], held between
April 17 and 22 in Budapest, Hungary, provided an international forum by researchers, students, and
professionals for presenting recent research results on advances in multimedia, mobile and ubiquitous
multimedia and to bring together experts from both academia and industry for the exchange of ideas
and discussion on future challenges in multimedia fundamentals, mobile and ubiquitous multimedia,
multimedia ontology, multimedia user-centered perception, multimedia services and applications, and
mobile multimedia.

The rapid growth of information on the Web, its ubiquity and pervasiveness makes the www the
biggest repository. While the volume of information may be useful, it creates new challenges for
information retrieval, identification, understanding, selection, etc. Investigating new forms of platforms,
tools, principles offered by Semantic Web opens another door to enable humans programs, or agents to
understand what records are about, and allows integration between domain-dependent and media-
dependent knowledge. Multimedia information has always been part of the Semantic Web paradigm,
but requires substantial effort to integrate both.

The new technological achievements in terms of speed and the quality are expanding and
creating a vast variety of multimedia services like voice, email, short messages, Internet access, m-
commerce, to mobile video conferencing, streaming video and audio.

Large and specialized databases together with these technological achievements have brought
true mobile multimedia experiences to mobile customers. Multimedia implies adoption of new
technologies and challenges to operators and infrastructure builders in terms of ensuring fast and
reliable services for improving the quality of web information retrieval.

Huge amounts of multimedia data are increasingly available. The knowledge of spatial and/or
temporal phenomena becomes critical for many applications, which requires techniques for the
processing, analysis, search, mining, and management of multimedia data.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the MMEDIA 2011 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all
the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to MMEDIA 2011. We truly
believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality
contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the MMEDIA 2011 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.
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We hope that MMEDIA 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in multimedia.

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope the attendees enjoyed the historic charm of Budapest, Hungary.
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Abstract—The vision of making any multimedia content to 
be always accessible to every mobile user over the network is 
great challenge. There are two major obstacles. First, the 
network capacity limits the amount and the quality of 
multimedia content that can be made available to every user at 
each time instant. Secondly, it is extremely difficult for the 
user to browse and search for the desired content from the 
huge multimedia library that is available. The work in this 
paper aims to address these obstacles to a certain extent.  In 
order to overcome the adverse effect of the bandwidth 
limitation on the quality and quantity of the delivered 
multimedia content, we propose using the SVC and adaptive 
layered streaming approach. The second problem is addressed 
by utilizing context-aware personal content adaptation and 
efficient metadata processing to reduce the burden of user 
navigation in the large pool of media content. A proof-of-
concept prototype that integrates the two technologies was 
developed. Cross country test trials were conducted to 
demonstrate the capabilities and practical use cases of the 
integrated context-aware scalable multimedia content delivery 
system for heterogeneous mobile devices.  

 
Index Terms—Context, Scalable, Multimedia, Delivery 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Mobile devices have become a common and essential 

commodity for everyone. In recent years, multimedia features 
are being integrated into mobile devices. Unsurprisingly, the 
demand for mobile multimedia content and services has been 
on the rise. 

A. The Desired User Experience 
For an ideal user experience, any multimedia content should 

be readily accessible on-demand over the network at anytime. 
From the user perspective, it is an essential requirement to 
have as smooth multimedia services as possible, e.g., based on 
his/her personal contextual habits independently from the 
applied heterogeneous delivery channel. This is a difficult task 
with the currently popular video encoding and streaming 
technologies, i.e., TCP/RTP streaming of H.264 videos. This 
is because H.264 video stream does not allow bitstream 
truncation for adaptation. Therefore, in order to cater for 
different network bandwidth and playback device capabilities, 
multiple copies of a single video has to be generated. An 
example is the different resolution options available at 
YouTube and Apple Movie Trailers. However, the conditions 
and quality of the delivery channel can change in the duration 
of a video stream. When this happens, current available 
technology is not able to automatically upgrade or downgrade 
the bitstream rate for improved video quality playback. 

B. Scalable Video Streaming for Heterogeneous Devices 
Different mobile devices have different processing and 

display capabilities. Moreover, the same device model is 
likely to have different bandwidth constraints which depend 
on the user subscription and the network conditions. Given 
such heterogeneous conditions of the mobile devices, it is 
necessary to have custom encoded video streams (in terms 
quality and rate) to cover for different possible device and 
environment settings in order to achieve optimal viewing 
experience. However, this is near impossible with the 
currently available video coding and streaming technologies in 
the market. Current video encoding and streaming 
technologies, such as TCP and RTP streaming of H.264 
encoded videos, would have to encode and stream these 
different quality video streams separately and hence the huge 
transmission bandwidth is required for all heterogeneous 
devices. Furthermore, the content management is also tedious 
for encoding and maintenance of different video quality 
streams.  

 
Figure 1. Advantages of scalable video coding & streaming 

 
In this work, we use scalable video coding (SVC) which is 

an extension of the H.264/AVC standard [1][2][3]. Figure 1 
below illustrates the advantages of SVC for heterogeneous 
streaming. With SVC, a scalable stream can provide 
adaptively different numbers of video layers to heterogeneous 
clients, according to the client’s processing capability and 
available bandwidth. In terms of content management, only 
one-time encoding of each of the video content is required and 
hence simplified the content management process. Some other 
related work can be found in [4]. 

We have integrated the context awareness aspects for 
positive content viewing experience and the scalable 
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multimedia content delivery platform, to build a context-aware 
scalable multimedia Content Delivery platform for 
heterogeneous mobile devices (CoDe).  

The next section of this paper describes the context 
discovery and personalization of the integrated platform and 
section III describes the end-to-end scalable multimedia 
platform from encoding, streaming to decoding and playback. 
The integrated platform test is described in section IV 
followed by the conclusions. 

II. CONTEXT DISCOVERY AND PERSONALIZATION 
Personalization is based on the stored and semantically 

refined context information of the user. The user preferences 
are included into the delivery context [5]. Personalization aims 
to increase the acceptance of the set of information. It helps 
the user to get relevant content in the current situation. A 
platform describing personal preferences in each context is 
developed. The semantic of context information is used as a 
basis for adaptation and personalization.  

A. Context-Aware Server 
A user context may contain parts such as: spatio-temporal 

(place, time), environment, personal, task, social. User context 
information is derived from lower level context information.  
A low-level context is composed from different sources 
(sensors, network connection, user preferences, user agent 
profile etc), for example, measuring location, 3D acceleration, 
vibration, time, etc. The context information can also be given 
explicitly.  

The location context is fetched from the GPS (outdoor), 
Cellular ID (indoor) or WLAN hotspots (indoor). In Cellular 
ID based positioning, ID of the used base station is sent to the 
server, where it is searched from the list of base stations and 
its location is returned. The accuracy of cell ID based 
positioning is inferior to GPS positioning, but it consumes less 
battery resource. Similar method is used in the WLAN hotspot 
detection; the phone scans for unique Basic Service Set 
Identifiers (BSSID) of available WLAN access points, which 
are then compared to the predefined list of known WLAN 
hotspots.  

The technical context consists of device properties, such as 
display size, user agent, compatible formats, battery life, 
available space and other capabilities and limitations. Static 
information about the user agent could be collected from 
UAPROF header included in devices HTTP requests or during 
the registration of the device. Dynamic information, such as 
battery status information, should be updated periodically to 
the context module. Network context keeps up the information 
about available connection types to adapt the provided content 
in the most suitable format. Context module could also take 
advantage of external online context sources such as weather 
service or global calendar service. 
 

B. Service Personalization  
Personalization service retrieves user context and context 

history information from context management services. A user 
profile contains information about the user for personalization. 
Personalization module helps the user to get relevant content 

and services in the current situation. Table 1 shows the context 
information used for adaptation and personalization.  

 

Context Information used for Personalization 

Context Data 
Used in Movie 

Recommendation 
Gender Yes 

Age Yes 
Language Yes 
Interest Yes 
Country Yes 
Screen No 

Time of the day Yes 
Time of the week Yes 

Network No 
Free Time Yes 

Mood Yes 
Activity Yes 
Location Yes 

Table 1. Context information used for service 
personalization 

C. Media Content Analysis, Tagging and Retrieval 
Media content needs to be analysed properly in order to get 

it utilized appropriately. Content analysis also includes tools 
for content management, and it takes into account content 
duration information, numbers of scalable layers encoded, 
scalable resolutions available, the content genre information, 
etc. Before the server retrieves relevant content for the specific 
user, content analysis is required to find out the useful 
personalized information, which can be user’s age, gender, 
interest, language, etc. Based on this user information, a 
relationship between multimedia content and user profile can 
be built up and saved in server’s database. Therefore, 
whenever and wherever the user wants to get their interested 
multimedia content, the server can satisfy their requirement by 
simply retrieving relevant information from database.  

In order to facilitate the user’s search for the multimedia 
content created by them, tagging mechanism could be used to 
assist the implementation of personalization. For instance, 
when user creates a new video, he can assign text-based tags 
to it which can facilitate video searching via tags. Content 
analysis can realize the service personalization and tagging 
can optimize the dynamic freedom of the system. 

III. SCALABLE  MULTIMEDIA  PLATFORM (SMP) 
The scalable multimedia platform (SMP) developed in this 

work, as depicted in figure 2, is the integration of transcoding 
non-scalable media content into scalable media content; live 
layered streaming; server content management; and mobile 
client device decoders, into a next generation mobile 
entertainment solution. The SMP scalable content comprises 
of a base layer and several enhancement layers. Depending on 
the client’s capabilities, only the appropriate audio/video 
layers or sub-streams will be abstracted from the same copy of 
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the scalable media content for real-time delivery from the 
SMP server to the client. 

 
Ingestion      Transcoding     Streaming          Player 

Figure 2. Scalable Multimedia Platform (SMP) 
 
In general, the scalable video content can support scaling in 

spatial resolutions, bit-rate, and visual quality. The following 
sub-sections will further describe the details of the main 
modules of the SMP used in this paper. 

A. The Media Content Transcoding Module 
The content transcoding module converts a video from any 

supported compressed format to an ISO/IEC standard-
compliant SVC video bitstream with AAC-LC (Advanced 
Audio Coding, low complexity profile) audio bitstream. Both 
the video and audio bitstream are multiplexed into the 
standard MP4 file container format (MPEG-4 Part 14 or 
ISO/IEC 14496-14). All media content that is stored in the 
video library is represented using the above scalable video 
format.  The SVC encoder makes use of fast algorithms in [6]. 
The media track of the SVC compressed video in the MP4 file 
format is hinted accordingly to support several spatial and 
temporal resolutions [7]. This module provides the required 
application interface (API) for specifying the desired scalable 
encoding parameters of each media file ingested.  

B. The Scalable Streaming Server 
The streaming server consists of the scalable video 

streaming module which reads in a particular scalable media 
file from the video library and streams it in an instant-on-
demand mode to the requesting client player.  It employs the 
Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) with RTP over UDP 
for the media delivery. A different client player can 
simultaneously request from the streaming server either the 
same or a different media stream for playback. A unique 
feature of this module is that it allows the streaming server to 
automatically tailor the scalable video stream delivery to each 
of the requesting client player. This module is responsible for 
the automated selection of scalable media sub-streams for 
real-time delivery to the requesting client player. 

C. Client Decoding and Player 
The client decoding and player SDK comprises of the media 

buffering and decoding module, and the media streaming and 
adaptation module. The scalable media buffering and 
decoding module enables smooth media sub-streams 
management and decoding of the media for playback. This 
module also ensures robust networked media delivery and 
error concealment [8].  The scalable media decoder can also 
be deployed as a Microsoft’s DirectShow filter plug-ins for the 
windows media player.  

The scalable media streaming and adaptation module 
enables real-time reception of scalable media sub-streams 

requested from the Server System.  It employs the Real-Time 
Streaming Protocol (RTSP) with RTP over UDP for the media 
delivery.  The client player may request a different version of 
the media file depending on its own current capabilities such 
as the available processing power and resolution of the display 
device.  This module automatically adjusts by requesting only 
the pertinent media sub-streams from the streaming server for 
delivery and playback on the client player. 

IV. INTEGRATED CODE PLATFORM FOR TEST TRIALS 
Figure 3 illustrates the CoDe’s service-oriented architectural 

design between the clients and servers.  It highlights the main 
client-side and server-side modules, together with their 
software implementation interfaces, communication/network 
protocols, operation system, and programming language 
environments. A desktop GUI application that was first 
developed using Nokia’s Qt C++ language. The codes were 
portable on Windows, Linux, Mac OS as well as Windows 
Mobile operating systems. The demo application for the 
streaming test trial is Video-on-Demand (VoD).  Subsequent 
applications such as News-on-Demand or live broadcast 
events can be added. The client retrieves the VoD metadata 
from the VoD server backend via Web Services.  The Web 
Server is running Microsoft IIS and exposes the VoD 
application interfaces through WSDL. The VoD application 
server is running on Windows Server OS, and operates on 
Windows J2E framework.  The VoD metadata is stored 
persistently on the MySQL Server.  

Multimedia content source is compressed into SVC 
(Scalable Video Coding) with AAC (Advanced Audio 
Coding) standard formats, and stored as a hinted MP4 file 
container format that can be readily streamed via a RTSP/RTP 
streaming server (such as the Darwin Streaming Server). The 
compressed content is stored in a file server. The streaming 
server communicates with the client player via the Scalable 
Multimedia Platform Protocol (SMPP), which is an extended 
version of the standard Real-Time Streaming Protocol 
(RTSP). It is responsible for establishing the hand-shaking 
with the client player to exchange information about the media 
file, and for setting up a media session for packet-based 
streaming via the Real-Time Protocol (RTP) over User 
Datagram Protocol (UDP). The SMPP further supports 
dynamic media stream adaptation between client and server.  

Client GUI for VoD application was demonstrated during 
the streaming test trial for Windows based laptop and mobile 
phones such as Windows-Mobile based smart phones and 
iPhone. For client-side scalable video playback, each 
PC/notebook client was installed with the relevant plug-ins, 
namely the SVC decoder plug-in and SMP protocol (SMPP) 
streaming plug-in.  These plug-in was developed using the 
Microsoft DirectShow architecture. The plug-ins was 
integrated into the VoD GUI desktop application (via Nokia’s 
Qt-Phonon framework) or it can also be embedded into a 
media player (such as the Windows Media Player) that is 
integrated into a web page. For mobile phone clients such as 
iPhone, web-based browser for the VoD was used and video 
streaming is performed via HTTP streaming of the SVC base 
layer to the iPhone’s H.264 player. For Windows Mobile 
based phone, the PC-based GUI was ported to the Windows-
Mobile OS for the VoD trial. 
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Figure 3. CoDe’s service-oriented architectural platform and geographical common trials 

Figure 4. PC client GUI’s application named as 5thScreen, showing the context-aware recommended 
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Figure 5. Smart phone VoD application GUI, from top- left: 
main page, top-right:  profile page, middle-left: interest-edit 
page, middle-right: video tag-list, bottom-left: video browser 

page and bottom-right: video info page 
  
 
 

The context server was located in Finland whereas the 
scalable multimedia platform was located in Singapore. The 
cross-country context-aware scalable media streaming test 
trial has been successfully conducted in both Finland and 
Singapore. The context client in the laptop and the smart 
phones communicate with the context server located in 
Finland to obtain the context information. With the context 
information the client VoD application then communicate with 
the database server in Singapore to obtain the list of 
recommended list of movies for viewing. With information of 
the client devices such as the CPU, network type and screen 
sizes, the client can then make request to the streaming server 
located in Singapore for the suitable scalable video layers to 
be streamed to the client. Generally, with the context 
information, the client is able to make good recommendation; 
and the video streaming is smooth with the correct choice 
of scalable layer being streamed. Figure 4 shows the laptop 
client GUI’s recommendation of movie list in a browser based 
on the context-aware information. Figure 5 shows six selected 
screen shots of the smart phones GUI.  

Figure 6 shows the live context-aware scalable media 
streaming, in which the laptop is streaming the base layer plus 
1 resolution enhancement layer via the internet, whereas the 
smart phone is streaming only the base layer via 3G 
connection, from the same scalable file stored at the streaming 
server. 

 

 
Figure 6. Demo picture of the cross-country context-aware 

scalable media streaming test 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
An integrated context-aware scalable multimedia content 

delivery for heterogeneous mobile systems is developed and 
trial-tested for cross-country content streaming. The proof-of-
concept prototype of a context-aware scalable media delivery 
for heterogeneous devices has shown good context-aware use-
cases with video streaming for best possible quality under the 
constraints of client device capability, network conditions and 
user preferences.  

The current proof-of-concept platform only makes use of 
the context information for video recommendation service and 
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to decide at the client side the number of scalable layers to be 
streamed. Full video streaming adaptation, i.e., on-the-fly 
adaptation to network conditions with error resilience and 
concealment, is yet to be integrated. The amount of context 
information used is also quite limited. Future work will 
address these limitations. 
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Abstract—High speed feature detection is a requirement for 

many real-time multimedia and computer vision 

applications. In previous work, the Harris and KLT 

algorithms were redesigned to increase the performance by 

reducing the algorithmic complexity, resulting in the Low 

Complexity Corner Detector algorithm. To attain further 

speedup, this paper proposes the implementation of this low 

complexity corner detector algorithm on a parallel 

computing architecture, namely a GPU using Compute 

Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). We show that the low 

complexity corner detector is 2-3 times faster than the 

Harris corner detector algorithm on the same GPU 

platform. 

Keywords-LoCoCo; Harris feature detector; GPU; CUDA 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

High speed detection of feature points is a fundamental 
requirement of many real-time computer vision and multimedia 
applications such as image matching, immersive 
communications, augmented reality, object recognition, 
mosaicing etc. Among robust and real-time feature point 
detectors (a good survey can be found in [16]), corner detection 
algorithms such as Harris [3] and KLT [2] are widely used for 
their lower complexity compared to SIFT [14] and SURF [15]. 
Several implementations of corner feature detection algorithms 
exist on GPUs. Sinha et. al. [4] proposed an implementation of 
the KLT corner detector for GPUs. However, the last step of 
non-maximum suppression of the cornerness response was 
performed on the CPU; this limits the potential speedup that can 
be obtained by a corner detector algorithm. Teixeira et. al [5] 
proposed their own implementation of non-maximum 
suppression for GPUs. They attained a significant speedup but 
introduced an imprecision of one pixel in the localization of 
corner points. Moreover, their method used a 3x3 Prewitt filter 

instead of a 9x9 Gaussian filter to compute image gradients. 

Both the algorithms [4][5] were implemented using the 
traditional OpenGL GPGPU API. 

For modern GPU architectures, the CUDA [7] framework is 
supported by Nvidia GPUs for general purpose parallel 
computing. Compared to traditional GPUs and APIs such as 
Direct 3D or OpenGL, CUDA provides much more flexibility to 
manage and utilize GPU resources in order to fully exploit data 
parallelism in an application. Moreover, CUDA provides a high 
level programming model and a straightforward method of 
writing scalable parallel programs to be executed on the GPU. 
To our knowledge, none of the corner detector algorithm has 
fully exploited the computational power of CUDA. 

Pradip et al. [1] proposed a Low Complexity Corner 
detector algorithm, which reduces the complexity of the Harris 
and KLT corner detectors by using a box kernel, integral image, 
and efficient non-maximum suppression. It achieves a 
complexity reduction by a factor of 8 on a CPU platform. By 
exploiting the computation power of CUDA, this paper 
proposes an efficient mapping of this low complexity corner 
detector on GPU. The implementation outperforms the 
execution time of existing state-of-the-art corner detector 
algorithms on GPUs [4][5]. 

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: the low 
complexity corner detector algorithm is described in Section 2 
in order to make the work self-contained. The mapping of the 
low complexity corner detector on GPU is described in Section 
3. Section 4 shows the experimental results and Section 5 
concludes the paper. 

II. LOCOCO : LOW-COMPLEXITY CORNER DETECTOR 

Harris feature detector is based on the local autocorrelation 
function within a small window of each pixel as shown in (1) 
and (2), which measures the local change of intensities due to 
the shifts in a local window: 

 
2

xx xyx x y
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where v(x) is a weighting function, which is usually Gaussian or 
uniform, p is a center pixel, W is a window centered at p, I is 
the original image, g is Gaussian, and gx and gy are the 
convolution of the Gaussian first order partial derivative with I 
in x and y directions at point (x, y), respectively.  

As shown in (1), the Harris corner detector algorithm 
computes image derivatives using the Gaussian derivative 
kernel, computes cornerness response and suppresses non-
maximum points to obtain the corner points. LoCoCo reduces 
the computational complexity of the Harris algorithm in each 
step. First, by using the integral image and box kernel, the 
computational cost of gradients is reduced. The box kernel is 
obtained by approximating the first order Gaussian 
derivative kernel. Second, many repeated calculations for 
computation of cornerness according to (1) are reduced by 
the use of the integral image. Finally, the combination of 
sorting (to rank cornerness responses) and non-maximum 
suppression is replaced by the efficient non-maximum 
suppression [6]. The LoCoCo algorithm is summarized as 
follows: 

 

1. Calculate the integral image for the original image I.  

2. Compute gradients gx and gy by using the integral image 

and the box kernel approximation. 

3. Create the integral images for g2x, g2y and gxy Then, 

evaluate (1) and (2) and compute the cornerness response. 

With the use of the integral image, each element of (2) can 

be evaluated in 4 memory accesses and 3 operations. 

4. Efficient non-maximum suppression is performed to 

suppress the non-maximum point instead of sorting and 

performing non-maximum suppression. 
 

By following the above mentioned steps, LoCoCo 
achieves comparable feature detection results and a speedup 
factor of 8 with respect to Harris on the CPU platform. More 
details and experimental results are presented in [1]. 

III. MAPPING LOCOCO USING CUDA 

This section explains the mapping of each step of 
LoCoCo on the GPU using CUDA. In CUDA, the kernel is 
visualized as a grid, which consists of multiple parallel 
thread blocks; each thread block can contain up to 512 
parallel threads. It is the responsibility of the programmer to 
choose the number of blocks per grid and the number of 
threads per block. Once the kernel is launched, the grid 
blocks are distributed on the parallel multiprocessors as 
described in [7]. The global memory exists off-chip and is 
accessible by all threads. The shared memory is on-chip and 
the threads within a block can communicate and cooperate 
using the shared memory as well as the thread 
synchronization mechanism. As described in [12], high 
performance on CUDA can be achieved by allowing a 
massive number of active threads to exploit the large number 
of cores, hence hiding memory latency by computations. 

A. Integral Image 

LoCoCo makes an extensive use of the integral image. 
We propose an efficient method to map the computation of 
the integral image on the GPU. The computation of the 

integral image can be separated in two stages. As shown in 
Figure 1(a), the prefix sum is calculated for each row. After 
completing the processing on rows, as shown in Fig. 1(b), 
the prefix sum is applied to each column, thus resulting into 
an integral image. 

The prefix sum is computed for all rows in parallel by 
using the efficient parallel scan algorithm designed for GPUs 
[8]. The key idea of this algorithm is to divide the block of 
data into warp-sized chunks and all scan primitives are built 
upon the set of primitive intra-warp scan routines. The warps 
execute instructions in SIMD fashion and synchronization is 
not needed in order to share data within a warp. Thus, the 
intra-warp scan routine performs scan operations over a warp 
of 32 threads and computes the prefix sum for 32 elements 
without requiring any synchronization operation.  

The computation of the prefix sum on a row is performed 
by allocating a thread block to that row and dividing it into 
warp-sized chunks. All the warps are scanned in parallel 
using an intra-warp scan routine. Next, the partial results of 
each scan are accumulated and adjusted to get the scan for 
the complete row. The reduced number of synchronization 
steps and various optimizations, such as efficiently 
exploiting shared memory and performing an initial serial 
scan of multiple input elements when read from global 
memory, makes it one of the fastest scans yet designed for 
the GPU [8]. 

In order to evaluate the subsequent prefix sum on the 
columns, the prefix sum result of the rows is transposed and 
a new row-based scan is launched. Transpose between the 
two steps help to maintain coalesced access to the global 
memory [7]. The resultant integral image is not transposed 
back again to correct the orientation, since the computation 
of integral image in the subsequent step of computing the 
cornerness response leads to another transpose, yielding the 
restored image. 

B. Gradients 

The strategy used to parallelize this step is based upon 
creating many threads to exploit the large number of cores. 
The image is partitioned into a regular grid of blocks. The 
width and height of these blocks are equal to the 16th of the 
width and height of the image, respectively. Each thread in 
that block can be mapped to a pixel location and computes 
the gradient value corresponding to that pixel of the image.  
Therefore, for the box kernel, the computations performed 
by the threads in a block are independent of each other. The 
CUDA kernel is launched wherein each thread performs 
eight memory accesses and seven operations in parallel to 
calculate gx or gy, corresponding to each pixel. The step is 
complete when the gradients are computed for all the pixels 
in the image. 

C. Cornerness Response 

The strategy used to compute the integral image for g
2
x, 

g
2

y and gxy is the same as described in Section 3.1. In order to 
obtain g

2
x, g

2
y and gxy, the scan algorithm is modified such 

that each element of gx and gy is squared or multiplied with 
each other when fetched from global memory to shared 
memory. 
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Figure 1.  (a) Prefix sum on rows (b) Prefix sum on columns 

The computation of the summation within a window and 
cornerness response corresponding to each pixel, is based on 
a similar strategy as described in previous section is adopted 
so that each thread in every block can be mapped to a pixel 
location in the image. The CUDA kernel is launched wherein 
each thread performs four memory accesses and three 
operations in parallel to calculate the window sum 
corresponding to each pixel followed by the computation of 
cornerness response. The step is complete when the 
cornerness response is calculated for all the pixels in the 
image.  

D. Efficient Non-Maximum Suppression 

Access to off-chip global memory is slow and requires 
200 to 300 cycles per access. This latency can be hidden by 
launching a massive number of active threads [12]. But this 
technique does not give enough speedup for algorithms that 
have repeated calculations or are bounded by memory 
accesses. Another technique to attain speedup is to use low 
latency on-chip shared memory and reuse data among all the 
threads in a thread block to reduce the number of accesses to 
the global memory [12]. As non-maximum suppression 
incorporates repeated calculations on a small region of pixels 
therefore shared memory is exploited to reduce the number 
of accesses to the global memory. 

The suppression algorithm is implemented for a d by d 
(d=9) neighborhood. The kernel is launched wherein threads 
in each thread block fetches (2d x 2d) pixels from global 
memory to the shared memory. At this point the contents of 
shared memory can be visualized as four sub-blocks as 
shown in Figure 2(a). The kernel is implemented in such a 
way that the threads in a thread block compute the maximum 
value of the cornerness response in each of the sub-blocks in 
parallel. These maximum values are termed as candidate 
local-maximas (max1, max2, max3 and max4). The maximum 
value in each of the sub-blocks is calculated using parallel 
reduction [10], where the add operation is replaced with a 
comparison operator. For each candidate maxima, the threads in 
a thread block fetch the local neighborhood pixels to the shared 
memory if the value is greater than the predefined threshold, as 
shown in Figure 2(b). The maximum value is computed in each 
of the blocks using [10]. If the candidate maxima remains 
maximum in the local neighborhood then it is marked as corner 
point else the point is suppressed. 

 

Figure 2.  Efficient Non-Maximum Suppression 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The execution time of LoCoCo is evaluated on a CPU 
and on a GPU. To measure the effectiveness of LoCoCo on 
GPUs, the execution times are compared with our CUDA 
based implementation of the Harris corner detector on the 
same GPU. 

For Harris, the Gaussian derivative is implemented by 
using the separable Gaussian convolution kernel [11], which 
requires less computations compared to the 2D convolution. 
In order to measure the cornerness response, the gradients 
are squared and multiplied with each other. Furthermore, the 
summation within the window is implemented by utilizing 
the separable convolution. The separable filter can be used to 
sum the pixels within the window by setting the coefficients 
of separable filters to 1. This method of implementation runs 
much faster than computing the naive sum of all pixels 
within a window. As described in [4], the sorting for 
cornerness response is performed on the CPU and this 
involves transferring the complete cornerness image back to 
the CPU. Instead of adopting this approach, the sorting is 
performed on the GPU by using an efficient sorting 
algorithm as presented in [9]. After this step, non-maximum 
suppression is performed on the GPU. Thus, the Harris 
algorithm completely runs on the GPU and this 
implementation is utilized to have a fair comparison with 
LoCoCo implementation on the GPU. 

As shown in Figure 3, the GPU implementation of 
LoCoCo is around 14 times faster than the corresponding 
CPU implementation. The speedup is mainly due to the fact 
that computation of the integral image and efficient non-
maximum suppression is efficiently parallelized using 
CUDA. 

The comparison of execution time of both LoCoCo and 
Harris on GPU is shown in Figure 4 for different image and 
kernel sizes. As shown in Figure 4(a), for various image 
sizes and a fixed kernel size of 9x9, the LoCoCo 
implementation on GPU is around 2 times faster than the 
Harris corner detector on GPU. The original Harris algorithm 
uses Gaussian convolution instead of Integral image 
computation and box kernel approximations; contrary to 
CPU programming the execution time of the GPU 
implementation of convolution for small kernel size (9x9) is 
comparable to the time taken by the computation of the 
integral image and the box kernel approximation. 
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Figure 3.  Execution time of LoCoCo on CPU and GPU (CPU: Intel Core 

2 Duo E6750, 2.66 GHz and 2 GB RAM, GPU: Nvidia GeForce GTX 280, 
1.296 GHz, 1 GB Global memory, 16 KB shared memory per core) 

With the box kernel approximation, the speedup for a kernel 
size of 9x9 is mainly due to the fact that LoCoCo replaces 
the combination of feature sorting and non-maximum 
suppression in Harris by efficient non-maximum 
suppression. As shown in Figure 4(b), for a kernel size of 
31x31, LoCoCo is 3 times faster than the Harris. As the 
kernel size increases, the computation of the integral image 
and box kernel approximation remains unaffected but the 
execution time for the convolution increases significantly. 
For applications that require multi-scale estimation, the 
convolution must be computed for each scale, while only one 
execution of the integral image allows for the computation of 
all the scales. In that case, the LoCoCo algorithm turns out to 
be much more efficient than the Harris algorithm. 

Table 1 presents the comparison of LoCoCo using 
CUDA with other state-of-the-art implementations of corner 
detectors. Accelerated corner detector [5] provides a full 
implementation of the Harris corner detector on GPU by 
proposing its own version of non-maximum suppression. 
The proposed non-maximum suppression has two different 
variants, one in which the cornerness response image is 
compressed and the other in which the cornerness response 
image is not compressed. The lossy compression of the 
cornerness response image introduces a precision error of 
one pixel in localization of the corner points whereas our 
method does not introduce any precision error or 
compression of the cornerness response image. A 
comparison is made with the version of the accelerated 
corner detector in which the cornerness response image is 
not compressed. 

The time taken by this implementation is reported in 
[13]. The timings presented in Table 1 include the time to 
transfer data between the GPU and the CPU. Notice that 
execution times reported in [4][5] are related to a GeForce 
8800 GTX while the execution times of our contribution 
have been measured on a GeForce GTX 280. Even though 
reference [17] indicates that GTX280 delivers twice the 
performance of GeForce 8800, it can still be inferred that our 
method is the fastest compared to state-of-the-art 
implementations of corner detectors reported till now. 
 
 

TABLE I.  COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS 

Algorithm Time 

(ms) 
Image 

Size 
Platform 

L.Teixeira [5] 7.3 640x480 GeForce 8800 GTX 

Sinha [4] 61.7 720x576 GeForce 8800 GTX + 

AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual 

Core 4400 (one core used) 

Our Method  2.4 640x480 GeForce 280 GTX 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we proposed an efficient implementation of 
low complexity corner detector using CUDA. Corner 
detection using CUDA has not been reported so far. Our 
method greatly exploits the data parallelism and achieves a 
speedup factor of 14 with respect to CPU. Experimental 
result shows that low complexity corner detector is around 2-
3 times faster than Harris on a GPU. With the increase of 
kernel size, the execution time of our method remains close 
to constant while the execution time of the Harris increases, 
thus achieving further speedups. 
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Figure 4.  Execution time for LoCoCo and Harris on Nvidia GeForce GTX 280 GPU (a) Comparison for different image sizes (b) Comparison for different 
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Abstract—The temporal control of the execution of multi-
media processes is a crucial point for a number of application
fields. We propose a formalism for authoring multimedia
scripts that involves dynamic triggerings. In addition, we
propose an abstract machine able to execute these scripts, by
adapting the temporal organization of the processes according
to the dynamic triggerings. This machine must implement
some temporal features such as fast forward or GOTO
functionalities. We present some algorithms performing these
functionalities. A last, we mention some evaluation by users
and possible future works.

Keywords-Musical Processes; Petri network; Real-Time;
Flexible time; Iscore

I. I NTRODUCTION

Controlling the temporal unfolding of multimedia pro-
cesses is a useful but challenging task for several kinds of
applications. Software systems likeFlash are quite useful
for creating multimedia contents for animation but they
fail at precisely specifying synchronization between several
processes. From live-performance to composition of inter-
active music or even oral presentations, the conception of a
complex script implies controlling the temporal sequence of
several processes as well as their coordination.

In most applications from the musical domain, time
control is often performed by introducing continuous control
giving the tempo of a score. In such systems, durations of
musical events are defined according to a time unit that is
stretched in order to fit real-time purposes. For example, a
score-follower [1] or a real-time accompaniment system [2]
is listening to a performer playing a score, which is known.
By analyzing the sound played by the musician, the system is
able to extract the notes and to follow the fluctuations of the
tempo played by the musician. In consequence, the system
can use those fluctuations of tempo to control the time unit of
the score that he must play to accompany the musician. But
such systems often fail at synchronizing precisely processes
beginning or ending.

In the VIRAGE project [3], we addressed the problem of
executing a script of multimedia processes for controlling
light, sound or video, for live-performance while adapting
the launching of the processes according to the play of actors

on the stage. We introduced and implemented theIscore
system that uses discrete controls to precisely synchronize
multimedia processes according to a script [4].

In this paper, we present added features to theIscoresys-
tem that permit real-time temporal control. The innovation
of this system lies in the melding of discrete and continuous
controls over temporal unfolding of the processes. With this
system, the user can firstly place processes on a time-line and
specify temporal constraints between starting or ending dates
of processes. Secondly, he can specify interactive points that
will come during execution flow of the system. The link
between those two paradigms, that is time-line and time-
flow, holds thanks to temporal relations that are verified by
the system both at writing and execution time. At last, during
execution, the user can modify the speed of the processes
execution in a continuous way and he is also able to use a
GOTO feature enabling him to skip or repeat some parts of
the script.

In Section II, we briefly introduce theIscoresystem and
the implementation of the management of discrete events
thanks to an abstract machine constituted of a Petri Net. In
Section III, we present the new features, that is modification
of the execution speed and GOTO, and how they are
implemented in the context of the abstract machine.

II. I SCORE SYSTEM

The Iscoresystem has been fully described in [5], let us
remember the bases of its conception and implementation.

The main question addressed by theIscoresystem is the
authoring and interpretation of musical scores of electro-
acoustic music. This problem has been enlarged to a more
general model for interactive multimedia scripts. TheIscore
has typically two sides : the authoring side allows an
author to design a multimedia script that can be modified
during its execution, while the performance side executes
the multimedia scripts and allows a performer to take benefit
from the interaction possibilities. We studied the case in
which the interaction possibilities consists in modifyingthe
date of some steps of the multimedia processes involved in a
script, as well as the speed of execution of these processes.
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In order to prevent excessive modifications of a script
during its execution, an author can define some boundaries
that a performer must always respect. Since we only con-
sider temporal modifications as interaction possibilities, the
limits upon the interaction possibilities consist in temporal
relations that must be respected during each performance.

A. Authoring side

One can find an example of a script on Figure 1. In this
representation, the time-line is horizontal and left-to-right
oriented. The author can temporally organized sometem-
poral objects, which are represented as boxes. Atemporal
object can besimple, i.e., it represents the execution of a
multimedia process such as the objectssoundand red on
the example ; or it can becomplex, i.e. it represents the
execution of a group oftemporal objectssuch as thelights
object. Each complex temporal objects holds its own time-
line with a specific time speed. Therefore, a script can be
performed with heterogeneous time speeds in its complex
temporal objects.

A temporal objectpresents somecontrol points, repre-
sented by circles on the top and bottom borders of the
objects.Control pointsrepresent some particular moments
of the execution of thetemporal object. The beginning and
the end of an object are naturally considered as particular
moments. Other intermediate moments can also be consid-
ered. The author can temporally organize a script by adding
some temporal relations between the control points of the
objects involved in this script.

Since these relations can be defined between points, they
can be of two types :precedenceandposteriority. Formally,
a temporal relationtr can be defined by a 6-uple :

tr =< t, p1, p2,∆min,∆max >

• t is a type (Pre or Post)
• p1 andp2 are control points
• ∆min and∆max are real values in[0,∞]

If tr is a precedence relation, then it imposes the inequality
:

∆min ≤ d(p2)− d(p1) ≤ ∆max

whered(pi) is the date ofpi.
The inequalities imposed by the temporal relations must

be respected during each execution.
The possibilities of interaction are expressed through

interaction points, represented by red circles. Aninteraction
point turns a control point into a dynamic one. A dynamic
control point must be explicitly triggered by the performer
during the execution. On the contrary, the other control
points (the static ones) are triggered by the system.

In order to execute interactive scripts, we had to design
an abstract machine that can trigger the static control points,
accept the triggering of the dynamic control points and
respect the temporal relations.

My script

Sα

Sα

Sω

Sω

S-In

S-Out1

S-Out2

sound

Sα

Sα

S1

S1

Sω

Sω

θ1

θ2

θ3

Pi

lights

Lα

Lα

Lω

Lω

(Pre,∆1min
, ∆1max

)

red

Rα

Rα

Rω

Rω

θ1 θ2

Figure 1. An example of an interactive script

B. ECO machine

We call the abstract machine designed for executing
the interactive scripts theECOMachine, for Environment,
Controls and Outputs. One can find a representation of
this machine on Figure 2. The termEnvironmentmust be
understood astemporal environment. It carries all temporal
information specified in the script. This information is repre-
sented in a time-stream Petri net [6]. One can see an example
of such a net on Figure 3. To generate the environment
associated to a script, we transform the script into a Petri
net according to the following method. Each control point
is turned into a transition. If a temporal constraint imposes
the simultaneity of different control points, their transitions
are merged. If a precedence relation is specified between
a control point p1 and a control pointp2, a sequence
arc/place/arc is added between the transition ofp1 and the
transition ofp2. The type of Petri net that we use accepts
a time range on each arc. This time range allows us to
represent the possible values for a time interval between
control points. In addition, the crossing of a transition
that represents a dynamic control event is conditioned by
receiving an external control message.

Then, the termControls represents the flow of control
messages that trigger the dynamic control points. When a
control point of a temporal object is triggered, the associated
step of the process represented by the object is triggered. The
part of the machine, which runs the multimedia process, is
called theprocessor. It receives messages from the Petri
net and sends the data produced by processes through the
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Controls

Outputs

Environment

Processor

Temporal Content

Processes Content

General clockHG

HC

Controler

HTScheduler

Hp1 . . . Hpn

Figure 2. The ECOmachine

Outputsflow.
The structure of this machine allows us to temporally

control the triggering of the control points, as well as the
speed of execution.

III. R EAL-TIME TEMPORAL CONTROL

We present theIscoresystem without speed modification,
we provide some algorithms to manage this system in an
efficient way, and then we introduce what modifications are
needed to allow speed modification as well as the GOTO
feature.

A. Discrete Temporal Control System

For the discrete temporal control, we apply the petri
network crossing rules.

1) Static And Dynamic Transitions:A script without
trigger points, i.e., without interaction, only contains static
transitions. These transitions are triggered by the system.
When an interaction is needed, the compositor can decide
to add a trigger point on a processes start or end, the
transition becomes dynamic [3]. He can also decide a time
range in which this event can be triggered.

In the Petri network, this mechanism is implemented by a
transition, which is waiting for an event. Each of its ingoing
arcs has minimum and maximum values that match the
time range decided by the compositor. The minimum value
corresponds to the minimum time after which we can cross
the transition. The maximum value corresponds to the time
when the transition will be crossed, whether the event was
received or not.

2) Priority FIFO Algorithms: During the editing process,
the time taken by each user action is not really important.
However during real time execution, we cannot allow a
procedure to be time consuming. The most many-time called
procedure is the one, which decides if a transition should be
crossed or not. It is impossible to check all the transitions

Time=1000
[100; 250]

Figure 3. Here is a part of a Petri net produced by the transformation of
an interactive score. During the execution, a token is produced in the left
place at absolute time 1000. This leads to the creation of a START action
labeled with the date 1100, as well as an END action labeled with date
1250. These two actions are put in the priority FIFO.

Time=1000

event1

S(A)

[100; 15
0]

[120; 200]

Figure 4. An example of a dynamic control point

all time because it would be a long process. So we decided
to use a priority FIFO that can be filled with priorityActions.

PriorityAction

A PriorityAction is defined by a transition, a date, a type
(START or END) and a boolean stating if the action is still
enabled. The type is START when a transition could be
crossed (for example when we just wait for the event to
come), and END when a transition must be crossed whether
the event was received or not.

Filling and updating the FIFO

These actions will be the elements of a chronologically
priority FIFO.

Filling the FIFO is not an easy procedure. If fact, START
and END actions should be computed in real time, but
they depend on how the tokens arrived in the places before
the transition. The Figure 4 shows a simple example. In
this example, the considered transition represents a dynamic
control point. This means that during the execution, the
system will wait for receiving a external trigger message
called event1. When this message is received, the system
crosses the transition, which leads to start a process called
A. The system must respect the time ranges introduced
by the user. Therefore, if the two tokens are produced
simultaneously at absolute time 1000, the transition can be
crossed between time 1120 and time 1150. Then the system
will ignore a messageevent1 that would arrive before time
1120 and it will automatically crossed the transition if no
message has been received at time 1150.

One can find a more complex example on Figure 5.
A transition knows at every time, which ones of its

ingoing arcs are active, i.e., when a token is present in the
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[100;
250]

[110; 150]

(a) The considered transition is preceded by two
arcs with different time ranges.

Time=1000

[100;
250]

[110; 150]

(b) At the absolute time 1000, a token is pro-
duced is one of the preceding places. This will
create a END action at 1250.

Time=1005

[100;
250]

[110; 150]

(c) At absolute time 1005, a token is produced
in the second place. This will create a START
action labeled with date 1115 (the maximum of
1000 + 100 and 1005 + 110) and a update the
END action labeled with date 1155 (minimum of
1005 + 150 and 1000 + 250)

Figure 5. An example in which, two tokens arrive at differenttimes. This
implies that the system needs to update the date of an action

place linked by this arc. When the incoming arcs are not all
active, we can only calculate and update the END action.
When all arcs are actives, we can add the START action.
When we update an action, we just disable the previous
one and add a new one, for efficiency purpose.

When a token arrives in an empty place, all the outgoing
arcs are stated as active. At this moment, the END and
START actions are computed. (See the Algorithm 1).

Computing the FIFO elements

At each ECO Machine cycle, the makeOneStep procedure
(Algorithm 2) is called. It handles all the actions, which
dates are lower or equal to the current date. If an action
is disabled, it simply removes it. If an action is END, it
forces the transition to be crossed (if it is impossible, an
exception should be thrown). If an action is START, it fills
a list of sensitized transition, i.e., transition waiting for an
event. After that, it handles all the sensitized transitions. A
transition that can finally not be triggered will be removed

event1

event2

(a) The two transitions can be crossed

event1

event2

(b) The messageevent1 is received, the
corresponding transition is crossed. The
second transition cannot be crossed any-
more.

Figure 6. In this example, the crossing of a transition leadsto the
impossibility to cross another transition.

from the list (for example if a place is involved in two
or more transitions, and another transition was previously
crossed, consuming the token).

Updating transition state

The last algorithm (Algorithm 3) handles a transition
crossing. It consumes and produces token in the correspond-
ing places, executes the external actions (i.e., the start or end
of a processes), and resets the transition state. In fact, when
a token is consumed, it could destabilize the system (for
example when a token is involved in two or more transitions,
as seen in the Figure 6).

B. Continuous And Discrete Temporal Control System

It is very useful to have the possibility to accelerate or
decelerate the script. For example if we need to accelerate
the fade out for music and light. But these features could
not be possible without the concept of numbered tokens.

1) Deceleration: Decelerating is not a complex part of
the speed modification. In fact, if all the time values are
set in a millisecond precision, the precision of the Petri
network time is in microsecond. So for decelerating, a simple
multiplication of the next computed delta time by a factor
between 0 and 1 is sufficient.

2) Acceleration:Accelerating is much more challenging.
A first idea could be to call makeOneStep more often,
but this would too much computation time, and it would
be unsafe in real-time processing. Our solution is to use
stamped tokens, but it is not straight forward solution. Each
number on a token represents the remaining time to be
handled.
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Algorithm 1 setArcAsActive
Require: arc transition petriNet

1: transition.labelInGoingArcAsActive(arc)
2: currentDate← petriNet.getCurrentDate()
3: startDate← arc.getMinDate() + currentDate

4: endDate← arc.getMaxDate() + currentDate

5: if startDate > transition.getStartDate() then
6: transition.setStartDate(startDate)
7: end if
8: if endDate < transition.getEndDate() then
9: transition.setEndDate(EndDate)

10: petriNet.addPriorityT ransitionAction(transition,
END, endDate)

11: end if{/* if an END action already exist for this
transition, it will be disabled */}

12: if transition.allInGoingArcAreActive() then
13: petriNet.addPriorityT ransitionAction(transition,

START, startDate)
14: end if{/* if an START action already exist for this

transition, it will be disabled */}

15 [10; 10] [20; 20]

(a) The token is labeled with a value 15

5 [20; 20]

(b) After the crossing of the first transition, the token is label-led
with the value 5

Figure 7. An example of the spreading of a label-led token

• The makeOneStep algorithm will precise a token value
when a transition is crossed, matching the remaining
time after the crossing (currentTime - actionTime).

• When an arc is stated as active, the token value must be
subtracted from the minimum and maximum arc values.
See Figure 7.

• If this subtraction makes the transition crossable (for
example if the value on the second arc on the Figure 7 is
[15; 20]), this transition should be added to a transition
list, handled at the end of the makeOneStep algorithm.
And this should be repeated as often as the numbered
token are disseminated in the Petri network.

3) Processes:The new speed must also be given to all
currently running processes for them to adapt their com-
putation, and must be provided to each processes launched
next.

4) GOTO: The GOTO currently implemented can be seen
as a very fast acceleration, where all dynamic transitions are
turned into static transitions. It was an acceptable solution
for a first version of the VIRAGE sequencer, but it has
several limits.The artists using the VIRAGE sequencer made

Algorithm 2 makeOneStep
Require: petriNet

1: transitionActionFIFO ←
petriNet.getT ransitionActionFIFO()

2: currentDate← petriNet.getCurrentDate()
3: while

(transitionActionFIFO.size() 6= 0)
∧
(transitionActionFIFO.top().date() ≤
currentDate) do

4: topAction← transitionActionFIFO.top()
5: topT ransition← topAction.getT ransition()
6: transitionActionFIFO.pop()
7: if topAction.isEnable() then
8: if topAction.getT ype() = START then
9: topT ransition.declareAsSensitized()

10: else if topAction.getT ype() = END then
11: if topT ransition.allInGoingArcsAreActive()

then
12: topT ransition.crossT ransition()
13: else
14: throw incoherentStateException

15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: end while
19: sensitizedT ransitionList ←

petriNet.getSensitizedT ransitionList()
20: for each currentSensitizedT ransition in

sensitizedT ransitionList do
21: if !currentSensitizedT ransition.

allInGoingArcsAreActive() then
22: sensitizedT ransitionList.

remove(currentSensitizedT ransition)
23: else if

(petriNet.hasReceivedEvent(
sentizedT ransition.getEvent()))
∨
(sensitizedT ranstion.isStatic()) then

24: sentizedT ranstion.crossT ransition()
25: sensitizedT ransitionList.remove(

currentSensitizedT ransition)
26: end if
27: end for
28: petriNet.resetEvents()

a lot of feedbacks about it.

The first one is that if all processes are played rapidly,
they are also played integrally. When a GOTO is performed,
the artists usually do not want all the intermediate values,
but only the last state of each processes. For example, if a
processes computes a sound fade-in in a normal execution
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Algorithm 3 crossTransition
Require: transition petriNet

1: inGoingArcs← transition.getInGoingArcs()
2: for eachinArc in inGoingArcs do
3: inArc.consumeToken()
4: if inArc.nbToken = 0then
5: transitionList =

inArc.getP lace().getSuccessorsT ransition()
6: for each transitionToReset in transitionList

do
7: transitionToRest.resetArcState()
8: end for{/* Resetting a transition arc state means

looking for all predecessors places (after disabling
the END and START action), and activate corre-
sponding arc (with the previous values) if there is
still a token in the place */}

9: end if
10: end for
11: for each externAction in

transition.getExternAction() do
12: externAction.execute()
13: end for{/* an action could be a process start or end */}
14: outGoingArcs← transition.getOutGoingArcs()
15: for eachoutArc in outGoingArcs do
16: outArc.produceToken()
17: end for
18: transition.resetArcState()

; in a GOTO situation, only the last value is useful. A
good solution can be to execute all processes without
sending the results, and only broadcast the last results of
each processes. Another solution can be to regularly save
the ECOMachine state, and its processes, and perform the
GOTO from the closest saved state.

The second one is that some processes can not be
accelerated, for example a light, which need 5 seconds to
be correctly initialized. A solution can be to precise some
processes as GOTO-rigid, and execute them completely
even in a GOTO situation.

Finally, when some processes are in the correct state, for
example the light is correctly initialized by a previous execu-
tion, artists do not want to have a complete reinitialization.
A solution can be to have an interaction with this processes
by asking is current state, and skip the GOTO-rigid part if
the initialization is already performed.

C. Validation

These features were tested and validated by the artists in-
volved in the VIRAGE project. An Agile method (SCRUM)
was set up to improve communication between developers
and artists. A bug tracker allowed fast corrections and

performances were made to test and present these features
during frequent meetings [3].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a novel system for controlling
in real-time the temporal unfolding of multimedia processes.
For that purpose, we mix several temporal paradigms.
Firstly, we use a time-line model to place processes start
and end dates as well as temporal relations between them.
Secondly, the execution uses a time-flow model in which the
processes are executed while holding the temporal relations
stated on the time-line between dates. In this last model,
temporal synchronization is performed thanks to discrete
controls associated to processes dates, while continuous con-
trols can be performed to control the speed of the processes.
The implementation of such continuous controls in a discrete
model as a Petri net was not straight-forward. We proposed
solutions that have to be enhanced. In particular, the GOTO
feature should not execute all processes but only those,
which have a persistent effect on the future. As a matter of
fact, a fade-in, which is followed by a fade-out of the light
can be completely skipped. However, the move of a camera
should be performed before the recording process execution.
Logical relations have to take place between processes in
order to skip processes properly. In the future, we want to
open the scripts in order to give choices to the user, which
can depend on what is going on in real-time. Such a system
should be useful also in the context of museography and
improvisation.
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Abstract— Recent proliferation of portable devices requires 
video contents playable on virtually any portable devices. 
However, their limited computing resources pose significant 
restriction to accomplish real-time decoding of high resolution 
or high quality video contents. To solve the problem, we 
propose a complexity scalable video decoding scheme for real-
time playback on portable devices. In this paper, we analyze 
the complexity of H.264/AVC video decoding elements and 
develop a complexity scalable decoding scheme by simplifying 
motion compensation and deblocking filtering. Experimental 
results with the H.264/AVC main profile coded bitstream show 
that its decoding complexity can be reduced up to 26% without 
significant loss in subjective quality as compared to the 
conventional H.264/AVC decoder.  

Keywords-H.264/AVC; video decoder; complexity scalable 
decoding 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The development of portable devices and prevalence of 

wireless communication infrastructures make the multimedia 
services very popular. The video services such as IPTV, 
video conferencing, or video telephony are the most popular 
multimedia services. However, the limited battery capacity 
and the computational performance of the portable devices 
are major restriction to implement real-time playback of 
video contents on portable devices. Moreover, increasing 
demand of playback of higher resolution or quality video 
contents on portable platforms makes it quite difficult to 
attain real-time video. 

To attain the real-time video decoding, we have to 
decrease its workload by reducing computational complexity 
of decoding process. The significant problem in such 
reduction is the possible huge degradation of objective 
quality due to processing mismatch between encoder and 
decoder. Since distorted pictures caused by reduced 
complexity process are used again for reference picture for 
the following pictures to be decoded, propagation of 
distortion error will become larger so that it causes even 
more degradation of objective quality as time goes on. 
However, due to some characteristics of human visual 
system, certain degradation in video quality might be 
tolerable to a certain extent.  

Therefore, many complexity scalable video decoding 
algorithms have been developed to make a good compromise 
between complexity reduction and subjective quality drop 

[1]-[4]. Peng [1] proposed a discrete-cosine transform 
(DCT)-based complexity scalable video decoder via pruning 
the DCT data. Chen et al. [2] expended the IDCT pruning 
approach [1] by using a simpler interpolation filtering 
method according to frame types in motion compensation. 
Lei et al. [3] proposed a complexity scalable algorithms in 
AVS video codec (Audio and Video coding Standard in 
China) using a loop filter and luminance interpolation in 
motion compensation scaling method. Its encoder sends 
some information about the loop filter and the luminance 
interpolation to a decoder for complexity control of a 
decoder. H. Nam el at [4] proposed complexity scalable 
H.264 decoder with downsized decoding. W. Ji el at [5] 
proposed energy-scalable video decoding algorithms.  

The H.264/AVC standard achieves high coding 
efficiency with many advanced coding tools such as variable 
block size motion compensation, multiple reference frames, 
quarter-pel motion vector accuracy, context adaptive entropy 
coding, etc. [6]. To implement a complexity scalable 
H.264/AVC decoder, we analyze its decoding complexity by 
decoding tool by tool and develop some complexity control 
parameters which our proposed complexity scalable 
decoding scheme utilizes in its decoding complexity control. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 
II, we analyze H.264/AVC video decoding functions from 
the viewpoint of complexity control. In Section III, we 
describe the proposed method for complexity control of 
decoder. Experimental results are given in Section IV. 
Finally, we make some conclusions in Section V. 

 

II. VIDEO DECODING ELEMENTS FOR COMPLEXITY 
CONTROL 

H.264/AVC decoder performs variable length decoding 
(VLD) of incoming bitstream and then reconstructs various 
syntax elements such as motion vector, reference index, 
quantization parameter, and residual data of slices. The 
residual data are obtained through inverse quantization (IQ) 
and inverse transform (IT). Following, they are combined 
with a predictor which is generated either by motion 
compensation or by intra prediction. Subsequently, 
reconstructed picture is generated through deblocking 
filtering process. To evaluate the video decoding elements 
from the view point of complexity control, we analyze the 
complexity of them. Table I depicts the complexity profiling 
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TABLE I. COMPLEXITY PROFILE OF DECODING ELEMENTS 
Decoding elements Complexity rate(%)

Motion compensation 27.51 
Variable length decoding(VLD) 25.19 

Deblocking filter 16.65 
IQ/IT 10.65 

Reconstruction 3.08 
Intra prediction 0.57 

Others 16.34 

 
Figure 1. Fractional sample positions for quarter sample luma 

interpolation 

TABLE II. COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF INTERPOLATION 
FILTERING FOR H.264/AVC AND THE PROPOSED METHOD 

 Sample 
position

Interpolation  by 
H.264/AVC 

Simplified interpolation 
by the proposed

I b(0.5,0) 6-tap (G+H+1)/2 
h(0.5,0) 6-tap (G+M+1)/2 

II 

a(0.25,0) 6-tap+2-tap ( 48G + 16H+32 )/64 
c(0.75,0) 6-tap+2-tap ( 16G + 48H+32 )/64 
d(0,0.25) 6-tap+2-tap ( 48G + 16M+32 )/64 
n(0,0.75) 6-tap+2-tap ( 16G + 48M+32 )/64 

III

e(0.25,0.25) (6-tap) 2+2-tap ( 2G + H+M+2 )/4 
g(0.25,0.75) (6-tap) 2+2-tap (G + 2M+N+2 )/4 
p(0.75,0.25) (6-tap) 2+2-tap ( 2H + N+G+2 )/4 
r(0.75,0.75) (6-tap) 2+2-tap (H + 2N+M+2 )/4 

IV j(0.5,0.5) (6-tap) 6+6-tap ( G + M + H + N+2 )/4 

V

f(0.5,0.25) (6-tap) 6+6-tap+2-tap ( 3G + 3H + M + N+4 )/8 
i(0.5,0.75) (6-tap) 6+6-tap+2-tap (G + H + 3M + 3N+4 )/8 
k(0.25,0.5) (6-tap) 6+6-tap+2-tap ( 3G + H + 3M + N+4 )/8 
q(0.75,0.5) (6-tap) 6+6-tap+2-tap ( G + 3H + M + 3N+4 )/8 

result of H.264/AVC decoder in terms of decoding time. Its 
analysis is based on bitstreams conforming to the H.264/AVC 
main profile with IBBPBBP structure where every 60th frame 
is coded as I picture.  

As shown in Table I, motion compensation and VLD are 
the major complex elements in a video decoder. This means, 
other than the VLD, motion compensation is the most 
complex process in decoder. Second major complex element 
is the deblocking filter, which is applied to reconstructed 
picture after finished the decoding process. It is an important 
element to improve a subjective quality of reconstructed 
video, especially, in low bit rates bitstreams. By the way, 
IQ/IT takes only about 10% of complexity in which IT 
occupies more computational complexity than IQ. In the 
previous investigation [1], it is found out that complexity 
control of IT process brings a significant quality loss. 
Therefore, in this paper, we decide two decoding functions 
of motion compensation and deblocking filter for complexity 
control.   

A. Motion compensation 
In H.264/AVC motion compensation for luma 

component, pixel value at fractional quarter-pel positions 
generated according to motion vectors. Fig. 1 depicts their 
positions. Predicted values at half-pel positions are generated 
by an one-dimensional 6-tap FIR interpolation filtering 
horizontally or vertically. A sample value at quarter-pel 
position is generated by averaging values at two nearest half-
pel and integer positions. Computational complexity to 
generate the fractional samples is different depending on 
sample positions as depicted in Table II. Samples at quarter-
pel positions labeled as f, i, k, q are the most complex 
positions. On the other hands, half-pel samples labeled b, h 
are the least complex ones. To reduce the complexity of 
interpolation filtering, we simplify the interpolation filtering 
of each sample position using adjacent integer-pel samples. 
For example, a simplified sample value at quarter sample 
position labeled as a is derived,  

 
( 1) / 2

  { ( 5 20 20 5 16) / 32 1}/ 2
  ( 5 52 20 5 48) / 64
  (48 16 32) / 64

a G b
G E F G H I J
E F G H I J

G H

= + +
= + − ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ + + +
= − ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ + +

⋅ + ⋅ +

     (1) 

 
where G is at an integer position as depicted in Fig. 1, and b 
is at half-pel position derived by 6-tap FIR interpolation 
filtering. To use a shift operation, we adjust a rounding value 
appropriately. In Table II, we propose a simplified luma 
interpolation filtering of each fractional sample. Motion 

compensation for chroma components are generated by a bi-

linear interpolation of four neighboring integer samples as,  
 

8 8 8
     8 32 64

c c c c

c c c c

a (( xFrac ) ( yFrac ) A xFrac ( yFrac ) B
( xFrac ) yFrac C xFrac yFrac D )/

= − × − × + × − × +
− × × + × × +

 (3)  

where a is a predicted chroma sample value and A,B C,D are 
the integer-pel position samples. xFracc and yFracc are the 
fractional offsets of fractional samples. To reduce the 
complexity for chroma interpolation filtering, a predicted 
chroma sample is copied from nearest neighboring integer-
pel sample.  

B. Deblocking filter 
In H.264/AVC video coding, its deblocking filter consists 

of three processing phases: boundary strength decision, 
filtering decision, and actual pixel filtering.  

In the boundary strength decision of H.264/AVC, 
boundary strength parameter (BS) is determined by the rules 
in [6] for each boundary of 4 4 block. BS can be 0 ~ 4 
according to the rules. In our experiment, we found out that 
most often selected BS value is 0 or 2. Furthermore blocking 
artifact is more noticeable in flat and simple regions than in 
complex textured regions [7]. In H.264/AVC, flat and simple 
regions are often predicted in large partitions such as 16 16 
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Figure 2. Simplified boundary strength decision 

 

Figure 3. Block diagram of proposed complexity scalable decoder 

or 16 8, 8 16. On the other hand, complex regions are 
mostly coded under 8 8 sub-block partitions. Using these 
observations, we re-design a boundary strength decision 
process as shown in Fig. 2.  

Filtering process for sample sets (p0, q0) only takes place 
when following condition is satisfied  [6]: 

 

0 0 1 0 1 0

0
| | & & | | & & | |
BS  and
p q p p q qα β β

>
− < − < − ≤

       (4) 

where ,  are thresholds dependent on quantization 
parameter QP. Since filtering decision process has lots of 
comparison operation and it is performed for each edge, 
complexity would be much increased. In our simplified 
deblocking filter, filtering decision is performed just one 
time per each 4 4 block using an average value of samples 
such as: 
 
  

0 0 1 0 1 0

0
| | &&| | &&| |Avg Avg Avg Avg Avg Avg

BS  and
p q p p q qα β β

′ >
− < − < − ≤

  (5) 

 
where pAvg and qAvg is an average value of samples in P and 
Q 4 4 blocks. 

After the boundary strength decision and filtering 
decision, actual filtering process is applied to each block 
boundary. In H.264/ AVC, filtering strength is different 
depending on BS value. If BS < 4, a 4-tap FIR filter is 
applied with input samples p0, p1, q0, q1, and producing 

outputs p0’ and q0’. In case of BS being 4, a 5-tap or 4-tap 
filter is applied according to conditions [6]. However, the 
proposed simplified deblocking filter applies a 2-tap FIR 
weak filter when BS ’  of a current block boundary is 1 
according to the proposed boundary strength decision rules. 
When BS’ value is larger than 1, we apply same filtering 
method like to that of H.264/AVC. 

III. COMPLEXITY SCALABLE VIDEO DECODING SCHEME 
Fig. 3 depicts a block diagram of the proposed 

complexity scalable decoding scheme. The complexity 
scalable video decoder has a minimum quality loss within 
the maximum complexity reduction by controlling the 
control parameters. Therefore, we have to find an optimal 
complexity control level of parameters which satisfy the 
minimum quality loss. To find an optimum control level of 
parameters, we evaluate complexity-distortion (C-D) 
performance according to various complexity control 
parameters. 

A. Motion compensation complexity control 
In this paper, we apply a simplified interpolation filtering 

method according to fractional sample positions as proposed 
in Table II. The complexity scalability for motion 
compensation can be attained by controlling the number of 
luma samples which are involved in the simplified 
interpolation filtering. Table III depicts a proposed motion 
compensation complexity reduction level (MCRLevel). As 
depicted in Table III, we reduce the complexity of interpolation 
filtering for luma samples from the most complex sample 
position labeled as f, i, k, q to the least complex position 
labeled as b, h according to MCRLevel. Furthermore in order 
to control the motion compensation for chroma samples, we 
apply the proposed simplified chroma interpolation method 
when the MCRLevel is larger than 0.  

TABLE III. PROPOSED MOTION COMPENSATION 
COMPLEXITY REDUCTION LEVEL (luma) 

MCRLevel Complexity reduction sample position 
0 No reduction 
1 f,i,q,k 
2 j+ (MCRLevel=1) 
3 e, p, r, g+ (MCRLevel=2) 
4 a, c, d, n+ (MCRLevel=3) 
5 b, h+ (MCRLevel=4) 

 

TABLE IV. PROPOSED COMPLEXITY REDUCTION LEVEL 
FOR DEBLOCKING FILTER 

DFRLevel I Slice P Slice B Slice 
0 No reduction 
1 a a b 
2 a b b 
3 b b b 
4 b b c 
5 c c c 

(a: conventional deblocking filter, b: simplified deblocking filter, c: 
forced deblocking filter off) 
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Figure 5. Subjective quality of proposed method (City sequence, QP 22 299th slice) 

 

according to slice type. Our future work will find another 
complexity control variables which can control the 
complexity regardless of slice types and reduce more 
complexity as well. We will also develop complexity 
estimation and control method.  
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Abstract—This paper proposes a formal model for the
specification and analysis of distributed multimedia simulation.
This model is based on Hierarchical Timed Stream Petri Nets
(HTSPN), which has been proposed for specifying temporal and
logical constraints in high level multimedia description and
simulation. It takes into account a powerful synchronization
definition between different flows issued from distributed mul-
timedia systems. A simulation was done using a special Java-
based framework to assess the methodology and analyze the
expression and interpretation power of HTSPNs. For instance,
such an interpreted model permits powerful analysis techniques
for validating the quality of service in computer networks
before protocol implementation. Consequently, it allows the
specification of both the temporal non-determinism of weakly
distributed applications and the temporal variability of the
multimedia processing. An example is used to demonstrate the
capabilities of this scheme to specify the QoS requirements of
simulated applications.

Keywords-Formal Model; Distributed Multimedia Simulation;
HLA; HTSPN.

I. INTRODUCTION

The specification and the verification of temporal and
logical properties of distributed multimedia interactive sim-
ulation is a fundamental step to be conducted before imple-
mentation. Therefore, on one hand, synchronization schemes
[6] bring important contributions to the emerging concepts
of distributed simulation systems, especially when these
systems must maintain temporal relations between various
streams. On the other hand, HLA-based applications [1])
need structural approaches to specify the synchronization
scenarios between intra-flow, inter-flows and inter-objects to
allow an adequate management of the system resources. This
paper suggests to use a formal model based on Hierarchical
Stream Timed Petri Nets to specify and analyze synchro-
nization constrains between synchronized units in intra-flow
and inter-flow cases for the specification and the verification
of the next generation of distributed interactive multimedia
simulation.

The proposed model is applied to an HLA based simu-
lation which includes audio, video and interactive streams
issued from a selected application. Using the power model-
ing of Petri Nets suggests the specification of a requested
quality of services in distributed asynchronous multimedia

application. The synchronization scheme developed here
discus applications that involve HLA and are built on HLA-
RTI APIs. Its aim is to facilitate the editing phase and the
development time required to deliver high fidelity simulation
that will respect all structural, temporal and logical applica-
tion related constraints.

This paper is organized as follow: after a brief intro-
duction, Section II introduces the motivation of multimedia
formal specification. In Section III Petri Nets have been
selected for specifying distributed multimedia applications.
Section IV presents a set of QoS requirements to be used
in distributed multimedia simulation. Section V introduces
the formal model and shows analysis results. Transport
architecture is presented in Section VI and conclusion is
given in Section VII.

II. MOTIVATION

In the general case, flows need to satisfy natural syn-
chronization constraints and synthetic synchronization con-
straints between applications. The natural synchronization
constraints are intrinsic to the flow itself and need to be
respected when presented to the remote hosts to ensure the
comprehension of the associated information. For example,
in SECAM systems, a video frame is be displayed 25
times per second. These constraints are given by codecs.
Synthetic constraints are imposed by the application itself
and results from the abstract global synchronization specified
by developers. For instance, an audio stream must start
when a given event occurs. To handle the granularity of

Figure 1. Correspondence between Information Units and Synchronization
Units

these constraints, synchronization units have to process the
information units, providing a way to modulate a synchro-
nization scheme for each flow and to provide an optimal
control of each flow with respect to the system resources.
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Figure 1 shows the correspondence between the information
units (UI) and the synchronization units (SU). Each syn-
chronization unit, noted SUi, is associated to a sequence
of information units (IUi), together with each starting date
di and finishing date fi. The granularity of the information
induces the performance of the scheduling protocol. In order
to process streams using a set of available resources, the
synchronization scheme has to use synchronization units
adapted to the specific flow and to the synchronization of
the media acquisition.

The specification of the synchronization scheme should
be specified using a formal model to conduct an editing and
a verification phase before any implementation. The analysis
of the possible expressive power required for distributed
interactive systems lead to select a formalism based on Petri
nets (PN).

Other research contributions have been proposed to pro-
vide a formal approach for the specification of the distributed
multimedia communication. Authors in [2] and [7] used Petri
Nets to simulate a complex military simulation system with
HLA, to manage its concurrent properties and to specify
the synchronization problems for the simulated commands.
Author in [10] explores the impact of Time Service Man-
agement in HLA (HLA Time Management Service) to
specify an engine based on Stochastic Petri Nets to run
the distributed simulation, and proposes the use of HLA
as a platform of reference to compare different approaches
for partitioning and distributing application executions. [8]
presents an approach based on Colored Petri Nets to reduce
the bandwidth usage for distributed simulations using HLA.
In [9], the authors propose a colored temporal PN model
for simulating the federation execution. The proposed model
aims to assist developers of HLA simulations to design
high-level simulation and to specify the constraints of the
simulation.

However, as we outlined in our previous work [3] also
with other related works, these approaches do not provide
a structured model, and do not provide a comprehensive
qualitative analysis of the simulation. Furthermore, no quan-
titative analysis was presented, particularly when specifying
the temporal constraints and the performance analysis of
information exchanged during the simulation. As a conse-
quence, in this paper we use the same Hierarchical Time
Stream Petri Nets formalism to extend the power of the
previous models to express the spatial, temporal, logical and
semantic structures that appear in the distributed interactive
multimedia simulation.

Our contribution, is an extension this previous works, but
with another validation tool, uses primarily a temporal model
because it induces a required flexible management of system
resources and allows expressing of the non determinism that
may occur when a time de-synchronization occurs between
different distributed streams, especially when these flows
are very heterogeneous, such as the union of streaming

media (audio, video, images) and streaming interaction flows
coming from the actors of the virtual environments. That is,
we can find a tradeoff between two targets: synchronization
of stream to reduce the end-to-end latency and eliminating
delay jitter. Hence, we aim to improve those QoS param-
eters and we add real-time scheduling approach for stream
synchronization.

III. HIERARCHICAL TIME STREAM PETRI NETS

The HTSPN [4] (see also the HTSPN formalism in our
previous work cited in Section II) model is an extended
Petri Net model that used timed arcs for the modeling
of multimedia processing (communication, presentation...).
The temporal jitter appearing inside weakly synchronous
multimedia systems is modeled by the arc Temporal Validity
Interval (TVI). These arcs TVI are tuple [x, n, y], where
x, n and y are respectively the minimum, the nominal and
the maximum admissible durations of the related process-
ing. Such way of multimedia systems modeling allows the
expression of both the temporal non-determinism of weakly
synchronization in distributed multimedia applications and
the admissible temporal variability of multimedia objects.

Temporal drifts between multimedia streams can be fully
and accurately specified with the help of 9 different syn-
chronization semantics that can be selectively associated
with transitions. As a consequence, HTSPNs appear to be a
powerful tool for the formal modeling, analysis, verification
and simulation of distributed multimedia simulation systems.
HTSPN models allow three fundamental concepts to be
formally described with powerful temporal extensions: the
atomic, the composite and the link components.
Atomic Component: an atomic component is modeled in
HTSPNs by an arc with a TVI and a place associated
with one atomic resources type, for example video data
with [8, 10, 12] as TVA. Atomic synchronization layers
aim to describe synchronization constraints inside atomic
components by specifying intra-stream synchronization.
Link Component: a link is modeled in HTSPN by a timed
arc (L, t), where L is the link (to be layered) place. The TVA
associated with the link introduces the timed link concepts.
Using the HTSPN firing rules [5], timed links allow the
modeling and the formal specification of the transversal
semantics of the application layer.
Composite Component: the composite component provides
a hierarchical structuring mechanism based on the recursive
composition of atomic and composite component through
the use of sub-nets. The HTSPN use these composite type
places that are not only structurally, but also temporally,
equivalent to a (sub) net. A composite layer is able to
describe inter-stream synchronization constraints.
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IV. QOS REQUIREMENTS IN DISTRIBUTED
MULTIMEDIA SIMULATION

The quality of the mono-media presentation describes
the quality of the discontinuity of a single stream. This
discontinuity occurs for instance when data are lost; it can
cause a significant loss of synchronization, and it becomes
very important to optimize the quality of the presentation
at the receiver side to present the application. The end to
end latency defines the maximum allowable transfer delay
between two remote entities. This period corresponds,
for example, to the delay when a sender pronounces a
word and when the receiver receives the sound. This
delay should not exceed a given limit since it affects the
interactive communication between the remote users. The
intra-stream synchronization ensures the compliance with
the time constraints of the timing units for each stream.
The synchronization level is given for each flow by the
temporal validity intervals (nominal delay, allowable jitter)
of each synchronization unit. The intra-stream jitter is given
by (1) and illustrated in Figure 2. τ(n) is the arrival time
of object n and the maximum allowable jitter intra-flow
(equation (2)) is then 2×ε’.

ε′min ≤ τ(n− 1)− τ(n) ≤ ε′max (1)

τ (n) is an intra-flow object presented at time n, 2*ε’ is the
intra-flow allowable jitter.

−ε′min = T ′ − ε′ (2)
ε′max = T ′ + ε′ (3)

To ensure the receipt of n objects within a time interval,

Figure 2. Jitter in intra-stream

one has to guarantee the constraints of the quality of service
of the intra-flow, i.e. the maximum value of the global jitter
of the synchronization of n objects is given as the sum of
all jitters that exist between all consecutive units (2*ε per
period).

For the intra-stream synchronization, the QoS require-
ments, that should be satisfied for instance when an audio
and a video streams need to be synchronized, depend on
the communication variability. For instance, at the receiver
site, if two units of two different flows arrive at 2 different
times t1 and t2, the correctness of their synchronization has
to be deduced from the specification and the presentation
constraints: the synchronization scheme should provide the
acceptable interval for synchronized units of the flows, and
should define some actions to eliminate the streams discon-
tinuities. As an example, if a flow is behind the other(s)

(is late) de-synchronization will occur and the discontinuity
may become visible (when sound is no more synchronized
with video, this problem is called ”Lip-Synchronization).
Relation (3) and Figure 3 specifies a periodic traffic, with
period T, and an inter-flow jitter equal to 2*ε for one period.

εmin ≤ τ(x1, x2) ≤ ε′max (4)
εmin = T − ε (5)
ε′max = T − ε (6)

Figure 3. Inter-stream Jitter

It is clear from the above equations that the flows must
be sent periodically. In particular, the packet size is a very
important criteria that has to be carefully chosen for the QoS
constraints to be fulfilled. Indeed, for example for audio
data, the length of the packet affects the time required to
produce it. Table I gives the packet size with respect to
the data that has to be transmitted through a network. it
shows how audio data should be prepared and sent over
Networks. Column 1 presents the sampling frequency that
produces the audio data. Column 2 gives the time necessary
to produce an IP packet (1518 Bytes). For example, with a
8 KHz sample frequency, the time required to produce this
packet is 189 ms. In order to fulfill the QoS requirements
for distributed media application, this delay need to be
short enough because it delays the packets and implies the
quality of the interactivity and of the presentation at the
receiver side. Then, Columns 3, 4 and 5 show the size of
the frame, given an interval of time, to satisfy the quality of
the presentation. It seems that a delay of 20 ms is for sure
a correct value because it sends a high audio delay quality
with the respect to the frame size. The requirement of low
latency means that it is better for the senders to send small
packets frequently rather than large packets seldomly. Let

Table I
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PACKET SIZE AND PROCESSING TIME

Frequency Time (ms) Frame Size Frame Size Frame Size
(Khz) IP Packet in 50ms in 30ms in 20ms
8 189 400 240 160
11 69 1101 660 440
22 34 2201 1321 881
44 17 4403 2642 1761
96 8 9606 5764 3843

us assume that the acceptance purpose is to provide a 150
ms end-to-end latency: 50 ms can be taken as the maximum
time allowed for preparing and sending a packet, also for
processing and presenting it in the receiving application, and
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also can be the propagation delay in the network. Distributed
multimedia applications are not only presentation driven;
they are also data-driven.

Therefore, a formal model must describe both the data
and their presentation. In addition, the model must provide
means for representing the logical and temporal composi-
tions of their interactions. In order to specify the best choice
for an audio packet size, Figure 4 gives the functional point
able to satisfy our interactive requirements. It displays the
variability of the packet size with respect to the time needed
to produce the packet. These curves provide the Temporal
Validity Interval (TVI) which will be used in our formal
model. It follows that the best value of TVI is given by
[15, 20, 25], where 20 ms is the nominal time to produce
a packet, and there is a maximal drift per period of 2*5=10
ms.

Figure 4. Variability of packet size with the processing time

The first curve in Figure 5 indicates the time required to
produce a 1518 Byte audio data frame. From the left, this
curve shows for example that a voice corresponding to a
sequence of samples of 8 bits at a frequency of 8 kHz leads
to produce a sample every 125 ms; for a packet size of 1518
Bytes, the sender must wait 189 ms to produce and start to
send only this packet. This value does not fulfill the QoS
requirements needed to transmit the packets of interactive
applications. A 22 kHz sampling allows a processing and
production time equal to 34ms. However, it does not lead
after these 34 ms to a packet that exceed the proposed
maximum size of 1518 Bytes, it is about 2201 Bytes. As said
before, we selected 50 ms as the maximum time allowed to
produce a packet at the sender side, and as a consequence
it is clear in Figure 4 that it is not possible to send a full IP
packet. If a 22 KHz sampling frequency would have been
selected, it would have fulfilled all temporal and length QoS
requirements: the delay to produce the audio data frame is
20ms for a packet size of 881 Bytes, but the packet size
is rather short. Using the 50 ms values lead to start the
specification of the formal model.

Notice that if some problems come from the network,
and if then the different flows are not received at the same

time, some application incoherence could results and the
corresponding flows need to be re-synchronized, if possible,
at the receiver side. For example, as applications of dis-
tributed simulations incorporate multimedia flows, together
with flows resulting from the interactive system control, they
may become incoherent after crossing a (wide area or other)
disrupting network. To ensure consistency between these
flows, an adequate synchronization scheme between these
flows is necessary and has to be specified.
Such synchronization between the flows can be defined by
successive steps, for example first by ensuring the synchro-
nization in each streams, second between the different mul-
timedia streams, and, third by ensuring the synchronization
between these multimedia flows and the control flows of the
distributed interactive simulation.

V. FORMAL MODEL OVER HLA-RTI
Basically, the application (Figure 5) is a platform for

distributed interactive simulation, and it allows end users to
interact by voice, video and distributed simulation events
sent in real time. Such an application consists of at least
three streams: the audio and video streams captured by
a camera and the flow coming from the modification of
the virtual environment of the distributed simulation. The
synchronization scheme considered involves three types of
flow synchronization:

• Intra-stream synchronization between the objects of
each flow

• Inter-stream synchronization between the audio and
video streams to meet the timing constraints often
called Lip- Synchronization.

• Inter-stream synchronization between the two (audio /
video) streams and the control stream of the distributed
interactive simulation.

The intra-stream synchronization considers one flow,
the inter-stream synchronization considers all flows, and
specifies the acceptable inter-stream drift. The constraints
of intra-stream synchronization which must be verified for
each flow are:

• Units have an audio synchronization nominal duration
of 20 ms by assuming a jitter of 5 ms. That is to say,
the temporal validity interval of each unit of the sync
audio is [15, 20, 25].

• The video synchronization unit has 40 ms as a nominal
duration and a jitter of 10ms. The synchronization
interval validity of the video is then [30, 40, 50].

• The synchronization units of the distributed interactive
simulation flow have a nominal duration of 20 ms wit a
5 ms jitter. The temporal validity interval of this flow
is then [15, 20, 25].

The corresponding HTSPN synchronization model is de-
fined by a three levels representation: the link level considers
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the application level, and depends on the developer choices
(the application reference is given in Figure 6. The temporal
validity interval, [60, 80, 100], at this layer corresponds
to the inter-stream synchronization and will be explained
later on. It means that the transition will be fired in the
interval min, max=[60, 100], the time being started when
the transition is enabled, i.e. when the places have all one
token.

Thus, knowing that the sound has to be produced and
sent in less than 20 ms (Figure 4), and that the image in
less than 40 ms (given by the application), we measured
the processing of the interactive event: it has been found to
be 16. The delay of the interactive flow must be driven by
the audio stream because the audio media is the most time
sensitive one, and the audio stream will be then selected
master stream: it control the time schedule for the firings
of the transitions. Therefore, the number of places of this
stream must be a multiple integer of the number of the video
and simulation units. As a consequence, the synchronization
transition will be defined at the rendezvous which occurs at
a period equal to the LCM (Least Common Multiple) of the
nominal durations of the three streams, i.e. at time equal
to 80 ms, the LCM of (16, 20, 40). The granularity of the
synchronization is determined by the maximum acceptable
inter-stream drift. As the audio stream has a possible drift of
5 ms, the advance of the interactive flow results only from
the cumulative effect of the drifts of this flow.

The allowable drift of the video is 10ms: this drift is

Figure 5. Platform used for the formal specification

achieved by the treatment of 2 units of synchronization,
which is the treatment of 4 units of sync audio and 5 units
of flow synchronization Interactive. The formal modeling
of this approach is given by three hierarchical levels and

5 HTSPN nets. Figure 6.a shows the highest level. This
highest level specifies the full constraints of the inter-stream
synchronization between the audio stream, modeled by Aud,
the flow of the interactive simulation, modeled by the Sim,
and the video stream, modeled by VID.

The atomic or composite components and materials are
managed at the HLA-RTI level. The link layer is independent
of the middleware, and it represents the application level.
Figure 5 describes the synchronization architecture of the
distributed interactive simulation governing the HLA-RTI
middleware. Within the composite layer, Places, from Sim1
to Sim5, represent the objects of the distributed simulation,
AUD1 to AUD4 represent the audio objects and places VID1
and VID2 describe the video objects. Each circle represents
a data packet: to ensure the synchronization between the
streams, at the model defines a synchronization for each set
of 5 packets of distributed simulation (i.e. 544 bytes per
packet), of 4 audio packets (of size 881 byte packet) and of
2 video packets. The composite layer fulfills this inter-stream
synchronization and prepares the link synchronization Layer.

This net specifies in particular the control that must
be implemented to ensure the adequate synchronization
between these three flows, e.g. to ensure that the video
stream is no later than 30ms compared to the other flows.
This control must be applied with a maximum granularity of
20 ms, corresponding to two units of video synchronization,
4 units of sync audio and 5 units of sync interactive flow.
The purpose of this architecture is to express all the speci-
fied timing requirements. During the simulation, HLA-RTI
supports the transmission of audio, video and interactive
streaming from the sender application to the remote hosts.
It allows both the transport layer and control layer. HLA
defines two types of information exchange: the objects and
the interactions. Objects are inherently persistent during
the simulation, represented by atomic component; they im-
plement the flow control. The intra-stream synchronization
is managed by the objects that control the constraints of
quality of service required for the flows. The interactions
are persistent and will be able to natively transport the flows
between the Federates. Finally, the places Sim1 to Sim5
represent the objects of the distributed simulation.

As described in Figure 6, the first point of inter-stream
synchronization is of type ”MASTER”, with the audio
stream as ”MASTER” is placed at the point go after a
nominal duration equal to 80ms (100ms maximum). This
synchronization is likely to induce the acceleration (respec-
tively deceleration) of the video and audio flows after 5
units of synchronization and can also cause a delay or
the loose of the video stream. The abstract place Sim is
specified by the subnet shown at the top of Figure 5.
This HTSPN model controls explicitly the advance of the
interactive simulation flow with respect to the other flows.
Given the jitter units of 10 ms for the video and of 5 ms
the audio stream, then after 5 intra-synchronized objects of
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the interactive flow, this stream can be up to 20ms ahead
of the other flows. The control of the jitter of this stream
should be done by the HLA-RTI middleware to ensure that
all constraints of synchronization with the other streams are
enforced. The HLA Objects should control independently
each stream using native HLA APIs UpdateAttributeValues()
and reflectAttributeValue(). These functions are able not only
to control the advance of a flow compared to the others, but
also to ensure the intra-stream synchronization.

The HLA-RTI APIs sendInteraction() and receiveInterac-
tion() could be used to send data.
Because audio and video objects do not need in many
cases to be exchanged between federates, their data packet
should be send using the HLA interactions. HLA provides
many other APIs that can use in the implementation. As
the synchronization is implemented at the receiving side,
to schedule the data reception, the API tick(T1,T2) should
be used with two arguments that are the minimum and the
maximum values used in the temporal validity interval; for
example tick(12,20) has to be used.

VI. MULTIMEDIA TRANSPORT ARCHITECTURE

Sender and receiver are involved in the stream transmis-
sion. As a requirement of the HLA-RTI middleware, both
participants are federates and should follow the HLA rules
in order to be compliant with the specification. Hence, RTI
supports both ”Reliable” and ”Best Effort” communication
mode. Since Multimedia stream need to be send continu-
ously, it is necessary to optimize the throughput and the
reduce the end-to-end latency. This solution need UDP-based
”Best Effort” transport protocol.

As we outlined in Section IV, multimedia packets need
low latency to meet the QoS requirements, therefore it
is mandatory to schedule a stream transmission task in
order to share the system resources with other tasks. The
synchronization interval validity are used to meet the re-
quirements of the schedule system interval timer provided
by the underling operating system. The interval timer allows
the application to schedule periodic timer events. Thus, the
application receives and requests timer messages at the Tem-
poral Validity Interval (TVI) given in each arc of the HTSPN
model- that is, the TVI allows the application to schedule the
timer events within the TVI resolution, that is the timer inter-
val of the upadeintercation() and sendInteraction() function
is caller in this regular time resolution. In fact, real-time
stream transmission over large scale networks adds latency
and jitter due to the router scheduling and admission control
within the router queues. Using the the value admissible in
the TVI is twofold:(1) the re-synchronization of the media
frames in the presentation layer at the receiver side without
using reliable stream control (TCP protocol), the end-to-end
latency can be carefully controller before the stream being
displayed, and (2) allows the receiver buffer handling the
received stream with minimum frame lost and eliminates

jitter issues. Likewise, The longer the reconstruction buffer
is, the larger the jitter can be reduced.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a formal model based on Hierarchical
Temporal Stream Petri Nets for the synchronization of
distributed interactive multimedia systems. This model is
able to describe applications implemented using an HLA
distributed simulation. It offers a good modeling power for
at the same time the expression and the analysis of temporal
constraints in such systems. It also allowed us to specify
precisely, completely and in a unified way the multi-level
logical, temporal and semantics timing constraints that are
fundamental for synchronized distributed applications.

Taking into account all these constraints early in the
design process leads to a rather efficient development of
distributed applications and reduces the cost of this devel-
opment. Our future work is to design and implement by this
model a full distributed application that has been developed
to remotely teach car drivers.
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Abstract—The use of multimedia presentations within 

learning environments is described and guidelines for 

the design of good E-Learning systems are identified. It 

is argued that a linear sequential presentation of 

knowledge segments is effective, but that the user is 

provided with optional links to relevant segments during 

the presentation.  The synchronisation of multiple media 

is considered and the design of a prototype E-Learning 

system is discussed. The segmentation of material is then 

discussed and how the information can be stored in a 

data repository consider with respect to the requirement 

of accessing linked segments. Finally, the nature of 

adaptivity is discussed leading to a discussion of the 

salient parts of an adaptive multimedia presentation 

system. 

Keywords – multimedia, hypermedia, E-Learning, 

learning objects, adaptive, education. 

I.  MULTIMEDIA FOR LEARNING 

Over the last fifteen years or so, there have many studies 
on using multimedia presentations to assist the learning 
process. Many applications have been designed to utilize the 
potential afforded by the use of computer-based learning 
systems. However, the early promise of these systems has 
not resulted in the widespread use of strong computer-based 
multimedia mechanisms within the learning environment. 
Instead, weak forms of multimedia have been favoured 
elevating form over content. It is perhaps hardly surprising 
that Craig, [6], shows that its use is not associated with a 
significant improvement in student grades.  

This flexible „one size fits all‟ approach to multimedia 
presentation makes it popular, but, Burke and James, [4], 
show within a business education environment, teaching 
abstract, conceptual and theoretical content with multimedia 
are more likely to be effective. However, for quantitative 
material requiring problem solving it may not be so effective. 
In these situations, they go on to say, the use of step-by-step 
instruction that allows students to see problems worked out 
in real time were more effective.  This does not mean that 
multimedia applications cannot perform the latter tasks, it 
simply means that applications popularly used by teachers 
and lecturers generally do not do it. 

So the dilemma here may be that in order to produce rich 
multimedia presentations which are inherently more 
complex, the authoring process will also need to be complex 
and therefore time consuming. But where is the starting point 
for the design of such systems? Gagne et al, [11], offers 

clear, if obvious, guidelines for the design of good E-
Learning environments: 

 
1. Gain the learner‟s attention (reception). 

2. Inform the learner of the objectives (expectancy). 

3. Stimulate recall of prior learning (retrieval). 

4. Present the learning stimulus (selective perception). 

5. Provide learning guidance (semantic encoding). 

6. Elicit appropriate performance (responding). 

7. Provide feedback (reinforcement). 

8. Assess the learner‟s performance (retrieval). 

9. Enhance retention and transfer (generalisation).  
 
Also, if time and money is to be invested in the 

production of such materials the effect on learning outcomes 
needs to be clear. Krippel et al, [13], recently argued that this 
information is not readily available and that the true effect of 
multimedia technologies on learning outcomes remains 
unclear. More research is needed to examine educational 
environments where these new technologies are used to 
indentify improvements or underperformance over 
conventional pedagogies. It also needs to identify successful 
characteristics within certain contexts. Krippel argues that 
only with this evidence will educators be able to use 
multimedia technologies efficiently and effectively. 

II. LESSON LAYOUT 

If a multimedia presentation is to be designed to emulate 
a lesson or lecture, a good starting place would be to analyze 
the structure of a typical lesson and identify elements that 
will transfer well to these presentations. The difficulty here is 
that there no such thing as a typical lesson and very often 
delivery is adapted based on the content, teaching style and 
many other parameters. 

One element that can be considered is the layout of a 
lesson and that it is usually planned. In other words, the 
content of the lesson has been identified by the teacher. This 
means that at its inception the lesson is rigid and linear. This 
is not to say the lesson itself is rigid, it will be adapted by the 
teacher based on an interaction with the learners. Deviation 
from the plan is acceptable; however, usually the main 
objectives learning outcomes will remain intact. Beasley and 
Smyth, [1], noted that despite multimedia learning 
environment giving an opportunity to explore their material 
in a more active, non-linear fashion, students exclusively 
studied the material linearly. They go on to say that this was 
possibly due to not being given any specific information on 
how to study in this way.  Extending this slightly further it 
could be said that we are not taught to learn in this way. 
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Interestingly in this study, two features used in a non-linear 
manner were the hyperlinked glossary and the search facility. 

In essence, a learning environment needs to bring 
together learning units and construct them into a linear form 
based on the learning objectives. Then at the delivery stage it 
needs to provide the learner with optional mechanisms to 
deviate from the planned path. These mechanisms can be 
extended to include elements seen in the classroom such as 
asking questions and requesting topics to be explained in 
more detail and providing optional links to allow the user to 
view related topics.  

III. MULTIPLE MEDIA 

 
 Using multimedia for learning is not new and does not 

need to be computer-based. Teachers have used it for 
hundreds of years. Using more than one medium to relay 
information improves the efficiency of the communication. 
Ellis, [10], notes that the importance of multiple channels for 
the delivery of educational content can be found in the theory 
of multi-channel communication. This confirms that when 
information is presented by more than one channel, there will 
be additional reinforcement, resulting in greater retention and 
improved learning. 

With computer-based systems the problem is not now 
having the computing power to present rich multimedia 
content as it was in the past. There may still be issues with 
network bandwidth and heavily hit servers, but the problems 
are now usually centered on the synchronization of the 
different media. Languages like SMIL, [5], seek to remedy 
this by providing a language to allow multimedia 
components to be synchronized and presented together. 
Although the presentations produced this way are 
impressive, authorship is complex.  

IV. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A PROTOTYPE E-LEARNING 

SYSTEM 

 
Using the principles of lesson delivery and synchronised 

multi-focus multimedia elements, a prototype was developed 
using Adobe Flash, [8]. 

 

Figure 1: Screen Layout of a Multi-focus E-Learning 

System. 

 
Figure 1 shows the screen layout of such a system. Here, 

five elements are synchronized to act from the same timeline. 
Element A is a traditional audio-visual presentation, B 
provides a table of contents that can be clicked to move 
within the presentation. C is a normal temporal control, D is 
a frequently asked questions section and E is incrementally 
loading HTML, (iHTML). Here the content, text and images, 
is displayed in real-time. Each segment of the HTML code is 
given a time-stamp and is not displayed until that time is 
reached in the presentation.  

Authoring the table of contents and iHTML code is 
relatively easy and is carried out as a post-processing 
activity.  The author watches the audio visual presentation 
through the system in the role of lecturer and is given access 
to additional functions that allow table of content titles and 
the segments of iHTML to be added to the system. These are 
then automatically entered into an XML configuration file 
and displayed during playback by users of the system 
accessing the system in the student role. 

 

V. ASKING QUESTIONS WITHIN THE PRESENTATION 

 
Panel C, in Figure 1, as well as allowing temporal 

control, contains a button that allows the user to ask the 

system a question.  When the button is pressed it activates a 

question dialogue that allows the student user to enter a text-

based question to be read by the author of the content: the 

lecturer. This question is marked with the time it was asked 

in the presentation. This question and time stamp are 

appended to a file on the server running the E-Learning 

system. 

These questions that have been asked by any student 

user of the system are available to users of the system 

entering in a lecturer role.  In this role, all questions that 

have been asked can be viewed and when selected the 

lecturer is taken to the part in the presentation where the 

question was asked. The opportunity is then given to the 

lecturer to answer the question with a short additional video.  

Once published, this video is available to all student users of 

the system and the question is displayed in the same manner 

as the table of contents being highlighted as it is relevant in 

questions panel, (D).  However, the answer presentation is 

only played if the student selects the question. This allows 

the presentation to continue uninterrupted unless the student 

specifically wants to see the answer to that particular 

question. If a question is played the main presentation is 

paused while the answer video is played and resumed from 

the paused position when the answer video has ended. Thus, 

the student is given the option to view previously asked 

questions. 

With the publishing of answers to asked questions, 

during the life of the presentation more questions are likely 

to be asked and therefore the presentation matures over time 

and provides more supplementary information useful to a 

learner viewing the presentation for the first time. 
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VI. ADAPTIVE E-LEARNING 

 
Allowing learners to ask questions within the 

presentation and optionally view answers to previously asked 
questions is, in some measure, adapting the presentation to 
learner requirements. Generally, acknowledging the 
important relation between individual learners and education 
has along history. Shute and Towle, [15], note that the goal 
of aptitude-treatment interactions, (ATI), research is to 
provide information about learner characteristics that can be 
used to select the best learning environment for a particular 
student to optimise learning outcome. They go on to itemize 
four components of E-Learning: 

 Content Model, including a knowledge map 

 Learner Model, containing information about the 

user 

 Instructional Model, concerned with the 

presentation of materials 

 Adaptive Engine, which uses information from 

other models to drive the system 

Systems can access the learner in terms of domain-

dependent information and domain-independent 

information. The former gains knowledge of the learner 

through pre-tests and performance data. The latter keeps 

track of the cognitive abilities and personality traits of the 

individual. Systems concerned with adaptive instruction 

tend to base their adaptivity on assessments of emergent 

content knowledge or adjustments of material based on 

learner styles. The latter is a less suitable criterion than 

cognitive abilities for making adaptive instructional 

decisions. 

It is true to say that research into adaptive hypermedia 

is at the crossroads of multimedia presentation and user 

modeling. Brusilovsky, [3], defines such systems as giving a 

presentation that is adapted specifically to the user‟s 

knowledge of the subject and suggest a set of most relevant 

links to proceed further. The second part of the definition is 

really a type of navigational adaptivity where the learner is 

given a level of control of over what content to see. So, two 

distinct areas of adaption are created: content level adaption, 

often called adaptive presentation, and link level adaption, 

called adaptive navigational support. 

One interesting area that Brusilovsky identifies is the 

requirement to manipulate a presentation in certain ways 

according to the user needs. The information is offered in 

the context of canned text adaption and suggests 

applications can insert and remove text, alter fragments, 

stretch text, sort fragments and dim fragments. If the 

concept is extended to multimedia applications then these 

presentations can be manipulated in a similar manner. The 

fragments can be manipulated via some adaptive engine. 

The second implication leads on to another area.  This is 

that the presentation needs to be reduced to fragments to 

allow these elements to be manipulated. These fragments 

are generally termed learning objects and much research has 

been done around their use. 

A good example of adaptive navigational support 

offered by an application is AHA! an open source adaptive 

hypermedia platform, [9]. The system uses adaptive linking 

to suggest content for the user. It makes use of prerequisite 

relationships between the learning objects to link related 

references ensuring that the user has the required knowledge 

base to understand a given link. In this manner the user 

makes decisions about the content they wish to learn. 
 

VII. LEARNING OBJECTS 

 
The definition of a learning object is any entity, digital or 

non-digital, which can be used, re-used and referenced 
during technology-supported learning, [12]. Although the 
definition is easily understood and widely accepted, the 
advantages gained by splitting up a lesson into learning 
objects are somewhat controversial. One of the biggest 
benefits often sited are that these objects can be reused and 
repurposed, [2].  However, this interoperability and 
reusability may have been overstated in the past. McGreal, 
[14], points out the difficulties in taking a learning object and 
reusing it in a different environment.  This is principally 
because it is difficult to create learning objects independent 
of the context it was made in.  The likelihood is that the 
object bears the imprint of the ideology and culture it was 
produced in. 

Consequently, it is difficult to standardize a learning 
object and an object-oriented approach, as applied to 
software environments.  This is incongruous in the complex 
context of learning, especially when the learning material is 
based on narrow technical and specialized concepts. Despite 
the challenge, the concept persists driven by the joint goals 
of reuse and adaptivity. 

Boyle, [2], describes the learning object as a wrapper 

around this object. This wrapper describes the component 

structure of the object, and includes the descriptive 

metadata. The learning object is thus packaged in a standard 

container format. This packaged object can be stored in 

digital repositories. The metadata permits fast effective 

searches to retrieve learning objects suitable for a particular 

purpose. A direct link can be made to the idea of learning 

objectives in pedagogical theory. This mapping suggests 

that each learning object should be based on one learning 

objective or clear learning goal, which links back to our 

original definition. 

The design of the learning objects should be considered 

carefully to ensure they have minimal bindings to other 

units, (as well as being as context-free as possible). Even 

Boyle, [2], admits that this decoupling of learning objects is 

a considerable challenge and notes that this may be at odds 

with providing rich, integrated learning experiences. One 

way round this problem is to create a compound object 

consisting of two or more independent learning objects that 

are linked to try to achieve a richness not available to a 

single object, whilst maintaining a significant basis for re-

use. 
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VIII. THE LINKING OF LEARNING OBJECTS 

 

In fact, the linking of learning objects goes further than 

this and a particular syllabus may be defined as a linked 

series of these objects. Indeed, much of the research on 

developing E-Learning systems over the last five years has 

concentrated on these links.  In the design of the open 

source adaptive hypermedia platform AHA!, (Adaptive 

Hypermedia Architecture), De Bra et al., [9], describe how 

the system has been designed to use adaptive linking to 

suggest content for the user. It uses, what they term, 

prerequisite relationships to link related references. The 

system is capable of selecting and presenting information 

content based on the user‟s previous actions which are 

processed and stored in a user model.  The system selects 

and annotates the links in a way that guides the user towards 

the most relevant information.  In this way, navigational 

adaptivity is provided and the system builds concept 

relationships between the objects. 

Once the learning material has been segmented into 

individual learning objects, two aspects become important 

for the presentation of these materials. Firstly, a lesson can 

be considered to be a chosen sequential set of these 

segments and secondly that any segment presented may, to a 

lesser or greater degree, be connected to another segment in 

the learning repository. These two elements become 

essential to the development of any E-Learning system. 

Authoring a lesson to be presented becomes a process of 

choosing already available segments from the repository and 

creating new segments for areas not available. The 

presentation system then needs to be provided with a set of 

links to other relevant segments that the student may find 

useful and optional decide to view. The data in the 

repository needs to be mined to find the relevant links to 

each segment within the lesson. 

To assist this process each segment is associated with  a 

set of data relating to it. This data can contain simple 

information like name and description and also link to data 

used during its presentation like the iHTML text. Since this 

text is tightly bound with the original presentation it 

provides useful information to base decisions on linking one 

segment with another. 
  

IX. THE STORAGE OF INFORMATION 

 

The segmentation of individual learning objects has 

ultimately to be reference to the ontology of that subject 

area. The storage of information needs to be indexed in 

order for it to be retrievable. Each node is provided with a 

unique address which defines its location on the ordered 

tree. The addressing system is chosen in such a way that it 

corresponds a knowledge hierarchy that is specified by 

sections, sub-sections, sub-sub-sections etc. see Figure 2. 

 

 

The ordered tree also provides the ability to define 

segmentation. Consider a video clip divided into 8 segments 

A to H. Each segment corresponds to a knowledge division 

or a set of knowledge divisions in the subject ontology. One 

typical association is seen in Figure 2. 

 

 
1 1.1 1.1.1 

1.1.2 

 A 0 

 1.2 1.2.1 

 

1.2.2 

1.2.1.1 

1.2.1.2 

1.2.2.1 
1.2.2.2 

B 20 

 1.3 1.3.1 

1.3.2 

 C 60 

 1.4 1.4.1  D 80 

 1.5 1.5.1 
1.5.2 

1.5.3 

 E 90 

 1.6 1.6.1  F 110 

 1.7 1.7.1 
1.7.2 

1.7.3 

1.7.4 
1.7.5 

 G 120 

  1.4.1 1.4.1.1 

1.4.1.2 
1.4.1.3 

1.4.1.4 

H 200 

 

     250 

Figure 2: Association of ontology divisions with video 

segments 

X. ONTOLOGIES 

According to Gruber, in a computing context, an 

ontology is “an explicit specification of a 

conceptualisation” [17]. This has been refined by Struder as 

“a formal, explicit specification of a shared 

conceptualization” where „formal‟ indicates that the 

language of ontologies should be readable by machines as 

well as humans and where „a shared conceptualization‟ 

indicates that this specification constitutes a community 

reference which allows the sharing of a consistent 

understanding of what information means and further makes 

possible interoperability between systems. 

Usually ontologies are represented as knowledge 

hierarchies with the most general concepts at the top and 

more detailed and specific concepts at lower levels [16]. 

The structure of these knowledge hierarchies is naturally 

representable as networks, where each node on the network 

represents a unit of knowledge. Although many different 

network topologies are possible in theory such a linear, 

circular, hub/spoke, tree etc., the ontological model that we 

will be using here will be a simple ordered tree.  

The ordered tree network is distinguished by 1. there is 

only one route from any node to any other node and 2. 

branches from any given node have an implicit order. These 

two properties ensure that the ordered tree network has the 

necessary properties to represent simple knowledge 

categorisation and sub-categorisation within an ontology.  
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This structure will also enable a wide variety of knowledge 

maps to be represented.  

 

Node addressing 

The first step in building an operational structure is to 

reference the components of the ontology which we do by 

providing each node with a unique address. We adopt a 

positional system to delineate each sub-section within a 

knowledge hierarchy where each section, sub-section, sub-

sub-section etc. is represented by series of numbers 

separated by points. This has the advantage of being 

scalable and universal in application. See Figure 3 

 

Each node is represented by a unique vector. Thus  

 

|X> = |1,2,1,1> 

|Y> = |1,4,1,3> 

|Z> = |1,3,2,0> 

 

The knowledge tree network can alternatively be fully 

represented by the adjacency matrix Aij where  

 

|Xi>  = ∑    
 
    

 
1 1.1 1.1.1 

1.1.2 

  

 1.2  
1.2.1 

 

 
1.2.2 

 
 

1.2.1.1 

1.2.1.2 
 

1.2.2.1 

1.2.2.2 

 
 

|X> 

 1.3  

1.3.1 

1.3.2 

 

 

|Z> 

 

 1.4  

1.4.1 

 

 

1.4.1.1 
1.4.1.2 

1.4.1.3 
1.4.1.4 

 

 

 
 

|Y> 

 1.5  

1.5.1 
1.5.2 

1.5.3 

  

 1.6  

1.6.1 

  

 1.7  

1.7.1 
1.7.2 

1.7.3 

1.7.4 
1.7.5 

  

  1.4.1   

Figure 3: Example of unique address system for 

knowledge hierarchy 

 

In the case of our example presented in Figure 3 it can be 

expressed in the adjacency matrix in Figure 4. This matrix is 

symmetric. 

 

 
Figure 4: Adjacency matrix 

 

Once a nodel address system is specified it then becomes 

possible to give quantitative values to terms such as „level 

of detail‟, „difficulty‟, „proximity‟, „strength of links‟ etc. 

 

We define the following terms based on this nodel address 

system. 

 

Difficulty: we define the difficulty of a knowledge node to 

be equal to the degree of centrality of the node – 1. In other 

words it is equal to the number of sub-nodes that are 

connected to a given node. Although it might be argued that 

this is a crude measure of „difficulty‟ it has the advantage of 

being directly related to the complexity of the knowledge 

node and by association can be used as a measure of the 

difficulty. 

 

Level: the level of a knowledge node as the same as the tree 

level of the node which is equal to the dimension of the 

representative vector of the node. Thus the level of node |X> 

= |1, 2, 1, 1> is 4 while the level of node |Z> = |1, 3, 2> is 2. 

We say that the level of a knowledge node is equal to its 

importance and represents the level of detail that a 

knowledge node contains.   

 

Distance: this is a measure of how close two nodes are on 

the ontology. The degree of separation of knowledge 

segments is dependent upon the level of the nodes. Nodes at 

level 3 are an order of magnitude closer than nodes at level 

2 and those at level 2 an order of magnitude closer than at 

level 1. We therefore define distance between nodes as the 

number of nodes traversed divided by the order of 

magnitude of their level. Thus two neighbouring nodes at 

level 1 will have a separation of 1, while two nodes at level 

2 will have a separation of 0.1 and those at level 3 a 

separation of 0.01 Distance is therefore a measure of how 

1 1
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1
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2
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3
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4

2
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1
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3
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1

2
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1
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2

1.
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3
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7.

4

1.

7.

5

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1.1 1 0 1 1

1.1.1 1 0

1.1.2 1 0

1.2 1 0 1 1

1.2.1 1 0

1.2.1.1 0

1.2.1.2 0

1.2.2 1 0 1 1

1.2.2.1 1 0

1.2.2.2 1 0

1.3 1 0 1 1

1.3.1 1 0

1.3.2 1 0

1.4 1 0 1

1.4.1 1 0

1.4.1.1 0

1.4.1.2 0

1.4.1.3 0

1.4.1.4 0

1.5 1 0 1 1 1

1.5.1 1 0

1.5.2 1 0

1.5.3 1 0

1.6 1 0 1

1.6.1 1 0

1.7 1 0 1 1 1 1 1

1.7.1 1 0

1.7.2 1 0

1.7.3 1 0

1.7.4 1 0

1.7.5 1 0
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close two knowledge segments are related to the subject 

ontology. For a tree network this is a unique value that 

indicates the strength of connection between two 

knowledge segments.  

 

XI. ONTOLOGICAL CALCULUS 

In order to determine the quantitative value of each of these 

terms it is required to define the algorithms or operations on 

the node addresses that will provide the appropriate values 

determined by the definitions. This set of operations will 

form a calculus enabling the manipulation of ontology. 

 

A high level segment such as |1.1> contains less detail than 

a lower level segment such as |1.2.1.1> The level of a 

knowledge vector is given by multiplying the normalized 

vector by the unit covector. We define the unit covector of n 

dimensions <Un| = <1… 1,1,1| where there are n elements. 

 

The normalization of a knowledge vector |X> we represent 

as N|X> where N is the normalization operator. Hence the 

level of the knowledge vector |X> is given by: 

 

Level = <Un|N|X> 

 

Thus for the case of |X> = |1,2,1,1> we have  

 

Level |X> = <U|N|1,2,1,1> 

  = <1,1,1,1|1,1,1,1> 

  = 4 

 

Similarly 

 

Level |Z> = <U|N|1,3,2,0> 

  = <1,1,1,1|1,1,1,0> 

  = 3 

 

Distance algorithm 

We define the n-dimensional Level covector  

<Ln| = <n,… 3,2,1|  

 

The distance of two nodes is given by the modulus of the 

difference of their node addresses multiplied by the Level 

Order of Magnitude  covector <LOM| where  

<LOM4| = <1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001|  

 

Thus for the two vector addresses |X> and |Y> their 

proximity is given by: 

 

Proximity|Y>|X>  = <LOM4|(|Y> - |X>) 

  = <LOM4|(|1,4,1,3> - |1,2,1,1>) 

  = <LOM4|0,2,0,2> 

  = <1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 |0,2,0,2> 

  = <1x0 + 0.1x2 + 0.01x0 + 0.001x2> 

  =  0.202 

 

Similarly the proximity of |Z> to |Y> is  

 

Proximity|Y>|Z> = <L4
2
|(|Y> - |Z>) 

  = <1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 |0,1,1,3> 

  =  0.113 

 

And similarly  

Proximity|Z>|X>  = <L4
2
|(|Y> - |X>) 

  = <1, 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 |0,1,1,1> 

  =  0.111 

 

It should be clear from these examples that proximity is not 

associative. 

 

Proximity|Y>|X>   ≠  Proximity|Z>|X> + Proximity|Y>|Z>  

 

Difficulty 
The difficulty of a segment is defined to be equal to the 

degree of centrality of the node minus one. The degree of 

centrality is determined by the Adjacency matrix of the 

ontology Aij 

 

The degree of a node is the number of connections to it.  We 

will denote the degree of knowledge vector |Xi> as 

 

Difficulty = <D|Xi> =  ∑    
 
    

 

These sets of algorithms form a calculus which enable clear 

metrics to be determined that can be calculated and fed into 

the AMPS system to facilitate adaption. 

 

XII. THE PRACTICAL DESIGN OF AN E-LEARNING SYSTEM 

 
In practice, realization of all these concepts gives rise to 

two distinct functions of any E-Learning system. These are 
the authorship of materials and delivery of these materials. 
Cristea et al., [7], describe an attempt to combine two 
hypermedia systems, authoring with MOT, (My Online 
Teacher), and delivery with AHA. MOT uses domain 
mapping to structure and organize the resources. It uses 
adaption rules to build an assembly language of adaption. 
Concept weights, (meta-data), are then used to alter the 
presentation and make it adapt to a particular user.  These 
weights can represent different measurable aspects of a 
learning fragment like difficulty or importance.   

A Common Adaption Format, (CAF), sits between the 
two systems to convert data from MOT into a form 
understood by AHA.  This is expressed as an XML 
document.  Figure 4 shows both the assembly language and 
the CAF. 

 
(a) if GM.Concept.weight > 10 

then ( PM.GM.Concept.show = true ) 

 

(b) <CAF> 

<domainmodel> 

<concept> 
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<name>Adaptive</name> 

<concept> 

<name>Adaptive HyperMedia</name> 

<attribute> 

<name>title</name> 

<contents>Adaptive HyperMedia</contents> 

</attribute> 

… 

</concept> 

… 

</domainmodel> 

</CAF> 

Figure 5: (a) A typical fragment of assembly language, 

(b) A fragment of the CAF file in XML format 

 
In this manner the systems attempt to establish a common 

platform and format for the representation of adaptive 
educational hypermedia: an extremely important goal if 
learning object re-use is to become a practical reality. The 
declaration and use of this intermediate language has another 
advantage. Each system can be developed and refined 
independently: one system generates the CAF, the other uses 
it. CAFs, specifically designed for testing, can be used by the 
presentation system. 

 

XIII. ADAPTING MATERIALS IN AN  E-LEARNING SYSTEM 

 
Once the decision to establishing the segment as the heart 

of an E-Learning system has been made, the rest of the 
system can be designed around it. Entities including the user 
and materials to test the user knowledge can be included in 
the E-Learning database. 

In the development of the materials the educational 
concepts must be isolated from a unit of a course and 
developed into learning objects. The syllabus of a unit 
consists of an ordered set of concepts and a course is an 
ordered set of units. Each concept is formed into a segment. 
Initially a segment contains audio-visual resources required 
for its presentation.  The authorship sequence continues by 
adding addition data to the segment including references to 
the AV file and the iHTML file used during presentation.  

To make the segment adapt to the user‟s needs during 
presentation the author must also determine parts of the AV 
presentation that will be viewed at different levels of detail. 
By providing these different levels each segment becomes 
adaptable. During a presentation, the user can be presented 
with the segment information at a preferred level of detail. 
The user can then alter this level to provide more or less 
detail during the presentation. The system can record these 
levels and change these levels based on other information in 
the database including the results to tests linked to the 
segment.  Thus, the system adapts to the user needs by 
presenting the material at the correct level of detail. 

 
Authorship of such a system relies on the choosing 

fragments on a temporal basis and marking sections to be 
excluded or included at a particular level. Thus, more or less 

detail can be created to a standard form and adaptively 
chosen for the user. A textual code is used to allow the 
system to piece together the presented form for the level 
chosen and acts as an adaptive descriptor for the system.  

 
This is shown in Figure 5. Part (a) shows the media file 

being played as it was recorded from frame 0 to 200. The 
control text simply gives the end frame so that additional 
fragments are not played at the end of the file. Part (b) shows 
fragments of the media file being left out to create a less 
detailed presentation. Here, fragments B and C are left out of 
the presented sequence. The control text indicates which 
frames are to be removed. It also includes the end frame. Part 
(c) shows more detail being added to the presentation by 
substituting the larger fragment H in the place of the smaller 
fragment D. Here, more detail can be added to specific parts 
of the file and therefore particular concepts are elaborated 
within the segment. These additional fragments are added to 
the end of the media file and are additionally recorded at the 
time the presentation is made. The adaptive descriptor marks 
the frames to be removed and the frames to be substituted. 
Thus, a single media file is used for all levels of detail and 
adaptively presented by use of the set of descriptors at 
different levels. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)  Normal level of detail, (as recorded). Segments 
A to G are played sequentially 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) Less detail in presentation. Segments A, C, D, 
E and G are played sequentially 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(c) More detail in presentation. Segments A, B, C, 
H, E, F and G are played sequentially 

Figure 6: Three levels of detail from a single audio-

visual fragment. 

 

A     B       C   D    E     F        G              H 

END 

  0       20         60     80  90      110 120               200            250 

A     B       C   D    E     F        G              H 

END 

  0       20         60     80  90      110 120               200            250 

A     B       C   D    E     F        G              H 

END 

  0       20         60     80  90      110 120               200            250 

Text: S0;E200   

Text: S0;D20,60;D110,120;E200 

Text: S0;I80,200,250;E200 
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XIV. CONCLUSION 

The E-Learning presentation system is driven from a 
sequential set of segments. Each of these segments has 
additional data connected to the AV file and an adaptive 
descriptor allows these additional elements to be 
synchronized with the original AV file.  It also allows 
fragments to be added or removed from the segment as 
required adapting to the user requirements. At any stage in 
the presentation the detail can be manually increased or 
decreased. Questions can be asked, the answers published 
onto the system as a linked segment. Other segments within 
the data repository are displayed that may be relevant to the 
current segment. The algorithm to do this is contained in a 
separate system that has access to the same E-Learning 
database and acts independently from the presentation 
system. As this system discovers links between the segments 
in the repository they are added to the database by adding 
links to each segment. When the segment is presented to the 
user as part of a lesson these link are displayed giving the 
user the optional ability to display these linked segments. A 
strength variable keeps track of the relevance of the links and 
this can be displayed to the user. 

The presentation side of the system runs from meta-data 
provided from an XML configuration file created at the time 
the presentation is requested by the user. Information on the 
user‟s progress is obtained from the database to pick the 
level of detail required for each segment. This information is 
obtained from the results of previously attempted tests and 
from changes made by the user if the segment has been 
previously viewed by the user. 

The XML configuration file will consist of a number of 
essential elements for the presentation of the lesson: 

 An ordered list of the segments contained in the 
lesson 

 For each segment a list of allowed detail levels 
along with an adaptive descriptor for each detailing 
the way the content will be manipulated for that 
particular level and the synchronization information 
to present additional material, (for example iHTML 
blocks) 

 For each segment, a list of other linked segments 
that are considered relevant, together with a metric 
indicating the strength of that relevance. The 
answers to previous questions asked by viewers of 
that segment can also form linked segments with a 
high value of relevance. 
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Abstract— Video databases have both spatial and temporal 
components. Querying and retrieval of spatio-temporal content 
is a challenging task due to lack of simple user interfaces.  In 
this paper, we propose a system to allow the user to 
interactively build “eventually” queries in video databases. In 
eventually queries, the user just needs to provide the starting 
state (or information) and the ending state without providing 
the intermediate states.  This helps the user setup queries 
without knowing all details. Our system uses a methodology 
similar to the one in gaming.  Queries are built by displaying 
natural videos based on gamepad commands rather than on a 
graphical interface using a mouse or a keyboard. The system 
uses a semantic sequence state graph (S3G) to search the 
database.  The system is applied on a tennis video database.  
This paper, proposes a novel spatio-temporal query and 
retrieval system with user friendly interface for developing 
“eventually” type spatio-temporal queries using gamepad.  

Keywords-Video querying and retrieval; interactive query 
interface; eventually queries.  

I.  INTRODUCTION  
The video databases have both spatial and temporal 

dimension. The process of retrieving spatio-temporal objects 
and events that span space and time domains is known as 
spatio-temporal query. The design of a good spatio-temporal 
query system should consider representation of the spatio-
temporal information, query building, and simplicity. The 
representation to model the spatio-temporal system must be 
sophisticated enough to capture the semantic contents. Such 
a system should be able to represent objects, events, and 
changes in the data. It may be hard to build a spatio-
temporal query instantaneously. Therefore, the system 
should allow the user to build the spatio-temporal queries 
incrementally to retrieve one or a sequence of many events 
which, cause the specified action.  The spatio-temporal 
query system must also be simple enough to be used by a 
general-purpose user and should not require them to know 
the internal representation of the database.  

Significant effort has been made on querying spatio-
temporal databases and many of the approaches are based 
on developing new languages or extending the existing 
query languages such as SQL [11] or developing interfaces 
for the user to build a spatio-temporal query.  STQL 
(Spatio-Temporal Query Language) [7] demonstrates how 
SQL can be extended to query spatial objects that change 
over time.  It extends SQL by adding features like a set of 

spatio-temporal predicates such as disjoint, meet, overlap, 
coveredBy, covers, inside, contains, and equal. 2198 
predicates are identified between two evolving regions.  
Such a large number of predicates make it practically 
impossible to name the predicates as well as their utilization 
by the user.  Jain et al. [1] uses pattern matching properties 
of SQL to express spatio-temporal queries.  Since the data is 
represented as strings based on a grammar, it is possible to 
apply pattern matching techniques. In [3], “conceptual-
neighborhood-graph” (or “closest-topological-relationship-
graph”) is developed based on spatio-temporal relationships 
like overlap, meet. This graph is used to retrieve spatial 
objects that changes over time [4]. 

 Besides query languages based on SQL, visual query 
languages have also been proposed to query spatio-temporal 
data since the data has at least spatial component.  Icons are 
usually used to represent objects.  Lvis supports querying 
moving objects [5][6].  Query-By-Trace [8], Visual 
Interactive Query Interface [10] and Visual Query system S-
TVQL [9] are other examples of visual querying interfaces 
for spatio-temporal content.  All the above approaches 
present difficulty in analyzing the query for the novice user.  
Naik [2] provides a user interface for querying tennis video 
databases.  The user chooses (or click) the locations of 
players and the ball on the available interface for each 
instance in the query.  However, point-and-click approach 
using a graphical court view is tedious and does not provide 
an intuitive method of building queries. 

In this paper, we focus on the eventually operator in 
temporal logic. If the user is interested in the next available 
state from a current state, we basically call it as a ‘next’ 
query. If the user is interested in whether a state is reachable 
from a current state, we call it as an ‘eventually’ query. 
Eventually type query result allows the user to visualize all 
intermediate steps to reach the given state. These types of 
query allow the user to specify two states and view all 
intermediate events and states between them and also 
relieve the user from trying to recollect every possible next 
event to query in case of “next” query. In other words, the 
user does not need to specify all intermediate steps. It is 
possible that the user may not know or not interested in 
intermediate steps. 

Since video databases may require spatio-temporal 
queries that include three dimensions, it is hard to build 
such queries without a proper user interface. Especially, 
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incorporating temporal dimension is difficult.  We observe 
that one of the common environments in which users 
provide spatio-temporal inputs to the system is the 
environment of video games.   In these eniveronments, a 
player (or a user) provides spatio-temporal inputs of objects 
using a gamepad. In our system, the queries are built by 
displaying natural videos based on gamepad commands 
rather than on a graphical interface.  There are three 
components in the system: building the query, searching and 
retrieval of clips, and displaying query result.  Semantic 
sequence state graph (S3G) is used to search the database.  A 
query is built incrementally as a sequence of queries. 
Though this paper describes the query building process 
using “Eventually” type queries, the process is applicable to 
build other types of spatio-temporal queries.    We illustrate 
the system on tennis videos.  

Our paper is organized as follows. The following section 
provides background about the database and indexing.  
Section III describes how a gamepad is used for 
“eventually” queries. Our examples and illustrations are 
provided in Section IV. The last section concludes our 
paper. 

II. BACKGROUND 
In this section, we provide information about our 

semantic modeling and retrieval system (SMART) and our 
semantic sequence state graph (S3G) for indexing and  
retrieval of videos from a tennis video database. 

 
A.   SMART 

The semantic content of a video corresponds to high-
level information in the video. SMART [1] models objects, 
events, sequence of events and the resulting spatio-temporal 
interactions among objects in the video.  A sample 
application on tennis videos that utilizes SMART is 
developed for modeling and retrieval of semantic contents 
in a tennis video.  The semantic contents of a tennis video 
are modeled using a set of objects, a set of events, a set of 
locations on the court besides a set of camera views and a 
set of production rules (grammar) which, are given in [1]. 
Objects: The set of objects ΣO contains three objects: the 
ball b, the first player U and the second player V: 
 ΣO = {U, V, b}. 
Events: The set of events ΣE contains two distinct events: 
the forehand shot F, and the backhand shot B: 
 ΣE = {F, B}.   
Locations:  The tennis court is divided into 13 non 
overlapping regions including the net N as shown in Figure 
1. The set of locations ΣL includes all these 13 regions:  
  ΣL = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, N} 
The production rules are used to encode the semantic 
contents of the videos as a set of strings. Each video clip is 
represented with one string. 

 
Figure 1.  Regions of the tennis court. 

 
B.  S3G - Semantic sequence state graph.  
While SMART [1] represents the semantic information in a 
video as a set of strings, the semantic sequence state graph 
(S3G) [2] represents the same information in the form of a 
graph.   In tennis video, each object (ball, player1, player2) 
can be in any of the 13 possible locations.  Therefore, 
theoretically, there are a maximum of 133 patterns of 
assigning 3 objects to 13 locations.  Each assignment pattern 
defines a unique state in S3G, and the maximum number of 
states in S3G is less than 133 due to game constraints. S3G 
also reduces the number of states by maintaining only states 
that are present in the video database. An event from the set 
of all possible events Σ = {F1 (player1 hits forehand), F2 
(player2 hits forehand), B1 (player1 hits backhand), B2 
(player2 hits backhand)} makes the objects move causing 
state-to-state transitions.  Note that S3G may have cycles as 
a state may be visited many times during the game.  Thus, in 
S3G, the semantic information of a clip is represented by a 
sequence of states and transitions, starting from one of the 8 
possible states (four serve locations and two players).  The 
semantic information of all clips, together, represents the 
semantic information of the video.   
 

        
Figure 2. Construction of S3G from SMART string data. 

Example:  S3G in Figure 2 is built for three clips of a video: 
M1 = A[U] C[U7b7V10 b4 V4], M7  = A[U] C[U7b7V10 
b4 BV10 b5 BU7 b4 V4], and M10 = A[V] C[U7b10V10 b7 
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]. The letter A represents a close-view of a player, while 
letter C represents court-view. The sub-string for court-view 
is indexed by S3G. In M1, Player1 (U) serves an ace from 
location 7 as Player2 moves to location 4 to receive, but 
Player2 fails. In M7, Player1 serves from position 7 again; 
Player2 responds from location 5 with a backhand shot and 
the ball hits location 5; and Player1 hits with a backhand 
shot at location 7 and the ball goes to location 4.  In M10, 
Player2 serves the ball from location 10 and the ball hits 
location 7.  For example, nodes S1, S2, S3, S4 and the state 
transition from S1 → S2, S2 → S3, S3 → S4, represent M7.  

The semantic sequence state graph, as described above, 
has a limitation.  From the string representation of M1, it is 
clear that the temporal order of states in M1 is (S1, S4) 
indicating that S1 is the first state and S4 is the second state.  
Similarly, temporal orders of states in M7 and in M10 are 
(S1, S2, S3, S4) and (S5, S1), respectively.  The initial S3G did 
not contain temporal orders of states in various clips.  The 
lack of temporal order information could lead to the 
retrieval of clips that do not satisfy the criteria specified by 
the query.  For example, if a query specifies a direct 
transition from S1 to S4 through a forehand shot from 
player1, the system will retrieve two clips M1 and M7 
because both clips are attached to S1 as well as S4.  
However, note that in M7 there is no direct transition from 
S1 to S4.  Retrieval of incorrect clips also occurs when a 
state is visited multiple times during graph traversal.  This is 
possible due to the occurrence of several instances of a same 
state in a single clip.  This limitation can easily be resolved 
by attaching to each clip a list of temporal orders (ranks) of 
the state as shown in Figure 2 by dotted red squares.  With 
the enhanced S3G, the retrieval of clips is a two step 
process.  In step 1, clips common to all states involved in 
the query are selected.  In step 2, clips in which states do not 
satisfy the temporal order constraints are deleted.  In 
addition, timings of these ranks are stored in the database.  
For example, time of S1 in clip M1 may be at 127th second, 
time of S4 in clip M1 may be at 129th second.  Hence the 
event, player1 hits a forehand shot from S1 to S4 starts from 
127th second and ends at 129th second.  These are 
represented as StartTime and EndTime respectively for each 
event 

III. INTERACTIVE RETRIEVAL OF VIDEO CLIPS USING 
GAMEPAD. 

A user-friendly interface is needed to get spatio-
temporal input from the user. There were some approaches 
in the past to handle spatio-temporal queries. For example, 
Jain et al. [1] developed a user interface with drop-down 
menus to get input from the user. These inputs are first used 
to develop a SQL string pattern that can be mapped to 
spatio-temporal expressions. Then a SQL query is built. On 
the other hand, Naik et al. [2] develop a graphical user 
interface with a mouse point-and-click approach using 
court-view for tennis. Basically, the user needs to choose an 
object and then click where the object should be on the 

court. After a state is built, the next or future states are built 
in a similar fashion. In this paper, we propose a better user 
interface than the previous approaches: a) we provide a 
court-view (from a tennis video) to the user for interactions 
and b) the inputs are obtained using a gamepad. The 
gamepad provides multiple buttons that enable switching 
objects and locating them on the court-view.  

A. Features of Gamepad 
The gamepad provides a set of interactions as shown in 

Figure 3 to build spatio-temporal queries: an 8-way switch 
(A) for directional controls, a set of 10 buttons, B={b1, b2, 
…, b10}, a record (R) button to store the current information, 
and a record/search (R/S) button.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Gamepad features 
 

B. Mapping Gamepad Input to Semantic Information in 
S3G 
The critical part of querying is to map the input from the 

gamepad to semantic information for tennis video to be used 
for retrieval. Each feature or button (e.g., button b1) of 
gamepad produces a numerical input when pressed. These 
numerical inputs are mapped to semantic information. For 
example, the 8-way switch has eight active positions 
corresponding to eight directions.  The switch generates 
unique code for each direction.  Thus it is used to input the 
direction of movement of the object on the tennis court 
while building the query. Based on the input from switch A 
and other features of the gamepad, our system builds the 
query and provides as input to the retrieval system based. 
Every node in S3G, represents particular semantic 
information about ball-player location.  The search process 
matches the semantic information specified by the query 
with the semantic information of the video represented by 
S3G.  If a match is found, clips attached to the matching 
nodes are retrieved from the database and displayed to the 
user. 

 
C.  Algorithm for Eventually Query 

The system retrieves the desired video clips from the 
database using an approach that has three main steps.  First, 
spatio-temporal queries are built interactively using the 
gamepad.  Secondly, a search process is initiated where 
clips that include the states of interest are identified by 
applying queries to our graph based indexing structure 
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(S3G) and fetched from the database.  Finally, the system 
provides a visual display of the query results by displaying 
all relevant events in real time using original video in the 
database.  An implementation of “Eventually” query is 
given by following algorithm.  
 

  IS ← (ILb, IL1, IL2) 
   
  FLb ← Final_ball_loc 
  FL1 ← Final_player1_loc 
  FL2 ← Final_player2_loc 
  FS ← (FLb, FL1, FL2) 
 
  QueriedClipsList ← Ø   // List of clips having subset of the 
intermediate events between IS and FS 
  OutputClipList ← Ø    // List of clips having all the events 
between IS and FS   
            
  IS_Present = SearchState (IS) 
  FS_Present = SearchState (FS) 
  if  IS_Present = = false  OR  FS_Present = = false  then 
             Print “Query state does not exist” 
  else 
     IntermediateStates = SelectConnectedStates( IS, FS)   
                                                      // IntermediateState ( ImS) 
     if  ImS = = NULL 
           Print “Cannot reach the FinalState from InitialState“ 
      else 
         for i in range( 0 to ImS.size) : 
             QueriedClipsList=QueriedClipsListUImS[i].clipList 
             for k in range ( 0 to ImS[i].clipList.size) 
                  for l in range ( 0 to ImS[i+1].clipList.size) 
          if ImS[i].clipList[k] == ImS[i+1].clipList[l] 
             if ImS[i].clipList[k].order ==   
                               ImS[i+1].clipList[l]+1 
                                OutputClipList = OutputClipList ∩    
                                                                   ImS[i].clipList[k] 
                           endif 
                      endif 
                 end 
              end 
         end 
      endif 
  endif 
end      
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The query building process starts with the actual tennis 

game video being played in a window of the user interface 
(UI).  The video automatically pauses at the start of the first 
serve. To build an “Eventually” query the user presses 

“Eventually Query” button on the UI in Figure 4.  The 
system displays icons for all three objects in locations 
corresponding to the current state.  An “Eventually” query 
requires the specification of an InitialState and a FinalState.  
The user may select current state as the InitialState and 
record (ILb, IL1, IL2) by pressing R/S button or may specify an 
arbitrary InitialState by using the gamepad.   Switch A is 
used to move and position objects on the tennis court in a 
pre-determined order (ball, player1 and player2) by moving 
their icons. The position of each icon is constantly displayed 
on the UI window. The record button R is used to record the 
locations of the ball and player1 (ILb, IL1) for the InitialState.  
After positioning player2, R/S button is used to record its 
location (IL2) to complete the information needed to fully 
specify the InitialState.  Similarly, the FinalState (FLb, FL1, 
FL2) is also specified using switch A, buttons R and R/S.  
However, this time, when R/S button is pressed, it not only 
records the location of player2, but also initiates the search 
process.  

void Eventually_Query ( ) 
begin 
 // ILb, IL1, IL2 represents location of ball, player1, player2 
respectively of the InitialState IS   
// FLb, FL1, FL2 represents location of ball, player1, player2 
respectively of the FinalState FS  
// S.clipList  denotes the list of clips associated with state S 
  ILb ← Initial_ball_loc 
  IL1 ← Initial_player1_loc 
  IL2 ← Initial_player2_loc 
   
  IS ← (ILb, IL1, IL2) 
   
  FLb ← Final_ball_loc 
  FL1 ← Final_player1_loc 
  FL2 ← Final_player2_loc 
  FS ← (FLb, FL1, FL2) 
 
  QueriedClipsList ← Ø   // List of clips having subset of the 
intermediate events between IS and FS 
  OutputClipList ← Ø   // List of clips having all the events 
between IS and FS   
            
  IS_Present = SearchState (IS) 
  FS_Present = SearchState (FS) 
  if  IS_Present = = false  OR  FS_Present = = false  then 
             Print “Query state does not exist” 
  else 
     ImS = SelectConnectedStates( IS, FS)   
                                                      // ImS - IntermediateState     
if  ImS = = NULL 
           Print “Cannot reach the FinalState from InitialState“ 
      else 
         for i in range( 0 to ImS.size) : 
            QueriedClipsList=QueriedClipsList U ImS[i].clipList 
             for k in range ( 0 to ImS[i].clipList.size) 
                  for l in range ( 0 to ImS[i+1].clipList.size) 
          if ImS[i].clipList[k] == ImS[i+1].clipList[l] 
             if ImS[i].clipList[k].order ==   
                               ImS[i+1].clipList[l]+1 
                                OutputClipList = OutputClipList ∩    
                                                                   ImS[i].clipList[k] 
                           endif 
                      endif 
                 end 
              end 
         end 
      endif 
  endif 
end     

In the second step, the query built is executed to 
determine if there is a sequence of consecutive events that 
takes the game from InitialState( Si) to FinalState( Sj) in 
S3G.  Note thst Si and Sj are used to denote initial and final 
state instead of IS and FS for convenience.  If Si or Sj is not 
present in S3G, the algorithm terminates saying that queried 
events are not present in the tennis video.  If both the states 
are present, the system finds all possible paths from Si to Sj 
using a graph-traversal algorithm. One clip may completely 
include a path or a path may be spanned by a sequence of 
successive clips. Let the set of clips associated with Sk be Ck 
for i<= k <= j.  The clips present in the list {Ci∩Ci+1∩Ci+2 . . 
. . ∩Cj } are identified, and each clip in which, the states 
satisfy the order constraint is placed in OutputClipList as a 
clip that includes the path completely. The clips present in 
the list {Ci∩Ci+1U Ci+1∩Ci+2 U Ci+2∩Ci+3 . . . U Cj-1∩Cj} are 
identified and this list is called QuriedClipList.  A virtual 
clip which takes the game from Si to Sj is created by 
reordering these clips in increasing order.  

As the query is built, the clips that satisfy the conditions 
specified by the user are made available to the user. Each 
clip has StartTime and EndTime that determines the timings 
of the beginning and ending of a clip, respectively. The user 
query may not involve retrieving back to back clips from the 
same video. Therefore, the clip is played for the user, and it 
is paused automatically at FinalState to let the user define 
the next query. Also the current QueriedClipList and the 
OutputClipList are displayed in the UI. OutputClipList 
contains the set of clips that satisfy the user query. 
However, it may be possible that when the user reaches a 
step in query building process, there might not be any clip 
that satisfies all the conditions specified by the user so far. 
Our system also maintains QueriedClipList that maintains 
all clips that satisfied all sub-queries. The user may check 
either list to see the relevant clips.  
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IV. ILLUSTRATION 
Figure 4 displays the user interface for building a query. 

It has three components: tennis video display, the court 
view, and buttons for functionalities and drop boxes for 
query results. The tennis video display is the major 
component for building a query. As the user builds a query, 
a corresponding clip is shown to the user. The tennis court 
view helps the user to associate objects with locations. 
There are three buttons available: “New Query” to start a 
new query, “Eventually Query” to skip some states during 
query building process, and “Query History” to visualize the 
query built so far. The drop boxes are used to see the list of 
clips that satisfy the conditions during a query building 
process. 

The three steps involved in the query process is 
supported by the UI.  The first step of building the query is 
done in the query window, “searching step” is done in the 
background and search results are appropriately displayed 
into two lists mentioned. And the last step is done by 
displaying the queried event in the query window.  The 
black ring icons represent each of the player’s location (L1 
and L2) and yellow icon represents the ball location (Lb).  
 

 
 

Figure 4. Snapshot of the User Interface 
 

When the “Eventually Query” button is pressed any time 
during the query process, the icons for the players and the 
ball appear in the query window as shown in Figure 4.  This 
allows the user to provide the location L1, L2 and Lb for the 
Player1, Player2 and Ball using the features of gamepad.  
These locations are recorded as InitialState IS (IL1, IL2, ILb).  
As shown in Figure 5 IL1= location 8, IL2 = location 6 and ILb 
= location 3.  Similarly, FinalState FS is provided by moving 
the corresponding icons using features of gamepad as shown 
in Figure 6.  Thus FS (FL1, FL2, FLb) = (5, 9, 2).  Figure 6 also 
shows the snapshot after providing the eventually query 

have been executed.  QueriedClipList contains four clips 
that match any intermediate event between IS and FS. 
OutputClipList shows one clip that has the entire events 
between IS and FS.   

 

 
 

Figure 5. Snapshot after providing then InitialState IS 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Snapshot showing the queried FinalState FS and results after 
executing the “Eventually” query 

 

V. USABILITY STUDY 
A usability study was conducted to compare our 

gamepad user interface (GI) with the mouse interface (MI) 
that uses point-and-click approach developed by Naik [2] 
satisfaction as metrics (ISO, 1998). Ten users who were 
almost randomly selected to participate in the study were 
trained to use both interfaces and then were asked to build 
five test queries of varying complexity to take 
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measurements to assess the three metrics.  The environment 
was designed to ensure that the study was fair and unbiased.  

The user satisfaction was measured using preference and 
ease-of-use. Preference is a measure that indicates the 
likelihood of using one interface over the other. After 
completing all queries each user was asked to indicate his or 
her preference on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 – I definitely choose 
MI, 2 – I prefer MI over GI, 3 – I have no preference, 4 – I 
prefer GI over MI, 5 – I definitely choose GI).  The metric 
ease-of-use was also ranked on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 – very 
low, 2 – low, 3 – average, 4 – high, 5 – very high) for both 
user interfaces. Based on the user data, it was concluded that 
the users overwhelmingly (9 out of 10) preferred GI over 
MI with preference receiving an average score of 3.7/5.0.  
For the metric ease-of-use, all users ranked GI high (score 
4) and MI average (score 3), respectively. This clearly 
indicates the gamepad interface causes less user discomfort 
than the mouse interface.  The overall opinion of users also 
favored GI over MI.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper presented an innovative user friendly system 

for retrieving the desired clips from tennis game video using 
a gamepad.  The system allows user to build spatio-temporal 
‘eventually’ queries.  Eventually query is an important type 
of query since it is usually difficult to have a proper user 
interface but it is very important since the user does not 
need to provide all the details about a query. We have used 
S3G to build eventually queries. We have developed an 
interface that gives the feeling of playing a game as the 
inputs are received through a gamepad. As future work, we 
look into other types of temporal queries.  We also plan to 
specify the type of shot (forehand and backhand) while the 
user builds a query. 

Though the indexing capability of S3G is described for 
tennis game videos it can easily be used for indexing 
general videos like other games and news events.  In all 
videos objects interact because of events caused by objects 
or natural phenomena in a limited space over time. The only 
differences among different types of videos are number of 
objects, events, spatial layout, and the associated semantics.  
Therefore, S3G can be used to index general video.  
However, the number of states and the number of arcs 
(transitions) may become very large if the video involves 
too many objects and events.  If the designer takes sufficient 
care to minimize the number of states and transitions based 
on the number of active objects and relevant events then 
S3G can be used effectively.  For example, in a basketball 
game, there are ten players on the court and one ball. 
Passing the ball, dribbling from one location to another, 
shooting are examples of events (state transitions). 

At present, S3G is built from the string representation of 
the video manually generated by SMART [1].  Future 
research should focus on automating the generation of the 
string data using video analysis techniques.  Also work for 
automatic feature extraction for building content based 

image retrieval is going on in parallel in our group.  It is 
suggested that experiments be conducted in an environment 
of a collection of videos.  Minor modifications are needed to 
S3G to accommodate retrieval of selected clips from 
multiple videos. However, the optimization for searching 
S3G is limited since we are interested in all paths for an 
eventually query to retrieve all relevant clips. In the future, 
the probabilistic relationship between states through 
transitions can also be studied. 
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Abstract  
We investigate the requirements and nature of data 

models for a multimedia learning system that presents 

adaptable learning objects based on a range of stimuli 

provided by the student and tutor. A conceptual model 

is explored together with a proposal for an 

implementation using the well-known relational data 

model. We also investigate how to describe the 

learning objects in the form of hierarchical subject 

ontology. An ontological calculus is created to allow 

knowledge metrics to be constructed for evaluation 

within data models. We further consider the limitations 

of the relational abstract data model to accurately 

represent the meaning and understanding of learning 

objects and contrast this with less structured data 

models implicit in ontological hierarchies. Our 

findings indicate that more consideration is needed 

into how to match traditional data models with 

ontological structures, especially in the area of 

database integrity constraints. 

 
Keywords – e-learning, adaptive,  semantic, ontology. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

   

In previous work [1], we proposed an Adaptive 

Multimedia Presentation (AMP) System to provide a 

semi-automated tool for learning that adapts to 

students‟ needs. A prototype was constructed and 

evaluated in a real class environment in the Cisco 

Academy at Bournemouth University [2]. This showed 

that undergraduate students liked using the AMPS, but 

would prefer more „adaptability‟ in the presentation of 

materials. The results led the writers to conclude that 

more investigation was needed to find alternative, 

flexible methods of multimedia learning object 

creation, storage and retrieval. The principal aim of this 

paper it to look further at the conceptual, semantic, and 

ontological data modelling issues involved in the 

making a more rigorous AMP system implementation. 

 

In section II, we set out our understanding of the 

learning object concept and its role in our AMP 

system. In section III, we look at the role of adaption 

and the staging of its implementation. In section IV, we 

present a conceptual model of AMPS and relate it to 

subject ontologies. In section V, we create the 

necessary ontology calculus to enable us to produce 

knowledge metrics that feed into our AMP system and 

use the structure of the ontology itself as a reference 

point for the construction of learning objects. Section 

VI indicates how all of this might be implemented in a 

relational data model, while section VII reflects on the 

appropriateness of using relational models for 

hierarchical structures. The paper concludes with 

Section VIII indicating future directions. 

  

II. LEARNING OBJECTS 

 

The definition of a learning object is any entity, 

digital or non-digital, which can be used, re-used and 

referenced during technology-supported learning, [3]. 

Although the definition is easily understood and widely 

accepted, the advantages gained by splitting up a lesson 

into learning objects are somewhat controversial. One 

of the supposed benefits is that these objects can be 

reused [4]. However, interoperability and reusability 

may have been overstated. McGreal, [5], points out the 

difficulties in reusing a learning object in a different 

environment. This is principally because it is difficult to 

create learning objects independent of context. The 

likelihood is that the object bears the imprint of the 

ideology and culture in which it was produced. Links 

between objects in different contexts may still be useful 

to students, because it provides another way to see a 

concept, and may well provide alternative applications 

and examples. Boyle, [4], describes the learning object 

as a wrapper around content. The wrapper describes the 

structure of the object and includes the metadata about 

the object. The learning object is packaged in a standard 

container format which can be stored in a database. The 

included metadata permits fast effective searches to 

retrieve learning objects suitable for a particular 

purpose. 

 
The Linking of Learning Objects 

Breaking up knowledge into learning objects based on 

the content structure highlights the importance of two 

aspects of the presentation of materials. Firstly, a 

lesson can be considered to be a selected sequential set 

of segments and secondly, any segment presented may 

be connected to another segment in the database.  

 

Authoring a lesson becomes a process of  

 choosing related segments in the database 

 creating new segments  

 attaching metadata to the new segments to allow 

them to be linked, once published. 

 

III. ADAPTING CONTENT 

 

Adaptation can take many forms but it is important to 

realise that adaption, as in nature – so in computing, is 

always in response to a particular stimulus. 
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Stage Stimulus Adaption Method 

1 Student emails production of new 
video segments 

Manual 

2 Student prior 
knowledge 

selection of video 
segments 

pre-lesson test 

3 Student ability selection of video 
segments 

Real-time 
response 

Figure 1: Staging of Adaptive Methods 

 

The AMP system is at present only adaptive at stage 1 

in responding to manually produced additional video 

segments to the stimulus of student emails. This is 

considered a low level of adaption and is not automatic. 

The adaption is performed by the tutor rather than the 

AMP system and thus requires a huge manual effort to 

respond to requests for further information. We plan to 

increase the number of stimuli which produce automatic 

responses. Possible stimuli will include student prior 

knowledge and student ability, which we call the 

“student signature” and will be developed further in 

another paper.  

 

In order to introduce adaptation into AMPS, segments 

are presented with different levels of detail for each 

student according to the 

1. level set by the original author of the segment 

in deciding a preferred presentation level.  

2. tutor model in the AMPS can override the 

author level by using test information about 

the student‟s level of knowledge. 

3. student is allowed to alter the level of detail 

presented. 

4. selections of level can be made persistent. 

 

A typical lesson segment will be 2-5 minutes long. 

The presentation system plays an AV file in real-time 

leaving the original segment intact. Metadata carried 

with the segment is used to cue synchronized events 

such as the display of an incremental HTML file. Here 

the file is formatted as a normal HTML file presented in 

paragraphs by adding it to a display box at a time 

specified by an adaptive descriptor.  

 

IV. CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR AN ADAPTIVE 

PRESENTATION SYSTEM 

  

AMPS Data Schema 

The aim of the AMP system is to link together learning 

objects as segments so students can explore by 

following links, regardless of the lesson or course on 

which the student begins their journey. The AMP 

system needs to respond to the meaning of segments to 

enable the automation of data link creation.   

 

The aim of this section is to carefully define terms and 

concepts used in the AMP system model. Textual 

definitions are given and then a representation is 

derived of the system as an ordered graph. 

 

 

 AMP System -Textual Description of Terms 

  

Administrator 
The administrator is a role which completes any task 

not related to the courses or their content.  The role of 

adding, editing or removing students would be 

considered an administration task.  The role of adding, 

deleting and editing courses, lessons and resources may 

be completed by the Tutors or Authors. This role may 

be given to human effort or automated. 

  

Answer 
An answer is the answer to a single question available 

on a test for the student.  Questions and answers are to 

be determined and designed by the author.  This may 

become another task the system can automatically 

undertake. 

  

Author 
The author creates the segments, lessons and/or courses 

by means of implementation and editing.  The author 

may be the same person as the tutor.   

 

Tutor 

The tutor determines the intended content of courses, 

lessons and resources and may instruct the author on 

the construction of materials for delivery. 

This role may be partly replaced by automation in the 

future.  

 

Student 
The student is the course subscriber, or person learning 

the course content and committed to completing a 

course. Once all courses to which the student has 

subscribed are complete the student ceases to be a 

student.  The student may be subscribing to many 

courses at any one time.  Subscription may be limited 

or prevented by the delivering institution or the tutor. 

  

Course 
The content is delivered as a set of lessons related by 

the sequence in which they are to be presented to the 

student.  The content can be referred to by a single 

attribute known as the course title. The set of content 

related learning segments the student is committed to 

complete, or is given access to, by completing an 

enrolment or subscription process.   

Figure 2: Inherited attributes 
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Lesson 
A lesson is a set of learning segments related by the 

sequence in which they are to be delivered.  As a 

course is normally made of several lessons so a lesson 

is normally constructed from several segments of 

media and the sequence related to those resources.  A 

single lesson can be referred to by its title.  It forms 

part of a course or a number of courses at any one time. 

 

Segment 
A segment is the description of the timeline of a single 

piece of media, or part thereof.  Each segment conveys 

to the student a single point of learning.  The 

granularity of what constitutes a single point of 

learning is to be determined by the tutor and 

constructed into a resource by the author. A segment is 

part of a lesson and a set of segments can be identified 

by the lesson title and the sequence identifier within the 

lesson. The delivery of the entire sequence of segments 

may vary if student knowledge has been proven and 

tested to deem a particular resource need not be 

presented to the student.  This is part of the 

personalisation process. 

   

Test 
A test tests the students‟ knowledge of the content of a 

section of the curriculum.  That section may be based 

on the course or lesson level.   

 

Question 
This is a question available on a test. There may be 

many answers for each question where the MCQ 

format is used.  A set of questions is formed to become 

a test for a lesson or course.  Questions and answers are 

to be determined and designed by the author.  This may 

become another task the system can automatically 

undertake in future. 

 

Class Hierarchy of Terms in Protégé Software 

This can be expressed more compactly in ontological 

form in terms of classes and entities. The relationships 

between terms in the class hierarchy are shown in 

Figure 3 modelled in Protégé [6]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
V. ONTOLOGICAL CALCULUS 

 

Since the storage of information needs to be indexed in 

order for it to be retrievable, the segmentation of 

individual learning objects will need to reference the 

ontology of the subject knowledge area in order for it 

to be retrieved and structured into lessons. It will be 

essential therefore to construct full subject ontology [7] 

to which all the learning segments are related. 

 

An ontology can be represented as a tree network 

where there is one and only one path between two 

nodes.  While an ontology specifies the structure and 

relationships within a body of knowledge it is also 

necessary to determine metrics in the structure which 

can be used to provide measures of attributes such as 

complexity, level of detail or closeness of subject 

areas. The first step to defining these metrics is to 

provide each node with a unique address which defines 

its location on the ordered tree.  

 

We use an ordered tree for this description where the 

branches from each node are ordered so that the sub-

nodes have an order of preference. [8] This structure is 

then used to label an ontology where fragments of 

knowledge have an order determined by their pre-

requisites. Thus a body of knowledge is divided into 

section, sub-section, sub-sub-section etc. and so we 

adopt an addressing system which corresponds to this 

knowledge hierarchy where each address is 

correspondingly specified by sections, sub-sections, 

sub-sub-sections etc.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Node Address Notation 

Our unique addressing system for each node is in the 

form of an array which has entries providing positional 

representation for each node level. For simplicity we 
Figure 3: Ontological Structure represented in Protégé 

Figure 4: Knowledge hierarchy corresponding to an 

ordered tree 

1  
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 1.2 

  1.2.1 

  1.2.2 
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 2.1 

  2.1.1 
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 3.1 

 3.2 
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use the matrix notation of Bras and Kets borrowed 

from quantum formalism where <X| represents the left 

ideal (row) and |X> represents the right ideal (column) 

of the matrix array.  

 

Thus from Figure 4 we find node |X> = [1, 2, 2] and 

node |Y> = [2,1,1]  

 

The first stage in producing a calculus which can be 

used for the determination of knowledge metrics is the 

mathematical representation of unique addresses for 

nodes within the tree network. We also define the 

following representations for specific elements: 

 

The unity ideal <U| = [1, 1, 1…]   and correspondingly 

|U> =  the equivalent column vector extendable to n 

dimensions 

 

The level ideal <L| = [1, 2, 3,...] and correspondingly 

|L> =  the equivalent column vector extendable to n 

dimensions 

 

We will also have cause to make use of the Level 

Order of Magnitude ideal <LOM| = [1, 0.1, 0.01, …]. 

In addition we make the following definitions: 

 

Segment:  a segment is defined as a node together with 

all its sub-nodes. The total number of nodes in a 

segment is a measure of the amount of detail contained 

within a segment of knowledge and can be  

 

Complexity: we define complexity of a knowledge 

node to be equal to the degree centrality minus 1which 

is the measure of the number of sub-nodes that are 

connected to a given node. Thus a knowledge node 

composed of many sub-nodes or subdivisions is 

deemed to be more difficult than one with fewer 

subdivisions and is a measure of difficulty of the 

knowledge node.  

 

Level:  We designate the term level applied to each 

node by the position it occupies in the representation.   

Thus the level of node |X> is 3 while the level of node 

|Z> is 2. We say that the level of a knowledge node is 

equal to its importance and represents the level of 

detail that a knowledge node contains.   

 

Distance: the distance or separation of one node from 

another is a measure of how close two knowledge 

segments are related to the subject ontology. For a tree 

network this is a unique value determined by the 

number of steps between the nodes.  However the 

separation of knowledge segments is dependent also 

upon the level of the nodes traversed (i.e. nodes at level 

3 are an order of magnitude closer than nodes at level 2 

and those at level 2 an order of magnitude closer than 

at level 1). We therefore define distance between nodes 

as the number of nodes traversed divided by the order 

of magnitude of their level. Thus two neighbouring 

nodes at level 1 will have a separation of 1, while two 

nodes at level 2 will have a separation of 0.1 and those 

at level 3 a separation of 0.01 etc. Distance is a 

measure of the strength of connection between two 

nodes. 

 

Thus to obtain the distance between two node we use 

an algorithm which takes the modulus of the difference 

between the nodes and multiplies it by the level order 

of magnitude vector. 

 

Distance  |X>|Y>  = <LOM|[|X> - |Y>] 

 

Thus for the nodes in Figure 4 we have the following 

assigned addresses 

 

|W> = [3, 2, 0] 

|X> = [1, 2, 2] 

|Y> = [2, 1, 1] 

|Z> = [1, 3, 0] 

 

Hence the distance D between various nodes is  

 

D[|X> - |W>]  = [1, 0.1, 0.01] (|[1, 2, 2] - [3, 2, 0]|) 

= [1, 0.1, 0.01]|[2, 0, 2] 

  = 2.02 

While  

D[|X> - |Y>]  = 1.11 

D[|Y> - |W>]  = 1.11 

D[|Y> - |Z>]  = 1.21 

D[|X> - |Z>]  = 0.12 

 

If we have a general node |A> = |a.b.c>  then distance 

of |X> = |i.j.k> from |A> is given by the algorithm: 

 

D |A> - |X> = (|a-i| * 1) + (|b-j| * 0.1) + (|c-k| * 0.01) 

 

This set of algorithms form a calculus which enable 

clear metrics to be determined that can be calculated 

and fed into the AMPS system to facilitate adaption. 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTING THE DATA MODEL 

 

Our AMP system has been structured on a relational 

data model, where the user data together with the 

knowledge content data (in the form of learning object 

segments) is held in a relational database  

 

Figure 5 depicts the rudimentary data model of the 

AMP system which has been derived using Chen‟s 

ERA method. We expect the segment entity to hold 

such attributes as Level (a measure of the importance 

of the segment) and Complexity (a measure of the 

difficulty of a knowledge node) as well as Strength of 

nodel links (a measure of the ontological proximity of 

the knowledge areas). Each of these three metrics are 

determined through the ontology calculus. 

 

Adaption is performed by additional metrics attributed 

to the student entity and the tutor entity. A student 

signature will contain a measure of the prior 

knowledge of the student to enable adaption at level 2, 

and student ability to enable adaption at level 3 in real 

time as indicated in Figure 1. 
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However it should be noted that this data model 

requires that the knowledge tree (or subject ontology) 

is contained within the relational structure along the 

content-backbone of  

 

COURSE-UNIT-LECTURE-SEGMENT 

 

However the appropriateness of using a relational 

model to represent the semantics of the learning system 

is potentially problematic and we turn now to a 

consideration of the issues involved in using a 

relational data model to hold an essentially hierarchical 

ontological structure. 

 

VII. EVALUATION OF DATA MODEL LIMITATIONS 

 

The object of this paper has been to produce a robust 

architecture and design independent of any given 

implementation model. A key issue has emerged that 

concerns the AMPS architecture. Specifically, the 

suitability is in question, of a relational database to 

store and retrieve learning objects in real time to 

dynamically assemble learning objects in an multi-

media presentation that adapts objects to the user‟s 

learning abilities and needs. 

 

Ted Codd introduced the relational data model with 12 

rules (actually 13) of relational database management 

in 1969 [9]. The „Relational Model‟ altered data 

management systems at the time because it imposes 

strict rules of formal logic. Previously ad hoc methods 

were used to stored and retrieve data items held in 

network or hierarchical data models [10]. These 

abstract data models had arisen informally from 

contemporary data storage structures, such as storing 

pointers to files that connect records. Some designers 

had realised that rigorous approach was needed, and 

were using forms of relational algebra before Codd 

formalised these into the abstract relational data model. 

The new rules ensured that stored data conformed to 

integrity constraints, so that a well-structured data bank 

only stored „true‟ data and could be relied upon to only 

allow correct data that conformed to the integrity 

constraints to be stored. Other data was rejected as 

false. 

 

Recently, extensions to the relational model have been 

suggested that create novel data models and some have 

been used in commercial products such as the object 

database called ObjectStore [11] [12]. More or less, 

these data models allow semi-structured or 

unstructured data to be stored in „relational‟ databases. 

However, such extensions do not adhere strictly to the 

relational model  and are considered to be ad hoc. 

 

Whilst modelling the AMP system, the writers have 

found it necessary to strictly define the use of database 

concept by rigorously defining terms. For example, it 

has become of vital importance to distinguish the terms 

„abstract data model‟ from the usage of „data model‟ as 

implicit in database design methods. 

 

Furthermore, we need to carefully consider structures 

that describe learning objects, or segments, in a subject 

hierarchy– which we have identified as an ordered tree 

structure or ontology – and contrast it with storing of 

that data in a relational database. The first of these is 

essentially hierarchical, while the abstract data model 

used for storing the data is relational.  

 

While designing the AMP system data model, an 

attempt was made to model learning objects consisting 

of lesson „segments‟ in a relational database. The 

writers have encountered e-learning application data 

that is structured in different ways. This is typically 

blocks of text, for example HTML, or multimedia data 

types such as animations, that are linked in network 

hierarchies such as tree structures, rather than simple 

data types normally stored using the abstract relational 

model. This needs further investigation.  

 

„Semantic Modelling „is the attempted representation 

of „meaning‟ to allow systems to interact „intelligently‟ 

with users [13]. However, relational databases 

understand little about the data they store, and what it 

actually means to humans. Relational database 

management systems „understand‟ only simple data 

types and certain integrity constraints. Understanding 

or meaning is left to the user of a database when using 

the relational model.  For the writers, semantic 

modelling is about the structure of meaning rather than 

the structure of data. The relaxation of integrity 

constraints in still controlled ways is required to 

maintain a rigorous logic to data stored, and this where 

most change to data management methods is occurred. 

The modifications result in changes to the abstract data 

model, in addition to the ways data itself is viewed.  

 

Recent developments are essentially partial reversals to 

less rigorous, more ad hoc abstract data models, similar 

to the pre-relational ones, and their use is unhelpful in 

the context of the pure relational model.  

 

Semantic Modelling is often referred to as a form of 

„Data Modelling‟ (e.g. applying Chen‟s ERA 

modelling to a problem domain[14] [15]) to capture 

persistent data. This is useful as an aid to database 

design, but is distinct from the writers‟ interpretation of 

semantic modelling used in this paper. 

 

Semantic modelling in a rigorous sense ought to relate 

to capturing the „meaning‟ or „intelligent 

interpretation‟ of data. The other commonly used 

meaning of semantic modelling relates to data 

modelling to design an implementation on a DBMS 

Tutor 

Student 

Course Unit Lecture Segment 

Figure 5: Schematic representation of basic ERD 
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which is an implementation of the (abstract) relational 

model. Further research is needed into the nature of 

rigorous models, tools and techniques for semantic 

modelling, tools. It is a growing research area for 

multimedia systems in general, and the complexities of 

interpretation of meaning, semantics and data are 

compounded by the adaptive features of the AMP 

system. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
Investigations into semantic models and semantic 

modelling should be strictly logical explorations into 

how data models and integrity constraints can be 

modified without rendering the database contents 

(facts, meanings, and intelligent interpretations) 

uncertain or meaningless. 

 

Meta-learning by the AMP system requires awareness 

that it is participating in a learning process and 

therefore needs an explicit, built in „tutor model‟. The 

current AMP system implicitly assumes there is a real-

life tutor who will perform the role of the tutor model, 

which involves intelligent and experienced selection of 

learning objects appropriate to the student.  

 

In future, we need to construct a full, robust tutor 

model to automate the segmentation process, which 

needs detailed investigation of the nature of meta-

learning []. Our vision is to build this into a novel 

abstract conceptual data model encompassing all the 

properties that are needed to make explicit the qualities 

of an effective „tutor model‟. 

Finally, although work discussed in this paper 

answered research questions posed in previous papers, 

it has indicated further questions with a different 

emphasis: 

1. What is the usability level of the user interface and 

how can this be further improved? 

2. What further adaptation features are required and 

how are they to be evaluated? 

3. What model is best employed to define the 

interaction between the interface and the 

adaptation engine? 

4. What is the full specification of the ontology 

required and how is it captured? 

5. How should database schemas be constructed for 

the AMPS for real-time extension at data and 

meta-levels? 

6. How should the ontology engine structure be 

modelled and evaluated? Can fuzzy logic or data 

mining techniques be candidates for a useful 

algorithm? 

7. How do we determine the appropriate definition of 

an API, possibly by means of an IDL, between the 

ontology, the adaptation engine and the AMP 

system‟s user interface? 

 

We leave these questions to further papers. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we address the issue of audiovisual
document modeling to promote its repurposing. It requires
to identify the various components of the document that
can be reused during professional production. We describe
a use case which incorporates User Generated Content and
considers various exploitation forms and medium. We define a
conceptual model and present real applications using it. The
main contribution of this paper is the conceptual model which
distinguishes between editorial, encoding and sequencing aspect
of an audiovisual document.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main issue at stake in the audiovisual field is the
lack of standard formats to support content creation and
repurposing. The modeling of the audiovisual document is
still an open debate which should not be restricted to the
choice of a media wrapper. Indeed, audiovisual documents
are not just the digital files delivered to the viewer at
the end of the production chain. They are a montage of
content picked up in various files and ordered given editorial
guidelines to convey a message. A fine modeling of the
audiovisual objects is needed to promote a common view
on the audiovisual document components and thus foster
their repurposing.

A closer look on audiovisual repurposing – also called
metaproduction by [1] – reveals various practices ranging
from sampling of content fragments, to complete reuse of
document’s parts via reencoding of video material to fit
technical restrictions. Each practice enables the exploitation
of a different level of the audiovisual document, i.e. the
content assemblage, the editorial structure or the material
realisation. Repurposing is thus a desired practice because
it reduces production costs and opens up new exploitation
forms.

Another significant shift to promote audiovisual repur-
posing is the ability to integrate User-Generated Contents
(UGC) into professional production. Since the widespread of
quality camera in mainstream electronic devices, amateurs
are now able to create audiovisual content in a glimpse.
They can now compete with professionals for the capture of
unpredictable events such as natural disasters. However, their
lack of training in audiovisual production requires additional
efforts to leverage the quality of UGC to professional
criteria. This trend enables professionals to diversify their

sources of content as well as produce content in a more
participative way.

In any case, repurposing opportunities require a shared
conceptual model of the audiovisual document components
to be seized and exploited. Ontologies as formal represen-
tations of a conceptualization can provide such a model.
The intent is to provide public conceptual models that can
be mapped together and extended to fit more specific use
[2]. Hence, an ontology of audiovisual document could be
related to content description ontologies but also specialized
to handle specific kinds of documents. Information about an
audiovisual document created from such an ontology could
then be linked to other data on the Semantic Web and thus
integrate both media- and domain-dependent descriptions.

In this paper, we present a use case implying UGC
integrated into a professional production and show modeling
aspects required by it (section II). Then, we explain how our
ontology copes with these requirements (section III) and
compare it to other related standards and models (section
IV). Finally, we show how applications are using our model
to provide a solution for UGC repurposing in a similar
situation to our use case (section V).

II. USE CASE AND REQUIREMENTS

A. Use Case
Let’s consider a public channel interested in the capture

of a cultural event such as an opera, a play or a concert.
The channel’s producers are interested in three kinds of
content; material from the event itself, interviews of the
director and performer and comments from members of the
audience. Producer’s concern is to minimize the number of
people employed and the equipment used while ensuring
the material quality and maximizing its exploitation. Thus,
they envisage to split the work and call for amateurs’
contributions:

• the capture of the event requires a professional staff
with sufficient technical skills and various recording
equipments for a long period of time (equipment set
up, recording test etc.).

• interviews can be performed by an another team com-
posed of only a journalist and a cameraman.

• comments from the audience members can be shot by
the spectators themselves before and after the perfor-
mance. In order to ensure its quality, they should be
assisted and follow guidelines.
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Figure 1. Overview of the material created in the use-case and their
exploitation opportunities

Concerning the material’s exploitation, Fig.1 depicts 4
possible exploitation cases (in italic):

• a news report for the channel is created from an
assemblage of every kinds of content

• materials from the event are kept for a DVD with the
interview and best comments from the public as bonus
content

• some comments from the public and the interview are
reused on the auditorium’s website for promotion

• any part of the material can be sold to a third-parties

All exploitations reuse some shooting material but require
to be produced by distinct processes in order to fit the
specificities of each distribution medium/channel and meet
the expectations of the intended audience. However, the
shooting is organised independently from the rest of the
production chain. While every process share the resulting
material, it is managed differently to produce the final
content. This leads to variations in the material encoding
quality and the content editorial formatting. For instance, a
news report has usually a more intense pace than the bonus
content of a DVD and thus different editing of the same
material. Moreover, bandwidth constraints are quite different
between broadcast and web distribution as between dvd and
vhs tape recording.

In our case, the multiplicity of production teams and the
diversity of repurposing situations does not admit a simple
solution like manual file annotation and sharing. With each
team dealing with other’s material, there is a need to clear up
what result of the process will be reused for each exploitation
case. From now on, we focus on the processing of the
spectators comments shown Fig. 2:

• Each comment shooting is divided in two shots, one
for the spectator’s presentation and another to express
his/her opinion on the performance. These shots are the
raw material shared by DVD bonus, promotion website
and the news report exploitation case.

• The two shots are edited differently according to the
editorial structure defined by the professional producers
of each exploitation cases.

– The DVD and the promotion website share also
parts of the editing line. Both assemble the shots
together with a transition in between. A selection
is directly published on the website while another

Figure 2. Detailed view on the spectator’s comments processing for each
exploitation case

editing with a compilation of the best ones is
created for the DVD bonus content.

– For the news report, only the opinion shot is inte-
grated into the report structure along with jingles
and comments from a journalist.

• Each final edit is then encoded specifically to fit the
distribution constraints, the highest quality for DVD
and channel broadcast then a lower quality for the web-
site distribution. Note that the news report is distributed
both on the public channel and on the channel website,
resulting in two different encoding of the same edit.

B. Modeling requirements

The details of this use case specifies more than a simple
reuse of material. It specifies the kind of processing that
support repurposing and which defines thus the modeling
requirements for the audiovisual document:

• the reencoding of edited material to fit the technical
parameters proper to each distribution medium/channel
(news report distributed by channel broadcasting and
internet).

• the reuse of shooting materials in two distinct editorial
structure (resequencing of the opinion shot in the
website and news report editing).

• the reuse of a part of an editorial structure into another
editorial structure (repurposing of the public comment
editing into the DVD bonus editing).

In the next section, we define a conceptual structure which
represent the audiovisual document. The principle of our
modeling is to identify distinct components of the audiovi-
sual document in order to handle them separetely and thus
enables these three kinds of reuse.

III. AUDIOVISUAL OBJECT MODEL

The purpose of this section is to detail the modeling of
an audiovisual document. Firstly, we clarify the distinction
between video material and content sequence (subsection
III-A), then present an example extracted from the use case
which illustrates reencoding and resequencing (subsection
III-B). Secondly, we distinguish between content montage
and editorial structure (subsection III-C) then show an
example which depicts repurposing (subsection III-D).
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Figure 3. Concepts representing digital file, audiovisual content and their
relations

A. Resource versus Content

The challenge of audiovisual object modeling is to dis-
tinguish its various components and relate them. The au-
diovisual object is all together a recording, a content and a
document. The recording is a digital file stored on a medium.
The content refers to the viewing or the playing of this
recording, i.e. what can be actually perceived by a human
or sensed by a machine. The document is a communicative
object created and structured in order to convey a message
to others.

In this first part, we will focus on the recording and
playing part of the audiovisual object. The recording
is created from the encoding of a video flow with a
compression algorihtm such as MPEG-2 or H.264 and
encaspulated in a digital file according to a wrapper format
such as AVI or MKV. The audiovisual content flow is
reconstructed from the decoding of a series of bits. One
important feature of this relation is that content can be
recreated from various recording – with different encodings
for instance.

From this first description of the audiovisual object,
we have defined a distinction already highlighted by [3]
between its recording form (DigitalResource) and its playing
form (TemporalContent). Fig. 3 depicts the main relations
between these concepts and their specializations:
• A DigitalResource is a sequence of bits with its own

address (accessPath attribute), like a digital file or a
portion of a digital file. We distinguish between two
kinds of DigitalResource:

– a MediaWrapper is a DigitalResource which en-
capsulates any kind of media resources (audiovi-
sual, picture, text etc.) according to a given format
(wrapperFormat attribute). A MediaWrapper de-
tails the name of the encoding algorithm used to
create it (encodingMethod attribute which in the
case of video use the FourCC identifier. FourCC
provides a four character code identifier as well
as a short description for 331 video codecs. A
MediaWrapper also specifies the main encoding
parameters such as samplingRate (frequence of
value picking) and bitResolution (value encoding
precision). We specialize this concept for resource

Figure 4. Modeling of the opinion shot used for the creation of a News
Report

holding audiovisual content with the concept of
AudiovisualMedia.

– a Track is a portion of a digital file holding a
series of content which may be unwounded to
create temporal content, like an audiovisual, audio
or subtitle track. Track shares the same attribute
than MediaWrapper to define its encoding method
and parameters.

• A TemporalObject is an object which content is un-
winded and revealed progressively during a fixed period
of time (objectDuration attribute). We distinguish two
kinds of TemporalObject:

– a Segment is a temporal selection on a flow. It
uses the timecode system from the source as a
reference to define its starting position in the flow
(timeCodeIn attribute) and its duration to define its
ending position. The source of a Segment (relation
hasSource) designates the object on which the
timecode selection is made. It can be one or more
TemporalObject, MediaWrapper or Track.

– a Segmentation is an ordered collection of Tem-
poralObject. Each TemporalObject is related to the
Segmentation by an assembles relation. Segmenta-
tions can be used to represent the temporal content
montage or a particular content indexing.

The goal of this modeling is to keep record of the relation
between content and the ressources which provides the
video material. We explain now how to use these concepts
to model the reencoding and resequencing of audiovisual
material.

B. Reencoding and Resequencing

With the concepts of DigitalResource and TemporalOb-
ject, we can represent the three stages of our use case like
shown Fig.4:

• The shooting stage creates DigitalResources, such as
the audience’s member opinion shot.

• The editing stage creates a Segmentation which repre-
sent a simpler version of the actual editing line. The
Segmentation is composed of Segments pointing to
the DigitalResource used as raw material – thanks to
the hasSource relation. In our scheme, the hasSource
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Figure 5. Resequencing of the same DigitalResource implies two different
Segments here included in two Segmentations

attribute linking the opinion shot DigitalResource to its
Segment is represented by a thin green arrow line.

• The Encoding stage creates two DigitalResources as
outputs. One Segment is enough to represent the con-
tent sequence corresponding to the opinion shot and
encoded differently in each DigitalResource. Indeed,
the Segment has the same beginning and duration but
points out to distinct DigitalResource through distinct
hasSource relations.

This example shows that the hasSource relation between
a Segment and a DigitalResource allows a multiplicity of
technical variations (encoding method, wrapper format) and
copies to be linked to the same content. This linking enables
thus to deal with reencoding of the same content.

In the same example, if some part of the opinion shot
needed to be cut away for the news report, then this selection
would be represented by another Segment with another
beginning and duration. Fig.5 shows an overview of this case
where the news report Segmentation would rather integrate
this Segment. In addition, the selection could be directly
made on the spectator’s comment Segmentation as it is also
a temporal object with a duration. Thus, the Segment concept
allows us to deal with the resequencing of content into
various Segmentations.

C. Content versus Editorial Structure

An audiovisual object is not only a content recorded
on a medium, but also a document created by humans to
convey a message to other humans. Thereby, the audiovisual
object is related to an intended message defined during pre-
production, an actual content realized during production and
a perceived message interpreted during the viewing. Usually,
a document refers to a genre which prescribes a pattern to
structure the message. The genre pattern aims at easing the
message transmission by providing a common reference to
the document’s creators and viewers. For instance, every-
body expects an interview to be composed by a series of
questions and answers.

We distinguish between the document which refers to
a genre and the editorial objects which form its actual
structure. A common view is to consider the document as
a production result while the editorial objects represent the
creation units. The document is created one editorial object
at a time, but it is ordered, sold and distributed as a whole.
At pre-production stage, the editorial objects hold intentions

Figure 6. Concepts representing content, editorial structure, annotation
and their relations

on the content to be produced. At production stage, materials
are created or acquired to express at best these intentions.
At the editing stage, contents montage can reveal several
particular points of view on the way to realize the original
intentions. At post-production, the editing is finalized and
the document can be packaged for distribution.

From these details on the fabrication of the audiovisual
object, we have defined a distinction between an editorial
perspective and the assemblage of video material. This
distinction enables us to separate the editorial structure (Edi-
torialObject) of audiovisual document (MediaAsset) from its
potential realisations (TemporalObject defined previously).
In addition, we can describe each of these elements with
specific Annotation such as script extract, dialogue, signal
analysis etc. Our Annotation concept is generic and extensi-
ble as defined in [4]. We do not defined it further in order to
focus on audiovisual objects modeling, even if we are well
aware that annotations are needed to describe the audiovisual
object components. We just point out that different kinds
of annotation can be used and explain where they should
be attached. Fig.6 depicts the main relations between these
concepts:

• a MediaAsset is a document intended to be published.
Its structure varies for each specialization of media
asset and defines thus a new genre or format. For
instance, an interview is composed of questions and
answers.

• an EditorialObject is a document’s fragment which
composes the editorial structure of the MediaAsset.
EditorialObject’s composition can also be structured
by editorial rules. For instance, a shot can be divided
in subshots to detail complex camera movements like
travelling followed by a panning. For audiovisual doc-
uments, we specify generic and basic kinds of editorial
objects:

– Shot is a series of uncut frames, which means a
group of pictures recorded between two pushes
on the record button (on and off). Shot can be
composed of SubShot or FilmedElement.

– SubShot is a part of a Shot with a continuous
camera movement or a constant framing.

– FilmedElement is something that appears in the
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frame, usually a main part like an actor, an object
etc. rather than the background.

MediaAsset and EditorialObject can be merged into the
more generic concept of Opus. An Opus is a repurposable
piece of work with an editorial consistency. Its purpose is
to enrich the modeling of the piece of work by binding it to
other concepts:

• a prescriptive annotation which reflects the editorial
intentions to realize (relation hasPrescription with An-
notation as range). Such an annotation can integrate
script extract or dialogue.

• a portion of video material which has either been the
result of an original creation or a selection of existing
content (relation hasRealisation with TemporalObject
as range).

• other Opus which contribute to define an editorial
structure (composedOf relation).

• descriptive annotations which reflect the editorial
choices made during production (relation hasDescrip-
tion with Annotation as range). Such annotations can
be considered as an updated and extended version of
the prescriptive annotations. They can integrate extracts
from the final script, actual dialogue but also conceptual
indexing from a controlled vocabulary or an ontology.

Note that there is another kind of Annotation which is
directly connected to a content sequence (relation describes
with TemporalObject as range). These Annotation can be
composed of video material analysis which are specific to
the content and not to the editorial choices made.

D. Repurposing
The goal of repurposing is to support the reuse of editorial

objects inside various documents. As an example, we explain
how the spectator’s comment can be repurposed. The whole
comment is modeled as a MediaAsset, while the presentation
and opinion shots are EditorialObjects. After the shooting,
two similar selections (Segment) are made on the best
opinion shot (DigitalResource). One very short for the news
report, another much larger for the promotion website and
the DVD bonus content. In this case, the hasRealisation
relation between EditorialObject and Segment allows the
two selections to be related to the same editorial object.
As a consequence, each content sequences is easier to find
from the other and both benefit from the annotation of the
editorial object.

After the montage of the spectator’s comments, the editor
of the DVD bonus content wants to reuse the montage of
the best comments. In Fig.7, we depict our modeling of this
example. The bonus content is modeled as another document
(MediaAsset) which reuses some existing comments (Me-
diaAsset). Here, the repurposing is made without changes
in the editing of the reused documents. The composedOf
relation between two MediaAssets represents the hierarchi-
cal integration of one in the other while the montage is

Figure 7. Repurposing of public comments in DVD bonus content

modeled by a Segmentation. In this case, the bonus montage
(Segmentation) is made by an ordered assemblage of the
comment’s montage (Segmentation) through the assembles
relation.

IV. RELATED WORKS

Despite a full conversion of the prominent MPEG-7 stan-
dard into a OWL Full ontology achieved by [5], the syntactic
and semantic ambiguity of MPEG-7 demonstrated by [6]
remains a real concern for data integration. The COMM
ontology has clarified how formal semantics could be added
to the MPEG-7 using patterns from the DOLCE foundational
ontology [2]. COMM also contributed to highlight the need
for separation and interrelation between low-level signal
features, content sequence and annotation. Compared to
COMM, our model defines an additional representation level
to cope with editorial composition. With this additional
level, our model enables to manage video material, content
sequence and editorial composition indenpendently.

V. APPLICATIONS

The audiovisual object model presented in the previous
section has been developped in the course of the MediaMap
project [7]. MediaMap is a Celtic project which aims at
innovating in the area of audiovisual content production,
in particular in the niche of UGC. In this project, we
have formalized our model into an OWL-DL ontology so
it is used in the project’s applications: a shooting assistant
for UGC production developped by SkemA and a search
interface dedicated to audiovisual professionals developped
by Exalead. SkemA is specialized in the developpment of
Web and Mobile video platforms and Exalead a solution
provider for entreprise and web search. Both applications use
our ontology for representing an actual situation similar to
the use case described in section II. That situation concerned
the Tannhaüser opera, composed by Richard Wagner and
directed by Jan Fabre.
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Figure 8. Guidance during shooting provides a summary of the instructions
and a real-time framing indicator

A. UGC Shooting Assistant

The ”CameraMate” shooting assistant is a software em-
bedded into an ad-hoc prototype camera developped by
Vitec Multimedia. Vitec Multimedia is a hardware provider
specialized in digital video equipments. It is designed with a
form-like interface to manage the shooting workflow for the
amateur cameraman. Guidance are given before and during
shooting according to predefined editorial recommendations
defined using an audiovisual scripting vocabulary. This high-
level vocabulary is related to low-level signal analysis algo-
rithms which provide real-time indicators of the relevancy of
the shooting according to the recommendations – see Fig.8.

The output of the CameraMate is conform to the examples
detailed in the previous section. For instance, each shot is
modeled as an EditorialObject with the shooting recom-
mendations as prescriptive Annotations. The video material
captured by the camera is a MediaWrapper. Finally, when
the mission is done the cameraman can send the result to
the professional producer which ordered the shooting.

B. Audiovisual Search for Producer

Once the UGC is retrieved by the professional producers
it is stored in a semantic repository developped by Memnon.
Memnon is a service and solution provider for media digi-
tization and archiving. Exalead is in charge of indexing the
audiovisual objects and provides then a dedicated-version
of its search solution, as shown Fig.9. Professional can use
the interface to retrieve any kind of audiovisual objects
described before and thus enables repurposing. The results
are presented as attached to an editorial object (MediaAsset
or EditorialObject). Annotations provide general and audio-
visual descriptions of the editorial object. MediaWrappers
provide video and encoding parameters. The interface has
two distinct search methods:

• from keywords indexing full-text annotation of audio-
visual objects, like general description.

• from existing attributes and their values (faceted search)
which provide a mechanism to filter the result set. This
feature offers progressive filtering possibilities enabling
a conceptual navigation in the result set thanks to our
Annotation model.

Figure 9. Search interface with keyword and faceted search on audiovisual
objects

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article we have defined a conceptual model of the
audiovisual document. Our work contributes to identify and
clarify the definition of all the objects composing an audiovi-
sual document. We present a use case involving professional
and UGC productions to demonstrate its expressiveness.
Finally, we present applications using our model to provide
shooting assistance and enhanced audiovisual search. We are
currently working on the evaluation of our model in the
more general context of collaborative audiovisual produc-
tion including web 2.0 technologies. For that purpose, we
consider essential the use of an organizational memory. This
can be seen as a platform with different services fostering
the exchange of knowledge, information and audiovisual
resources [8] inside a company.
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best k elements of a class) using Support Vector Machines,
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The novelty of the proposed approach, with respect to other
approaches in literature, is that it allows speeding-up several
classifiers, each one defined with different kernels and kernel
parameters, by using one single index.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The classification problem is typically defined as follows.
Given a set of classes c1, . . . , cn, and an object o, the
classification problem is to decide which classes o belongs
to. In this paper, on the other hand, we address the classi-
fication problem from an Information Retrieval perspective.
Let c1, . . . , cn be n classes, and DS a very large dataset
(for instance the World Wide Web) of unclassified objects.
Given a class ci, we want to retrieve the k objects of DS
having the highest likelihood to belong to ci. In this case,
the class ci can be considered as a query, and the best k
objects that belong to ci as the answer to the query. We
call top-k classification this formulation of the classification
problem.

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [1], are widely used to
perform automatic supervised classification. The aim of this
paper is to propose a strategy that, given a set of SVM
classifiers defined for a set of classes c1, . . . , cn, and a
dataset DS, executes top-k classification very efficiently.
More specifically, we do not address the problem of learn-
ing classifiers, for which several solutions already exist as
mentioned in Section III. Rather, given an SVM classifier
for any class ci, and a dataset DS, our aim is to efficiently
search in DS for the best k objects that belong to ci.

As we will see, we propose an approximated approach.
That is, our approach returns an imprecise result, compared
to the result that would have been obtained by performing
a sequential scan of the entire dataset DS and applying
the available classifiers to every object. However, the ex-
periments will show a small imprecision, compared to an
improvement of efficiency of orders of magnitude.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we
discuss related work. Next we briefly introduce the SVM. In
Sections IV and V, we present the top-k classification, while

in Section VI, the index structure used in the experiments.
Finally in Sections VII and VIII, we describe the settings of
the experiments and the analysis of the results.

II. RELATED WORK

Efficient top-k classification techniques were proposed in
[2], [3], by leveraging on the property that instances in the
feature space lie on a hypersphere. This approach is able
to use one index for various classes obtained using Support
Vector Machines and built using the same kernel. In [4], the
authors propose a method for efficient top-k classification
based on boosting. In [5], the authors propose an efficient
method for retrieving the instances closest to the separating
hyperplane (the most ambiguous instances) to support active
relevance feedback.

The novelty of the proposed approach, with respect to
other methods existing in literature, is that it allows sup-
porting and speeding-up the use of several classifiers, each
one defined with different kernels and/or kernel parameters,
by using one single index in the input space 1 of the dataset.

III. INTRODUCTION TO SVM

An SVM [1] builds classifiers by learning from a training
set that is composed of both positive and negative examples.

In many cases, in order to be able to separate element that
belong to the class from those that do not belong to the class,
it is convenient to map vectors, representing elements, in an
higher dimensional vector space using a mapping function
Φ(·). Omitting several theoretical details (see [1] for more
information), the learning phase determines a vector ω such
that the decision function

f(o) =< ω,Φ(o) > +b (1)

is able to optimally classify most of the training set
examples ( < ω,Φ(o) > is the dot product between vectors
ω and Φ(o)). When the decision function is positive it
indicates that an object belongs to the class. A popular
learning algorithm is the kernel-based version of the adatron
algorithm.

The SVM literature often call input space the space where
objects are defined, and feature space the space where

1the space in which objects are originally represented (see Section III).
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objects are mapped by Φ(·). We will use this terminology
in the reminder of the paper.

SVM methods do not define the mapping function ex-
plicitly, but use the properties of the kernel functions to
perform learning and classification. A kernel function K,
defined as K(oi, oj) =< Φ(oi)

T ,Φ(oj) >, computes the
dot-product of oi and oj in the feature space. There are
simple kernel functions that easily compute the dot-product
of objects mapped in very high or even infinite dimensional
spaces without even knowing the actual mapping functions.

It can be proven [1] that the kernel-based decision func-
tion defined above, can be also represented in the dual form

f(o) =
∑

(oi,yi)∈T

yiαiK(o, oi) + b (2)

where oi are the element of the training set and yi is 1
or to −1 according to the fact that the training object oi
is a positive or a negative sample of the class to learn. In
this formulation, the learning phase consists in finding the
parameters αi, which basically determine the contribution
of each example oi of the training set to the solution of the
learning problem, rather than the vector ω. Most of the αi,
obtained in the training phase, will be equal to 0. So, in
order to compute the decision function f , we only need to
maintain the training objects for which the αi are greater
than 0. These objects are the support vectors.

IV. TOP-k CLASSIFICATION

Let fc be a decision function defined according to Equa-
tion 2 for the class c. The value fc(o) indicates the degree
of membership of the object o to the class c. Large positive
values indicate high membership of o to c; large negative
values indicate that o does not belong to c; values close to
zero indicate uncertainty.

The top-k classification problem can also be formulated
as follows. Given a decision function fc and a dataset DS,
retrieve the k objects o1, . . . , ok in DS for which fc(oi), i =
1 . . . k, is larger than when applied to any other object in
DS. More formally:

Definition: 1: Let DS be a dataset of objects, c a class,
and fc the decision function for c. We define

top–k(DS, c) ={o1, . . . , ok ∈ DS |
∀o ∈ (DS\{o1, . . . , ok}),
fc(o) ≤ fc(oi), i = 1, . . . , k}

A. Approximate top-k classification

Clearly, top−k(DS, c) can be computed with a sequential
scan of the whole dataset. However, this is very inefficient
when DS is very large. Suppose we have a set of candidates
CS ⊆ DS for class c. Then, top-k(CS, c) is an approxima-
tion of top-k(DS, c). However, consider that if CS is chosen
carefully, top-k(CS, c) will not necessarily differ very much

from top-k(DS, c). For instance, if CS = top-k(DS, c),
then top-k(CS, c) =top-k(DS, c). According to this, given
CS, approximate top-k classification can be performed by
applying the decision function to the objects of CS rather
than all objects in DS. Provided that CS is much smaller
that DS (#CS ≪ #DS2), this process will be much more
efficient than exhaustively classifying all objects in DS.

In the next section, we will propose a strategy to obtain
CS, by using techniques of nearest neighbors searching, in
such a way that approximation will be highly accurate and
CS is much smaller than DS.

V. TOP-k CLASSIFICATION BY MEANS OF NEAREST
NEIGHBORS SEARCH

The training set Tc for a class c consists of positive
and negative examples. Let us denote as PTc and NTc

respectively the positive and negative training objects (Tc =
PTc

∪
NTc). As discussed in Section III, the learning phase

identifies the αs parameters for the decision function, and
implicitly the support vectors (the training vectors whose αi

are strictly greater than 0). Let us denote as PSVc ⊆ PTc

and NSVc ⊆ NTc respectively the positive and negative
support vectors identified after the training of the classifier
for a class c. The decision function given by Equation 2 can
be rewritten as

fc(o) =
∑

p∈PSVc

αpK(o, p)−
∑

n∈NSVc

αnK(o, n) + b

The formula above just uses the support vectors and
disregards the elements of the training set whose αs are
0, since they do not provide any contribution to fc.

From the definition of fc given above, it is easy to see that
the objects o of the dataset that are very similar, according
to K, to several positive support vectors and are dissimilar
to several negative support vectors, have higher chances to
return an high value when fc is applied to them. In fact,
the kernel K can be seen as a similarity function. That
is, K returns large values when the two compared objects
are similar and small values when the two objects are not
similar. This suggests a strategy to select from DS a subset
of promising candidates for c. In short, we can first search
the objects of the dataset that are closer, according to K to
each positive support vector. Then, we apply the decision
function fc only to the selected candidates to find the best
k matches.

More formally, the candidate set CSc ⊆ DS for class c
can be obtained as

CSc =
∪

p∈PSVc

NNK(p, s,DS) (3)

where NNK(p, s,DS), is a nearest neighbors query,
which returns the s objects of DS most similar to p,

2we use # to indicate the cardinality of a set
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according to kernel K, for some s much smaller than the
size of DS.

The selection of the k best objects matching the class c
can now be obtained by applying fc only to objects in CSs,
which is significantly smaller than DS.

VI. USING AN INDEX STRUCTURE IN THE INPUT SPACE

Several scalable techniques can be found in literature to
efficiently process nearest neighbors search queries [6], [7].
However, even if, leveraging on these techniques, Equation
3 can be computed very efficiently, there are two reasons
why it is not practical to build an index using K directly
(that is in the feature space):

1) Access methods for similarity search typically rely on
the fact that the similarity (the kernel K in our case)
can be expressed in terms of a distance (dissimilarity)
function, which should satisfy some specific proper-
ties, like for instance the metric postulates. A distance
function can always be derived from a kernel K.
However, such function, in many cases is not suitable
to be used to build an efficient index structure. In fact,
given that the kernel K compares elements in an high
dimensional feature space, the underlying distribution
of distances might not be convenient and we might
incur in the curse of dimensionality [8].

2) We would like to support several classifiers for the
same dataset, each recognizing a different class. Dif-
ferent classifiers might require different kernels and
different kernel parameters (that is, different similarity
functions). If we succeed to find a suitable distance
function for a certain kernel K and we create an index
with this distance, we are bound to the specific kernel
K and its kernel parameters (for instance different σs
in the case of the RBF kernel), so we are bound to
a specific classifier. To support several classifiers, we
would need several indexes, each for a specific kernel
and kernel parameters.

Next section shows how to solve the above problems by
building one single index in the input space to serve various
kernels, provided that they satisfy some conditions.

A. Kernels that allow using a single index in the input space

Instead of deriving a distance function from a kernel,
in many cases it is possible define a kernel in terms of a
convenient distance function as follows:

K(o1, o2) = g(d(o1, o2)) (4)

where d : D × D → R is a distance function between
objects of the input space D.

Many widely used kernels can be defined using Equation
4. For instance, if d is the Euclidean distance (L2), with
g(x) = e−

x2

2σ2 we obtain the RBF kernel; with g = −xβ ,
for β > 0, we obtain the power kernel; when d is the L1

distance, with g(x) = e−γx we obtain the Laplacian kernel.
Other examples exist.

Let R = d(D,D),R ⊆ R, that is R is the set of possible
values that d can give for any arbitrary pair o1, o2 ∈ D.
If g is monotonously decreasing over R, then the k objects
closest to o, with respect to d, are the k objects most similar
to o in the feature space, with respect to K.

In other words, given any kernel K defined accord-
ing to Equation 4, with a monotonous decreasing g and
the same distance d,we have that3 NNK(p, s,DS) =
NNd(p, s,DS).

This implies that the most similar objects to a support
vector in the feature space induced by K, are exactly the
objects closest to the same support vector, in the input space.
Therefore, we can use just one single access method defined
using d and built in the input space, to search for the nearest
neighbors in the feature space induced by a large class of
kernels defined in terms of d. This, as discussed in Section
V, also gives us the possibility of identifying the subset of
promising candidates just working in the input space, for the
same class of kernels4.

Note also that the gs, that produce the RBF, Laplacian,
and power kernels, are all monotonously decreasing in R+.
Therefore, in this case, any d, which always returns positive
values, allows this technique to be used.

VII. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS

Tests of the proposed techniques were executed on a
single 2.4GHz Core 2 Quad CPU, using the CoPhIR dataset
[11]. CoPhIR consists of 106 millions images, taken from
Flickr, described by MPEG-7 visual descriptors. In the tests
we used the first set of one millions images taken from
CoPhIR. The access method used to efficiently search for
objects close to the support vectors, in the input space,
is the MI-File [12] (Metric Inverted File). The MI-File is
a disk maintained index, based on inverted files, which
supports efficient and scalable approximate similarity search
on data represented in metric spaces. To define the kernel
for the support vector machine, according to Equation 4,
we used g(x) = e−

x2

2σ2 , and as d we used a combination
of MPEG-7 distance functions [13]. We trained the support
vector machine to recognize 5 different classes: churches,
pyramids, seascapes, paintings, and temples. We used a
standard kernel-based adatron with cross-validation, to learn

3Here we abuse with the notation, NNK gives the most similar, while
NNd gives the closest ones.

4Note that kernels used with SVM must be positive definite [1] or
conditionally positive definite [9]. Therefore when a kernel K is obtained
from Equation 4, we must first prove this. However, in many common
cases this is true. Consider that, [10], in Theorem 12, shows that when
g = e−tx, for all t > 0, K is positive definite iff d is negative definite
and symmetric. Note that the Eucledian distance is negative definite and
symmetric. In fact, given that the RBF Kernel is positive definite, then d2,
when d is the Eucledian distance, is negative definite and symmetric and,
as consequence of Theorem 11 in [10], also d (the Eucledian distance) is
negative definite and symmetric.
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Figure 1. Quality of the of the approximate Top-k classification varying the
number of nearest neighbors (s) retrieved for each support vector, according
to Equation 3, for various values of k. Here, for brevity, we just show the
results when the query is class Pyramids. Similar results were obtained for
the other classes.

these classes. The set of candidates CSc for a class c was
obtained according to Equation 3. NNd(p, s,DS) searches
were executed efficiently using the MI-File populated with
all objects in the dataset according to distance d. The number
s of nearest neighbors to each support vector ranged from 10
to 100, that is respectively 100.000 and 10.000 times smaller
than the size of the dataset. Approximate Top-k(DS, c) was
executed computing Top-k(CSc, c) for various values of k
ranging from 10 up to 200.

VIII. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTS

It is important to stress that this paper does not propose a
new classification technique. Rather, given an SVM classifier
built using standard tools, we propose a technique to perform
top-k classification much faster than exhaustively classify
all objects of a huge dataset. In this respect, given a classi-
fier, our experiments aim at comparing the techniques that
we propose, for efficient approximate top-k classification,
against the exhaustive solution for top-k classification, which
solve the top-k problem by sequentially and systematically
classifying all objects of the dataset.

The evaluation of the quality of the top-k classification
results consists of two parts: 1) an objective and quantitative
evaluation of the error introduced by the use of the approx-
imate classification and 2) a subjective evaluation based on
real user feedback.

Both evaluations required to perform an exhaustive clas-
sification (sequential classification of the entire dataset), that
was compared with the proposed approximate technique.

The objective evaluation was carried out by computing the

measures of recall and error on the position [6]. More pre-
cisely, given a class c, the recall at k, Rk, is the percentage
of the best k objects retrieved by the approximate method
that also appear in the best k identified by the exhaustive
classification as belonging to c.

The error in the position at k (EPk) measures the quality
of the ranking obtained by the approximate method with
respect to the exhaustive one. It gives the average shifting
of elements in the rank in percentage with respect to the
size of the dataset.

More formally, recall at k is

Rk =
#(Sk ∩ SA

k )

#Sk
(5)

and the error on position at k is

EPk =

∑
o∈SA

k
|OX(o)− SA

k (o)|
#SA

k ·#X
, (6)

where Sk and SA
k are the k best matches to c found

respectively by the exhaustive classification of the entire
dataset and by the our approximate method. OX is the
ordering of the entire dataset X with respect to the decision
function fc for class c. For example, if o1 is the most
appropriate object that belongs to the class c, o2 is the
second and o3 is the third, OX(o1) = 1, OX(o2) = 2
and OX(o3) = 3. SA

k (o) is the position of o in the rank of
k best matches found by the approximate classification.

The subjective evaluation, based on user feedbacks was
performed by asking 5 students to blindly judge the results
obtained with the exhaustive and approximate classification.
To compare the two results we used the precision at k
measure defined as follows:

Pk =
#(Sk ∩ Sc)

#Sk
(7)

where Sk is the result obtained by either the approximate
or the exhaustive classification method, and Sc is the set of
images correctly classified for c. Sk ∩ Sc was obtained by
asking the users to select the correct results in Sk (blindly
for exhaustive and approximate classification). Precision at
k tells us the percentage of the k retrieved elements that
belong to the class c according to the user judgement.

A. Approximate vs exhaustive classification

We first performed experiments to see how, according
to Equation 3, the choice of the number s of retrieved
nearest neighbor dataset objects to a support vector affects
the quality of the approximation. Results are reported in
Figure 1. We varied s from 10 to 100. For brevity, in the
Figure we report results just for Pyramids. However, similar
considerations can be made for the other classes. We can see
that, in the chosen range of s, recall increases with s and
saturates when s is around 90. On the other hand, the error
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Figure 2. Precision of the approximate Top-k classification and the exact Top-k classification, for various values of k, as judged by users.
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Figure 3. Recall and EP of the approximate top-k classification for
several classes as queries, when s is fixed to 100, for various values of
k, considering the exact top-k classification the ground truth.

on position decreases rapidly when s increases. Very small
error values are already obtained when s is 60. This means
that, recall increases and missed objects are also substituted
by better objects when s increases.

Let us now discuss the quality of the approximate classi-
fication when s is fixed to 100, and we vary the number k of
objects retrieved for a class. Results of these experiments are
shown in Figure 3. For each class considered (i.e. churches,
temples, pyramids, paintings, and seascapes) we plot the
recall and the EP vs the number of best matches k to a class.
We note that both recall and EP are influenced by k: worse
results are typically obtained when k increases. However,

we can see that the reduction of the recall is in many cases
minimal with respect to the increase of k, while the increase
of the error on the position is more evident. This means that
on average the approximate classification strategy is always
able to find the same percentage of correct objects (almost
stable recall), even if missed correct objects are replaced by
worse objects (worsening EP). For instance, let us consider
the class pyramid. Recall is around 0.9 for k = 10 and it
goes to 0.75 when k = 200. That is, 1 out of 10 images is
missed when we retrieve 10 objects, while a bit less than 3
out of 10 images are missed when we retrieve 200. The error
in position is almost 0 when k = 10 and it is also negligible
until k = 100. Thus, the ordering is practically maintained in
the approximate result. When k increases more, the quality
of ranking degrades. For instance, in case of k = 200, the
error in position is about 0.00003. That is with a dataset of
1 million objects the average shift was of 30 positions, with
respect to the exact rank.

We should also consider that the time required to perform
exhaustive classification of the entire dataset, for a given
class was 39 minutes, on average. Good approximate clas-
sification of the same dataset can be obtained on average in
1.5 minutes,thus the approximate classification is more than
one order of magnitude faster than exhaustive classification.

B. User evaluation

Results discussed above were obtained comparing ap-
proximate classification against exhaustive classification al-
gorithms, using the exhaustive classification as a ground
truth. However, generally even the exhaustive classification
presents some imprecisions, which can be evaluated when
users are called to judge the result, or by using real ground
truths. As we will see in the following, surprisingly, users
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do not see much difference between exact and approximate
results. This means that the degradation from exact to
approximate classification is purely mathematical, and it is
not significantly perceived by users.

The test discussed in this section evaluates the difference
of quality between the exhaustive top-k execution and the
approximate top-k execution, as perceived by real users. To
obtain this, we asked 5 students to blindly judge the results,
obtained by the exhaustive and approximate classification,
by selecting the good and the wrong images. Based on this,
we computed the average precision using Equation 7. Results
are shown in Figure 2 for various choices of the number of
best matches k.

It can be seen that generally there is no significant
difference between the precision of the exhaustive and the
approximate classification, even thought the approximate
classification is much faster. In fact, precision measured for
the exhaustive and approximate classification has practically
the same trend when k varies. In addition, generally the
difference in precision, between the exhaustive and the
approximate classification, is smaller than 10%.

A separate discussion is needed for the Seascape classifier.
In the experiments discussed in previous section, results for
the Seascape class were worse than all the other classes
(see Figure 3). In fact, recall was always below 0.4. On the
other hand, the user perceived precision of the approximate
classification is very high and always above 0.8. It can
be seen, also, that the exhaustive classification has also a
precision above 0.9 in most cases. When the approximate
classification is used, missed images are always substituted
by other images that are deemed to be still good by human
evaluators, offering an high precision. Therefore, approxi-
mation makes sense also in this case.

It is also worth mentioning that in one case of the tested
classes, the approximate classification performed even better
than the exhaustive one. In fact, it can be seen that for the
Pyramids class, the curve of the approximate classification
is always higher than that of the exhaustive one. This, we
believe, is a further proof that no significant information is
actually lost during the approximation: the lost information
is mainly noisy information.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Science is becoming data-dominated. New data-intensive
computing paradigms are emerging that differ from the tra-
ditional techniques, where Big Data was not a fundamental
issue [14]. We have presented an approximate technique
for efficiently executing top-k classification tasks on very
large datasets. The proposed technique is some orders of
magnitude faster with respect to exhaustive classification and
the accuracy of approximate results is very high.

The peculiarity of the proposed technique is that it is able
to use one single index built in the input space to support top-
k classification tasks on several classes defined using various

kernels and kernel parameters. We discussed the properties
that the kernel has to satisfy so that they can be used with
the proposed technique and we have seen that many widely
used kernels are in fact included.
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Abstract—3D object retrieval and its pose estimation for a 
single view query image are essential operations in many 
specialized applications. With the recent deployment of various 
mobile devices, such operations require near real-time 
performance. However, most of the existing methods are not 
appropriate for mobile devices, due to their massive resource 
requirements. In this paper, we propose new 3D object 
retrieval and pose estimation schemes that can be used on a 
client-server platform. In order to accomplish this, we first 
construct both a sparse and a full index on the shape feature of 
the objects for the client and the server, respectively. Then, the 
client (the mobile device) retrieves the candidate camera view 
images that are similar to the query image by using the sparse 
index. The server refines the results by using the full index and 
then computes the exact pose by using the SIFT (Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform) features. In the experiment, we 
show that our prototype system based on the proposed scheme 
can achieve an excellent performance. 

Keywords- 3D object retrieval, pose estimation, shape-based 
retrieval, distance curve, SIFT. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

3D object retrieval and pose estimation are popular 
operations in various applications, such as robotic vision, 
medical image analysis, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), 
and manufacturing automation. For instance, such operations 
can be used by robots to recognize diverse objects and 
change them to some specific pose for further actions such as 
assembly [1].  

Depending on the hardware requirements, existing 
studies on the problem can be classified into three groups: 
The first group uses specialized equipment, such as the CMU 
high speed VLSI range sensor found in [2] and the CCD 
camera and laser scanner found in [3]. The second group 
uses multiple cameras. For example, in [4], the pose 
estimation was done using a pair of ground and onboard 
cameras for an autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle. In [5], 
a linear algorithm for computing the 3D points and the 
camera positions from multiple perspective views was 
proposed. The third group uses a single camera. For instance, 
in [6], a fully automatic solution using the Contracting Curve 
Density algorithm with speedup factors and SIFT features 
was proposed for a 3D object pose tracking. In [7], a pose 
tracking scheme based on the SIFT features and the Ferns 

was proposed for the classification of objects on mobile 
phones. The SIFT and Ferns were simplified for mobile 
phones at the cost of accuracy, due to their resource 
requirements. In our previous works [8][9], we introduced a 
simple object type classification scheme based on the shape 
symmetry and presented a time-consuming but accurate 
client-server collaboration scheme  for 3D object retrieval in 
a mobile environment. 

 In this study, we ameliorate our previous work in the 
following directions: (i) We present a new object type 
classification scheme, which can determine the type of an 
object automatically using the shape difference curve. ii) We 
present another client-server collaboration scheme which 
takes an heuristic approach to determine the object pose 
faster. We compare the performance of those two 
collaboration schemes through extensive experiments 

In order to achieve good object recognition, we construct 
two indexes with different granularities based on the shape 
of the objects: The sparse index is constructed for the client 
in order to perform an approximate matching using large 
angle view images. Therefore its size is small compared to a 
full index. Conversely, the full index is constructed for the 
server using the small angle view images; these can be used 
for a more accurate matching. We propose two different 
client-server collaboration schemes in order to achieve load 
balancing. Basically, the client performs an approximate 
matching using the sparse index. The server refines it by 
using the full index. Since different view images of an object 
could give the same shape, we use their SIFT features for an 
accurate pose estimation. Figure 1 shows the overall 
architecture of our scheme. 

Feature 
extraction

Full view DB &
Index

Matching
(k-NN Search)

Result Refinement

Pose Calculation

Pose Selection

Query

Sparse view DB &
Index

Client Server
 

Figure 1. An illustration of system flow 
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II. THE VIEW INDEX ORGANIZATION 

A. The Shape Represenstation 

One straightforward method for shape based 3D object 
recognition is to consider all of the distinct camera views of 
the objects. For each camera view image, we first extract its 
shape contour and then calculate its distance curve by 
connecting the distances between the center point and all of 
the points along the shape contour. Considering the distance 
curve as sequence data, we can use well-known sequence 
matching techniques for retrieval purposes. In addition, we 
can construct a multidimensional index based on their DFT 
(Discrete Fourier Transform) values. 

B. Camera View Skimming 

Most real-world objects have bisymmetry in the front 
and/or on the side. Depending on the object symmetry, 
different camera view images of an object can have a same 
or a mirrored shape. Formally, for an image at an arbitrary 
angle, we can define three related images according to the 
camera viewpoint, as seen in Figure 2: the rear image, the 
mirror image, and the reflective image. Based on these 
images, the following properties are exhibited depending on 
the object symmetry: (i) for a bisymmetrical object, the 
mirror image has the mirror shape of the object; (ii) for any 
object, the rear image also has the mirror shape of the object; 
and (iii) the reflective image has the same shape of the given 
image. Based on these facts, we can remove the redundant 
camera view images that have the same or mirrored shapes 
from the index without sacrificing any matching accuracy. 
This facilitates the reduction of the index size and improves 
the matching speed. More specifically, our camera view 
skimming scheme consists of two parts: i) Mirror image 
pairing, and ii) Camera view pruning. 

 
Mirror image pairing: For any type of object, an image and 
its rear image have mirrored shapes. Distance curves of 
mirrored shapes are simply the reverse of each other, and 
their DFT values are the same. Therefore, we can pair these 
mirror shaped view images via a set of DFT values. By 
pairing the mirror-shaped views during indexing and 
restoring the reversed curve during matching, the index size 
can be reduced by 50%. 
 

Camera view pruning: Since all of the viewpoints of 3D 
objects can be generated by a combination of horizontal and 
vertical camera movements, we can consider the object 
symmetry in two planes: the horizontal and the vertical. 
Depending on the front and side symmetries, we can define 
four object types per plane. For instance, the horizon plane 
has four object types: H1- H4:  

 
H1: Represents objects that have the same shape with respect 

to all horizontal camera views (e.g., a sphere).  
H2: Represents objects that have front symmetry. Their 

distance curves repeat every 90 degrees (e.g., cars).  
H3: Represents objects that have front symmetry and the 

same front and side views. Their distance curve repeats 
more frequently than that of H2. (e.g., dice).  

H4: Represents objects that have no repeating shape pattern. 
We can define the vertical object types in the same 
manner.  
We define vertical object types in the same manner, 

except that we consider the front and top views of the objects 
in the vertical plane. By combining the horizontal and 
vertical types, we can define 16 different object types.  

  
Object type classification: Depending on the object type, 
the index entries for the redundant camera view images can 
be removed from the index without sacrificing any matching 
accuracy. Even though most real-world objects have certain 
level of symmetry, it is not easy to determine the exact object 
type automatically.  In order to perform this efficiently, we 
developed a new object type classification method based on 
the shape difference curve. Informally speaking, the shape 
difference curve indicates how similar each camera view 
image is to the base view image.  The shape difference of 
two different view objects can be defined by the Euclidean 
distance of their distance curves. For any symmetric object, 
its base view represents the camera view where the object is 
exactly bisymmetric. Based on the base view image, we can 
calculate its shape difference curve using all the camera view 
images. Depending on the object type, its shape difference 
curve has different repeating patterns. By analyzing these 
repeating patterns, we can determine the object type. For 
instance, Figure 3 shows the shape difference curve of a 
sample car object. Since the car has bisymmetry, the 
repeating pattern appears twice in the curve. The detailed 

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

rear image
mirror shape

mirror image
mirror shape

reflective image
same shape  

Figure 2. An illustration of shape patterns

Shape Difference

Camera Angle

Figure 3. The shape difference curve of a car object 
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steps for automatic object type classification are found in 
Algorithm 1. By considering both the horizontal & the 
vertical view sequences, we can automatically define object 
types. 

 

Algorithm 1: Object Classification (image sequence IS)
Variable queue : Queue; 
Period P = {0, 0} // {a, b} denotes view image period from 
a° to b° 
 
1.  find a base view BV from the images in IS 
2.  if there is no BV, exit the algorithm // Type 4. 
3.  else  
4.     calculate shape distance distances of BV image for IS 
5.     insert every image I whose shape distance is less than 

some threshold σ into the queue 
6.     repeat until queue is empty do 
7.        retrieve one from the queue into next 
           set EndP as ┌next.position/2┐ 
           initialize P to {0, EndP} and D to 0 
8.        for i is 2 to (180/ EndP) 
9.           for j is 0 to EndP 
10.            if i is odd 
11.                D += shape distance of Ij and I(i-1)* EndP+j 
12.            else 
13.                D += shape distance of Ij and Ii*EndP-j 

14.      if D ≤ σ 
15.         return P 
 

C. The Index Construction 

Even though the number of camera view images that 
need to be indexed is considerably reduced via our camera 
view skimming method, we still have to consider a large 
number of view images of the 3D objects. Therefore, an 
effective index structure is essential to achieve fast searching. 
For this purpose, we have constructed a R-tree based 
indexing structure based on the set of DFT coefficients 
obtained from the distance curves. The detailed steps for 
index construction are: (1) For the distance curve of each 
view image, we calculate a set of Fourier Coefficients (FCs) 
and define its Fourier Point (FP) which includes the object id, 
the coordinate, the H_type, the V_type, and the distance 

curve of the origin view. (2) For each object, we construct a 
subtree which contains all of the camera views of the object 
done by grouping the adjacent FPs using a minimum 
bounding rectangle (MBR). For each MBR, the lower and 
upper endpoints of the FCs are defined by its lower and 
upper bounds. (3) All of the MBRs representing the subtree 
in (2) are grouped again into larger MBRs until all of the 
MBRs of the objects are contained in the Root MBR. Figure 
4 illustrates the overall structure of our index structure. 

III. MATCHING 

In this section, we describe how the server and client 
work together to retrieve similar 3D objects and estimate 
their exact poses using a single view image. We consider two 
different collaboration schemes: CS1 and CS2. The former 
guarantees no false dismissal by considering all of the 
camera view images at the server. The latter uses some 
heuristics to speed up the matching process at the cost of 
accuracy. 

A. The K-NN Search in the Mobile Client 

Since we represent the shape of the objects by using the 
distance curve, any of the existing matching frameworks 
proposed for the sequence data can be used. In this paper, we 
revise the priority queue based k-NN search algorithm [10] 
to find the k most similar to the objects based on our index 
structure. In order to prevent an unnecessary and time-
consuming matching process, we hierarchically used several 
low bound functions, such as Fourier_Dist, MINDIST and 
LB_Keogh [10]. The revised k-NN search algorithm is 
described in Algorithm 2. 

 
Algorithm 2: k-NN Search (Q, k) 
Variable queue : MinPriorityQueue; 
1.  queue.push(root);  
2.  result = {}; 
3.  while not queue.IsEmpty() do         
4.     top = queue.Pop(); 
5.     if top.id is in the result 
6.          continue; 
7.     else 
8.          if top is a sequence with DTW Dist. 
9.               add top to result; 
10.             if | result | = k 
11.                  return result; 
12.        else if top is a leaf node 
13.             for each Fourier Point P in top do 
14.                  queue.push(P, Fourier_Dist(Q,P)); 
15.        else if top is a Fourier Point P 
16.             retrieve its full sequence S from DB; 
17.             queue.push(S, LB_Keogh(Q,S)); 
18.             calculate reverse sequence S’ of S //mirror shape
19.             queue.push(S’, LB_Keogh(Q,S’)); 
20.        else if top is a sequence S with LB_Keogh Dist 
21.             queue.push(S, DTW(Q, S)); 
22.        else      
23.             for each child node C in top 
24.                  queue.push(C, MINDIST(Q,C)); 

Root MBR

MBR of object A

. . .

. . . . . .

MBR of Objects

MBR of FPs

FP1
. . .

. . .

MBR of object D MBR of object E

MBR of Objects

MBR of object P

MBR of FPs

•   1st FC, 2nd FC, …, nth FC

High(1st FC)   High(2nd FC)     …   High( nth FC)
Low(1st FC)    Low(2nd FC)     …   Low( nth FC)

1st FC, 2nd FC, …, nth FCQuery Q :

• Coordination of the view
• H_Type, V_Type

• distance curve

• Object id

FPn

Figure 4. The overall index structure 
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B.  Collaboration Scheme I (CS1) 

After retrieving k similar objects for the given query Q, 
the client sends the result R to the server for refinement. The 
server refines it by using its full view index. In order to 
speed up the refinement, we use the maximum distance of R 
as an upper bound for the search. In order to guarantee no 
false dismissals, the CS1 considers all of the views of the 
objects during the refinement. Figure 5 shows the flow of the 
CS1; a brief sketch for the CS1 is shown in Algorithm 3. 

 
Algorithm 3: CS1 (Q, R) 
Variable queue : MinPriorityQueue; 

1. retrieve MBR of Object Os whose distance from Q ≤ 
maximum distance of R. 

2.  for each O 
3.       if O.id is in R 
4.            set the UB of O as the dist. in R. 
5.       else  
6.            set the UB of O as maximum distance in R. 
7.       insert O into the minimum priority queue. 
8.  k-NN Search_CS1(Q, k) 
 

The k-NN Search_CS1(Q, k) at line 6 is a modified 
version of Algorithm 2. The difference is that we don’t need 
to push the root of the index (line 1) into the queue and the 
following code segments need to be inserted before every 
push operation. 

 

1.  if top.UB ≤ D(Q, top) 
2.       continue; 
3.  set top to one of the nodes {P, S, S’, C} 
4.  set D() one of the distances {Fourier_Dist(),LB_Keogh(), 

DTW(), MINDIST()} 
 

C. Collaboration Scheme II (CS2) 

In some applications, a quick response time could be 
more important than the guarantee of no false dismissal. 
Moreover, with the huge database of 3D objects, supporting 
a fast search can be prioritized at the cost of accuracy.  CS2 
speeds up the matching process by using a heuristic 
algorithm at the cost of matching accuracy. This scheme is 
based on the assumption that if, for two camera views V1 
and V2 of an object and query Q, if angle(V1, Q) < 
angle(V2, Q), then dist (V1, Q) < dist(V2, Q). Even though 
there could be some exceptions, this assumption is still valid 
in most cases. Based on this assumption, CS2 can refine R 
very quickly. Figure 5 shows the CS2 flow; the major steps 
are shown in Algorithm 4. Before adding the top into the 
result in line 5 in Algorithm 2, Algorithm 4 is called in order 
to refine the results of the mobile device. 

 

D. The Candidate Pose Extraction 

Since different views of an object might give the same 
shapes, we have to consider all of the same shaped views to 
give an accurate pose estimation. However, we have 
removed the redundant view images with the same shape 
obtained during the index construction. Therefore, at the 
pose estimation stage, we need to retrieve these images from 
the database or generate them dynamically from the 3D 
object using software tools such as CAD. Equations (1) and 
(2) explain the way to calculate the coordination of candidate 
pose views when the coordination of the base view is (k, l). 
HRperiod and VRperiod denote the period of horizontal and 
vertical shape pattern, respectively. For instance, HRperiod of 
typical cars is 90. By combining all of the x and y 
coordination, we can get all of the candidate poses. 

 
x = 





 

even is i  if                  k - i*  HR

odd is i if           k  1)-i(*  HR

period

period  
(1) 

y = 




 

even is   if                   -  * VR

odd is  if             1)-( * VR

period

period

ilj

ilj  
(2) 
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Figure 5. An overall flow for collaboration schemes 

Algorithm 4: CS2 (Q, image I, client view gap Gc)
Variable queue : MinPriorityQueue; 
1.  set x as x coordination of I, y as y coordination, p as Gc. 
2.  extract 8 neighbor views N of I with the combination of 

Vx±p, y±p 
3.  insert every N into the queue with LB_Keogh dist. and p
4.  repeat until |Result| = k do 
5.     if top contains DTW distance 

6.        if server view gap Gs ≤ top.p, set top.p to top.p /2. 
7.           extract neighbor views N of top.p  
8.           calculate LB_Keogh(N, Q) 
9.           insert N into the queue with the distance and p. 
10.      else 
11.         insert top into Result 
12.   else 
13.      queue.push(top, DTW(Q, top)); 
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where, 1≤i≤180/HRperiod and 1≤j≤180/VRperiod 

E. The Pose Selection using SIFT Features 

Among the candidate poses, the best matching pose can 
be determined based on the actual visual features. This can 
be done by using a well-known image matching method such 
as SIFT [11] or SURF[12]. 
SURF is known to take relatively shorter time in matching 
than SIFT. On the other hand, SIFT shows better accuracy 
than SURF. In this work, we just need to consider a small 
number of images for pose estimation. Hence, we use the 
standard SIFT [11] method for matching for better accuracy 
even though it will take slightly longer time than the SURF 
method. 

IV. THE EXPERIMENTS 

A. The Systems and Datasets 

In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed 
scheme, we implemented a prototype system. The server was 
equipped with an Intel Core2Duo CPU with 4 GB of RAM. 
iPhone 3Gs was used as the mobile client. Most of the 
applications at the client and server were implemented using 
C#. For the dataset in the experiments, we generated 259,200 
views from 200 objects collected via the Internet [8]. The 
dataset contains diverse types of objects such as vehicles, 
kitchen appliances and furniture, to name a few. 

For the comparison, we considered six different system 
configurations that depended on the platform and the use of 
view skimming, as shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1  The System Configuration 

Type  Description 
S1 Server alone with camera view skimming 
S2 CS1 with camera view skimming 
S3 CS2 with camera view skimming 
S4 Server alone without camera view skimming
S5 CS1 without camera view skimming 
S6 CS2 without camera view skimming 

 

B. The Accuracy Comparison 

In this experiment, we show that our camera view 
skimming scheme does not impair the retrieval accuracy 
under any platform. The query input was a randomly 

selected view image stored in a database as a 3D model. 
Figure 6 shows the cumulative match curves (CMC) of the 
six different system configurations. For the test, we 

 

Figure 6. An accuracy comparison 
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(b) Camera angle = 30° 
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(c) Camera angle = 40° 
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(d) Camera angle = 50° 

Figure 7. The effect of camera angle on execution time 
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constructed indexes for 10° view images at the server and 
30° view images at the client. From the graph, we observe 
the following facts:  

 
1) For any platform, the camera view skimming does not 

have any effect on the accuracy.  
2) Regardless of the view skimming, the three different 

platforms show the same accuracy. Theoretically, the 
server-alone and the CS1 guarantees the same accuracy. 
However, unlike CS1, CS2 cannot guarantee the same 
accuracy because CS2 refines the results using a heuristic 
approach. Therefore, CS2 shows a lower accuracy than 
CS1. 

C. The Execution Time Comparison 

In this experiment, we compare the total execution time, 
which includes the approximate estimation at the client and 
the result refinement at the server. In order to see the effect 
of the camera view gap size on the execution time, we 
considered four different camera angles for the client ranging 
from 20° to 50°, inclusively. In any case, the server used 10° 
of the camera view gap for the index construction. Since our 
scheme basically searches for similar objects based on the K 
-NN search, we measured the execution time by varying the 
size of the K as 1 to 5.  Figure 7 shows the results. From the 
figure, we can observe the following facts:  

 
1) Our camera view skimming scheme dramatically reduced 

the execution time.  
2) A wider camera angle for view images with CS1 at the 

client helped to reduce the execution time since the wider 
camera view angle results in a smaller index at the client. 
However, an excessive camera angle gap can increase the 
execution time due to the overhead at the server for the 
refinement of the client result.  

3) CS2 could reduce the execution time compared to CS1. 
From the experiment, we observe that setting the view 
extraction gap at the mobile client at 30° achieves a 
minimal searching time. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a new shape-based client-
server collaboration scheme for 3D object retrieval and pose 
estimation in a mobile environment. In particular, we 
proposed a camera view skimming scheme that reduces the 
index size and improves the search time using the 
bisymmetric property of most objects. For the pose 
estimation, we used the SIFT method to compare the same-
shaped view images. Via various experiments on the 
prototype system, we demonstrated the effectiveness of our 
scheme. In addition, we proposed two collaboration schemes 
and compared their performance. Conclusively, larger 
camera angles used for the index at the client can reduce the 
index size and improve the search time. However, excessive 
camera angles might increase the search time at the server. 
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Abstract—Indexing and retrieving are two important tasks for 

color image databases. These tasks are possible when using the 

histogram as an efficient technique for content-based image 

retrieval domain. In this paper, a content-based image 

retrieval system that can be used in the medical domain is 

presented. The system is using an original combination of two 

types of histograms: a spatial color histogram and a texture 

histogram based on the Local Binary Pattern descriptor. Both 

histograms are computed in the HVC color space. The 

computation of the binary code associated to a Local Binary 

Pattern descriptor is made in an original manner using the 

NBS distance instead of using a simple difference between 

colors’ components. 

Keywords- spatial color histogram; annular color histogram; 

content based image retrieval. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Color histograms have two main advantages: easy 
computation and a broad applicability for a wide range of 
images. The main drawback is that histograms capture only 
global color distributions of the images and there is a lack of 
information about the spatial relationship among image’s 
colors. It is highly possible that two images with similar 
color histograms to have a very different spatial appearance 
causing false positives. Because the content of images is 
indexed in a limited way using only color histograms it was 
decided that it would be an advantage to take into account 
the spatial information [10]. This combination has led to 
effective techniques for content-based image retrieval tasks 
based on the new spatial color histogram. It was used for our 
system an efficient spatial color histogram called the annular 
histogram [10] which is based on a density map. The 
experimental results have proven that this histogram 
outperforms the traditional color histogram and the color 
coherent vector [11].  

Because color measurements are sensitive to varying 
illumination conditions texture measures can be used in 
many real-world applications, including for example, 
outdoor scene image analysis. Texture characteristics gives 
additional information compared to color or shape 
measurements of the objects. It is considered to be important 
in many image analysis and computer vision tasks. We have 
used the local binary pattern (LBP) [13] to obtain a texture 
histogram of patterns. LBP is one of the most used texture 

descriptors in medical image analysis and it has recently 
proven useful in describing medical images [17][18][19]. It 
has a low computational complexity and a low sensitivity to 
changes in illumination.  

This descriptor is used for texture classification [13][21], 
face recognition [20][22][24], fingerprint identification [23], 
etc.     

The HVC (Hue-Value-Chroma) color space [5] has been 
used because it represents colors along human perceptual 
dimensions [6]. HVC is a representation of the IE 1976 
(L*a*b*) under the cylinder coordinate system. The 
components of a color in the HVC space are defined as:  

𝐻 = arctan  
𝑏∗

𝑎∗  , 𝑉 = 𝐿∗ ,  𝐶 =  𝑎∗2
+ 𝑏∗2

  .  (1) 

The distance between two pixels in this space is 
computed using the NBS distance [4]. Colors with the NBS 
color distance below 3.0 are perceived to be almost the same 
color by human beings. Given a pair of colors A = (H1; V1; 
C1) and B = (H2; V2; C2), the NBS color distance is defined 
as follows [4]: 

𝐸𝑁𝐵𝑆 𝐴, 𝐵 =  1,2 ∗  2𝐶1𝐶2  1 − cos 
2𝜋

100
∆𝐻  +  ∆𝐶 2 +  4∆𝑉 2  .  (2) 

where:  

∆𝐻 =  𝐻1 − 𝐻2 , ∆𝑉 =  𝑉1 − 𝑉2 , ∆𝐶 =  𝐶1 − 𝐶2 .    (3) 

The correspondence between the human color perception 

and the NBS color distance is shown in the following table: 

TABLE I.  CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN HUMAN COLOR PERCEPTION 

AND NBS COLOR DISTANCE 

NBS Value Human Perception of Color 

0 ~ 1.5 almost the same 

1.5 ~ 3.0 slightly different 

3.0 ~ 6.0 remarkably different 

6.0 ~ 12.0 very different  

12 ~ different 

 

The paper is organized as follows: related work is 

discussed in Section 2.  In Section 3, some details about the 
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spatial color histograms and local binary patterns are 

presented. Section 4 provides a description of the modules 

included in the system architecture. In Section 5, the 

experimental results are discussed. Section 6 presents the 

conclusion of the paper. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many research efforts have been made in the last decades 
to overcome the problems associated with color histograms. 
For content-based image retrieval systems it is more 
important the result of an approximate matching of two 
histograms than exact matching of images. Approximate 
matching is more useful since the interest is to retrieve 
similar images, rather than images identical with the sample 
image. 

The solution proposed by Stricker and Dimai [2] divided 
an image into five fixed overlapping blocks. From each 
block the first three color moments were extracted and these 
were used to form a features vector of the image. Huang, et 
al. [3] proposed the correlogram to take into account the 
local color spatial correlation as well as the global 
distribution of this spatial correlation.  In [10][12], the spatial 
color histograms are described for the content based image 
retrieval task. 

A typical example of histogram-based image retrieval 
system is the FINDIT system developed by M.J. Swain and 
his colleagues [1]. The HVC color space was adopted for this 
system and for each image it was created a two-dimensional 
H-C histogram. It was used the histogram intersection to 
measure the similarity between a pair of images. In [4], a 
histogram-based image retrieval method was implemented. 
This method is similar to the one used in FINDIT system. 
The H and C-axes of the HVC color space were used, and 
the two axes were equally subdivided into 8 intervals, 
resulting in histograms of 64 bins.  

Another example of a texture-based image retrieval system 
is the UCSB system developed by Manjunath et al. [16]. The 
system adopted the Gabor wavelet model to compute feature 
vectors of texture patterns and used the weighted L1 distance 
between a pair of feature vectors to measure the image 
similarity.  

Ojala et al. [13] proposed an effective local binary pattern 
(LBP) method for texture analysis. They have developed 
powerful extensions to their approach including rotation 
invariance and multi resolution analysis [14]. The approach 
is theoretically very simple and binds together the properties 
of statistical and structural texture analysis. LBP and its 
extensions have performed very well in various comparative 
studies and have been applied successfully in several real-
world texture analysis problems [15]. In [25], the HVC color 
space is used for pixels classification. The described method 
is based on statistical characteristics and it is used for the 
recognition of the airline coupons. In [27], the LBP are used 
to describe images of brain magnetic resonance (MR) 
volumes. When a query image is given the system retrieves 
relevant slices. LBP are used in [28] for representing salient 
micro-patterns in mammographic mass detection and to train 
a support vector machine (SVM) with the aim of 

distinguishing between the true recognized masses and the 
ones which actually are normal parenchyma.  

In [30], an indexing and retrieval scheme is presented that 
uses the spatial color distribution. The indexing technique is 
based on the Gaussian Mixture modeling of the histogram of 
weights provided by the bilateral filtering scheme. In this 
way the proposed technique considers not only the global 
distribution of the color pixels comprising the image but also 
takes into account their spatial arrangement. In [8], the 
spatial histograms are used for region based tracking. In this 
context, these histograms are named spatiograms, which are 
histograms augmented with spatial means and covariances 
to capture a richer description of the target. In [9], it is used 
a medical image retrieval system that is very similar with our 
approach. This system is based on multiple features: color 
features - exploited by cumulative histograms, texture 
features - extracted by using gray level co-occurrence matrix 
(GLCM) and shape features - represented by a histogram of 
edge’s directions. This system extract the primitive feature of 
a query image and then compares it with existing features of 
the images from the database using a similarity measure. 
This similarity measure is evaluated using Euclidean 
distance. The experiments are made on a set containing 1000 
images, covering MRI images, X-Ray images, Patology 
images. Retrieval Accuracy and Precision are used as 
performance measures. For evaluating the retrieval operation 
this system is using four retrieval modes: a retrieval mode 
based on a color histogram, a retrieval mode based on 
GLCM, a retrieval mode based on shape and a retrieval 
mode based on a combination of a color histogram and 
GLCM. The experimental results have shown the following 
results for the four retrieval modes (in the same order as 
before): (% Recall Accuracy : 66.1 ; % Precision: 55.3),  (% 
Recall Accuracy : 68.4 ; % Precision: 62.6), (% Recall 
Accuracy : 65.12 ; % Precision: 58.3), (% Recall Accuracy : 
72.3 ; % Precision: 65.4). It can be seen that using a 
combination of color and texture it was obtained the best 
retrieval result.       

III. SPATIAL COLOR HISTOGRAM AND LOCAL BINARY 

PATTERN 

A spatial color histogram is based on two main concepts: 
the distribution density and the density map. The distribution 
density can have three types: annular, angular and hybrid. 
The density map is obtained after performing the following 
algorithm:  

 Calculate the centroid and the radius of each subset 
of pixels having the same color - considered as a 
geometric subset of the 2-D plan. 

 Partition the enveloping disk either in annular, 
angular or sector (combination of annular and 
angular) regions. 

 Count the number of pixels in each region and form 
a vector called the density map of a color.  

 Arrange the density maps of all colors in a matrix 
where the density map of a color represents a matrix 
row; the matrix obtained is called either annular, 
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angular or hybrid depending on which partition was 
adopted.  

Figure 1 presents an example of annular distribution 
density vector (4, 11, 9, 5) computed by counting the number 
of points (starting with the center region) in each region: 

 

Figure  1. Annular distribution density. 

In [10], five techniques for computing color histograms in 
the HVC color space were evaluated: the traditional 
histogram, color coherent vector (CCV) [11], the three types 
of histograms mentioned above: annular, angular, and 
hybrid. Features vectors were generated for each of the 
histograms mentioned above having the dimension equal to 
2048. The color space was then quantized by making a 
uniform partition in each color dimension. Histogram types 
and the parameters used for quantification are listed in 
Figure 2. The experimental results have shown the following 
performance (in this order): annular, angular, hybrid, color 
coherent vector, and traditional histogram. The improvement 
of the spatial color histograms over the traditional one are: 
36.49 % (annular), 30.41 % (angular), 26.71 % (hybrid). The 
improvement of the spatial color histograms over CCV are: 
22.39 % (annular), 16.93 % (angular) and 13.61 % (hybrid). 

 

 

Figure  2. Histogram types and the parameters used for quantification 
where r, θ are polar coordinates. 

LBP is one of the most used texture descriptors in medical 
image analysis being very useful in describing medical 
images. In Figure 3 it is shown how to calculate the LBP and 
the contrast for a pixel having 8 neighbor pixels. 

 

Figure 3. Computation of LBP and local contrast features. 

A binary code is produced for each pixel in an image, by 
thresholding its neighborhood (8 pixels) with the value of the 
center pixel. The average of the gray levels below the value 
of the center pixel is subtracted from that of the gray levels 
above (or equal to) the center pixel. A histogram is 
constructed to collect up the occurrences of different binary 
patterns representing different types of curved edges, spots, 
flat areas, etc. 

The original 8-bit version of the LBP operator considers 
only the eight nearest neighbors of each pixel. For this 
version there are 256 local patterns, 36 of them being 
rotation invariant.  

The definition of the LBP has been extended to arbitrary 
circular neighborhoods of the pixel to achieve multi-scale 
analysis and rotation invariance. In Figure 4 it is presented 
the circularity idea behind the multi resolution approach.  

The circular neighborhood definition allows obtaining a 
rotation invariant descriptor, but in some problems the 
anisotropic structural information is an important 
information source. To exploit this anisotropic structural 
information, an elliptical neighborhood definition has been 
used [28] for a face recognition system. This variant to the 
standard LBP has been named elliptical binary pattern 
(EBP). 

 

Figure  4. Circular neighborhood of pixel in multi resolution LBP. 

Another variant has been proposed by [29] to solve the 
problem of the sensitivity to noise in near-uniform image 
regions. This method, called local ternary patterns (LTP), 
proposed a 3-valued coding that includes a threshold around 
zero for the evaluation of the local gray-scale difference. 

The distance between two LBP histograms (histograms 
of patterns) can be evaluated using:  

Chi square distance:  

 𝜒2 𝑆, 𝑀 =  
(𝑆𝑏−𝑀𝑏 )2

𝑆𝑏+𝑀𝑏

𝐵
𝑏=1 .   (4) 

Histograms intersection: 

𝐻 𝑆, 𝑀 =  min 𝑆𝑏 , 𝑀𝑏 .𝐵
𝑏=1    (5) 

with a significantly smaller computational overhead. 
Another extension to the original operator is the 

definition of so called uniform patterns. This extension was 
inspired by the fact that some binary patterns occur more 
commonly in texture images than others. A local binary 
pattern is called uniform if the binary pattern contains at 
most two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa when 
the bit pattern is traversed circularly. For example, the 
patterns 00000000 (0 transitions), 01110000 (2 transitions) 
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and 11001111 (2 transitions) are uniform whereas the 
patterns 11001001 (4 transitions) and 01010010 (6 
transitions) are not. For (8, R) neighborhood there are 58 
uniform patters from the total of 256 patterns. 

IV. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system architecture is presented in Figure 5 and 
contains four main modules:  

 Annular histogram Module: is used to compute the 
annular histogram and the distribution density 
vector. As described above for this type of 
histogram the HSV space dimensions were split: H- 
8 bins, V- 4 bins and C - 4 bins obtaining in this 
way a histogram of 8x4x4 = 128 bins.   In the first 
step this module computes the histogram using the 
information extracted from the specified image. 
After this process completes for each histogram bin, 
it is computed the distribution density vector having 
a dimension of 16. These vectors are concatenated 
obtaining a single density vector having a 
dimension of 128×16 = 2048 that is stored in the 
database.   

 

Figure  5. System architecture. 

 LBP histogram Module – this module computes a 
histogram of rotational invariant local binary 
patterns. For our system we have used a histogram 
of patterns having 37 bins (36 bins for the rotation 
invariants and one bin for the rest of the patterns) 
and an original method for computing the pattern 
code: the NBS distance is calculated between the 
color components of the center pixel and the color 
components of a neighbor pixel; if the distance is 
greater that 3 (remarkably different colors) then we 
have 1, otherwise we have 0. In this way it is 
obtained the binary representation of the pattern and 
later the number associated with the pattern using a 
transformation from base 2 in base 10. The 
histogram of patterns is normalized and after that its 
content is stored in the database. 

  Content based image retrieval Module: this module 
computes a distance D having two components :  

o D1 – the Euclidian distance between the density 
vector of the analyzed image and a density vector 
corresponding to an image already processed 

o D2 - a distance equal with 1 – HI, where HI is the 
histogram intersection between the histogram of 
patterns of the analyzed image and the histogram 
of patterns corresponding to an image already 
processed. The value of D is obtained as: 

𝐷 =  𝐷1
2 + 𝐷2

2   (6)   where  𝐷2 = 1 − 𝐻𝐼  (6) 

 Graphical User Interface Module: is used by the user 
to retrieve the images that are similar with the 
specified input image, to specify a repository path, to 
retrieve the images from the database that have a 
diagnostic similar with the specified one – the 
diagnostic is specified as a text and after pressing a 
button a select statement is made on the database in 
tables Images and Diagnostics and all images having 
that diagnostic are returned; this option can be used 
to detect the total number of relevant images from 
the database when knowing the diagnostic of an 
input image.  

For each input image it is returned a list of similar images 
having the value of the distance D smaller than a threshold 
value which is configurable. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The system has been tested using a set of 2000 images 
belonging to the digestive tract and they were obtained 
during the patients’ diagnosis process. The training set 
contained 1800 images and the testing set 200 images. Each 
image from the training set has in the database information 
about the associated diagnostic. This information is used to 
detect the number of relevant images from the database 
having the same diagnostic. The performance and the 
efficiency of the information retrieval operation are 
measured with two parameters: recall and precision. The 
recall parameter measures the ability of the system to find 
relevant information in the database and it is defined as: the 
number of retrieved images that are also relevant / the total 
number of relevant images from the database. The precision 
parameter measures the accuracy of the retrieval operation 
and it is defined as: the number of retrieved images that are 
also relevant / the total number of retrieved images. For each 
image from the testing set it is calculated a (precision, recall) 
pair of values. The precision is computed easily by 
identifying the relevant images from the returned list and 
computing the value as described above. For recall we need 
also to detect the total number of relevant images existing in 
the database. This number is calculated by making the 
following assumption: the diagnostic associated with the 
input image is known. As the diagnostic is known, the option 
“querying the database by diagnostic” can be used. This 
option is in the Graphical User Interface module. In this way 
it is obtained the list of all images having the specified 
diagnostic. After this value is obtained the precision value is 
computed. At the end of this process 200 pairs (precision, 
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recall) of values were obtained and used to calculate a mean 
precision and a mean recall. Similar with the approach 
described in [9] we have made an evaluation of three 
retrieval modes: one retrieval mode based on an annular 
histogram, one retrieval mode based on a LBP histogram and 
a retrieval mode based on a combination between an annular 
histogram and an LBP histogram. Using the approach 
described above we have obtained 3 pairs of mean values for 
precision and recall corresponding to the three retrieval 
modes (in the same order as above): (% Recall: 61.3; % 
Precision: 54.7),  (% Recall : 64.5 ; % Precision: 59.6),  (% 
Recall  : 76.1 ; % Precision: 70.1). It can be seen that using a 
combination of an annular histogram and a LBP histogram it 
was obtained the best retrieval result. 

Below, the results obtained using the following query 
image having the ulcer diagnostic are presented. 

 

 

Figure 6. Query image. 

   

 

Figure  7. The similar images belonging to stomach and duodenum ulcers 
that were retrieved by the system. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a system for content based image retrieval 
that can be used in the medical domain was described.  

An element of originality of this system is the usage of 
the combination of two histograms: annular histogram and 
LBP histogram for content based image retrieval.  

The binary code associated to each LBP descriptor is 
computed using an original method based on NBS distance. 
This method is much better than computing simple 
difference between colors' components. 

The limitations of the color histogram were improved by 
taking into account the spatial relationship between pixels.  

The system was tested only on a limited dataset 
containing 2000 medical images, but in the future a larger 
dataset will be used and more experiments will be made. The 
experiments refer both for retrieval quality and speed.   

Further extensions of the system will include shape 
information and the extraction of other texture-related 
features (Gabor and Tamura based). It should be also made 
comparative performance studies between this system and 
other existing systems (like the system described in [9]) and 

to include relevance feedback which is commonly used in 
image retrieval. 
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Abstract—Images on the Web come along with textual
descriptions that are valuable for different applications, such as
image annotation, clustering of images, image categorization,
etc. But usually Web pages are poorly structured and cluttered
with contents of different topics, which hinder the accurate
detection of the image context. Existing approaches are based
on heuristic rules and thus cannot handle the variety of
documents on the Web. In this paper, we introduce a novel
approach to image context extraction, building on a Web
content distance measure. Utilizing this distance measure, the
addressed problem can be reduced to a content clustering
problem where an image is associated with the textual contents
of the cluster it belongs to. Our evaluation studies confirm the
validity and quality of the proposed method and demonstrate
its applicability to the Web.

Keywords-Image Context Extraction, Web Content Mining.

I. INTRODUCTION

After text, image is the most basic and commonly used
content on the Web. But while text semantics can be ex-
tracted from text directly, the automatic detection of image
semantics is still an open issue. Considering images on
the Web, we recognize a valuable advantage over isolated
images: these images come in hand with other textual
information on hosting Web pages that can be exploited to
describe the images.

However, Web documents are usually cluttered with
multi-topic contents, while at same time they do not separate
these contents by explicit structure. As a consequence, the
problem of estimating the image context as a (hidden) subset
of the complete Web page arises. As image context, we
understand the textual contents of a Web page that share
the semantics with an image on this page.

Different parts of a Web page can be considered as possi-
ble sources for image context, namely, image url, page title,
alternative text (ALT attribute), passages of surrounding text,
etc. The first three have been utilized in many approaches
[1], [2] due to their easy extraction and promising accu-
racy to describe the embedded image. However, different
researchers inferred in independent empirical studies [3], [4]
that these context sources do not describe images satisfac-
torily. The main reasons are: filenames are often generated
(such as img1.jpg); the page title is mostly to general (e.g.,
New York Times - News); alternative text is hardly available.
In comparison, the descriptions derived from passage of text
surrounding an image were more reliable.

In recent years, three general approaches have been pro-
posed to extract these passages, (i) a fixed-size window of
terms [5], [4], [3], (ii) DOM tree wrappers [6], [7], (iii)
content blocks derived by Web page segmentation [8], [9].
While efficient in time, the fixed-window approach is prone
to precision as well as recall errors, since the extracted pas-
sage can include irrelevant content, or respectively, exclude
relevant content. Wrappers are based on heuristic rules that
only can cover a small subset of the possible design patterns
for Web pages. Each time these patterns change, wrappers
have to be adapted manually. Web page segmentation is
a more principal approach to estimate the image context
by associating images with the textual contents of common
segments. However, most of the existing page segmentation
algorithms are not designed for image context extraction and
deliver to broad or to narrow segments, which affect directly
the quality of context information. Due to their complexity,
it is difficult to adapt existing page segmentation methods
to meet the requirements of image context extraction [10],
[7].

Recognizing the shortcomings of existing approaches,
we present a more general solution to extract web image
context by mining the Web contents of a page based on
the underlying DOM tree structure. To make our approach
applicable to the Web, we abstain from using visual features
of contents, which are very time consuming since they need
a Web page to be rendered.

Contribution. The main contribution of this work is three-
fold. First, we introduce a novel distance metric for Web
contents based on the hierarchical structure of the DOM
tree. Using this metric allows to map the contents of a Web
page in a one-dimensional (1D) space. As a result, the image
context extraction problem is reduced to finding context
separators in 1D space. Secondly, we introduce a solution for
the reduced problem by proposing a generic threshold-based
clustering algorithm, which exploits the distance of adjacent
contents. And finally, we evaluate the proposed method and
compare its effectiveness to common approaches from the
literature.

Organization. This paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief overview to related work. Section III introduces
by example the different structural clues that can be obtained
from HTML and afterwards presents our DOM-based dis-
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tance metric, which is based on the preliminary thoughts. In
Section IV, the clustering-based method to image content
extraction is presented. Finally, the approach is evaluated in
Section V and results are discussed.

II. RELATED WORK

Many researchers were attracted by the benefits of Web
image context in the past. As a result, a variety of context
extraction methods, ranging from simple heuristics-based
approaches to complex DOM and vision-based extractors
have been proposed. Approaches like [5], [4], [3] extract a
paragraphs of n-terms (n is chosen different, e.g., 10, 20,
32) surrounding the image as context. While this approach
is fast and simple, it is prone to errors, i.e., when the image
context is placed only under the image.

Tian et. al [6] propose a DOM-based method where the
image context is selected by extracting the textual contents
of the sibling nodes. Starting at the image node, the DOM
tree is traversed upward until a parent node has text nodes.
These are then assigned as image context. Fauzi et al. [7]
distinguish three different use cases for images in HTML
documents: listed images, semi-listed images, and unlisted
images. To each case, context extraction rules are defined
based on DOM tree.

Cai et al. [9], [8] use Vision based Page Segmentation
(VIPS) [11] to partition Web documents into visual blocks.
Images are assigned the text of the common visual block.
VIPS is an hierarchical top-down approach, which starts
with the whole page as initial block. For each block, a
Degree of Coherence (DoC) is computed using heuristic
rules based on the DOM Tree structure and visual cues
obtained from the browser representation. The DoC value
determines to what degree the contents within a block
correlate to each other. It ranges from 1 to 10, while
10 represents the highest correlation. At the beginning a
Permitted Degree of Coherence (PDoC) value is specified
(set to 5 in [8]), which controls the segmentation granularity.
If a particular block has a DoC value smaller than PDoC,
this block has to be subdivided and this rule is repeated
until all blocks on the bottom fulfill the mentioned con-
dition. Hattori et al. [12] define a distance function that
computes a distance between contents based on structural
depth of HTML tags and performs top-down segmentation
applying the proposed content distance function. However,
their content distance does not satisfy our needs by two
reasons: (i) the distance measure actually does not reflect
the distance values that correspond to the HTML structure;
(ii) the triangle inequality is not met, which is very important
for our clustering-based approach. There is a variety of other
approaches to page segmentation, i.e. [13], [14], but since
they were developed for other applications, their adaptation
to image context extraction is of high complexity.

III. STRUCTURAL INFORMATION IN WEB PAGES

In a DOM tree of a Web document, we distinguish two
kinds of elements: inner nodes and leaf nodes. The leaf
nodes represent basic content units of a Web page, thus
image as well as text nodes are elements of this kind.
They are arranged from left to right in the order as they
appear in the document source. On the other hand, the inner
nodes correspond to tags that define the structural as well as
functional properties of the contents in their subtree. They
further group the underlying contents to DOM blocks. All
these hints can be utilized to estimate a structural distance
of the content units, which will be motivated by an example.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 2 3 4 5 6

B C

A

a)

b)
level=0

level=1

level=2

Figure 1. Example snipped of a Web page: a) shows the visual represen-
tation and b) the simplified DOM tree.

Figure 1 contains a small excerpt of a Web page and a
simplified version of its corresponding DOM subtree. From
both representations, we can simply infer that contents 1 -
3 form a structural block, and respectively contents 4 - 6 do
the same.

This example can now be used to introduce the basic
ideas for a DOM-based distance measure. Starting with the
contents 1 and 2, we may set their distance to

d( j1 , j2 ) = c,

where c > 0 is an arbitrary constant. Because contents 2
and 3 are on the same level and both under the same parent,
we set the distance

d( j2 , j3 ) = c.
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However, between content 1 and content 3 there is content
2 and thus the distance between content 1 and 3 can be
computed transitively

d( j1 , j3 ) = d( j1 , j2 ) + d( j2 , j3 ) = 2c.

The same rules can be applied in the right subtree resulting
in following three equations:

d( j4 , j5 ) = c; d( j5 , j6 ) = c; d( j4 , j6 ) = 2c.

The only missing distance is that one between contents 3
and 4. As these elements belong to different blocks, we
must ensure that their distance is greater than the maximum
distance of contents in the left or right block. In this
example, this maximum distance of siblings on level 2 is 2c
and therefore the distance between content 3 and 4 might
be set to

d( j3 , j4 ) = 4c,

which is a high distance, that separates the blocks at this
position. The described distance measure can be further used
to map content units of a Web page in a 1D space, simply
by setting the point of origin at content 1 as depicted in
Figure 2.

1 2 3 4 5 6

0 c 2c 3c 4c 5c 6c 7c 8c 9c

Figure 2. Six content elements spread over 1D space by proposed distance
metric.

Following the ideas in this example, we formulate a general
DOM distance metric, which is applicable to any DOM tree.

Definition: DOM Distance. Let d be a Web document
and Dd(N,E) the corresponding simplified DOM tree, with
N as a set of nodes and E as a set of edges. Further
let P = (p1, ..., pn) be the sequence of all nodes in N
ordered by traversing Dd in preorder traversal. The index
i ∈ {1, ..., n = |N |} gives the order of pi ∈ N in
the sequence P . Based on this formulation, we define the
DOM Distance Metric d : N × N → R for two nodes
pa, pb ∈ N, 1 < a < b < n (if b < a, wlog. switch pa, pb)
as follows:

d(pa, pb) =
b∑

i=a+1

wpi , (1)

where wpi is the block weight of element pi, which has to
be further specified with the knowledge from Section III. In
general, the metric d is a sum of block weights.

The block weights wpi can be explained as the cost needed
to reach the content block of pi from its predecessor pi−1.
Therefore wpi corresponds to the distance d(pi−1, pi) of
two neighbored contents pi−1, pi. For nodes on the same

tree level l, the block weights are all equal. On a lower
level l − 1 the block weight has to be at least greater than
the maximal distance of two sibling nodes at level l. The
maximal distance of two sibling nodes on level l corresponds
to the degree of the nodes on level l−1, which is the maximal
count of children of the nodes at level l.

With these considerations, the block weight function w :
N→ R can be formulated by following recurrence:

w(l) =
{

c : dl = 0
dl · w(l + 1) : dl > 0, (2)

where dl refers to the maximal degree of nodes at level l
and c is an arbitrary constant value. To apply w in Equation
1, we define function l : N → N that delivers the tree level
of a node. Thus the block weight wp for a node p ∈ N is
wp = w(l(p)).

To demonstrate the applicability of the defined distance,
we consider again the example from Figure 1. First, we
determine the preorder sequence of the nodes:jA − jB − j1 − j2 − j3 − jC − j4 − j5 − j6
Secondly, we compute the level weights wl according to
Equation 2. For level 2 we get w2 = c since the level degree
dl at level 2 equates to 0. At level 1 we have d1 = 3 and
consequently w1 = w2 ·d1 = 3c. For level 0 the level weight
equates w0 = w1 · d0 = 3c · 2 = 6c . After this initialization
steps, the distance between contents can be computed by
summing up appropriate weights as defined in Equation 1.
We can verify, that the distances correspond to that assumed
in our preliminary thoughts.

Time complexity. The proposed distance measure consists
of two steps, an initialization step, which has to be executed
only once for a complete Web page, and the distance
computation step. The initialization step includes a pre-
order traversing of the DOM tree consuming linear time
depending on the total number of nodes n, and further the
weights computation for l levels while l equates in average
log(n). Thus the time complexity for initialization is in
O(n+ log(n)) = O(n). The distance computation includes
a sum over n node weights at maximum and thus can also
be computed in O(n). By an additional step in initialization,
where we map all nodes in the metrical space derived by the
proposed metric, we can minimize the effort for distance
computation to one subtraction computable in O(1). The
additional effort costs O(n) and thus does not affect the
time complexity of initialization.

IV. IMAGE CONTEXT EXTRACTION

In this section, we will present our proposed method to
Web context extraction by clustering contents in 1D space
supplied by the proposed distance measure.
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Problem Formulation. Given an image I in a Web docu-
ment d, Web Image Context Extraction (WICE) denotes the
process of determining the textual contents ti of document
d that are associated with the image I . The proposed DOM
distance maps the basic content units of a Web page to a 1D
space. By setting cuts at appropriate positions in this space,
contents are partitioned (or clustered) to content blocks. The
image I can now be associated with the textual contents ti of
the block, I belongs to. Thus the WICE problem is reduced
to clustering in 1D space, or in other words, to estimating
suitable positions in this space to separate contents.

1D-Clustering based on Distance Threshold. The idea to
a clustering method for 1D data points will be motivated
by the example page excerpt from Section III. Consider the
simple one-dimensional optimization problem in Figure 2:
we want to find a good clustering for the six data points
so that the variance of the distances between each pair of
adjacent points in same cluster is minimized. It is not hard
to understand that by cutting at the largest distance between
a pair of adjacent points, we will find a good solution to
the clustering problem. Actually, if we are able to define
threshold that the distance of adjacent contents should not
exceed, the clustering can be done as described in Algorithm
1.

Input: Sequence of Web contents S = (s1, ..., sn),
threshold t

Result: Set of computed clusters C
c = newCluster(s1);
for i = 2 to n do

if d(si−1, si) > t then
C.add(c);
c = newCluster(si);

else
c.add(si); ;

end
end

Algorithm 1: 1D-clustering in by thresholding

The algorithm starts by initializing a new cluster c with
the first element s1. Then a loop iterates over the sequence
S, in which the elements are ordered by their appearing
in the document, and computes the distance between every
pair of adjacent contents. If the computed distance is greater
than a predefined threshold t, the actual cluster c is put in
the set of clusters C and c is initialized again with content
si. Otherwise, content si expands the actual cluster c.

Threshold estimation. A static threshold value t could be
computed by averaging over all distances of adjacent content
pairs:

t =
1

n− 1

n∑
k=2

d(sk−1, sk).

This baseline threshold might work well for Web documents
that consist of content clusters with similar density. However,
since Web contents are usually distributed over different
levels, the cluster density can significantly differ among dif-
ferent clusters. Thus the threshold should be more adaptive
to distances in the environment.

To meet these requirements, we propose to use a gaussian
weighted threshold function t : N→ R:

t(k) =
1∑n

i=2G(i, k, σ)

n∑
i=2

G(i, k, σ)d(sk−1, sk),

with the gaussian function G(x, µ, σ) = 1
2πσ2 e

−(x−µ)2

2σ2 . The
remaining parameter σ2 is the variance (the measure of
the width of the gaussian peak) and has to be considered
empirically.

Visual Representation. To give a more intuitive description
to the proposed algorithm, we visualize its main com-
ponents. The solid-line curve in Figure 3 refers to the
distances of adjacent Web contents, while the values on
the x-axis correspond to the index of the contents in the
contents sequence (e.g., x-value 280 means the distance of
adjacent contents 280 and 281). The dashed-line curve in
the same plot is the gaussian smoothed version of the red
function, and corresponds to the threshold t. For each peak
of red (distances) function exceeding the blue (threshold)
function, we have drawn a circle at this function value and
pointed with an arrow to the corresponding position in the
browser representation of the document. This example shows
empirically the quality of our method, since all blocks were
properly recognized.

V. EVALUATION

The accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated using
the evaluation framework proposed in [10]. The ground truth
data consists of different test collection gathered from real
Web servers. Table I comprises the main information about
the test collections. The diverse collection consists of 79
documents for which the context extraction was performed
manually. The other collections were created by recalling
the main page of a Web site and storing the gathered
document whenever a significant change of the content to
the previously stored was detected. In this way, we collected
a large amount of documents based on the same template.
A rule based extractor was then implemented for each
collection, that extracted the image context. This resulted
in a large amount of real testdata, consisting of 12,907
documents is and 155,565 context to image pairs.

Quality measure. In order to compare the extracted image
context with the ground truth data we understand both
texts as sequences of words and measure their overlap by
computing the longest common subsequence. By treating
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Figure 3. Distances of adjacent contents and the threshold values computed by weighted averaging with gaussian. The peaks at which the distance exceeds
the threshold point to the corresponding separators in the browser output of the document.

Table I
TEST COLLECTIONS WITH TOTAL NUMBER OF DOCS AND IMAGES.

Collection #Documents #Images

BBC 1077 7878
CNN 874 11612
Golem 789 3061
Heise 79 1403
MSN 375 9264
New-York Times 556 10927
Spiegel 1076 36310
Telegraph 530 10503
The Globe and Mail 735 15808
Wikipedia 3000 6728
Yahoo! (english) 3737 41170
diverse (manual) 79 901

total 12907 155565

the extracted context as retrieved data and the ground
truth as relevant data we can apply standard information
retrieval concepts of precision P , recall R and F-score 1 as
performance measures.

Parameter estimation. Our proposed method to context
extraction has one open parameter σ2 that has to be spec-
ified. σ2 is part of the gaussian smoothing kernel and
considers its variance. In order to avoid overfitting, the
parameter was trained iteratively on a smaller subset of our

Table II
EVALUATION RESULTS SHOWING THE AVERAGE F-SCORES OF CONTEXT

EXTRACTION METHODS ON DIFFERENT COLLECTIONS.
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M
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cnn 0,40 0,27 0,75 0,91 0,02 0,16 0,28 0,29 0,92
golem 0,51 0,62 0,96 0,95 0,10 0,15 0,47 0,47 0,95
heise 0,43 0,52 0,93 0,95 0,03 0,31 0,77 0,77 0,96
msn 0,40 0,47 0,95 0,93 0,04 0,16 0,23 0,23 0,89

nytimes 0,41 0,45 0,86 0,76 0,03 0,16 0,46 0,63 0,89
spiegel 0,45 0,40 0,90 0,84 0,03 0,10 0,25 0,19 0,98
telegr. 0,63 0,61 0,92 0,23 0,03 0,12 0,62 0,80 0,93

gl.&m. 0,55 0,50 0,94 0,97 0,03 0,22 0,35 0,49 0,99
wiki 0,42 0,33 0,92 0,94 0,02 0,07 0,66 0,32 0,89

yahoo 0,54 0,59 0,91 0,49 0,04 0,05 0,14 0,26 0,89
diverse 0,41 0,41 0,81 0,80 0,05 0,21 0,36 0,36 0,85
overall 0,47 0,48 0,90 0,80 0,04 0,15 0,42 0,45 0,93

testdata consisting of five documents of each collection. The
maximal average F-score was reached when σ2 was set to
2.25.

Results. Table II contains the average F-scores computed on
different test collections. Besides the proposed algorithm, we
have extracted image context with two DOM-based methods
– Monash [7] and [6] Siblings; a heuristics based method –
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N-terms [5], [4]; and a vision-based method – VIPS [11].
To show the benefit of extraction methods, we have further
included a full text extractor in the evaluation as baseline.

As N in the N -terms extractor we chose 10 and 20 since
these are the frequently used parameters in the literature.
The PDoC value of the VIPS algorithm was set to 5, 6,
and 7 during the evaluation. As observable, there are some
results missing for VIPS on the bbc collection. The reason
for this lies in the implementation of the VIPS library that
is based on the Internet Explorer 6 (IE6). However, IE6 was
not able to properly display the crawled documents from the
BBC Web page due to javascript errors.

As a first results, we find out that the baseline extractor has
a significantly low performance compared to other extraction
methods. This is because in most Web documents the length
of the image context is significantly smaller than the length
of the full text. Therefore it is worth investigating image
context extraction algorithms.

The heuristics-based methods extracting the text within
a frame of N terms surrounding the image achieve both
F-scores around 0, 5. A possible reason is the fact that
images are often placed next to the borders of articles. As a
consequence, half of the associated text does not belong to
the image. Both parameters deliver similar results and thus
no one can be preferred.

VIPS is traditionally a page segmentation algorithm that
was frequently used for context extraction in the past.
However, the performance of VIPS ranges over the lower
third. While the segments that VIPS extracts with a PDoC
value of 5-7 are too broad, higher PDoc values yield to
segments that contain only the image and no text.

The DOM-based methods – monash and siblings, as well
as our proposed method – perform best on all collections.
While the F-score of the siblings method varies for different
test collections, the other two reach constantly high values
with a small advantage for our method compared to the
monash extractor.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work presents a new method for image context
extraction based on the distances of Web contents. Distance
is computed using structural clues from the document. Using
this distance function, the complex problem of image content
extraction is reduced to the familiar 1D clustering. The
results of the evaluation task show that the proposed method
delivers highest accuracy on almost all test collections. As
future work, other traditional clustering approaches could
be applied to the 1D clustering problem. Further, we plan
to estimate the impact of our method to applications, like
image ranking or image classification.
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Abstract— A Virtual Reality model was created in order to 

help in the maintenance of exterior closures and interior 

finishes of walls in a building. It allows the visual and 

interactive transmission of information related to the physical 

behavior of the elements, defined as a function of the time 

variable. To this end, the basic knowledge of material most 

often used in walls, anomaly surveillance, techniques of 

rehabilitation, and inspection planning were studied. This 

information was included in a database that supports the 

periodic inspection needed in a program of preventive 

maintenance. The results are obtained interactively and 

visualized in the virtual environment itself. This work brings 

an innovative contribution to the field of maintenance 

supported by emergent technology. 

Keywords- Construction, Maintenance, Inspection Virtual 

reality, Human-Interaction  

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The main aim of a research project, now in progress at 
the Department of Civil Engineering of the Technical 
University of Lisbon, is to develop virtual models as tools to 
support decision-making in the planning of construction 
management and maintenance. A first prototype concerning 
the lighting system has already been completed [1]. A 
second prototype concerning the maintenance of the closure 
of walls, both interior walls and façades, is now being 
developed. This paper describes this part of the project. 

The interactive model integrates Virtual Reality (VR) 
technology, the EON system [2], and an application 
implemented in Visual Basic (VB) language. The model 
allows interaction with the 3D geometric model of a 
building, visualizing components for each construction. It is 
linked to a database of the corresponding technical 
information concerned with the maintenance of the materials 
used as exterior closures and interior finishes. The principal 
objective of the interactive VR prototype is to support 
decision-making in the maintenance domain. 

The present project aims to bring important contributions 
to this domain, through the implementation of virtual models 
able to relating the behavior of materials, their 
characteristics, anomalies and repair work to each other. 
During this work the basic knowledge of the topics involved, 
such as aspects related to the materials, the techniques of 
rehabilitation and conservation and the planning of 

maintenance is outlined and discussed in addition, methods 
of interconnecting this knowledge with the virtual model are 
explored. 

The prototype for walls was trialed in a concrete project. 
This kind of building element has a continuous lifestyle, so 
requires the study of preventive maintenance (the planning of 
periodical local inspections) and of corrective maintenance 
(with repair activity analysis). The model facilitates the 
visual and interactive access to results, supporting the 
definition of inspection reports.  

Actually, the VR technology is presented in works 
concerning construction, but there is a lack in the application 
of this technique in maintenance. Two VR models were 
developed supporting the maintenance activity. They are 
innovative applications in this subject.  

II. VR IN CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE 

The performance of the maintenance of a building has 
been increased through the application of new modeling 
concepts, particularly the incorporation of VR techniques 
and the addition of time as a factor to be considered in the 
strategy of building conception. In the same way, 3D models 
have been developed, related to the time parameter, 
designated 4D models [3], focused in the beginning, 
basically, on planning the construction process. The 
geometric model of construction is presented as a 
progression of steps in its physical evolution following 
planning. The University of Stanford [4], and the Finnish 
Centre of Investigation VTT [5], have presented concrete 
applications in the design phase with considerable befits 
relevant to communication between specialists, constructors 
and promoters. In the construction domain, the VR models 
are used to show the physical evolution of the building, 
through 4D models, in different phases of its construction 
following specific planning [6] and the simulation of the 
operational evolution of the associated construction 
processes [7]. In the area of architecture, VR models are 
generally applied to the visualization of static physical 
models in the definition of itineraries of walk-through, as a 
means of transmitting the functional and geometric aspect of 
the building. 

In addition, VR technology has also been applied as a 
complement to 3D modeling, leading to better 
communication between the various stakeholders in the 
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process, whether in training or in professional practice. This 
task is particularly relevant to the presentation of processes 
which are defined through sequential stages as generally is 
the case in the learning of new curricular subjects. In 
professional contexts, note the contribution in 
Architecture/Engineering, to support for conception, 
presenting the plan or following the progress of construction 
[8].  

In the maintenance domain some researches have been 
including visual interaction: Anna-Liisa Linholm describes 
the creation process of an interactive model for identifying 
the added value of corporate real estate management and 
implement it in a case organization, testing whether it works 
in practice [9]; Visualization of building maintenance 
through time is the topic of the researching activity of Rad 
[10]; Khosrowshahi focus the research VR application on 
lighting and paintings of interior wall maintenance [11]. 

One of the more recent targets of investigation is in fact, 
research into the sharing of data between applications, which 
can be manipulated by means of a common interface, as a 
way of rendering 4D tools efficacious and of wide use. 
Virtual reality is seen today as an integrating technology, 
with great potential for communication between project 
participants, and most recently, as a tool for the support of 
decision-making, made possible by the integration of distinct 
computer applications in the virtual model. In this context, 
the present work presents the development of a system 
concerning maintenance based on VR technology, involving 
knowledge of the physical aspects of materials, in particular, 
those which refer to wear and tear (a function of time, use 
and environmental factors), integrating them in digital spatial 
representations. In this way, the indisputable advantage of 
the ease interpretation and perception of space provided by 
the visualization of 3D models, and the technical content 
underlying the real characteristics of the observed elements 
are brought together. 

III. INTERACTIVE AND COLLABORATIVE MODELS 

Virtual Reality technology can support the management 
of data that is normally generated and transformed or 
replaced throughout the lifecycle of a building. This 
technology becomes an important support in the 
management of buildings allowing interaction and data 
visualization. At present, the management of building 
planning can be presented in a 3D form and various 
materials can be assigned to the fixtures and furnishing 
enabling the user to be placed in the virtual building and 
view it from inside as well as outside. This study 
contemplates the incorporation of the 4

th
 dimension, that is, 

time, into the concept of visualization. The focus of the work 
is on traveling through time: the ability to view a product or 
its components at different points in time throughout their 
life. It is envisaged that the incorporation of the time 
dimension into 3D visualization will enable the designer/user 
to make more objective decisions about the choice of the 
constituent components of the building. In maintenance the 
time variable is related to the progressive deterioration of the 
materials throughout the building’s lifecycle. 

The present prototype incorporates interactive techniques 
and input devices to perform visual exploration tasks [12]. 
To support this system a data base was created which 
included a bibliographic research support made in regard to 
the closure materials used in the interior and exterior walls of 
a building, anomalies concerning different kinds of covering 
material, and corrective maintenance. Repair activities were 
also studied. The programming skills of those involved in the 
project had to be enhanced so that they could achieve the 
integration of the different kinds of databases needed in the 
creation of the interactive model. 

The 3D model linked to a database concerning 
maintenance produces a collaborative virtual environment, 
that is, one that can be manipulated by partners interested in 
creating, transforming and analyzing data in order to obtain 
results and to make decisions. For example, inspection 
reports can be defined and consulted by different 
collaborators. The process of developing the prototype 
interface considers these purposes [13]. The developed 
prototype associates the characteristics of the coating 
component of the exterior and interior walls to activities 
concerning the maintenance of buildings (Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1.  3D model of the house: coating elements of exterior and interior 

walls. 

IV. WALL MAINTENANCE PROTOTYPE 

Façade coatings play an important role in the durability 
of buildings, since they constitute the exterior layer that 
ensures the protection of the wall against the aggressive 
actions of physical, chemical or biological nature. Naturally, 
they should also give the façade the required decorative 
effect. Since this building component is exposed to bad 
atmospheric conditions it frequently shows an evident degree 
of deterioration, requiring maintenance interventions. To 
perform maintenance activities a survey of failures in the 
building must be conducted in order to arrive at the best 
solution for repair and maintenance. 

In order to better understand the operation of façade 
coating, bibliographic research of materials usually applied 
to façade coatings was carried out and a table of 
characteristics of these was drawn up. Subsequently, a 
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survey was made of anomalies, probable causes, solutions 
and methods of repair for each of the coatings studied. 

The visualization of the maintenance data of a building 
and the impact of time on the performance of these exterior 
closure materials require an understanding of their 
characteristics [14] (Fig. 2): 

• Types of material: painted surfaces, natural stone 
panels and ceramic wall tiles; 

• Application processes: stones (panel, support 
devices, adherent products, … ); ceramic tiles (fixing 
mechanism, procedures, …); painted surfaces (types 
of paint products, prime and paint scheme surface, 
exterior emulsion paints, application processes); 

• Anomalies: dust and dirt, lasting lotus leaf effect, 
covering power, insufficient resistance to air 
permeability or weatherproof isolation, damaged 
stones or ceramic tiles, alkali and smear effect, 
efflorescence, fractures and fissures ….; 

• Repair works: surface cleaning, wire truss 
reinforcing, cleaning and pointing of stonework 
joints, removing and replacement of ceramic wall 
tiles, removing damaged paint and paint surface, 
preparing and refinishing stone panels, ... 

 
Figure 2.  Different type of materials applied as façade coatings. 

A. Characteristics of the Materials used in Façades 

Depending on the role that the façade coatings play on 
the wall as a whole they can be classified as finishing, 
sealing or thermal insulation. The most frequent materials 
used as coating finishes are painting, tiling and, as sealing 
coating of the natural stone: 

• Paint coating contributes to the aesthetic quality of 
the building and its environment and also protects 
the surface of the exterior wall against corrosion, 
deterioration and penetration of aggressive agents 
[15]. In order to obtain a good performance as an 
exterior coating, several aspects must be considered, 
such as covering power and resistance to water, 
sunlight, chemical products and to the development 
of micro organisms; 

• The ceramic coating consists essentially of tiling 
panels, cement and adhesive and the joints between 

the slabs. The application of ceramic tiling to 
building façades has considerable advantages 
particularly as some degree of waterproofing is 
afforded by the glazed surface along with a great 
resistance to acids, alkalis and vapor. Other 
advantages are that it does not need painting and that 
it can be easily applied or substituted during repair 
work [16]; 

• The use of natural stone in the coating of façade 
surfaces is a good solution both technically and 
aesthetically. The stone coating is composed of slabs 
of stone attached to the wall by a support system. 
The principal characteristics of the stones are: 
reduced water absorption, sufficient mechanical 
resistance to bending and impact, abrasion and 
shearing parallel to the face of the slabs [17]. 

B. The Database 

The most frequent anomalies that occur in the coated 
façades were analyzed in order to create a database linked to 
the virtual model that could support planning of inspections 
and maintenance strategies in buildings. The database 
contains the identification of anomalies that can be found in 
each type of material used in façades and the corresponding 
probable cause. For each kind of anomaly the most adequate 
repair solutions are also selected and included in the data 
base. The following example concerning deficiencies in tiles 
presents the methodology implemented in this virtual 
application (Tab. 1). 

The characteristics related to anomalies, causes, repair 
solutions and rehabilitation tasks were included in a database 
of each type of material and linked to the 3D model of the 
building. Thus, the virtual model gives users the ability to 
transmit, visually and interactively, information related to the 
closure properties of exterior walls, allows them to analyze 
the anomalies observed in an inspection of the real building 
and to predict the corresponding repair work. The 3D virtual 
model can be seen, therefore, as an important tool for 
anomaly surveillance in structures and for supporting 
decision-making based on the visual analysis of alternative 
repair solutions. 

C. The Interface 

The implementation of the prototype system makes use 
of graphical software programming, Visual Basic 6.0 
Microsoft, software to establish an adequate database, 
Microsoft office access, graphical drawing system, AutoCAD 
Autodesk and VR technology based software, EON Studio. 

Human perceptual and cognitive capabilities were taken 
into account when designing this visualization tool so the 
model is easy to use and does not require sophisticated 
computer skills, as many potential users are not computer 
experts. It uses an interactive 3D visualization system based 
on the selection of elements directly within the virtual 3D 
world. Furthermore, associated with each component, there 
are integrated databases, allowing the consultation of the 
required data at any point in time.  
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Table 1. Example of anomalies and the associated repair solution. 

Anomaly 
Specification of the 

anomaly 

Repair 

solution 
Repair methodology 

Detachment 

 

Fall in areas with 

deterioration of 

support 

Replacement of 

the coat (with 

use of a repair 

stand as 

necessary) 

1º Removal of the tiles by cutting grinder with the aid of a 

hammer and chisel; 

2º Timely repair of the support in areas where the 

detachment includes material constituent with it; 

3º Digitizing layer of settlement; 

4º Re-settlement layer and the tiles. 

Cracking / Fracturing 

 

Failure of the support 

(wide cracks with 

well-defined 

orientation) 

Replacement of 

the coat (with 

repair of cracks 

in the support) 

1º Removal of the tiles by cutting grinder; 

2º Removal of material adjustment in the environment and 

along the joint; 

3º Repair of cracks, clogging with adhesive material 

(mastic); 

4º Settlement layer made with cement in two layers 

interspersed with glass fiber; 

5º Re-settlement layer and the tiles. 

 

 

Figure 3.  The main interface of the interactive application. 

 
The interface is composed of a display window allowing 

users to interact with the virtual model, and a set of buttons 
for inputting data and displaying results (Fig. 3). 

For each new building to be monitored the characteristics 
of the environment (exposure to rain and sea) and the 
identification of each element of the façades must be defined. 
The data associated to each element are the building 
orientation, the type of exterior wall (double or single), and 
the area and type of coating. 

Once each monitored element has been characterized, 
several inspection reports can be defined and recorded and 
thereafter consulted when needed. An inspection sheet is 
accessed by the main interface (Fig. 4). 

  

Using the drop-down menus allowed by the interface, the 
user can associate the characteristics of the observed 
anomaly to: a façade element; the type of anomaly, the 
specification, details and the probable cause of the anomaly, 
an adequate repair solution and pictures taken in the 
building. After completing all fields relating to an anomaly, 
the user can present the report as a pdf file. 

D. The Case Study 

First, the 3D geometric model of a building case was 
created. The building consists of a ground-floor, a 1st floor 
and an attic with dwelling space shown. The coating 
elements of the walls were then modeled as independent 
geometric objects (Fig. 5). In this way, each element can 

Characteristics of a façade 
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then support characterization data of the applied material and 
different kinds of information related to maintenance. 

 
Figure 4.  Inspection sheet interface. 

 
 

Figure 5.  Steps of the geometric modelling process. 

The 3D model is previously created and then inserted 
into the EON studio software in order to prepare each 
building component (3D object) that is going to be 
monitored for the analysis survey propose. 

All coatings studied were considered in this case-study. 
Thus it was assumed that the main façade is covered with tile 
and the remaining façades are painted while hall façades are 
of natural stone. Fig. 6 shows how to identify a façade in the 
virtual model of the building. The Fig. 7 includes the 
inspection report of the anomaly considered in Table 1. 

 

Figure 6.  Identification of a façade element. 

Repair methodology 

Natural stone 

Go to the element 

Anomalies and causes 

methodology 
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Figure 7.  Inspection sheet report. 

An inspection to the building local is usually report only 
as an anomaly survey and based only in paper sheets. The 
degree of deterioration is reported and some photos are 
usually obtained to support the diagnostic. After that a 
management plane is established. It includes the type and 
quantity of rehabilitation work and an estimated cost. 
Frequently it is realized at office by other collaborators. The 
presented virtual model support: 

• An interactive identification of the element in 
analyses over the 3D model (the type of material 
applied in the element, the geographic orientation 
and the characteristics of the environment are 
automatically associated to the selected element); 

• Consequently the anomalies that, in the database, 
were linked to that closure material type are listed in 
the PC of the collaborator, in the building place. In 
addition a predict cause is also listed. It supports the 
collaborator to choose the most adequate anomaly; 

• In addition, an adequate solution and repair 
methodology are associated to the selected anomaly. 
An estimated cost is also provided and digital photos 
can be taken are inserted in the VR inspection sheet. 

• A final report of the inspection visit to the local can 
be then obtained included the anomalies observed in 
all the analyzed building façades. 

So, the benefits of using this VR model are evident. The 
database includes an oriented, vast and accurate knowledge 
(support in specialized bibliography) concerning the 
identification of anomalies and the most adequate 
rehabilitation work. The VR help the specialist to link the 
survey anomaly to a specific part of the building and allows 
a better communication (supported in visualization and 
interaction) with the building owner and other partners. 

V. THE INTERIOR WALLS 

An identical analysis of the characteristics, anomalies 
and repair works concerning the interior finish materials was 
carried out. With this information a database was created 
(Fig. 8). 

 
Figure 8.  Painted coating of interior walls of the building and the 

inspection interface. 

Another inspection interface was defined for the painted 
surfaces of interior walls, also associated to repair solutions 
and corresponding methodologies of rehabilitation. 

In addition the model identifies the period of time 
between the application of new paint and the predicted time 
when the next paint will be needed. The color changes 
between white (new) and red (when an area needs to be 
painted again, Fig. 9. 

 
Figure 9.  Changing colours related to the maintenance of the painted 

interior wall. 

Inspection report 
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The data of periodic on-site inspections included in 
preventive maintenance is taken into account for each 
monitored element of the interior wall (Fig. 10). Thus, when 
the date of interaction with the prototype is compared with 
the date predicted for the new paint application, the 
correspondent RGB (red, green and blue) values are 
calculated. 

 
Figure 10.  Changing date of interaction and the correspondent RGB values. 

Different RGB values generate different color, using this 
virtual model. Therefore, by using data visualization 
supported by this VR technology, it is possible to estimate if 
the wall needs painting immediately or not 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A VR model to support the maintenance of walls in a 
building was developed within a research project. It enables 
the visual and interactive transmission of information related 
to the physical behavior of the elements, defined as a 
function of the times variable. The model shows the 
characteristics of each element of the building in the model 
and the information related to inspection, anomalies and 
repair works. As the 3D model is linked to a database in an 
interactive environment and has a friendly interface to deal 
with this knowledge, it allows a collaborative system. The 
work is still in progress. With this application the user may 
fully interact with the program referring to the virtual model 
at any stage of the maintenance process and analyze the best 
solution for repair work. It can also support the planning of 
maintenance strategies. The developed software is easy to 
handle and transport for on- site inspections and comprises 
information of the causes, solutions and methods for 
repairing. 
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Abstract—In recent years, pervasive systems have gained
importance in the context of home automation. Social online
communities are becoming more and more popular, and indoor
positioning techniques have made considerable progress. Thus,
creation of virtual environments integrated with the physical
world that enhance the user’s perception and cognition, be-
comes feasible. In this paper, we propose a system combin-
ing these concepts into something we call a cyber physical
multimedia system. This technology leverages pervasive audio
communities that facilitate social activities for people with
limited mobility, such as the elderly or handicapped.

Keywords-Social Networks, Multimedia, Pervasive Comput-
ing, Indoor Positioning, Cyber Physical Systems;

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays being virtually connected with friends, busi-
ness partners, or items of interests has already become an
inherent part of our lives. Via Twitter, Facebook, Ebay and
Amazon, we follow news feeds of our favorite musicians
or political happenings, we keep in contact and chat with
friends and we go shopping while sitting on the couch,
respectively. The web has opened a new world of intercon-
nection and communication; however, only the young and
computer savvy generation is able to grasp its benefits. Peo-
ple with limited mobility, such as the elderly or handicapped,
would benefit greatly from social communities due to their
naturally tends to suffer from isolation, yet they have only
few possibilities because of their lack of computer knowl-
edge and/or lack of special in-/output assistance for those
features. For Germany, the demographic forecast shows that
by the year 2035 more than two-thirds will be over 60 years
old. Many projects (e.g. Smart Senior) are based on this fact
and its resultant problems, such as rising health care costs.
The main goal is to create comprehensive cyber physical
systems that allow elderly people to stay in their home
environment as long as possible, for example, by enabling
remote healthcare or community platforms for friends and
family to prevent isolation. Cyber physical systems (CPS)
[1] are physical and engineered systems whose operations
are monitored, coordinated, controlled and integrated by a
computing and communication core. We will extend this
by the term multimedia reinforcing the utilization of audio
communication to a Cyber Physical Multimedia System
(CPMS).

In this paper, we will focus on the design of a CPMS,
which enables handicapped and elderly people to communi-

cate in an easy way. The remainder is organized as follows.
In Section II, we will introduce a scenario and detail basic
requirements we consider indispensable for a suitable CPMS
enabling a pervasive virtual audio community. Our system
architecture is presented in Section III. Section IV discusses
related work before Section V concludes the paper.

II. REQUIREMENTS

Before discussing requirements of a CPMS, we will
outline an application scenario. Imagine three different apart-
ments like illustrated in Figure 1 of Peter, Mary and Paul.
They agreed on a coffee party within their own kitchens.
Peter and Mary are already in their kitchens and have a

Figure 1. Three different apartments forming a virtual audio community

conversation about the latest news, whereas Paul resides in
another room at that time (A). As soon as he enters his own
kitchen, it is recognized by the system and an audio channel
is opened to a virtual kitchen where he participates in the
conversation of Peter and Mary (B). Seeking for a CPMS
to enable a distributed, virtual audio community, we must
consider some basic requirements a proper solution has to
fulfill.

A. System Configuration

The system should provide different levels of configura-
tion mechanisms. This is necessary because such a complex
system as the proposed virtual audio community, in some
cases, requires fine-tuning involving a considerable amount
of user interaction whereas during normal operation it should
be possible to configure basic behavior in a simple and intu-
itive way. The system must provide a detailed configuration
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interface that could be accessed via a Web browser. This
kind of interface may be used for fine-tuning, in particular
during initial configuration of the system for a user that
has just joined the community or wants to perform major
changes in his configuration. For instance, the web-based
configuration interface may be used for specification of
a mapping function for a physical actor to be integrated
into the virtual environment. The system must provide a
basic configuration interface that can be controlled via voice
commands. This kind of interface may be used to change
settings during normal operation of the system. For instance,
a user could temporarily map a corner of his living room to
the virtual kitchen by issuing a respective voice command.

B. Physical Actors
The system may integrate with the physical environment

of the real rooms which are mapped to virtual rooms of the
pervasive audio community wherefore some requirements
are essential. Integration of physical actors into the virtual
environment must be restricted to certain contexts. The vir-
tual actor should only have an effect on real actors belonging
to a community user if the respective user has authorized
and activated a corresponding context. For instance, lighting
control should only occur in a particular room if the user has
actually entered the corresponding virtual room. Integration
of physical actors requires a mapping between states of the
physical actors and the virtual actor associated with them.
For a simple actor that just has an ON and an OFF state,
this is trivial. But, if a whole spectrum of states (e.g. light
intensity or volume of background music) is to be addressed,
a mapping function is required. When a user leaves a virtual
room, the actors in the real room must be restored to their
original states (i.e. the states that they had before the user
entered the virtual room) unless the user explicitly decides
otherwise.

C. Audio System
Since we want to convey the impression that physically

separated people are together in an audio community the
audio system should support surround sound capabilities for
each room. Since the system should not be restricted to a
single room but rather provide coverage for several rooms or
even a complete apartment, several input and output devices
are necessary. These resources need to be connected and
individually responsive to an audio management component.
A dynamic change of audio components in terms of volume
adjustment and device handover is required to provide an ac-
curate impression when moving around. Also, the exchange
of audio communication data among remote participants has
to be achieved especially for conference-like community
communication.

D. Maps and Indoor Positioning
The system must be able to map physical rooms onto

virtual rooms and also be able to find the current position

of the user. Therefore, two aspects have to be considered:
Maps of the home environment must be available in digital
form and context must be added to these maps. The
maps serve as a basis for the positioning system, and the
additional context is necessary to identify a room e.g.,
as living room etc. making a mapping to virtual rooms
possible.
A positioning system must be installed. The higher the
precision of this system, the better the features developed
for it will be. Room level accuracy is the minimum accuracy
the system requires. WLAN positioning systems offer a
precision around 1-2 meters, which would be sufficient
to determine with high probability in which room the
user resides. If high precision positioning is available, for
example with ultra-wideband (UWB), special effects are
possible. As an example, we would like to describe sound
fading. Imagine a user group in the virtual room ”kitchen”
standing around the stove. One user physically moves away
from this stove but doesnt leave the room. The voices of the
remaining users would become softer out of the speakers,
which creates a more realistic experience.

III. ARCHITECTURE

Driven by today’s ambient assisted living approaches
our system utilizes several mature technologies and com-
bines them to a CPMS enabling a Pervasive Virtual
Audio Community for elderly, handicapped or disabled
people to enhance their participation in social life including a
realistic experience. An overview of our system architecture

Figure 2. System architecture for a pervasive virtual audio community

is illustrated in Figure 2. Because our goal is to facilitate
a community among physically separated users, a platform
represented by a Community Server (CS) that provides
virtual rooms and offers community capabilities is used.
Connected through broadband internet, the platform can be
accessed by several Home Gateway Servers (HGS),
which represent the basis on the user side and are able
to control and sense activities within flats. To ensure the
user’s privacy the proposed system has to be activated and
deactivated explicitly by the user. Several physical actors are
connected to the gateway and can be controlled regarding
the community context - imagine light, window shutters
or coffee makers. The required hardware, speakers and
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microphones, for audio system is deployed and also linked
to the control entity. Since the system heavily depends on the
current location of the users moving around in their homes,
a fine-grained indoor positioning system is utilized.

A. Community Server

The CS provides virtual rooms where participants can
exchange audio signals in the first step. The main idea is
sketched in Figure 3, whereby the kitchens of three different
flats are unified in a virtual kitchen. These virtual rooms

Figure 3. The CS provides a virtual room (kitchen) to which the real
kitchens in several flats are interconnected through their HGSs.

represent certain areas of a habitation where multiple users
can participate similar to a telephone conference. Thereby
the CS needs to provide certain group functionalities in order
to provide multiple virtual kitchens for several independent
circles of friends as well as user registration capabilities.

B. Home Gateway Server

Within our system the HGS has to fulfill several tasks,
which will be explained in turn.
Interaction and Communication: Considering our tar-
get group the handling during operation should be kept
as simple as possible wherefore our system utilizes voice
commands. These commands can be easily defined and ex-
tended following a simple syntax: System: <command>.
For example, the user can use the command System:
start/stop to start or stop the community system. This
command structure can also be used for simple system
configuration tasks. For example, the command System:
map to living room can be used to set the current
room the user is in, to the living room. After the recognition
of a command the gateway maps the corresponding orders
into machine readable commands by applying a ruled based
approach. Audio communication within the community is
crucial, since we want to achieve interaction with other
users. We decided to utilize audio communication in the
first step wherefore a VoIP system is sufficient for the
desired functionality. The user’s command System: call
kitchen initiates a connection to the CS to join the virtual
kitchen of that group the user is associated with. Once the
registration process at the CS is completed an audio channel
is set up to the specified virtual room. In addition to the
transmission of audio signals, notification messages among
remote participants need to be exchanged which include
information that will be utilized by the connected HGS to

adapt the local environment. For these messages we utilize
the SUBSCRIBE request dialog [2], [3], which can be used
for status notifications to remote users and therefore can be
interpreted by the remote HGSs.

Physical Actors, Audio- and Positioning System: The
HGS is also responsible for managing the user’s environment
by the interpretation of notification messages. According
to the content of these messages a command is generated
and passed to the corresponding home appliance. These
messages are created according to the status of the real home
appliances which are connected to their virtual counterpart.
This will enhance the user’s perception and cognition when
participating in a pervasive virtual audio community. For
instance, community users have attached their room lighting
to a virtual lighting control system which than can be used
to dim the lighting in the virtual room. As a consequence,
the lighting of the real rooms mapped to the virtual room
is dimmed accordingly. Another example is a coffee party
that has agreed to meet in a virtual kitchen at a certain time.
A community user starts all coffee machines mapped to a
virtual coffee machine by starting his own machine so that
coffee is ready when the other users show up in the virtual
kitchen. Besides the adaptation of the physical environment
we want our users to be informed about the communication
status. Therefore, controllable status lights (i.e. small LEDs)
are deployed in appropriate rooms. These lights indicate the
remote activity in a specific virtual room by changing color
and intensity.

The audio system mainly consists of several microphones
and speakers deployed in the household, which represent
different sources and sinks in terms of acoustic signals and
can be accessed and controlled individually by the HGS.
It should be emphasized that an actual voice transmission
only takes place when the user is nearby. A user who leaves
the kitchen physically, also leaves the virtual kitchen and
therefore does not participate in a conversation anymore
which takes place there. However, when a user enters the
(virtual) living room, where another group resides, the HGS
needs to switch to the corresponding room at the CS as well
as change the microphone source and the speaker sinks to the
user’s new location. Furthermore, by using a more precise
positioning system it is possible to adjust the surround
volume at the remote sides considering the user’s position in
the real room in terms of a cardinal direction. As highlighted,
the audio system needs to be highly coupled to a positioning
system. Whenever the user changes his location, the HGS
takes action: a) to inform remote gateways about the activity
change (status lights, position update) and b) switching
the communication in-/output in accordance with the user’s
physical location. The coupling is performed by the HGS,
which holds and manages an indoor map, an overlay map of
the defined virtual rooms, and an overlay map for the audio
components and their corresponding volumes. The better the
precision of the positioning system, the more fine-grained
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the audio control performance is, the more realistic a virtual
conversation will be.

IV. RELATED WORK

In the following, we will outline the state of the art
of technologies and subcomponents that are part of virtual
audio communities.

A. Physical interaction

Regarding physical control, so called home automation
servers are used for processes like adjusting the heating
according to the current temperature or adjusting the lighting
system as well as the background music either by voice
commands or proactively by context recognition. Lots of
attention has been put on voice controlled systems [4]–[6] to
facilitate their utilization. Also several communication stan-
dards and network protocols are widely used. An overview
of relevant standards is given in [7].

B. Audio Communities

Prominent representatives like Skype or, GoogleTalk are
also capable of conference calls, but are inconvenient to op-
erate, require direct computer interaction and lack of spatial
perception of human interaction. Healy et al. [8] present
a prototype of audio spatial augmentation headphones in
order to take advantage of the innate psycho acoustical
perception of sound source locations. Hyder et al. [9] outline
the difficulties to identify the speaker of a teleconference
and present a solution which adds a virtual acoustic room
simulation. Kim et a. [10] propose a 3-dimensional VoIP
system for two user groups, whereby the participants can
hear the voice of remote users as if each remote user speaks
at his or her corresponding position.

C. Positioning Systems

One key information is the position of the user within his
home environment. When there is only one person living in
a household, the identification of the person is not actually
necessary, and as a result, positioning could be accomplished
via smart home equipment, such as motion sensors in each
room or contact sensors on doors. However, when more than
one person lives within a household, the identification of
the person using the system is essential. A vast number of
positioning technologies and systems exist which support
different levels of accuracy. An overview is provided in [11].
If radio-based technologies are used, the user needs to wear
or carry a tag. For room level accuracy, WLAN positioning
is sufficient and can be enhanced by adding motion sensors.
If a higher level of accuracy is needed, UWB systems enable
positioning in the range of centimeters.

V. CONCLUSION

As for now, most of the systems dealing with pervasive
computing and home automation put the focus on an easy
interaction with the user, by utilizing gesture control, voice
control, or on fully automated approaches which analyze the
user’s context in order to support him in his daily life. As
a result, only one facility is addressed which is inhabited
by one or more users. Our approach enhances pervasive
systems by adding the community aspect. This is achieved
by adopting a mixed-reality approach that associates several
real and a single virtual environment. At the current stage
of implementation we identified future research directions
and possible enhancements. The system could be extended
by integrating augmented reality aspects both acoustically
and optically. This could further enhance the user experience
and intensify the illusion of actually spending time together
rather than communicating via the internet. This could mean
a significant improvement to the lives of people not able to
leave their homes and thus being subject to social isolation.
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Abstract—Modern multitasking multimedia streaming appli-
cations impose tight timing requirements that demand specific
scheduling policies. General purpose operating systems such
as Linux (widely diffused even in embedded systems) are not
specifically designed for such applications as they must ensure
an overall performance level for a wide range of user processes.
Realtime versions of general purpose kernels can be used, how-
ever since they are designed for hard real-time applications, they
impose explicit knowledge of deadlines for all tasks composing
the application to set their priorities.

In this work a novel streaming-oriented scheduling algorithm
is proposed, that relies on a standard interprocess communication
support for applications composed by multiple pipelined stages
communicating by means of message queues. It determines the
scheduling order depending on the queue occupancy, for this
reason does not require explicit deadline information. It has been
developed in Linux OS as a new real time policy, showing that
it is relatively easy to integrate in it and, worthily, it does not
require modifications of existing applications.

Keywords-scheduling; Linux; soft realtime; multimedia stream-
ing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia applications are increasingly complex and de-

manding in terms of both computational power and time

constraints. A significative example is given by the increasing

resolution and frame rate requirements of video streaming

applications. When these applications run on top of a general

purpose operating system their requirements become very

challenging. Indeed, these OSes are currently used in sys-

tem with demanding networking capabilities, where multiple

network flows must be managed. This is true not only for

desktop PCs, but also in embedded networking systems such

as media gateways, where general purpose OSes are widely

used for cost and flexibility reasons. Besides typical network

processing, these systems must perform various general pur-

pose processing at line rate such as video decoding, video

transcoding, image processing and encryption. In general

purpose OSes, the scheduler is not specifically designed for

handling real-time requirements even if a standard real-time

support does exist in well known general purpose OSes such

as Linux or Windows. However, this support is not enough

to fulfill the application requirements, basically consisting on

giving, to a process defined as “real-time”, a static priority

higher than any other “conventional process”.

Current multimedia applications are composed by a cascade

of multiple dependent tasks communicating by means of

message queues. For instance, a H.264 decoder is composed by

several steps including motion compensation, entropy decod-

ing, dequantization, inverse Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).

Furthermore, multimedia frameworks such as GStreamer cre-

ate complex multimedia applications by chaining several

stages [1]. In both cases, the frame rate (i.e., QoS) require-

ments are backward propagated from the last stage to the

previous ones. A general purpose scheduler, such as the Linux

one, is not aware of task dependencies and timing constraints,

but only looks at how much a task is demanding in terms of

CPU utilization.

The “conventional process” scheduler is designed to pro-

mote the so called I/O bounded applications, by giving them

a high dynamic priority. These are characterized by small

(compared to the timeslice) CPU bursts interleaved to large I/O

access periods. CPU bounded ones, instead, are characterized

by much larger CPU bursts, and thus are given a smaller

dynamic priority. This is because I/O applications are supposed

to interact with the user and hence the OS attempts to reduce

their latency. On the other side, the real-time process scheduler

in Linux implements either a FIFO or a Round-Robin policy.

Both of them, as it is going to be shown in this paper, do not

take into account actual requirements of tasks, leading to QoS

degradation especially in high CPU utilization conditions.

An additional limitation of general purpose OSes arises

in presence of multiple real-time applications running si-

multaneously, as in the context of media gateways, where

several streams need to be decoded at the same time to feed

multiple network connections. Here the computational power

must be allocated to multiple decoding applications having

heterogeneous QoS requirements, such that all they perceive a

degradation proportional to their QoS requirements. This can

be hardly achieved using general purpose OSes that lack the

concept of fairness related to the QoS.

Putting it all together, general purpose schedulers are not

longer suitable to modern multimedia applications ([2], [3]).

Nevertheless, they are still common in Windows family, Linux,

and all other variants of Unix such as Solaris, AIX and BSD

(see [4] for further details).

An alternative solution would be to adopt hard real-time

schedulers, that are specifically developed for scenarios where
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deadlines must be strictly respected (e.g., life-safety critical

applications). The counterpart is that they are hard to manage

and require to explicitly provide the scheduler with timing

constraints of applications (i.e., deadlines) that must be hence

modified accordingly. There are situations where the require-

ments about the deadlines are not strict, that is, a certain

amount of them can be tolerated (for example, in multimedia

streaming): it is the case of soft-realtime applications.

In this paper a variant of the Linux scheduler is proposed,

called queue-based scheduler (QBS) that deals with soft real-

time streaming applications composed by multiple pipelined

stages. QBS is inherently aware of QoS requirements of

multitask applications similarly to real-time schedulers, but

does not require application modifications, as general purpose

ones. In order to achieve this goal, it monitors the intertask

communication, thus requiring the instrumentation of the

communication and synchronization library.

QBS implicitly assumes that applications are composed

by multiple pipelined stages that communicate by means of

queues of messages. Such applications follow a data-flow

paradigm, where tasks continuously process frames arriving

in their input queue and produce frames on their output queue

for the next processing stage. Figure 1 shows an example

of such paradigm (H.263 decoder). Most modern multimedia

applications are realized in such a manner (e.g., audio/video

decoders). The application output queue is read at fixed time

intervals (by a consumer) and if it is found empty a deadline

miss occurs.

Input Task
Output
Task

H.263
Video

Streaming

Task 1

Task 2

Task n

... Application

output queue

Task

output queues

Consumer
read

Task

input queues

Fig. 1. Pipelined multi-stage application scheme (H.263 Decoder)

The main idea behind QBS is to monitor the queue occu-

pancy level of all queues in the system and to take scheduling

decisions based on this information. Basically, QBS seeks the

emptiest queue in the system and schedules the process or task

writing into it (given that it is in running state). Thus QBS can

quickly react to situations that may lead to deadline misses,

exploiting the feedback from the queues.

In the considered application model, QoS is preserved as

long as there are data items available in the application output

queue (that is, the last queue of the application) when they

are needed by the final consumer stage. This leads to two

very important considerations. First, the application output

queue can be even empty in some periods of time without

necessarily having misses (that is, there is not a miss if the

output queue is empty when the consumer does not read data

from it). Second, in general intermediate stages have less

stringent timing requirements (because they do not generate

misses directly) .

The queue feedback approach ensures a more effective

CPU time allocation to each task, based on its real and

actual QoS requirements. From a practical point of view, the

occupancy level of the output queue of a task is used as

a measure of its CPU utilization needs. A deep explanation

of that, together with a detailed description of the proposed

algorithm, is provided in Section III. To test its effectiveness,

the scheduler has been implemented inside the Linux OS

and the standard System V message queue library has been

instrumented to support monitoring features. Thanks to this

implementation, various sets of experiments have been carried

out, using multiple video decoding applications. Experiments

compare the deadline miss rate of QBS w.r.t. both default

real-time and conventional process scheduler in case of single

and multiple decoding applications having heterogeneous QoS

requirements. Results demonstrate that QBS improves the

deadline miss rate in high CPU utilization conditions and

provides better CPU resource allocation, that is, proportional

to frame rate requirements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

describes related work in the area of scheduling for real-time

and multimedia applications. Section III full details the QBS

algorithm, Section IV explains why Linux has been chosen

as testbed platform, Section V describes the implementation

while Section VI shows the experimental results. Section VII

concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In literature many approaches have been proposed to man-

age soft real-time applications in commodity OSes. [5]

performs a deep evaluation of how clock interrupt frequency

influences the response time of multimedia applications. Their

study aims at helping tuning existing schedulers. Similarly,

other techniques as soft timers [6], firm timers [7] and one-shot

timers have been proposed to significantly enhance response

time. However, none of them proposes a new scheduler

algorithm but rather latency reduction techniques.

On the other side, many real time schedulers have been

proposed. SMART [8] is a scheduler for multimedia and

real time applications implemented in UNIX-like OSes. It

schedules real time tasks even trying to avoid the starvation

of conventional processes, but it requires deep modifications

of existing applications. In fact, applications have to commu-

nicate their deadlines to the scheduler, which can also return

feedbacks to enable some proactive countermeasure (e.g., re-

modulate their workload in order to meet the deadline). On

Linux, some examples are Linux/RK [9], RTE-Linux [10],

Linux-SRT [11] and RTLinux [12]. These all have the same

general drawbacks of real-time schedulers (i.e., programmers

must use a dedicated interface to exploit these services). Other

approaches explicitly require user intervention to specify the

needs (in terms of priority) of the processes or of a class of

processes (e.g., multimedia applications) [11] [13].

The algorithm proposed in this paper (QBS) provides QoS

sensitive scheduling without requiring explicit user awareness

and modification of existing applications, given that they
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follow the message queue paradigm. As mentioned in the

introduction, this model adheres with the one of modern

multimedia applications and frameworks.

III. QUEUE-BASED SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

The idea behind the proposed algorithm is to exploit the

level of the interprocess communication queues as indication

of task requirements and consequently to grant CPU time

proportionally to that. To better explain that, let us consider a

simple example of two applications, A and B, with a CPU

need of 65% and 55% respectively (that is, the system is

overloaded). Running them in a standard operating system,

without any knowledge of application requirements, A and

B will receive more or less the same treatment (i.e., about

50% of CPU each), thus A will experience a worse QoS with

respect to B. From the point of view of the queues, those of A

will be more empty, in average, than those of B. Instead QBS

monitors all queues in the system and tries to level them. As

a consequence, comparing to the previous case, A will receive

more CPU time than B, thus reducing the QoS gap between

the two applications (i.e., A will have less deadline misses

than before and B a little more than before) and assuring

a CPU time sharing proportional to their needs (i.e., both

applications will be penalized in a proportional manner rather

than in the same way). Furthermore, it is worth noting that

QBS, exploiting the feedback from the queues, is able to quick

react to situations that potentially lead to deadline misses. For

example, if a queue suddenly becomes empty, QBS notices

that and properly reacts to fill it.

Algorithm 1 describes how QBS functions. Let Qn be the

nth queue, QLn be its level (by definition, QL is an integer

non-negative number) and let N be the total number of queues

in the system, at any moment. Let Tn be the last scheduled

time of Qn’s producer. QBS basically finds the most empty

queue in the system and schedules the task that writes in it

(the producer). Note that in the paradigm used each queue

has only one producer and one consumer. If as a result of the

search two or more queues are found at the same minimum

level, QBS chooses the oldest scheduled producer, that means

the process that less recently has been executed in CPU. The

scheduleProducerOf() function schedules the producer of

the queue passed to it as argument.

Algorithm 1 Queue-based scheduler algorithm

Every decision instant do:

1: Qmin = Q1

2: Tmin = T1

3: for n = 1 to N do
4: if (QLn < QLmin) OR (QLn = QLmin AND Tn < Tmin)

then
5: Qmin = Qn

6: Tmin = Tn

7: end if
8: end for
9: scheduleProducerOf(Qmin)

The last point to analyse is how frequently QBS should be

executed. There is clearly a trade-off here, indeed: choosing a

high frequency achieves a better leveling of the queues, but,

on the other hand, it increases the number of context switches,

thus causing a higher overhead. Thus, it has been chosen to

maintain the concept of Linux timeslice: every process can

consecutively use the CPU till a maximum amount of time

(i.e., the timeslice), at the end of which the scheduler is called

and the current process (most of the times) is preempted and

another one is scheduled.

A. QBS Complexity

The algorithm’s complexity is related to the need of scan-

ning all queues in the system to find the most empty one. Thus

QBS would have a linear complexity, that is O(n) (where n is

the total number of active queues in the system). Given that the

scheduler is called very frequently, it is mandatory to reduce

its complexity as much as possible. Then it has been reduced

to O(1), that means it no longer depends on the number of the

queues. This result has been achieved adopting a special data

structure to keep trace of all queues and considering that, at

any moment in time, the only ones that could change are those

read and written by the task currently in execution. So, when

the scheduler is invoked, it quickly updates in the structure

the information about the only queues that could have been

changed. Hence, the time taken for this operation is constant

(O(1)). The details of how it is implemented are described in

Section V

IV. TESTBED SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

QBS has been implemented in Linux 2.6, thanks to its

open source nature and widespread diffusion. Indeed it is used

in desktop PCs, many server systems (e.g., web, mail, dns,

routers, etc.) and, recently, in mobile platforms too. One of

the most notable examples of that is probably Android [14],

the Google OS for smartphones, based on Linux and widely

thought to reach a leading position in the market very soon.

QBS aims at be adopted in above systems and even in

small/medium multimedia servers (e.g., audio/video on de-

mand, voip, etc.), where expensive high specific solutions (e.g.,

real time OSes) are not affordable and commodity operating

systems are the usual choice. Thus, in all these systems the

standard Linux scheduler is adopted. For all these reasons

it has been decided to compare QBS versus Linux standard

policies. The following section (IV) details these policies.

Linux standard distributions come with three policies

(some slight variations are possible depending on kernel

versions, but they are basically the same): SCHED NORMAL,

SCHED RR and SCHED FIFO. The first one is the default

policy for all tasks. It is a relatively complex algorithm

that deals with conventional processes (i.e., not real time

processes). It continuously attempts to identify interactive

applications from CPU intensive ones, using the common

mechanism (common to many OSes) described early (in the

Introduction): processes that spend most of their time waiting

for I/O operations are supposed to be interactive, while those

that heavily exploit the CPU fall in the second category.
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Then the scheduler grants more priority to the interactive

ones, in order to reduce their latency. Unfortunately nowadays

interactive multimedia applications are CPU greedy too, thus

they are penalized by this mechanism ([2], [3]). For this

reason this policy is not adequate for managing modern CPU-

demanding interactive applications (this is demonstrated in

Section VI-C).

SCHED RR and SCHED FIFO are both real time algo-

rithms: basically the former (round robin policy) equally

shares the CPU time among tasks, while the latter (fifo policy)

grants all CPU time to the first arrived process as far as

it uses it, after that it schedules the next task in the FIFO

queue. Thus the last one, given its fifo behaviour, is not

adequate for multimedia applications (it does not treat all

processes fairly). Instead round robin (RR) performs quite

well and consequently has been chosen as the main algorithm

to confront against (Section VI-C). It must be noted that

Linux real time policies are intended to manage soft real

time processes. To specify a task as a real time one, the

programmer needs only to state that using a system call. No

any other modification is needed. Alternatively, the user can

set it using the chrt linux command, without any modification

to the application code.

V. QBS IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

This section describes how QBS has been implemented in

a standard Linux kernel. In particular, all details are referred

to kernel 2.6.20.16.

The Linux scheduler picks up the next task to be executed

from the top of a specialized task queue. Thus, the main

routine of QBS (i.e., the code that implements the algorithm

and chooses the next task to be scheduled) is called just right

before this choice, in such a manner to put the process selected

by QBS on top of that queue. In this way, the standard Linux

scheduler will find in it the task chosen by QBS.

In Section III the core algorithm has been described and in

Section III-A it has been stated that its complexity is O(1).
All above has been accomplished using the structure showed

in Figure 2. It is an array of simply linked lists, where MAX

represents the maximum possible number of items in a queue

(i.e., a System V message queue). Each element of the lists is

a queue identifier, a special structure that points to an allocated

queue. The key point here is that, at any moment in time, each

element in the nth list (i.e., that at position n in the array)

points to a queue that has n items in it (a that time). Thus

the algorithm described in Section III is implemented in this

way: it scans the array starting from 0 and selects the first

element found. Hence, it points to the most empty queue in

the system, as requested by the algorithm. Using this structure,

the algorithm needs to scan at maximum MAX array items,

resulting in a constant seek time (i.e., O(1) complexity).

The queue identifier is composed by three fields: (i) lid

is a pointer to a queue; (ii) timestamp represents the last

scheduled time of the producer of that queue; (iii) next is

a pointer to the next element in the linked list. It must be

noted that in each list, all elements are ordered in a temporal

way using the timestamp, from left to right, where on the

left there is the oldest one. Hence this assures that the first

element found during the scan of the array represents both the

producer of the most empty queue in the system and, among

all queues at the same level, the oldest scheduled one. This

structure assures that the time spent for selecting a task is

constant (O(1)), because it depends on neither the number of

the tasks, nor the number of the queues.

This structure is updated every time the scheduler is called:

as a further optimization, it checks only the queues modified

by the last executed task and, if needed, moves the correspond-

ing identifiers in the correct array position.

0

1

MAX

NULL

NULL

NULL

LID TIMESTAMP NEXT

QUEUE IDENTIFIER

Fig. 2. Array of simply linked lists of queue identifiers

VI. EXPERIMENTS

This section describes the experimental setup (Sec-

tion VI-A), the objectives of experiments (Section VI-B) and

finally the tests that have been performed (Section VI-C).

A. Experimental Setup

A dedicated machine has been set up for all experiments,

equipped with a CPU Athlon XP 1100 GHz and with 512 MB

of RAM. For the reasons explained in Section IV, the Linux

standard round robin policy (SCHED RR) is the primary algo-

rithm QBS is compared against. Nevertheless, some compar-

isons versus the SCHED NORMAL (conventional) algorithm

have been performed too. Several experiments have been set

up using many instances of two different applications, both

following the message queue paradigm described early in

Section I.

The first one, depicted in Figure 3, is composed by synthetic

tasks (i.e., they perform some useless work). Each of the first

three tasks puts data in its output queue, while Task 4 reads

data from all its input queues, performs some elaboration, and

puts the result in its output queue.

Instead the second application is a real H.263 decoder,

already showed in Figure 1. The movie to be decoded is fully

loaded in RAM before the start of experiments, in order to

avoid possible bottlenecks reading it from the hard disk. Then

the memory is locked to prevent swapping (that could alter the

results). All these operations are done by the Input Task (see

Figure 1), that then decomposes each frame of the video in n

parts and puts them in the next proper queue. Each following

task (Task 1 to n) elaborates the nth part of the frame. In the

end, the Output Task reassembles the decoded frame, performs

some elaboration and puts it in the application output queue.

It must be noted that both applications use the System V

message queue library. All operations on queues (read and
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write) are blocking, that means if a process attempts to read

in a empty queue or to write in a full one, it is suspended and

automatically woken up as soon as this situation changes.

Task 1

Task 2

Task 3

Task 4

final queue

Fig. 3. Synthetic task application

B. Objectives

In the kind of applications that are being considered, an

important metric to be taken into account is the quality of

service (QoS). Indeed the output queue of each application

instance is read at a fixed frequency, depending on the wanted

frame rate, and if it is found empty a deadline miss occurs.

The fewer the deadline misses, the greater the QoS, thus they

should be as few as possible.

As above noted, the total QoS is a significant metric,

nevertheless is not the most important one. Indeed, a more

valued characteristic is its uniformity, both per and among

applications. In order to explain that, consider the case where

all instances are perfectly identical: it is not desirable to have

a decoder that performs very well while another is working

very bad, but rather to have all them with the same QoS

level (uniformity among applications), at any time (uniformity

per application, i.e., the performance of each application is

constant in time). Generally speaking, considering application

instances with different requirements, ideally each one should

get a QoS proportional to its needs.

The experiments aim at demonstrating that QBS, with

respect to standard Linux policies, is able to achieve a better

total QoS, a better QoS performance uniformity (both per

and among applications) and to provide a QoS proportional

to application requirements.

C. Tests and Results

In order to compare the algorithms in real-world situations,

a media server has been set up using many instances of the

two decoders described before. Thus, many experiments with

several instances of such applications running in parallel have

been carried out, varying their parameters, as task workload,

frame rate, and so on.

1) Synthetic Decoder: Some experiments with the syn-

thetic application have been executed, comparing against

both SCHED RR and SCHED NORMAL. Figure 4 shows

the deadline misses (in percentage with respect to the total

number of reads at the application output queue) versus the

frame rate, running two application instances in parallel. The

miss rate plotted is the average between the two values

(note that each application has its own number of deadline

misses). In these experiments QBS performs better than the

others, having always less misses. Furthermore it sustains a

higher frame rate without having QoS worsening (namely,

26.4 fps versus 25.8 fps for SCHED RR and 22.9 fps for

SCHED NORMAL).

This experiments revealed that SCHED NORMAL is not

adequate for comparing versus QBS: indeed numerical results

(not reported in the paper) show that there is a great gap

of performance between the two application instances. For

example, it can happen that one application has zero misses for

a very long time while the other has 15% of it. This is because

SCHED NORMAL is not thought to deal with soft real time

processes and furthermore it continuously tries to prioritize

interactive tasks (this mechanism is described in Section IV).

This is the reason (for fairness) why it has been chosen to not

compare against it anymore .

Synthetic Tasks: 2 application instances
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Fig. 4. Synthetic tasks: deadline misses versus frame rate

Using a debug monitoring infrastructure, the behaviour over

the time of all queues have been carefully analyzed, observing

that QBS is able to level them (in average) while RR shows

great differences. It is possible to observe this behaviour in

Figure 5. For example (RR case), some queues are totally full

while others are completely empty. This suggests the idea that

if a queue is always almost empty (in average) and another

is in the opposite condition, probably the CPU time could

be more fairly distributed (i.e., more CPU time than strictly

needed is granted to the task which output queue is fuller).

Instead QBS shows the capacity to better level all queues in

the system, in average, suggesting a smarter CPU repartition

among tasks.
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Fig. 5. Queue levels over time

2) H.263 Decoder: In the following examples both algo-

rithms have been much more put under stress, using many

instances of the H.263 decoder. Experiments have been carried
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out ranging from six parallel instances up to eighteen (note: in

this set of experiments all instances are perfectly identical and

the input file is the same). Figure 6 shows the deadline misses

(in percentage) versus the frame rate for six applications (note:

the value is the average among all applications). It is possible

to see that QBS performs slightly better (similar results apply

for the other above mentioned cases, that is with more than

six decoders).

H.263 decoder: 6 application instances
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Fig. 6. H.263 decoder: deadline misses versus frame rate

However, the differences are really tiny. But, as it has been

explained in Section VI-B, it is more important to assess

the QoS uniformity. The two plots in Figure 7 show the

miss percentage over the time for each application (eighteen

decoders at the same fixed frame rate). Even if it is not

possible to distinguish every single application, its aim is to

display how QBS is able to much better level the QoS among

decoders. Indeed the lines in the QBS plot appear closer each

others. To numerically quantify this behaviour, the standard

deviation of deadline misses among decoder instances has

been calculated, at fixed interval times. The results reveal that

standard deviation values in the RR case are roughly three

times higher (the average values are 2.0 and 6.1 for QBS and

RR, respectively). Thus, RR at any moment in time causes

quite big differences among decoders, meaning that some

applications are performing much better that others. Another

important aspect, not clearly distinguishable from the plots, is

that this not uniformity changes also in the time (for RR). That

is, given a certain decoder, its QoS oscillates a lot over the

time (this is not a desirable behaviour). This happens much

less in QBS. Table I numerically points out that, showing

the standard deviation of deadline misses (in percentage) of

each decoder instance. It is worth noting that has been plotted

the case with eighteen decoders, the most stressing one for

the algorithm: with less instances QBS performs even better.

Carefully observing the Figure 7 in the QBS case, it is

possible to see a sort of periodic trend. This is due to three

main reasons: (i) the workload varies from frame to frame,

depending on their complexity; (ii) all decoders read from the

same source file and their application output queue is read

at the same instant, hence all tasks have a similar workload

at any moment in time (with a certain flexibility due to the

queues that intrinsically function as a buffer); (iii) it has been

previously stated that for avoiding bottlenecks the video is full

loaded in RAM before the starting of experiments, but due to

memory space restrictions, a longer duration is simulated re-

reading the same movie several times. The first two points

explain why all decoders have always similar workloads and

their variations over the time, while the last one justifies the

periodic trend. To prove that an experiment similar to the

above one has been executed, loading only one frame in RAM:

RR continues to behave as before (as in Figure 7) while QBS,

plotted in Figure 8, now shows a flat trend, without peeks and

periodic shapes.
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Fig. 7. Eighteen H.263 decoders: deadline misses over time

TABLE I
STANDARD DEVIATION OF EACH H.263 DECODER INSTANCE

# Decoder Instance
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Average

QBS 3.7 4.0 4.0 3.5 4.1 4.0 3.4 3.2 4.3 3.4 3.7 3.5 4.1 3.7 3.6 3.2 3.4 4.4 3.7

RR 7.1 7.7 6.3 6.2 5.8 6.0 6.5 7.0 6.9 6.0 6.9 6.0 6.9 6.5 6.2 5.9 6.2 7.4 6.5
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Fig. 8. Eight H.263 decoders: deadline misses over time

Previous experiments have been performed using several

instances of the same decoder (either synthetic or real), with

the same workload of internal tasks and the same frame rate.

They aimed at more easily pointing out some characteristics

of both algorithms. In order to assess their behaviour in real

scenarios, where applications can have any possible combina-

tion of workload and frame rate, other experiments have been

carried out, varying these parameters too. Plots in Figure 9

sketch the deadline misses over the time for a case in which

there are twelve H.263 decoders at 10 fps and one at 20 fps,

for each algorithm. RR causes a higher number of deadline

misses in the faster instance (32.8% in total) while none of

them in the slower ones (0.0% in total). This is because RR

equally shares the CPU time among tasks, without knowledge

of their requirements. That means that each decoder, being

composed by the same number of tasks, receives the same

slice of CPU time. Instead QBS is fairer, indeed observing

the queues it recognizes that the faster decoder has a higher

CPU need and grants it more CPU time. Hence QBS reduces

the gap in QoS between the two application categories (with

respect to the previous case), causing less QoS worsening in
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one case (10.9% in total) and more in the other one (2.95%

in average among decoders).

In order to confirm this positive behaviour of QBS, other ex-

periments have been realized, using eleven identical decoders

all at the same frame rate, but with one of them with a much

higher workload of its internal tasks (i.e., its tasks perform

heavier elaboration). The results (not reported here) are very

similar to the previous case, confirming such behavior.
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Fig. 9. Thirteen H.263 decoders with different frame rate: deadline misses
over time

Finally, one last experiment has been set up, using twelve

decoders with incremental workload: the second decoder has

a higher workload than the first one, the third one a higher

workload than the second one, and so on. Both algorithms

show a step results among QoS of applications, as expected,

but QBS distributes the performances in a more uniform

manner (with respect to RR). Figure 10 plots the results whilst

the numerical values are in Table II.
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Fig. 10. Twelve H.263 decoders with incremental workload: deadline misses
over time

TABLE II
TOTAL DEADLINE MISSES (%) OF EACH H.263 DECODER INSTANCE

# Decoder Instance
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

QBS 2.1 2.0 3.5 4.9 7.8 10.7 12.8 15.3 17.7 20.5 22.6 24.0

RR 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4 11.4 19.3 26.3 31.6 36.4

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Nowadays multimedia applications are widespread in sev-

eral fields and there are many situations where they are

executed in commodity operating systems, such as devices for

playing audio/video or small/medium voip servers. General

purpose OSes do not provide adequate support to them. The

proposed scheduling algorithm (QBS) outperformed standard

Linux policies, both in QoS and uniformity performance

among application instances. QBS has been validated against

various utilization scenarios, using both real and synthetic mul-

timedia applications. Finally, it is relatively easy to integrate in

a standard distribution and does not require any modification

of existing applications.

We are working to further improve it in several ways, for

instance experimenting priorities among queues. We also plan

to extend it for multiprocessor systems.
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Abstract—Recently, electronic memory (e-memory) appli-
cations have come into research focus. Using personal data
ranging from email to actual life logs, they are to provide
us with an interface that facilitates functions such as retriev-
ing, reminiscing, and reflecting information from our past –
functions that we know well from our biological memory. We
present an exemplary e-memory application based on personal
email archives that supports reflection and reminiscence by
providing a spatial layout of email communication data. The
spatial layout is derived using a physical force relaxation
simulation. In order to emphasize various properties of the
communication network, the communication is represented as
a weighted, directed graph. This allows analysis in terms of
various metrics.

Keywords-Multimedia, Information retrieval, Data visualiza-
tion, Electronic memory, Lifelogging

I. INTRODUCTION

In his Memex vision, Vannevar Bush imagined an infor-
mation system that would allow the effective storage, editing
and retrieval of all information encountered throughout a
lifetime (see [1]). Today, his vision is often cited by propo-
nents of lifelogging. In lifelogging, data arising from every-
day activities both in virtual and real spaces is persisted
and used for further processing. The recording of visual
information has been a dominant component of lifelogging
since its early application by Steve Mann, who described
his first capture activities as personal imaging. However,
he also noted that the result of having a lifelog is the
ubiquitous availability of a personal information domain (see
[2]). In this perspective, lifelogging provides the basis for
an electronic memory (e-memory). Specific applications of
e-memory cover memory deficit compensation (recall names
and faces, retrieve lost objects), memory-related medical
conditions (amnesia, dementia) and applications for reminis-
cence and self-reflection, which could be called explorative
e-memory applications.

While lifelogging is still often an explicit activity carried
out only by a few enthusiasts such as Gordon Bell of Mi-
crosoft (see [3], [4]), every-day use of computer technology
without special focus on lifelogging already provides users
with a vast corpus of data that could serve as the basis of a
considerable e-memory. Note that a mere collection of data
cannot be considered an e-memory. It is only when these
data are made accessible and comprehensible (similar to our

biological memories) that we can speak of e-memory. In
this work, we show how the use of visualization techniques
can aid users in exploring their digital corpora with the
example of email communications. The visualization of the
activities in a user’s communication network is based on
a spatial layout derived from a physical force relaxation
simulation. Contacts are represented as particles, and inter-
actions (emails) are represented as springs between particles.
In order to obtain interesting views and insights of the user’s
communication, these communications are represented as a
directed, weighted graph on which various computations can
take effect.

This paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this
section, we introduce the notion of electronic memory and
describe the status quo of electronic mail interfaces. In the
second section, we detail the architecture of our electronic
memory system and the data used. Sections three and four
provide a detailed account of the mechanisms on which our
system is based. In the final section, we conclude our results.

A. Electronic Memory

Specific applications of e-memory cover memory deficit
compensation (recall names and faces, retrieve lost ob-
jects), memory-related medical conditions (amnesia, demen-
tia) and applications for reminiscence and self-reflection,
which could be called explorative e-memory applications. A
classification of electronic memory applications was recently
proposed by Sellen (see [5]). She defines five classes of
electronic memory applications, which she labels as the five
“R”-requirements. These are:

• Recollecting (re-experiencing past memories for the
purpose of locating specific information items)

• Reminiscing (re-experiencing past memories for emo-
tional reasons)

• Retrieving (retrieving some specific information, with-
out re-experiencing)

• Reflecting (analyzing behavior over time and deducing
conclusions from it)

• Remembering intentions (prospective memory, i.e. re-
membering to execute a decision taken in the past)

Our work focuses on the two aspects of retrieving and
especially reflecting. One of the major challenges for re-
flecting is the reduction of complexity in the available data.
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It will be shown that the aggregation of spatial and grouping
information, combined with several specific communication
metrics, are valuable tools in achieving such a reduction and
can help in making sense of large amounts of data through
the use of a visual interface.

B. Interfaces for Email

Since we have chosen to use personal email communi-
cation as the basis for our e-memory application, a short
review of state-of-the-art email interfaces is in order. Most
current email interfaces are relatively unsuitable for provid-
ing e-memory interfaces to personal communication. They
are mostly list-based, i.e. the messages are displayed in a
chronological (or otherwise sorted) list, and details about
the currently selected message are displayed in a separate
view component. While search functionalities enable users
to retrieve messages that match specific criteria, the list-
based view is not suitable for reminiscing or recollecting:
going through the list item by item is time-consuming, and
the view does not aggregate the information contained in
multiple messages – only one at a time is displayed in detail.

Several interfaces have been proposed to support higher-
level views of email communication. Frau and others (see
[6]) have proposed a dynamic email interface (’Mailview’)
which displays plots of email communication over time. The
interface focuses on visually aggregating existing message
attributes such as its size or the folder it is stored in. Viégas
has developed several visualizations for email, including the
PostHistory interface (see [7], [8]). It presents users with
an overview of their email communications through the use
of a timeline overview in the form of a calendar and a
visualization of the contact network of the user. Depending
on time windows and contact selection, the communication
with one or several persons is displayed over time in
the calendar view, and relevant social network context is
displayed in the contact view.

Such proposed visualizations are more suitable for e-
memory applications such as reminiscing and recollecting
than list-based interfaces. They aggregate the information
contained in multiple messages and present them in a
single, at-a-glance view. The fundamental advantage of such
visualizations is that they abstract from individual messages
and display information on the time-aggregated structure
and context of email. In this contribution, we would like
to provide a new basis for email visualization for e-memory
applications, namely a spatial layout for email which, in-
trinsically, does not have a representation in this domain.
As we will show, deriving a spatial layout makes large
email corpora comprehensible by providing an overall-view
of email communication. Examples of such approaches can
be found in social network visualization (see [9], [10]).

II. ARCHITECTURE AND DATASET

The overall architecture of the visualization system is
depicted in Figure 1. In a first step, the email communication
from several mailboxes is extracted via the IMAP protocol
and preprocessed. In the preprocessing, various irregulari-
ties resulting from non-standard-conform email clients are
eliminated, such as incorrect representation of dates and
different character encodings. Once the email data has been
regularized, it is stored in a relational database, using one
table for the sent messages, and another table for a per-
message and per-destination listing of the recipients.

In the next step, which is depicted in the top part of
Figure 1, a spatial layout for all communication partici-
pants, including grouping information, is derived (grouped
contact map). This is based on a physical force relaxation
simulation, for which details are described in section III.
The grouped contact map is the first part of the input
for the actual visualization. The second part is generated
through a graph processor (depicted in the bottom part
of the figure). The graph processor uses the open source
JUNG Graph API (see [11]) to represent the entire email
communication as a directed, weighted graph. Based on this
graph representation, several metrics can be applied and later
used in the visualization. Details are described in section IV.
The output of the graph processor is a graph-metric map,
which contains the weights of the nodes and edges of the
communication graph according to the applied metric.

The grouped contact map as well as the graph-metric map
are used by the visualization unit to generate a graphical
representation of the email communication. The visualiza-
tion unit is written in Processing (see [12]), a Java-based
language specifically engineered to support visualizations. It
obtains the spatial layout from the contact map, and draws
nodes and edges according to the graph-metric map. While
the grouped contact map is loaded at start-up, the graph-
metric map can be generated on demand in order to switch
between various metrics.

Explored Dataset Statistics
Unique email addresses 3.999
Total recipients 16.692
Total direct recipients 14.480
Total copy recipients 2.212
Avg. recipients/message 1,67
Messages with in-reply-to 5.016
Total messages 10.218

Table I
STATISTICAL OVERVIEW OF THE EMAIL COMMUNICATION DATA USED

IN THIS WORK. THE DATA IS FROM ONE SINGLE USER, SPANNING OVER
SEVERAL EMAIL ACCOUNTS.

As stated, the data used in our work is extracted from
several email accounts of a user. It spans over a period
of 4 years, from 2006 to 2010. It contains a total of over
10.000 messages, and of almost 4.000 different contacts. In
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Figure 1. Overall system architecture. In a first step, the spatial layout and the grouping information is derived using the physical force relaxation
simulation and a grouping algorithm. In a second step, this spatial layout is used in combination with a graph-based analysis of email communication to
obtain a view focusing on a specific aspect of the communication.

order to efficiently use the email data, all the email header
information (without the message bodies) was retrieved once
using the IMAP4 protocol and then stored in a database.
While the total size of all email messages including message
bodies is approximately 6 gigabytes, the header information
itself contains around 50 megabytes and can be processed
quickly. Table I provides a statistical overview of the email
communications used for the visualizations.

III. SPATIAL EMAIL LAYOUT

All communications extracted from the email accounts are
processed and brought into a unified form, the resulting set
of all messages is called M. The spatial layout is generated
by running a physical force relaxation simulation. Every
contact (i.e. email address, with the special case that several
email addresses belonging to the same person are collapsed
into one single contact) in M is represented by a particle
in a particle system. In analogy to the physical world,
each particle is assigned a mass. The mass of the particle
depends on the number of times the contact occurs in a
communication (either as a sender or as a recipient). All
particles in the simulation are repulsive towards one another
(i.e. they have negative attraction). Messages define relations
between contacts, and these relations are represented as
elastic springs in the simulation. For every direct relation
between two contacts (i.e. for every message where contact
A is the sender, and B is the or a recipient, and v.v.), a
weight update is performed for the involved particles: a
spring is created between the two particles representing the
contacts, and the weight of the particles is adapted. Both the
particle mass and the strength of the springs between them
depend on the frequency and nature of the communication
they originate from.

∆m =
1

nR
· γi
m

(1)

The mass update of the particles, ∆m, is calculated
according to the following formula, where nR is the number
of recipients of a message, and γi is a communication
specific growth constant (e.g. direct messages are rated
higher than messages received as a carbon copy), and m
is the current mass (see Equation 1). The strength update of
the spring is calculated in an analogous manner, but with a
different growth constant. The weight and spring update is
illustrated in Figure 2. Note that for obtaining better clarity,
the weight and strength updates are calculated using only
the term 1

nR
.

Once the particles with their respective weights and the
springs between them have been created, the particles are
initially placed at a random location in the space of the
simulation. Then, the simulation is started, and we wait until
the effect of the default mutual repulsion and the attraction
through the springs have lead to a stable state after a certain
relaxation time. In this state, the particles have a stable
position, and the spatial map can be generated accordingly.

Through the simulation procedure, we gain a spatial
model of the email communication network. As will be
shown in the results section, the spatial layout already pro-
vides the user with an overview of her email communication
that shows important clusters of contacts and their inter-
relation. Note that the absolute position of a node is not
relevant (since it is arbitrary, for in every simulation run,
it may be different). However, the relative position reveals
important information, such as distance and closeness to
neighbors and other clusters of nodes.

In addition to the clustering implicit in the relaxation
simulation, an algorithm for grouping the contacts is em-
ployed during the simulation. Nodes that communicate with
each other are assumed to influence one another, and for
every communication between a sender and one or several
recipients, the sender exerts a certain amount of influence on
the recipients. After all messages have been processed, every
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Figure 2. Illustration of the particle simulation using unit weights. The
three communications ’A → B’, ’B → C, D’, and ’D → A, B’ occur one
after the other at times t1, t2, t3. As they occur, the particle weights and
the springs between them are updated accordingly.

contact node is influenced by one or several other nodes. If
for any node, the relation between its own mass and the
largest amount of influence exerted upon is below a certain
threshold, the node is said to belong to the node with the
largest influence on it. This relation is applied recursively,
and results in the creation of groups within the contact
network. The grouping is used to apply different colors to
different groups, which results in an additional simplification
of the interface. The spatially clustered and colored email
contact network layout is the basis for the next step, the
graph-based analysis of the communication.

IV. GRAPH-BASED ANALYSIS

Similar to the case of the particle system, the entire email
communication can be represented as a directed, weighted
graph. It is constructed in a similar manner as the particle
system used to derive the spatial layout: every contact is
represented as a vertex, and every communication relation
(sender to recipient) is represented as a directed edge. In a
default case, the weight of the vertices and the weight of the
edges can be derived as in the case of the particle simulation.
A more interesting approach is to find various metrics
according to which the vertices and edges are weighted.
Depending on the metric chosen, different aspects of the

Figure 3. Spatial layout and grouping as resulting from relaxation
simulation and grouping algorithm. The weights of the nodes reflect the
number of overall occurrences in communications.

email communication can be shown. While typical social
network metrics such as betweenness centrality are more
interesting for social networks that comprise several ego-
networks, for our case, where we look at one single ego-
network, other metrics have proven to be of more relevance.
We have used the information contained in the email header
information, especially: (a) whether a message is a direct
reply to another message, and to which, (b) how deep threads
run (a back and forth of replies and replies to replies), and
(c) who forwards information. The results of these metrics
will be shown in the results section. Note that since we can
look at email communication as a graph, we can apply any
metric we wish.

V. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the base layout derived from the relaxation
simulation. The owner of the mailboxes is located in the
center. As can be seen, three major clusters have been
formed: one in the south, one in the northwest, and one
to the east. Spatial proximity suggests knowledge of one
another and communication with one another. The colors
show additional structural information for clusters. The ring
of small nodes around the owner of the mailbox are contacts
that have only occurred few times in communication and that
are not networked (i.e. they have never occurred in messages
that were destined to multiple recipients). The size of each
node is directly dependent on the number of times a contact
has occurred in any communication.
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Figure 4. Weighting based on counting frequency and depth of replies
between contacts. Three contact clusters can be clearly identified. The
internal structure of each cluster can also be assumed: in two cases, one
main communicator is identifiable, while in the case of the cluster to the
northwest, there are several equal contributors.

Figure 4 shows a layout derived from the base layout,
where the weighting of the graph depends on the reciprocity
of communication. The header fields ’Message-in-reply-to’
and ’References’ are used to determine if a message was sent
in reply to another message. A high number of replies (of
various depths) in communication between two contacts sug-
gests that they cooperate more closely than others and that
the flow of information between them is two-sided. Within
the three clusters and compared to the base layout, we can
see how contacts with whom the owner of the mailbox
communicates reciprocally are prioritized. Finally, in Figure
5, the layout is derived from information forwarding activity.
The subject as well as forwarded headers are analyzed to
determine whether a message is a forwarded message, and
the nodes are weighted according to the number of messages
they have forwarded. In addition, the edges between the
nodes are weighted according to the number of messages
forwarded between the two nodes. As can be seen, other
nodes are prioritized than in the reciprocity example. The
forwarding of information suggests organizational hierarchy,
which may be formal or informal. Nodes that are weighted
high are likely to be important organizers and distribute
information in the network.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown how a spatial layout for email com-
munication data can be derived based on a physical force
relaxation simulation. The spatial layout is the basis for a
two-dimensional interface for email that is targeted at e-
memory applications. The base layout functions as a sum-
marization of information in two manners: first, it generates
clusters of related nodes and shows these clusters in relation
to other clusters. Second, through the use of an grouping
algorithm that calculates mutual influence of nodes, these
can be further grouped by applying different colors.

Since the email communication data is represented as
a graph, several metrics can be applied to it. This allows
the analysis and visualization of various aspects of the
communication, such as cooperation, information flow, and
hierarchy. It was initially stated that our aim is to develop
an e-memory application focusing on retrieving information
and, especially, reflecting on it. If the application of various
metrics on the graph-represented communication is seen as
reflecting on that communication, our system provides not
only reflecting capabilities, but also an interface to visualize
them. Using a graphical representation of the results ob-
tained allows users to gain insights into their communication
patterns and networks. Apart from this user experience-
centric view, further possibilities arise.

Figure 5. Weighting based on number of forwarded emails, with the
direction of the forwarding indicated by arrows. This visualization shows
who forwards information, which allows the assumption that this person
has an important organizational role within the network.

The structural information derived from the communica-
tion network can be used to communicate more efficiently.
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For example, features such as the recently introduced prior-
ity inbox from Google (see [13]) can be based on our system.
It allows the classification of message priority relative to the
importance or function of the sender in an email communi-
cation network. We are currently also evaluating our system
using multiple ego-networks of email communication. In
such applications, the inferred knowledge is not limited to a
single user, but is situated at an organizational level. In such
a context, the scope of possible applications is even wider.
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Abstract – Managing the change plays the most important role 
in any IT business organization. Managing changes is 
important for strategic components of the existing IT service. 
One of such strategic components is the alteration of the 
Middleware system in the IPTV service of the Telecom 
Operator. The Middleware system is a central system which 
controls all other IPTV systems of the Telecom Operator: 
Video on Demand system, Encrypting system, Headend system, 
Monitoring system and Database system. That is why, before 
we uninstall the old and install the new Middleware system we 
require a set of activities which have to be clearly stated. The 
reason for swapping the Middleware system can be the 
common problems and also the inefficiency in the function of 
the old system. This document describes the steps which need 
to be implemented in the process of changing the Middleware 
system in the IPTV system of BH Telecom, the leading 
Telecom Operator in Bosnia and Herzegovina. The result of 
the work should be a reflection upon the improvements of the 
quality parameters of the IPTV system of BH Telecom which 
are a contribution of the newly implemented Middleware 
system, which is as a final result going to lead to a increase of 
users and profit income. This work represents the continuation 
of the investigation in BH telecom which are conducted with a 
goal to improve the management over the IT servers. 

Keywords-Service Management; ITIL V3; ISO 20000; Change 
Management; IPTV

I. INTRODUCTION

    Today’s management of alterations is one of the biggest 
challenges in the IT industry [1]. Replacement in the IT 
industry occurs as a result of external needs and problems 
which have been created in the common operation of the 
existing IT service [3], [4]. Every successful IT organization
has to define how to manage all changes regardless of being 
operative or strategic. That is why it is needed to define the 
process of managing all changes (Change Management 
process) [2].  

    Various standards of Service Management praxis 
differently define the Change Management process. ITIL 
V3 defines Change Management as „ a process which as a 

goal has to assure that standardized  methods and 
procedures use for an efficient and quick management of all 
changes which as a goal has to decrease the impact of 
incidents linked to the change of service quality“ [2], [3], 
[4]. ISO 20000 defines Change Management as „ a process 
which has to assure that all made changes have to be 
evaluated, confirmed, implemented and reviewed in a 
controlled way“ [5], [6]. A important thing to emphasize is 
that the Change Management isn't a process of identifying
strategies or IT service designs, but rather the process of 
implementation of the IT service. Regardless of the 
standards the key activities of the Change Management 
process are [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [9], [11]:

 Controlling and managing the process of changing.
 Recording, evaluating, confirming and rejecting 

admitted requests.
 Assembling team meetings for the implementation

of the change.
 Coordination of the development and 

implementation of change.
 Evaluation of results made by change and approach 

to the finalization of change if it has been 
successfully completed.

    Earlier published contributions from this research area 
are: [7] and [8]. These contributions were written as a part 
of the implementation of ITIL V3 processes in BH Telecom, 
the leading Telecom Operator in Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
The result of the first contribution is a description of the 
implementation of ITIL V3 Service Design processes in an
information system of Telecom Operator, and the result of 
the second contribution is a percentage of the 
implementation of ITIL V3 Supplier Management process 
in IPTV/VoIP system of BH Telecom.

    This contribution is connected to Multimedia conference 
because the paper was submitted under topic: “Multimedia 
applications” because Middleware system has all IPTV 
applications for: Live TV, Radio, Internet, Video on 
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Demand, EPG, TV Mosaic, Interactive chat and Messaging 
and this document describes the changing of Middleware 
system (or in other words: Changing Middleware 
applications). Middleware is the heart of IPTV service, and 
IPTV service is the main Multimedia system in every 
Telecom Operator – Today Telecom Operators offer their x-
play services (Dual-play, Tripple-play etc.) in the way that 
IPTV is the central module of some x-play service.  

    The second chapter explains nine steps which BH 
Telecom should implement towards the change of the old 
with a new Middleware system. In the conclusion a list of 
improvements is presented which should guides us into a 
new Middleware system of the IPTV service of BH 
Telecom and also a time table for completing all nine phases 
[7]. The conclusion also contains a description of the testing 
process of the change of Middleware system in BH 
Telecom’s IPTV service which has been done by using test 
Middleware software versions of some Middleware vendors. 

II. ALTERATION OF THE OLD MIDDLEWARE SYSTEM WITH A 

NEW MIDDLEWARE SYSTEM

    Because of the replacement with the old Middleware 
system with a new Middleware system it is needed to 
implement the following 10 steps, where an external 
company is responsible for the realization of the step 4:

1. The specification of the new database has as a goal 
to define their compatibility with older data bases

2. Define user and administrator lists of specifications 
which the new Middleware system has to have 

3. Criteria for the choice of a external company that is 
going to design and implement the new 
Middleware system 

4. Defining specifications of the network plan and 
installation of the new Middleware system by the 
hand of the external company

5. Implementation of the new Provisioning system 
towards connecting the new Middleware system 
with the centre informational system of the 
Telecom Operator

6. Implementation of the new Billing system
7. Testing the new Middleware system with other 

IPTV systems
8. Data migration from the old to the new 

Middleware system
9. Releasing into production the new Middleware 

system

A. Specification of the new database towards the 
identification of its compatibility with older database

    Figure 1 shows database scheme of the new Middleware 
system [15]. The number of tables in this database scheme is 
20 and main tables are: subscriber, channel, device, 
vod_contents, program and billingiptv.  

          Figure 1. Database scheme of the new Middleware system
    
    The new Middleware system should have an identical 
database as the old system. The assignment of the team is to 
specify the design of the new database which has to be 
compatible with the old database as show on Figure 1. Next 
to this specification, the teams task is to expand this 
database with new functions which are defined through
consumer and administrative listings of specifications which 
need to have the new Middleware system [12], [13], [14], 
[15].

B. Defining the user and administrator listing specification 
that the new Middleware system has to have  

    In this phase two teams should be working: one for 
defining user specifications of the new Middleware system 
and a team for defining administrative specifications of the 
new system [7]. 

    The team for defining user specifications of the new 
Middleware system should be defining the following listed 
specifications [8], [10], [15], [16]: 

 Enable emitting live TV channels as well as SD 
channels. The new platform should have unlimited 
number of channels which can be configured. The 
platform should be secured by arranging the TV 
channels into certain categories like: all channels, 
favourite channels, domestic channels, regional 
channels, informative channels, sports and music 
TV channels.  
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 Enable browsing shows which are defined in 
Electronic Program Guides (EPG). The module for 
browsing has to be realised so that on demand with 
a minimum of 2 characters with which the search is 
going to take place in the EPG. The search results 
should give information about: starting time of the 
show, exact name of the show and the name of the 
TV channel to which the searched show belongs. 

 Realize Electronic Program Guide (EPG). EPG 
should be support for all TV channels. The time 
period of the EPG should be a minimum of 10 days 
prior and 10 days in advance. EPG should enable 
recording all shows from all TV channels. The 
maximum playing time of one recording should be 
6 hours. All shows which have passed should be 
automatically taped. For all shows in the EPG 
certain features should be defined like: the name of 
the show, starting time, ending time, show 
description and total playing time.

 Support the existence of TV Mosaic. TV Mosaic
should give the possibility to watch many different 
TV channels on the same screen at the same time. 
The TV Mosaic needs to enable defining an 
unlimited number of even TV channels on one 
screen.

 Realize the module Video library in which movies 
need to be categorized in certain categories like: 
action, adventure, animated, children, 
documentary, domestic, drama, history, horror, 
crime, science fiction, comedy and thriller movies. 
Every category has to have a unlimited number of 
movies. Every movie has to have their price, 
playing time, producers name, main actors name 
and a short description listed. The purchase of a 
movie should be made based on the identification 
PIN which is given to every user. 

 Enabling the option of direct recording of TV 
shows using remote control. Direct recordings will 
be stored in a file named recordings. Maximum
playing time of one recording should be 6 hours. 
For all recorded shows an option of moving and 
stopping shows should also be enabled. For all 
taped shows an option should be enabled so the 
user can start and stop the recording. All taped 
shows stay permanently encrypted for one user on 
his Set Top Box.

 Enable additional option on a user menu like: 
Radio channels, Internet which enables access to 
contents from the menu and games where the user
can save unlimited number of interactive 3D 
games.

 Realising the option Settings where the user will 
have a opportunity to change his PIN, set parental 
control on a chosen TV channel, set the language 
on which the TV channel will be emitting, restart 

their Set Top Box and also have basic settings 
about their account as well as what an STB IP 
address is, STB MAC address is and also the name 
of the software which can be found on his STB.

 Enable the option Help where the management of 
the IPTV service will be explained. The option 
help should be full of unlimited help content.

 Enable the option Telephone where all the calls of 
a user will be inputted which he received on his 
VoIP (If he is next to being a IPTV user also a 
VoIP user). Option that he should have are: all 
calls, outgoing calls, missed calls and received 
calls.

 Realization of the option Address book where 
inputting, editing and erasing telephone contacts 
which number should be infinite is possible.

 Implement the option Messaging where every user 
that has a VoIP telephone will be able to exchange
messages with other users that also have engaged a 
VoIP telephone service option. The Messaging 
option should include options of creating new 
messages, viewing existing once and viewing 
received messages. The number of existing and 
sent messages should be unlimited.

 Implementation of the option Chat that should 
enable the users to between themselves exchange 
messages. Identification parameter by which the 
users are going to differ from each other is 
subscriber_uid that every user has to get when they 
activate the service. The option Chat should have a 
realized option of authentication respectively the 
possibility of accepting and rejecting users for chat. 
In this option a listing of all chats which one user 
had till a certain point should be found.

 Support the option of exhibiting the VoIP number 
on the TV for all users which have the additional 
option of VoIP. The VoIP number should be shown 
on the TV when the user is receiving a call from 
another user.

 Support the option of Message Waiting Indicator
(MWI) that should enable displaying textual 
messages on the TV when a user leaves it on the 
VoIP telephone which supports the option of 
leaving voice mails.

    The team for assigning administrative specification to the 
new Middleware system should define the following list of 
specifications [16]: 

 Enable all defined provisioning functions.
 Enable adding, editing and erasing TV and Radio 

channels. 
 Enable adding, editing and erasing TV and Radio 

channel packages. 
 Enable the option of marking TV channels which 

can be recorded. 
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 Enable adding, editing and erasing movie contents 
 Enable adding, editing and erasing movie 

categories.
 Enable adding, editing and erasing priced movie 

categories.
 Enable adding, editing and erasing the movie 

distributors.  
 Enable the option of adding, editing and erasing 

contents linked to the Electronic Program Guide 
(EPG).

 Enable the option of adding, editing and deleting 
interactive games. 

 Enable the option of adding, editing and erasing 
contents linked to the Help option attended for the 
users.

 Enable the option of adding, editing and deleting 
contents linked to the Internet option.

C. Criteria for the choice of an external company that 
needs to design and implement the new Middleware system

   In the purpose of choosing a external company which is 
responsible for the implementation of the new Middleware 
system it is needed to release a public announcement that 
consists from two phases: phase of prequalification and the 
phase of the final partner company choice. In the phase of 
prequalification all candidates have to satisfy all legal and 
economic conditions [8]. In regards to the technical and 
professional requirements, the partner companies have to 
satisfy the following requirements:

 A minimum of 20 employed IPTV consultants.
 A minimum of one reference of implementation of 

the IPTV system in the telecom industry.
 A minimum of one reference regarding the 

exchange of the Middleware system in some IPTV 
system in the telecom industry.

 A statement that the new Middleware system basis 
is going to be compatible with the existing basis 
which is defined in Figure 1.

 A statement that the new Middleware system is 
going to have a specification listing that is going to 
be defined in chapter III.

 A statement that the partner company has its own 
hardware and software infrastructure which is 
enough for the realization of this project.

 A statement that the partner companies new 
Middleware system is compatible with the Set Top 
Box of the following 5 manufacturers: Motorola, 
Amino, Milinet, Albis Technologies and 
Technotrend which are already certified for the old 
system. 

    The final choice of partner companies that pass the 
prequalification stage should be conducted on the basis of 
the following three parameters: the lowest price (with a 

percentage share of 50%), the total number of changes of 
IPTV Middleware systems in the telecom industry systems 
(with percentage share of 30%) and the total number of 
realization IPTV systems in the telecom industry (with a 
percentage share of 20%). The company, which is first in 
terms of these parameters should get a contract to change 
the Middleware system. In the event that two or more firms 
were to have the same number of points, the contract is 
awarded to the firm which has a large number of references 
to change the Middleware System.

D. Defining the specification of the network plan and the 
installation of a new Middleware system by foreign firms 

    Figure 2 shows the relationship between the Middleware 
system and other systems of the IPTV service: Video on 
Demand system, Real Time Encryption system, Verimatrix 
system, RAC system, Load Balancing system and 
Monitoring system [8]. The scope of the IP address is 
10.120.0.x where x is the number indicated for each server in 
Figure 2. The team for the installation of a new Middleware 
system must do so by the same scheme indicated on Figure 
2. 

Figure 2. Relationship between a new Middleware system and other 
systems of the IPTV service
    
    BH Telecom should form a special team to monitor the 
installation of the system which is being worked on by a 
foreign firm. 

E.  Implementation of the new Provisioning system

    The Provisioning system represents a link between the 
central information system of the Telecom Operator and the 
new Middleware System. The new Provisioning system 
must support the following operations: 

1. Adding new Set Top Box's
2. Changing existing Set Top Box's
3. Deleting existing Set Top Box's
4. Creating a new user
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5. Assigning a basic package of channels to the end 
user

6. Assigning an additional package of channels to the 
end user

7. Assigning a package of HD channels to the end 
user

8. Suspension of users (temporarily turned off)
9. Reconnection of users
10. Permanently delete users
11. Deleting an additional package of channels for the 

end user
12. Deleting an end users HD channel packages
13. Changing the name of the user
14. Changing the surname of the user 
15. Changing the address of the user
16. Changing the location of the user 
17. Changing the postal code of the user
18. Changing subscriber_uid of the user
19. Adding a VoIP number for the user
20. Changing the VoIP number of a user
21. Deleting the VoIP number of a user
22. Adding a fax for the user
23. Changing the fax of a user
24. Deleting the fax of a user 
25. Adding a phone number for the user
26. Changing the phone number of a user
27. Deleting the phone number of a user
28. Adding a mobile phone number for the user
29. Changing the mobile phone number of a user
30. Deleting the mobile phone number of a user
31. Turing on the option for leaving VoIP voice 

messages on a TV
32. Turing off the option for leaving VoIP voice 

messages on a TV

F.  The implementation of a new Billing system

    The basic value changes depending on whether you 
choose to go with IPTV along with the VoIP service, ADSL 
service, VoIP and ADSL service, or VoIP, ADSL and 
mobile services together, which is already defined in the 
existing Billing system and is not necessary to change when 
you change the Middleware ( Table I).

    On the final value of consumption Video on Demand 
(VOD) service for one of the users indicated in the table 
billingvod impact parameters from the tables: subscriber, 
vod_subscriber_package, vod_subscriber_contents and cdr. 
In the cdr table are written records of each individual 
purchase of a movie.  A software script goes through the 
database tables and based on the prices defined in Table I 
form a final price for VOD consumption in one month for 
one user (Table II). The program script needs to take into 
consideration during calculations, that every fifth purchase 
of a movie in one month by one user is free.

   The final consumption value of the IPTV services 
indicated in the table billingiptv are affected by the data in 
tables: subscriber, billingvod, ch_subscriber_package and 
whose values are indicated in Table II. Adding values from 
the tables billingvod and ch_subscriber_package for each 
user from the table subscriber you get the total value of 
consumption of IPTV services, which are kept in the table 
billingiptv. 

TABLE I. PACKAGES FOR VIDEO ON DEMAND SERVICES

vod_subscriber_
package_name

vod_subscriber_
package_uid

vod_subscriber_
package_price

Category A VOD_package_a 0.25 E
Category B VOD_package_b 0.50 E
Category C VOD_package_c 1.00 E
Category D VOD_package_d 1.50 E

TABLE II. PACKAGES FOR IPTV SERVICES

ch_subscriber_
package_name

ch_subscriber_
package_uid

ch_subscriber_
package_price

Basic basic 12.50 E | 27.50 E | 
32.50 E | 47.50 E 

Plus plus 4.00 E
HD hd 3.00 E

G.  Testing the new Middleware system with different IPTV 
systems

    The new Middleware system must be fully compatible 
with all IPTV systems: Video on Demand system, Real 
Time Encryption system, Verimatrix system, Monitoring 
system, RAC system and Headend system [8].

    From the central information system all the provisioning 
functions and all billing scenarios must be thoroughly tested  
depending on the combination of all the VOD packages 
(Table I) and IPTV packages (Table II). 

H.  The migration of information from the old to the new 
Middleware system 

    The overall data migration from the old to the new 
database needs to be done in order for the following tables: 
subscriber, device, device_type, program, channel, 
channel_type, ch_subscriber_package, vod_contents, 
vod_contents_package, iptvvod, vod_subscriber_package, 
subscriber_status, game, cdr, instant_record, message, 
messaging_profile, billingvod, billingiptv, vod_region. 
What needs to be manually configured during this migration 
is that the value of the id_ch_subscriber_package field 
needs to be marked CH_SCP_1, the value of field 
id_vod_subscriber_package is marked as VOD_SCP_1, and 
the value of field id_subscriber_package is marked as 
SCP_1. These three values are required, together with data 
for ch_subscriber_package_name and for Video on Demand 
field vod_subscriber_package_name, which are defined in 
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Tables I and II. All other data can be automatically switched 
from one system to another system.
   
I. Releasing into production the new Middleware system  

    If all test results from phase G were positive, a new 
Middleware system can be put into production. 
Coordination of the release of the new system into 
production needs to be done by a special team composed of 
3-5 IT professionals.

III.  CONCLUSION

    The newly implemented Middleware system should solve 
some existing problems that exist in BH Telecom's IPTV 
service, and implement some additional functionality [15]: 

 The Middleware system's resistance to failure due 
to the changes that have occurred in other systems 
of the IPTV service.

 Display a callers VoIP number on TV.
 Display the option Messaging Waiting Indicator on 

TV.
 Continuous operation of all provisioning functions.
 Interactive chat between users.
 Interactive message exchanging between users.
 Unlimited number of users and TV channels with 

the option of recording.
 Increasing the bitrate level output signal from the 

headend of the system from 2.5 Mbps to at least 
4.0 Mbps.

    Each of the nine-defined phases that need to be changed 
from the old to the new Middleware system requires 
formation of an independent team [7]. Each team starts with 
their activities once the previous team has finished their 
activities. Previous Middleware systems realizations and 
other supporting systems such as Provisioning and Billing 
systems showed that a longer period is needed for the 
implementation of the phases. Activities of the first team 
should last one month, and the other team a maximum of 15 
days. Activities of the third team should last for 3 months in 
which time the whole period until the final partner company 
is chosen and the signing of a contract with them is 
included. The time frame for the fourth phase is 1 month 
and 15 days in which time 15 days are included to define the 
specifications of the network plan and one month for the 
installation of the new Middleware system. Phases 4 and 5 
should take 2 months each because of the complexity of 
connecting a new system with a central information system. 
The testing phase of the new system and data migration 
from the old to the new system should each last 15 days. 
The last phase, the phase of commissioning the new system 
into production, is purely informative and should last 1 day.

   The total time for the realization of the nine phases is 11 
months. However, this temporal analysis does not include 

non-working days, which means that the total time for the 
realization of these phases should be extended 1 month, so 
the total time for the realization of the project is 12 months.

    The testing process of the change of Middleware system 
in BH Telecom’s IPTV service has been done by using test 
Middleware software versions of some Middleware vendors 
and these test software versions have included only 10 IPTV 
users. The test results fully agree with the expected results 
of a new Middleware system.      

    Further research in this area is related to the Problem 
Management process, where any incidents or problems that 
may arise with the IPTV service after the implementation of 
a new Middleware system should be investigated [8].      
Research should be done at least 6 months after installing 
the new system and should show the level of efficiency of 
the new system compared to the old system.
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Abstract—In the context of 3D watermarking, most of the
state-of-the-art techniques analyze a 3D/3D approach where the
insertion and the extraction of the mark take place over the
object itself, whereas the most common use of 3D objects is
done through its 2D projections or eventually stereovision. In
this paper we present a work in progress in the context of 3D
watermarking that introduces an asymmetrical approach 3D/2D
which will allow the extraction of the mark without access to the
3D object. The extraction will be carried out from one or several
2D views with the aim of protecting the Intellectual Property
Rights associated to the object in its projections.

Index Terms—3D mesh; watermarking; visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last years the “digital rights management” (DRM)
issue has been addressed for different types of information in
order to protect the data from piracy [11]. 3D watermarking is
a well known technique that is being introduced and combined
with cryptography in current DRM systems. It consists in
protecting the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) related to
a content by means of insertion of a secret mark in an
imperceptible and also in a robust way.

Watermarking techniques provide rights protection for mul-
tiple contents: audiovisual documents, images, videos and 3D
objects. 3D models are distinguished firstly by their usually
associated irregular sampling and secondly by the fact that they
deal with arbitrary geometry varieties (manifold) immersed
in a threedimmensional Euclidian space. As a consequence
of this particular nature the usual tools for signal processing
commonly used by regular signals such as audio, image or
video, cannot be directly applied to 3D objects. Accordingly,
3D watermarking techniques do not present the maturity of
their equivalents for other types of contents.

In addition, the current watermarking algorithms generally
insert a secret mark into the 3D model, and need this wa-
termarked object to be able to detect or read the mark [5].
However, the most common use of 3D models is done through
their visualization (2D or eventually stereo). For instance, 3D
models are commonly used in image or video content, for
example in 3D cinema via stereo or home entertainment ap-
plications using 3D meshes. While it is possible to reconstruct
a 3D object from several of its 2D views, to decode the mark
in this context is presently difficult or even impossible (see
Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The Teapot model and a set of projections depending on the angle
of visualization. The model can be reconstructed from a certain number of its
2D representations.

This is the problem that we propose to address in this
work. Contrary to the ordinary 3D watermarking techniques,
for which the insertion and the extraction of the mark take
place over the 3D model itself (3D/3D approach), we plan to
develop techniques following an asymmetric approach 3D/2D
in which the extraction of the mark could be done over one or
several 2D projections of the 3D object without having access
to the latter (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The original Bunny 3D mesh and two of its 2D representations.
The scheme we want to develop should provide the capability of reading the
watermark from one or several representations of the object.

In this particular setting, we can name the pionneer work of
J. Bennour et al. [1], who propose an insertion in the silhouette
of a 3D object in several of its views belonging to image or
video contents using this 3D object. This technique is able to
detect the watermark only for certain views. However, given
the fact that a minimal change in the visualization angle leads
to a different silhouette along with the lack of knowledge of
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the orientation angles of the object in its visualizations, the
object may not be protected. On the other hand, in the work
presented by E. Garcia et al. [2], the 3D model is protected via
its texture. The texture is defined by a set of images projected
onto the object surface. However, this technique requires a
texture rich enough to provide a robust watermark. Hence this
results to a compromise between the texture richness and the
robustness of the 2D hidden mark. These original methods still
present limitations in both theoretical and application levels
which this work intends to study.

This paper is organized as follows. The second section
introduces the industrial applications of the techniques we will
develop. The third section is devoted to present the proposed
work and the way we plan to address it. The last section
presents the conclusions.

II. APPLICATIONS

Digital watermarking finds already applications related to
image and video content. The most suitable application is
copyright protection, where the watermark identifies the buyer
of the digital content. This mechanism allows to prevent piracy
by discouraging people to make illegal copies of a protected
content.

3D multimedia content has also to be protected. 3D wa-
termarking finds industrial applications such as 3D cinema,
3D videoconference, video games, home entertainment or
augmented reality applications in smartphones. The idea is to
protect the intellectual property rights of 3D meshes as well
as their visualization.

In this particular work, the proposed watermarking schemes
of 3D content respond to several cases of different applica-
tions. Among them, 3D watermarking based on Quantization
Index Modulation (QIM) is suitable in a blind and semi-fragile
context, and it is useful in data authentication applications.

The 3D watermarking technique making possible a detec-
tion from a certain number of 2D representations of the object
is useful for copyright protection tools in the case of a 3D
object immersed in 2D video or 3D stereo content. This need
suits several domains: digital cinema, video games or home
entertainment, audiovisual content players (for example Blue-
Ray) or screens and stereovision glasses used to visualize 3D
content.

On the other hand, this work will study the projections more
suitable to watermark in order to protect the whole 3D model.
In particular, the analysis of feature points or lines, roughness
properties and local texture on the surface will be performed.
This offers new perspectives in the watermarking of 3D phys-
ical objects either immersed or not in an augmented reality
environment, like 3D videoconference or mobile applications
in smartphones related to the 3D navigation.

III. PROPOSED WORK

Presently there exist several schemes which provide a robust
protection of the intellectual rights of a 3D object by embed-
ding a secret and imperceptible mark [4]. But there is a lack

of protection of the digital rights of visual representations of
3D models.

This work will focus on the extraction of the information
(originally hidden into a 3D model) from one or several views
of the object, with the interest of protecting the intellectual
rights associated to the model in its 2D visual representations.
Figure 3 summarizes the scheme of our work.

Fig. 3. A secret mark is first inserted in the 3D original model, protecting the
content. The watermarking scheme has to be able to resist the visualization
transformation and recover the mark from one or several 2D representations
of the object.

Given the uncertainty related to the angles (2D views) in
which the 3D object will be visualized, the use of silhouettes
as in the work presented by J. Bennour et al. [1] does not seem
as an optimal choice, since a slight variation in the direction
of view would completely modify the silhouette.

We plan to perform an automatic detection of robust feature
points in the 3D object around which robust neighbourhoods
will be defined, performing local watermarks along the sur-
face. Feature points detection together with neighbourhood
definition could be based on the results presented in the
work by P. Rondao Alface et al. [4]. To insert the mark
we plan first to make use of the Spread Transform Dither
Modulation (STDM) technique [3]. STDM is a variant of
QIM technique and present good properties in the frame of
3D blind watermarking. Other variants of QIM will be tested
for performing the insertion, as well as other state-of-the-
art techniques, either in the spatial or the spectral domain,
evaluating their pertinence in the frame we are dealing with.

Since there are many parameters for visualizing a 3D mesh
(rendering, angle, texture, resolution, etc), we will address
the problem step by step, defining a scenario with the sim-
plest conditions in the first instance, and building increasing
complexity models afterwards. The impact of the rendering
process can be seen in Figure 4, which shows the rendering
when using different shading techniques. As a matter of
fact, different parameters in the rendering (shading, lighting
models, etc) will have different impacts over the watermark
which will be evaluated. We plan to develop a model of the
visualization attack that the 3D object undergoes in the 2D
to 3D transformation. We will study the distortion the model
undergoes and the impact on the watermark. This model will
extend the works discussed in [1, 2] and will be based on the
analysis of the whole transformation chain that a 3D object
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undergoes from the watermarking process until the complete
or partial reconstruction from its visualization in 2D.

Fig. 4. From left to right: the same scene rendered with flat shading, Gouraud
shading, Phong shading and Ray Tracing respectively (data courtesy of [9]).

One of the important steps is based on the use of depth
maps, which can be for example obtained from stereovision.
Depth maps give information of the depth of every pixel of
the 2D view. Hence these depth maps provide part of the
3D mesh structure and should help in recovering the mark.
The issue can then be brought to the case of ”cropping” of
the 3D object as well as a regular remeshing (resampling
of positions of 3D points), depending on the resolution and
accuracy of the depth estimation (see Figure 5). However,
whereas the state-of-the-art blind and robust 3D watermarking
schemes already withstand combinations of a wide variety
of attacks (noise addition, simplification, smoothing, etc),
there is a lack of blind schemes which can withstand the
cropping attack and the subsequent de-synchronization. We
will study in particular the state-of-the-art methods for depth
map reconstruction from several projections as well as the
impact of the resolution (image) of the captured views, and
possibly the impact of their compression [6, 7, 8]. As a matter
of fact, topological errors may appear due to obstructions when
there is not enough number of used views, such as the presence
of holes or disconnected parts of the mesh. Few watermarking
schemes provide resistance to this kind of errors in the mesh
reconstruction [5].

Fig. 5. A simulation of the Bunny model after the visualization process. The
depth component for every pixel of the image resulting from the projection
transformation is represented by blocks. The problem can be brought to the
case of ”cropping” of the 3D Bunny model together with a regular re-sampling
attack (data courtesy of [10]).

Other factors likely to influence the reconstruction accuracy,
the selection of the views or the watermarking robutness,
such as the presence of textures, the surface curvature and
roughness and the presence of edges, feature points and feature
lines, will be as well examined in detail subsequently in order
to refine the watermarking algorithms.

The goal is thus to determine if the mark can be detected
from a number of views lower than what is required to
reconstruct the 3D object (without watermark) with good
quality.

Subsequently this technique could be extended to animated
3D objects as well as the study of the impact of the 2D views
resolution and their compression (for example via JPEG) over
the robustness of the watermark. Another possible extension
consists in the evaluation of the watermarking of solid objects
which are later numerized (from one or several 2D represen-
tations) with the intention of their use into augmented reality
applications.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a work in progress based on the
protection of the intellectual rights of 3D objects through their
2D projections. Since the most common use of 3D models is
done through their visual projections in 2D or stereovision, we
plan to develop 3D watermarking schemes able to resist the
visualization process undergone by the object during the 3D
to 2D transformation. This will help to protect the 3D models
in its 2D representations.
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Abstract—The paper is concerned with managing image 
album, where the picture set (containing very similar or 
different images) in each album is given. The goal has been to 
select the most representative pictures from the album. Our 
solution is based on the clustering of the images. The developed 
clustering procedure takes the large variety of the pictures and 
different type of image features into account. We have solved 
the incomplete feature value problem as well. The central 
pictures of the largest clusters are selected for representing the 
album. 

Keywords - representative picture; k-means++ clustering; 
qualitative and quantitative features; content features; EXIF 
data;  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

There are lot of solutions and systems (e.g., FotoFile [3]) 
at the multimedia organization and retrieval; and demands 
are growing with new functionalities in the future too. A 
large part of these deals with personal photograph retrieval 
[2].  

For a good organization the human persons usually put 
the pictures into albums as they wish (may be based on 
users’ feeling). But there is a problem at the large set of 
pictures and albums: it is not easy to give representing issues 
(e.g., titles) for these albums. A representative image and its 
thumbnail is an ideal solution for this problem. The goal of 
our work has been to select the most representative picture 
from each album automatically without human interaction.  

We consider very realistic situations, where the images 
come from different sources (camera, edited or created by 
software), the resolutions are various, the qualities are also 
different, so the variety of them is large.  

For the above mentioned problem with realistic situations 
we present a solution in this paper. The structure of the paper 
is the following: Section II describes the background, our 
solution with clustering is detailed in Section III, brief 
conclusion and future works can be found in Section IV. 

II.  BACKGROUND 

Finding the interesting photos from collections is a 
similar task to our goal, but the selection of them is always 
based on user feedbacks. (i) Commercial systems such as 
Flickr use an interaction mechanism for sampling the 
collection, it relies on social activity analysis for determining 

the notion of interestingness. Photo album creation can 
benefit from leveraging information learned from many users 
in regard of the album’s content, structure, and semantics [4]. 
(ii) An alternative technique [1] is based on content analysis, 
the solution uses the combination of visual attention models 
and an interactive feedback mechanism to compute 
interestingness.  

For representative photo selection and smart 
thumbnailing an other solution [5] uses the results of near-
duplicate detection. Near-duplicate photo pairs are first 
determined, and the relationships between them are modeled 
by a graph. The most typical one is then automatically 
selected by examining the mutual relation between them. For 
smart thumbnailing, the region-of-interest of the selected 
representative photo is determined based on locally matched 
feature points, which is a view different from conventional 
saliency-based approaches [6][7].    

The related works in the topic of representative images 
have solved the problem in three different ways: textually 
interesting [4], mutually distinct [5] and presence of faces in 
the image [12] or combination of them [1]. These works 
have used content features of the images. Only one or two 
papers have mentioned a few EXIF data, but these have been 
the time and the camera name [12] only. The works have not 
dealt with all EXIF data from camera; these metadata could 
be equal to content features.  

III.  SOLUTION WITH CLUSTERING 

In picture selection procedure different types of features 
can be considered. If we consider only content features of the 
images, then the search space for the most representative 
picture is narrow. If we take both the content and the 
metadata features (from the camera) into account, then the 
search space will be wider. In this wide space the search 
procedure may find easier the most representative picture. 
The consequence of the narrow space is the possibility to 
take a bad decision in selection of the most representative 
picture. E.g., if all photos – except one or few – are taken by 
flash, then users probably will not consider a photo without 
flash as a representative picture. Another example is about 
the focal length: if all photos – except one or few – are taken 
with ordinary focal length (tableau), then a picture with small 
focal length (portrait) will not representative. Thus our 
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solution considers both the content and the metadata features 
(EXIF data from the camera). 

A. Overview of the picture selection procedure 

The first idea for selecting the most representative picture 
in an album is choosing the central picture in the place of the 
pictures, where the place of the pictures is a vector space, 
and each picture is transformed into a point in this space. In 
this space the central picture can represent the whole set in 
an album.  

But it occurs many times, that the album consists of 
different larger groups of images, where the pictures are 
similar in a group and far away between groups. In this case 
a strange situation can occur, where the distance between the 
central picture and the others is large (this image is alone), 
and the central picture will not be representative.  

In order to avoid this often occurring situation we suggest 
a solution using clustering. After the clustering the procedure 
suggests the nearest picture of central point of the largest 
cluster. The solution contains some phases: 

• Content feature values are extracted from the pixel 
data of the picture.    

• Metadata features are the EXIF (Exchangeable 
Image File Format [9]) data. 

• Clustering algorithm calculates the clusters of the 
pictures.  

• Central point is determined of each cluster.  
• The closest picture to the central point – namely the 

central picture – is marked as candidate for selection. 
• The central picture of the largest cluster is selected 

for representative picture.  
• If it is necessary more than 1 picture for representing 

the whole album, then central pictures of the second 
largest, third largest, etc. cluster are selected. 

B. Features for clustering 

In our picture selection solution the challenge has been 
taking both the content and the metadata features into 
account (correlation may occur between features). The 
content features are based on the statistics of RGB values of 
the picture points: mean, variance, mode, range, quartiles. 
There are 3 features for each statistical type: a feature related 
to red (R), one related to green (G) and one related to blue 
(B). These content features characterize the image and the 
values of them are indifferent from the orientation and size 
of the pictures.   

The metadata features are the EXIF data of the pictures 
made by cameras. These data are not always available 
because an album can contain not only photos, but drawn, 
animated, edited pictures as well. (The absent metadata 
features naturally may influence the goodness of the result.) 
The used metadata have been the all accessible EXIF data: 
exposure program, contrast, flash, light source, metering 
mode, saturation, scene capture type, sharpness, white 
balance, image orientation, exposure time, F number, focal 
length in 35 mm film, ISO speed ratings. Some of these 
features are qualitative, others are quantitative. E.g., 
exposure program may be portrait, landscape, sea, mountain, 

etc. (so this is a qualitative feature), flash is a binary feature 
with two values: yes or no.   

C. Clustering algorithm with content and metadata 
features 

The content features are always available, nevertheless 
metadata features may be partly or totally deficient, which 
leads to problem in the comparison of pictures. 

A distance (similarity) value needs for every picture pair 
for the clustering. The difficulties come from the different 
feature types (content and the metadata features), the 
different scales (qualitative and quantitative), and the 
deficient metadata.    

The quantitative values of the pictures can be presented 
in a vector space, where each coordinate axis is a 
quantitative feature; and each picture is a point in this vector 
space. The distance between two pictures is calculated by the 
Euclidean distance, the number of all features gives the 
dimension.    

If one of the values (of two pictures) at some features is 
missing, then the Euclidean distance formula can not be 
used. Let us omit the squared differences in the sum, where 
one of the two values is missing. The number of the rest of 
features is k. Instead of the Euclidean distance formula we 
have used normalized version of the distance (related to 1 
dimension) for the missing value problem. 

We have used normalized values (between 0 and 1) in xi 
and yi for the quantitative features, but we should have 
solved the other problem – distance calculation for 
qualitative features – as well. In the clustering the most 
frequent work is calculation the distance between a point and 
a cluster. For this we have used an idea about the histogram 
of the given cluster. Let us denote the mode of the histogram 
by mode, the frequency of the given xi feature by f(xi). The 
distance only in the examined coordinate axis is defined in 
(1), where C is the examined cluster. 

 
f(mode)

 )f(x-f(mode)
)C,x(d i

ii =  (1) 

 
Figure 1.  Example histogram for a qualitative feature 
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If the cluster contains only one element, then this will be 
zero or one. Fig. 1. shows an example histogram for a flash 
qualitative feature, where the values can be “flash auto”, 
“flash fired”, “flash off” or “flash redeye”. The mode is the 
“flash auto” and the frequency of this is 4. In the comparison 
of this cluster and an image four different results can be: if at 
the examined picture the feature is “flash auto” (“flash 
fired”, “flash off”, “flash redeye”), then the distance is 0 
(1/2, 3/4, 1 respectively).  

In order to tune the relative importance of the features, 
particularly the balance between the content and the 
metadata features, we have introduced weights for each 
feature, and the distance between two pictures is modified as 
can be seen in (2). In the current phase of our implemented 
system the wi weights have been determined manually 
(balanced between content and metadata features) based on 
the results of thousand pictures (there was a fine tuning), but 
we have intend to estimate the weights by automatically 
using supervised learning, where albums and their most 
representative pictures are given as training set.  

 �
=

−=
k

1i

2
iii )yx(w

k

1
)y,x(d  (2) 

D. The k-means++ clustering algorithm  
The k-means method is a widely used clustering 

technique that seeks to minimize the average squared 
distance between points in the same cluster. Although it 
offers no accuracy guarantees, its simplicity and speed are 
very appealing in practice (it is standard practice to choose 
the initial centers uniformly at random from X space). By 
augmenting k-means with a simple, randomized seeding 
technique, a new algorithm, so called k-means++ [10] has 
been outlined with the optimal clustering. Preliminary 
experiments show that the augmentation improves both the 
speed and the accuracy of k-means.  

The k-means algorithm begins with an arbitrary set of 
cluster centers, but k-means++ algorithm uses a specific way 
of choosing these centers. At any given time, let D(x) denote 
the shortest distance from a data point x to the closest center 
we have already chosen; so k-means++ algorithm is the 
following: 

• 1a. Choose an initial center c1 uniformly at 
random from X. 

• 1b. Choose the next center ci, selecting ci = x’ ∈ 
X with probability p, where p can be calculated 
by (3). 

 
�
∈

=

Xx

xD

xD
p

2

2

)(

)'(
 (3) 

• 1c. Repeat Step 1b until we have chosen a total 
of k centers. 

• 2. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, set the cluster Ci to 
be the set of points in X that are closer to ci than 
they are to cj for all j �  i. 

• 3. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, set ci to be the 
center of mass of all points in Ci,, as can be seen 
in (4), where mci and mx is the mth coordinate of 
the ci point and x point respectively.  

 
i

Cx
m

im C

x

c i

�
∈=  (4) 

• 4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until C no longer 
changes [10].   

 
Choosing the number of the clusters in k-means++ 

algorithm is a sensitive parameter for the goodness of the 
results. We have used the rule of thumb formulated in (5) for 
the determination of the clusters. 

 2/nk =  (5) 

After the clustering the closest picture to the cluster 
central point of the largest cluster is selected for the most 
representative image. Our solution is able to select more than 
1 picture for representing the whole album with choosing 
central pictures of the second largest, third largest, etc. 
clusters. This will be very useful at characterization of large 
image sets, where not only one picture characterize the all 
images. At this case similar pictures at the selection would 
be a wrong result, which is avoided in our solution because 
of very different pictures.  

E. Results  

We have implemented our ideas and solution described 
above in Python programming language. The Python 
Imaging Library (PIL) [11] has been used for the image 
handling. This library contains useful functions for basic 
content features. The extraction of EXIF features has been 
solved also in Python.  

The method has been just now implemented, the 
evaluation can be subjective (users’ decisions may be based 
on emotion anyway). There is subjective evaluation of 
images in other works (e.g. consumer photography [8]) as 
well.  

We have used the implemented program for personal 
images. In Fig. 2. a little part of the album can be seen: two 
rows are the results of the clustering and the pictures with 
different border are the central images. The cluster of the 
pictures in the bottom row is largest cluster, so the 6th image 
is the most representative picture in the album. 
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Figure 2.  Examples for clustering and picture selection 

F. Experimental evaluation 

We have collected 600 pictures from different sources 
(camera with EXIF data, other sources without EXIF data), 
and we have organized them in 20 albums with different 
topics (party, holiday, town, or unified mood, etc.). Three 
human evaluators have selected the most representative 
pictures (as first in the order), then second ones, etc., so they 
have sorted the pictures in each album. Our implemented 
solution has also selected a picture (as most representative 
one) in each album. These machine results have been 
compared with the aggregated order of three human 
decisions (the aggregation is based on Borda method). The 
machine results are not always the first in the humans’ order, 
but at 25% of albums they are in the best 5 representative 
pictures (denoting by p5=25%). Furthermore we have 
summarized how many cases, where the machine results are 
in the best 10 representative pictures, we have counted 14 
cases in 20 albums, so this is 70% (denoting by p10=70%). 
These figures are not excellent, but good enough. We have 
investigated the humans’ order, and we have concluded that 
humans’ decisions are dispersing. With cross-validation only 
two humans’ order were considered and aggregated, then 
were compared with the most representative pictures of third 
person. The comparison results of cross-validation for the 
first person: p5=30%, p10=85%, for the second person: 
p5=40%, p10=75%, for the third person: p5=45%, p10=70%. 
These figures present that our automatic solution is almost 
good as humans’ decisions. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents a description of a work in progress 
with new idea. The aim is to find the best way to 
automatically choose a picture from an album in order to be 
the best representation of it. The new idea is the 
consideration (in clustering) of different type of image 
features (content and EXIF data) with incomplete feature 
value possibilities. After clustering the central pictures of the 
largest clusters will be selected for representing the album. 
We have implemented this idea in Python and  

In calculation of distances for clustering many features 
are considered, but the set of features can be expanded. We 
are at the beginning of this research, we intent to take more 
features – like texture, local features, time-based features – 

into account. Further development will be the automatic 
calculation of weights in distance formula.  
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Abstract— Flash applications have played an integral role in 

shaping the interactivity of the Internet. Desktop Flash 

applications feature vector-based processing such as image 

and video processing to enhance the user experience. In 

response to these needs, Adobe has added graphics card 

based acceleration for vector processing in Flash applications 

starting with Flash Player 10. This solution is limited to 

computer systems that have the proper graphics card. In this 

paper, we investigate the possibility of making explicit use of 

Single Instruction Multiple Data instructions, specifically 

SSE in the Intel x86-64 platforms, to accelerate vector 

operations in a Flash application. We also discuss certain 

limitations of the Flash virtual machine. The data reveals 

that a 90-92% speedup can be achieved by using SSE 

instructions to accelerate the alpha blending image 

processing algorithm in a Flash application. The SSE 

instructions are accessed by providing a standardized limited 

native interface to the Flash application. 

Keywords-SIMD; image processing; native code interface; 

image processing acceleration; virtual machine; Flash 

 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Since the advent of Web 2.0, Adobe Flash has played 

an important role in making websites interactive and fun 

to use. An example of this is the well-known YouTube 

service, which allows users across the world to share and 

stream videos. ActionScript, currently in version 3, is the 

programming language used to create Flash programs. 

Flash’s ActionScript, just like Java, is an interpreted 

language. The ActionScript Virtual Machine (AVM) 

performs this interpretation. The advantage here is that the 

AVM allows Flash applications to run in a platform 

independent manner.  

The inclusion of various image, video, and audio type 

processing makes Flash applications feature rich. The data 

input to the application must be processed in a timely 

manner. Otherwise, the application will not be considered 

to be enjoyable. Flash applications are interpreted and so 

they are not expected to perform as quickly as 

applications that are compiled and linked for a particular 

hardware platform, but are often expected to meet a user’s 

perceived real-time perspective.  

The Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) 

instructions allow programs that feature vector-based 

processing such as image, video, and audio to be 

accelerated. The Intel x86 and x64 platforms support 

SIMD instructions inside the Central Processing Unit 

(CPU), and these instructions are known as Streaming 

SIMD Extensions (SSE). SSE instructions have been 

added to the instruction sets of modern CPUs to offer fast 

vector processing possibilities. 

Currently, image and other types of vector processing 

can be accelerated in Flash programs using hardware 

acceleration from the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). 

This acceleration is only available when used with certain 

graphics cards from Nvidia and ATI [1]. In addition to the 

GPU, SIMD instructions available on the CPU can also be 

used to accelerate vector processing for Flash 

applications. Unlike the expensive GPU, which is a 

computer system add-on, CPUs with SSE are more widely 

available and have no extra price tag. 

In this paper, we show that SSE instructions available 

on an Intel x86 CPU can be used to accelerate the 

processing of images in a Flash application. This work 

follows closely in the footsteps of [2], which used SSE to 

accelerate Java applications using available SIMD 

instructions. The acceleration for Flash applications is 

performed by providing a limited native interface to a 

standalone Flash application so that it can access SSE 

instructions directly. This study focuses on accelerating 

the alpha blending image processing algorithm for color 

images in the RGB color space using SSE instructions. 

Figure 1 shows the high-level view of the components 

involved in accelerating image processing in Flash 

applications using SSE. The native interface opened by 

the Flash application allows it to invoke functions in a 

Dynamic Linked Library (DLL), which in turn uses SSE 

instructions to accelerate the processing of images. We 

found no explicit support in the AVM to make use of SSE 

instructions from within Flash applications and it is not 

discussed in the available AVM literature.  

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as 

follows: Section 2 provides background information on 

Flash applications, SSE, and alpha blending, Section 3 

discusses related work, Section 4 discusses the 

implementation work of this study, Section 5 discusses the 

experimentation that was performed to evaluate the 

effectiveness of the proposed method and results, and we 

conclude by summarizing our results in Section 6.  
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ActionScript 3 User Code

ActionScript Virtual Machine

Dynamic Linked Library

SSE Instructions

 
Figure 1. High-level organization of the method to accelerate image 

processing in Flash applications.  

 

II. BACKGROUND  

This section provides background information on the 

technologies used in the study. Section 2.1 briefly outlines 

Flash, Section 2.2 discusses Intel’s SIMD version: SSE, 

and finally Section 2.3 illustrates the alpha blending image 

processing algorithm. 

 

2.1 Flash 

An Adobe Flash program compiled into a .SWF file 

(pronounced as “swiff”) runs on any web browser that has 

a Flash Player plug-in installed. Flash media can also run 

as a standalone application outside a web browser when 

packaged into an executable file on various operating 

systems (OS). These are known as Flash projectors. 

Having Flash Player allows Flash programs to run on any 

processor architecture and OS, which is similar to how 

Java programs run on top of a Java Virtual Machine.  

The low level processing in a Flash program can be 

implemented using ActionScript 3. The ActionScript 3 

code is compiled into ActionScript Byte Code (ABC) and 

packaged into a .SWF file, which is interpreted by the 

AVM when the Flash application is executed [3]. 

The Flash platform does not provide a native interface 

for Flash applications to invoke native code. The lack of 

native access can be attributed to the perceived security 

risks that it imposes, and the cross-compatibility that may 

result from calls to native code. For example, a rogue 

Flash application running in a web browser could hack the 

target machine, and the Flash VM of a cell phone is likely 

not equipped to execute native code for a desktop PC. We 

leave the problem of security and cross-compatibility for 

future work. The Zinc 3.0 Flash builder tool by MDM 

provides the ability to create a standalone Flash projector 

from a .SWF file and includes functionality in the 

projector to load a DLL [4]. This is the basis for our 

native interface. 

2.2 SSE 

SSE is Intel’s version of SIMD instructions for their 

current and recent x86-64 CPUs and is the evolution of 

MMX. AMD processors also feature support for SSE. 

Support for SIMD initially started with the introduction of 

MMX and until today SSE has had many revisions and 

currently it is at revision 4.2 (SSE4.2) [12]. The SSE 

architecture features eight 128-bit wide vector registers. In 

2010, Intel showcased its Advanced Vector Extensions 

(AVX), which feature 256-bit wide vector registers [6]. 

The first version of SSE provided more support for 

floating point operations compared to integer operations. 

In addition, it does not allow an instruction to pack 

smaller units of data (8-bit values) to vector registers. 

SSE2 enhanced SSE by providing more support for 

integer arithmetic including operations to handle 8 and 

16-bit data in SSE registers.  This is ideal for image 

processing as the smallest size of data (e.g., a color 

channel of a pixel) in an image is usually an 8-bit value 

[5]. The net result of using SSE2 for image processing 

rather than SSE is that more pixels can be loaded into a 

single vector register and more parallelism can be 

achieved and exploited. For this study, SSE2 instructions 

were used to accelerate image processing.  

 

2.3 Alpha-Blending  

Simply put, alpha blending is an image processing 

algorithm that allows two images to be blended together 

[7]. An example is blue screen matting, where a 

newscaster can be superimposed in front of a particular 

background to give the illusion that he/she is actually in 

front of the background. To perform alpha blending, Eq. 

(1) can be used. FG and BG correspond to foreground and 

background images respectively. F is the resulting image 

from the blending, and α ranges from 0 to 1 inclusively. 

By changing the value of α, the contributions of the 

pixels from the foreground and background to the blended 

image can be controlled. To apply this equation to color 

images, all three color channels, i.e., red, green, and blue 

values have to be updated in the same manner.  

 

F pixel = α ⅹFG pixel + (1.0 - α) ⅹ BG pixel              (1) 

 

An optimized version of the alpha blending equation is 

shown in Eq. (2). This equation was derived from an 

equation shown in [10]. Unlike  in (1), the values of α in 

this equation range from 0-255. Therefore, this equation 

assumes that the α values are read from an image. This 

image is known as a matte.  

 

F pixel = α ⅹ (FG pixel – BG pixel) >> 8 + BG pixel   (2) 

 

Note that the right shift by 8 (divide by 256) 

introduces a certain amount of error in the blending as the 

value of α should be divided by 255 to ensure that the 

values are within the proper range (0 to 1). This error 

cannot easily be detected by the human eye. An example 
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of a matte image is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows an 

example of how alpha blending was applied to blend the 

background shown in Figure 2 and foreground shown in 

Figure 3 using the matte available in Figure 4. SIMD can 

easily be applied to accelerate alpha blending because the 

same operation is applied to all pixels and each color 

channel in the pixel.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Example background image.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Example foreground image.  

 

 
 

 

Figure 4. Example custom matte.  

 

Figure 5. The alpha blended image. 

III. RELATED WORK 

The work done in this paper is in line with the work of 

[2] to accelerate Java applications that perform vector 

operations using SSE instructions. Their work used the 

Java Native Interface (JNI) to access SSE instructions and 

accelerate vector operations in Java. Their vector 

operation was completely implemented using SSE 

instructions and wrapped in a function, which is part of a 

DLL and presented as a standardized API. Their results 

showed a 1.0x-4.0x speed up of the Java application with 

SSE acceleration over an application that implements the 

operation only in Java.  

Usage of SSE instructions to accelerate image 

processing is not a new concept. This has been 

demonstrated in the Intel whitepaper [5], which makes use 

of SSE, SSE2 and AVX instructions to accelerate cross-

fade and sepia filters in image processing. Since 

processors that support AVX instructions are still not 

mass produced, Intel used a processor simulator to 

simulate the AVX instructions. In [9], SSE2 instructions 

were  used to speed up a Harris corner detector used in 

image processing. 

Adobe provides the ability to accelerate image and 

other vector processing algorithms using the GPU in their 

Pixel Bender Toolkit [1, 11]. Using this toolkit a 

developer can implement a vector processing algorithm 

and compile it into byte code. In the Adobe literature, the 

vector processing algorithm produced by the toolkit is 

known as a shader [11]. This byte code  is imported into 

the Flash application by the ActionScript code and is used 

to perform the vector processing. This capability was 

added starting with Flash Player 10. The usage of the 

GPU is opaque to the developer and there is no way to say 

for certain that specific operations are performed in the 

GPU or not. Another disadvantage of this approach is that 

the acceleration can only be achieved with certain GPUs: 

only a subset of those available from Nvidia and ATI. 

Overcoming this weakness, the work in this paper shows 

that the vector unit is a viable alternative to the GPU. 

Hence, a user should not have to invest in an additional 
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graphics card but instead experience optimal acceleration 

from the already available vector unit in the processor. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

To invoke SSE instructions in a Flash program, a 

limited native interface was added to Flash applications 

(see Figure 1). This approach is similar to the JNI, which 

allows Java applications to call native functions in a DLL 

written in other languages such as C++. The Flash 

platform does not provide a native interface that Flash 

programs can use. To overcome this issue the MDM Zinc 

3.0 Flash Builder tool was used.  

Prior to implementing an image processing algorithm, 

a generic vector processing algorithm was implemented in 

a manner similar to [2]. In their work, the data that is 

processed by the Java application is generated by the Java 

application and is processed by the native function. Due to 

severe limitations in the native interface provided via the 

Zinc 3.0 tool, no speedup of the algorithm was achieved 

when the Flash application relied on SSE instructions to 

accelerate the vector operation. This is because the native 

interface only allows the programmer to pass either 

primitive types (i.e., different size integers) or a string of 

characters, therefore, if a vector of integers have to be 

passed to the DLL to process and another vector has to be 

returned then each element in the vector has to be 

converted to a string of characters. Furthermore, this 

string of characters must be decoded and the original 

vector has to be reconstructed so that the data can be used. 

This operation of encoding and decoding of the elements 

of the vector consumes a large amount of time and this 

time alone was enough to offset the execution time 

improvement, such that the implementation of the vector 

operations in Flash was faster. We look to greatly improve 

on this in future work. 

Instead of operating on vectors using data that are 

generated in the Flash application, a different approach 

was applied where the Flash application performs vector 

processing on file based data such as image files or audio 

files. The native code in the DLL performs the vector 

processing as before. The Flash application does not load 

the image file into its local memory space but instead it 

delegates that task to the DLL by passing it a path to the 

location of the file. After the images are loaded, the Flash 

application invokes a function that performs the image 

processing, i.e., the alpha blending. The native function 

saves the resulting blended image to a location specified 

by the Flash application. Once the control returns back to 

the Flash application, it loads the blended image to its 

own local memory space and displays the image to the 

user.  

The native code to perform alpha blending was 

implemented using SSE2 instructions. The pseudo 

implementation of the algorithm using SSE2 instructions 

is shown in Figure 6. The underlying assumption in the 

implementation is that the total number of the pixels in 

each image (i.e., the foreground, background, and matte 

images) should be a multiple of 16. This is a reasonable 

assumption as almost all of the mainstream image 

resolutions (e.g., 720p, 1080p) have this property. The 

matte image is usually gray-scale but it was converted to 

an RGB image so that the algorithm could be 

implemented with less complications. Note that the RGB 

channel values for a gray-scale image are the same. 

Initially, 16 bytes worth of pixels of each image is 

loaded into three SSE registers. The Portable Image 

Library (PIL) was used as an image handling library [8]. 

The PIL stores a pixel as a 3-byte value (each color 

channel occupies one byte), as it loads an RGB image and 

returns a handle to the location that it is stored in memory 

[8]. Because 3 bytes per pixel are needed, there can be at 

most five full pixels and one partial pixel in an SSE 

register.  

All three images have to be interleaved with zeros 

because the SSE2 multiply operation only multiplies 16-

bit data. Note that, because of the interleaving, 8 bytes of 

pixel data will be in one SSE register and the other 8 bytes 

will be in another register. After the operations required 

for the algorithm are performed, the bytes that correspond 

to the pixel data have to be extracted one by one and 

written to the buffer that holds the resulting image.  

At first glance, this operation may seem very 

inefficient due to 16 individual memory writes by 

software. However, the performance of this approach was 

compared against another implementation that makes use 

of an SSE3 instruction (PSHUFB). This instruction can be 

used to shuffle the bytes in an SSE register around. With 

this instruction the two sets of interleaved data can be 

placed into one single SSE register and the contents of it 

can be written to memory using a single SSE2 instruction. 

When the performance was evaluated, the execution time 

was exactly the same as the original solution, and since 

SSE3 is supported only on newer Intel CPUs (Core 2 

Duo, Core i7), the SSE3 approach was not pursued any 

further.  
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Figure 6. Pseudo SSE2 implementation of the alpha blend algorithm.  
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V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND RESULTS 

To evaluate the effectiveness of accelerating alpha 

blending in a Flash application using SSE instructions, the 

performance was measured for four different 

implementation possibilities, and the results compared. 

The approaches evaluated were: implementation of the 

algorithm with our accelerated Flash approach, only in 

Flash, only in C, and in C using SSE instructions. In the 

latter implementation, the DLL that was compiled for the 

Flash and SSE implementation was reused. The latter two 

implementations represent the best possible 

implementation in terms of performance as the program is 

compiled to run directly on the hardware without any 

interpretation. Alpha blending was performed on a pair of 

eight images with different image resolutions. In addition, 

eight matte images were also used for the blending. Only 

mainstream image resolutions were used for the 

evaluation as the total number of pixels is a multiple of 

16.  

The evaluation of all four implementations of alpha 

blending was done on an Intel Centrino Duo machine with 

2.5GB of RAM. The OS used on the machine is Windows 

Vista. The C implementation and the DLL were compiled 

with optimization for speed enabled. In the Flash-only 

implementation, the entire set of pixels were extracted and 

stored in an instance of a vector class in ActionScript 3. 

This method provides the quickest possible 

implementation.  

Fifty runs were performed on each resolution for each 

implementation and the execution time for each run was 

recorded. Note that only the image resolution and not 

individual pixel values affect the performance of the given 

operation. The average and the standard deviation were 

computed at the end of each run. Figure 7 shows pseudo 

code for the method that was used to measure the 

execution time of each implementation. The average 

execution times (in milliseconds) for each resolution used 

in the performance evaluation are shown in Table 1, while 

Table 2 shows the standard deviations of the execution 

times. Figure 8 depicts the average execution times shown 

in Table 1 in a graphical format. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Method of measuring execution time. 

 

According to the results shown in Table 1 and Figure 8 it 

is evident that there is a speedup when a Flash program 

makes use of SSE instructions to perform vector 

operations over an implementation that solely relies on 

Flash to perform the computations. This speedup is 

summarized in  

Table 3. In addition, it shows the speedup of the 

implementation of the algorithm in C that uses SSE over 

the implementation that uses both Flash and SSE. We 

found that the Flash with SSE implementation has a 

speedup of 90-92% over a Flash-only implementation and 

a speedup of negative 7%-34% over a C and SSE 

implementation. The results were in line with 

expectations, as the native code was faster than the code 

running through the AVM. Since the standard deviations 

of the execution times were low it is evident that external 

factors such as garbage collection in the AVM and OS 

context switching have not influenced the variability of 

the runtimes in a drastic manner. 

TABLE 1. AVERAGE EXECUTION TIMES IN MS FOR DIFFERENT IMAGE 

RESOLUTIONS.  

Image 

Resolution 

TFlash 

(ms) 

TFlash+SSE 

(ms) 

TC 

(ms) 

TC+SSE 

(ms) 

640x480 30.16 2.9 3.04 2.04 

768x576 43.84 3.9 4.22 3.06 

800x600 47.76 4.78 5.02 3.14 

1024x600 60.42 5.22 6.14 4.04 

1280x720 89.82 7.86 10.02 6.08 

1366x768 102.56 8.58 11.02 7.18 

1680x1050 173.06 13.82 19.1 12.13 

1920x1080 201.66 16.2 23.44 15.06 

 

TABLE 2. STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE EXECUTION TIMES FOR 

DIFFERENT IMAGE RESOLUTIONS.  

Image 

Resolution 

σFlash σFlash+SSE σC σC+SSE 

640x480 0.65 0.416 0.282 0.282 

768x576 1.076 0.364 0.418 0.24 

800x600 1.733 0.932 0.141 0.405 

1024x600 1.071 0.545 0.405 0.34 

1280x720 1.119 0.808 0.141 0.274 

1366x768 1.981 1.247 0.141 0.482 

1680x1050 1.931 0.748 0.364 0.598 

1920x1080 1.303 1.125 2.011 0.314 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Graph of image resolution vs. average execution time.  

start = get_sys_time_stamp() 

alpha_blend() 

end = get_sys_time_stamp() 

execution_time = end - start 
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TABLE 3. SPEED OF FLASH VS. FLASH+SSE AND FLASH+SSE VS. C+SSE. 

Image 

Resolution 

Speedup 

Flash+SSE vs. 

Flash (%) 

Speedup 

Flash+SSE vs. 

C+SSE (%) 

640x480 90.38 29.66 

768x576 91.1 21.54 

800x600 90 34.3 

1024x600 91.36 22.61 

1280x720 91.25 22.65 

1366x768 91.63 16.32 

1680x1050 92.01 12.22 

1920x1080 91.97 7.03 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this work was to prove that a Flash 

application that performs vector processing can be easily 

accelerated using SIMD instructions such as the SSE 

instruction sets on common x86-64 CPUs. Adobe already 

has a solution to accelerate vector-based processing using 

GPUs, however, this solution is only available to a limited 

number of GPUs, and moreover only to consumers who 

pay extra to have a GPU in their system. If the 

acceleration is provided via the vector unit in the CPU 

then it is available without having to invest money in a 

special GPU. The minimum system requirements to run 

the alpha blending algorithm outlined in the paper is a 

Intel Pentium 4 machine since it requires support for 

SSE2 and 128MB of RAM to run Flash Player 10.  

This acceleration was proven only in a limited case 

where the data to be processed can be loaded from a file 

and the resulting data can be saved back into a file. In 

addition, the Flash application can only be executed as a 

standalone desktop application (Flash projector) and not 

in a web browser in its current state. The reason for this 

limitation is due to the fact that the current Flash platform 

does not have a native interface to call native functions in 

a DLL unlike Java, which has a fully featured JNI, and the 

fact that the Zinc 3.0 Flash builder only provides support 

to create standalone Flash desktop applications that 

feature a very limited native interface. The native interface 

is provided via loading a DLL and being able to invoke 

functions in it. 

For this work, we implemented the alpha blending 

image processing algorithm using SSE2 instructions, 

compiled it into a DLL, and the Flash application invoked 

the algorithm using the native interface provided by the 

Zinc 3.0 tool. The experimental results show that there is a 

speedup of 90-92% when alpha blending is performed by 

a Flash and SSE implementation over a Flash-only 

implementation. The size of the image was orthogonal to 

the speedup. Even though only one image processing 

algorithm was considered in this study, due to the nature 

of most image processing and vector processing 

algorithms it can be concluded that by using Flash 

applications that have vector operations can be 

accelerated using SSE instructions. Such inherent parallel 

support should be included in the ActionScript 

specification and made available in the AVM. 

The solution outlined in this paper neglects that a 

Flash based web application calling native code via a 

native interface can introduce a security risk and 

compatibility issues. To alleviate these security concerns 

the available options are to: 

 Make Pixel Bender generate SSE instructions when it 

cannot detect the proper GPU on the computer system. 

 Incorporate SSE directly into the AVM and augment 

ActionScript specification for better vector operation 

support.  

In our upcoming work, we will address the security 

and compatibility concerns posed by exposing the vector 

instructions directly through generic calls to the VM. 

Mapped and complete SSE integration into the 

ActionScript specification and AVM will move ahead 

with an SSE bypass in the open source ActionScript 

virtual machine, Tamarin [13], produced by Mozilla and 

Adobe. 
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Abstract—Video streaming is currently occupying a huge
chunk of the Internet bandwidth. This is mainly attributed
to the wide variety of applications that are being transmitted
over current Internet infrastructure, such as videoconferencing,
mobile television (TV), Internet video streaming, and Internet
Protocol TV (IPTV). These applications are generally encoded
using the H.264/AVC codec which encodes the video content
into a single layer stream with a fixed spatio-temporal video
resolution. This poses a limitation for such applications since
the same video content must be encoded into different streams
in order to cater for heterogeneous devices demanding dif-
ferent spatio-temporal resolutions. This paper presents the
performance evaluation of the recent H.264/SVC standard.
The H.264/SVC encodes the video into different layers and
the receiving device can decide to drop some layers in order to
meet the required spatio-temporal resolution. This work shows
that transmission of H.264/SVC using multicasting provides
a substantial reduction in bandwidth requirement over tradi-
tional H.264/AVC. Simulation results further demonstrate that
the H.264/SVC provides less congestion and is thus provides
better Quality of Experience (QoE).

Keywords-Computer Networks; H.264/SVC; Quality of Ser-
vice; Scalable Video Coding; Video Streaming

I. INTRODUCTION

Internet video is expected to consume 91% of the global
consumer Internet traffic by 2014 [1]. The increase in
popularity of multimedia content is accredited to the wide
range of devices which make multimedia content available
on several devices. Typical video streaming applications
adopt the H.264/AVC standard [2] to deliver video content
over the Internet. It achieves high compression efficiency
relative to other standards and encodes the video content
into a unique bitstream. Therefore, the generated bitstream
is only suitable for a particular spatio-temporal resolution.

However, as shown in Fig. 1, different devices provide
different requirements in terms of frame rate and image
resolution. Therefore, the traditional H.264/AVC must gen-
erate different streams for different devices, thus becoming
inefficient in terms of bandwidth utilization. For example,
consider that the Main Video Server in Fig. 1 needs to
transmit the same video content to two different devices;
a mobile device and a High Definition (HD) Client. The
standard H.264/AVC must encode two different streams,
a lower resolution stream to mobile devices and a higher
resolution stream to HD Clients.

Figure 1. Typical Heterogeneous Network

Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [3] poses an attractive
solution to the above mentioned problems encountered by
the standard H.264/AVC codec and was recently introduced
as an extension to the same standard. The H.264/SVC
offers scalability by allowing the removal of parts of the
video bitstream in order to comply with the various needs
or preferences of the end user and to adhere to the net-
work/device capabilities. Taking the above mentioned exam-
ple, the H.264/SVC generates a unique bitstream that will
be received by both devices. The HD client will decode the
whole stream and thus recover the HD content, while the
mobile device will drop part of the bitstream to recover a
lower resolution version.

The authors in [5] have proposed a rate adaptation mecha-
nism for H.264/SVC. On the other hand, this paper is aimed
to analyze the performance of the H.264/SVC standard
relative to traditional H.264/AVC codec in both unicast
and multicast scenarios. Simulation results show that the
H.264/SVC multicast is the most promising solution since it
poses a bitrate reduction of 72 % relative to the traditional
H.264/AVC unicast. This work further demonstrates that the
H.264/SVC multicast transmission generates less packet loss
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Figure 2. Simplified H.264/SVC Encoder Structure (from [4])

due to congestion and thus provides a higher level of Quality
of Experience (QoE).

This paper is organized as follows. The Scalable Video
Coding paradigm is presented in Section II. Section III
presents the methods and protocols adopted in order to
transmit H.264/SVC content over the Internet. The simu-
lation environment is described in some detail in Section IV
followed by the simulation results in Section V. This paper
is concluded with the comments and conclusion in Section
VI.

II. SCALABLE VIDEO CODING

The H.264/SVC is encoded using a layered structure
that allows the user/device to derive the most appropriate
spatio-temporal resolution. Therefore, scalable video coding
enables the encoder to encode only once while decoding
many times at different spatio-temporal resolutions. The
same bitsteam is delivered to all devices (mobile devices,
HDTV etc.). However, the required spatio-temporal resolu-
tion is achieved by dropping part of the bitstream. Fig. 2
outlines the basic encoding steps taken by the H.264/AVC
encoder. Each representation of the same video content can

be altered to various spatial and temporal resolutions. The
number of layers utilized for decoder depends on the needs
of the application i.e. higher spatio-temporal resolutions are
achieved by increasing the number of enhancement layers.
The following sub-sections introduce the theory after which
the scalable video coding paradigm is based on. More
information can be found in [3].

A. Temporal Scalability

Temporal scalability refers to the frame rate of the video
representation. A higher temporal layer would imply a
higher frame rate. The H.264/SVC is encoded to achieve
the highest frame rate T. Applications which need a frame
rate of N, where N ≤ T , drop the temporal enhancement
layers M within the range N < M ≤ T .

The H.264/SVC employs the Hierarchical B-picture [6]
for temporal scalability. Fig. 3 illustrates the three sepa-
rate bitstreams which can be extracted and independently
decoded to give three temporal layers: layer 0 T0 and
enhancement layers T1 and T2. Devices which decode only
the base layer achieves one ninth the full rate, while if layers
T0 and T1 are decoded one third the full rate is achieved.
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On the other hand, in order to achieve full rate the base layer
and all enhancement layers must be decoded.

Figure 3. Hierarchical B-Picture structures for enabling temporal scala-
bility (from [3])

The coding efficiency of H.264/SVC is dependent on
the quantization parameters of each layer. This is because
the motion-compensation prediction process of one layer
is dependent on the other succeeding it. Therefore, the
quantization parameters for the lower layers must not be
very large in magnitude since this would result in reducing
the image quality. Thus, the quantization parameters must be
in increasing order of magnitude, with the uppermost layer
having the largest quantization parameters.

B. Spatial Scalability

The Spatial Scalability process adopted by H.264/SVC
employs the multilayer coding concept where each layer
supports a particular spatial resolution. Similar to temporal
scalability, the base layer provides enough information in or-
der to reconstruct a low resolution video. Each enhancement
layer enhances the video to a higher resolution. Therefore,
the decoder can drop a number of enhancement layers
in order to achieve the required spatial resolution. Fig. 4
illustrates typical spatial-scalability architecture. If only the
base layer is decided the resulting frame will have an image
resolution of 176×144. Increasing the number of layers will
increase the spatial resolution to a maximum of 1704×576,
which is the largest resolution supported by this system.

Figure 4. Inter-Layer Prediction for Spatial Scalability

In order to maximize coding efficiency, each spatial layer
adopts both inter and intra predictions as for H.264/AVC.
To improve coding efficiency, the inter-layer prediction is

used to encode the enhancement layers. The lower resolution
frames are upsampled and the similarities between the
upsambled reference and the current frame are exploited
using Inter-Layer prediction.

C. Spatio-Temporal Scalability

Both Spatial and Temporal scalable coding can be com-
bined to form the spatio-temporal scalability. Fig. 5 shows
a typical example of spatio-temporal scalability with a GOP
of 8. The key pictures at the GOP borders are intra–
coded. Higher data rates can be achieved by decoding more
temporal enhancement layers. The frame structure illustrated
in Fig. 5 adopts two spatial resolutions (spatial layer 0 at
QCIF resolution and spatial layer 1 at CIF resolution). The
upper stream adopts four temporal layers, with the top most
enhancement layer being at a frame rate eight times the
frame rate of the lower most base temporal layer. The lower
stream employs three temporal layers.

Figure 5. Spatio-Temporal Scalability (from [7])

III. SCALABLE VIDEO TRANSMISSION

The H.264/SVC video related information is encapsulated
within Network Abstraction Layer Units (NALUs). As illus-
trated in Fig. 6, the H.264/SVC standard employs a 4-byte
header where the first byte is similar to the one adopted
by the H.264/AVC, while the remaining bytes in the header
indicate SVC related information.

Figure 6. 4-byte SVC NALU header structure (from [8])

The forbidden zero bit (F) is used to indicate an error
in the particular NALU while the nal ref idc (NRI) is used
as an indication of the visual importance of the particular
NALU. The nal unit type (NUT) field indicates which type
of payload is being used for the particular NALU i.e.
whether the unit is a Video Coding Layer (VCL) or non-
VCL.
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Figure 7. Network topology used in the following simulations

The remaining fields are used by the H.264/SVC codec.
The dependency id (DID) denotes the spatial scalability
inter layer coding structure. The temporal id (TID) indicates
the temporal scalability hierarchically. The quality id (QID)
is used to define the quality scalability structure while the
priority id (PID) is used to assign priority to the stream.
More information about each field is provided in [8].

Typical video streaming services are provided using the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) at the transport layer. UDP
is a connectionless and unreliable protocol and therefore the
sending node does not have a feedback channel. Therefore,
the sender has no knowledge about the receiver nodes.

The UDP is a simple protocol which is convenient for
real time applications, especially when using multicasting
transmission. However, UDP does not ensure good Quality
of Experience (QoE) and thus cannot be employed on its
own. The Real–Time Transport Protocol (RTP) is a protocol

that stands in between the transport and the application
layers and provides additional functionalities such as times-
tamping and sequencing. These methods reduce the effect of
jittering and enable the reordering of the received packets
thus making transmission of real-time multimedia content
feasible.

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

The JSVM [7] software model was used as a reference for
both the H.264/AVC and H.264/SVC. This software package
contains libraries that can be used to generate both single
and multiple layer video streams according to the respective
standard. Every NALU is encapsulated within RTP/UDP/IP
packets, where the single NALU packetization mode is
adopted [9]. Unless otherwise specified, 100 frames at 60fps
of the City.YUV sequence were encoded and transmitted
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using the JSVM reference model. The SVC stream was
composed of three spatial layers and six temporal layers.

The packetized video content are simulated to be transmit-
ted over the Internet using the Network Simulator 3 (NS-3)
[10], which is a discrete-event network simulator. It allows
the study of Internet-protocols and monitoring of data flow
of large scale systems in a controlled environment. For this
work, the network topology illustrated in Fig. 7 is used.
The video stream was transmitted using both unicast and
multicast transmissions.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The ns-3 was combined with the JSVM codec to simulate
the transmission of both H.264/AVC and H.264/SVC over
heterogeneous networks. Fig. 8 shows the throughput at
every router for both unicast and multicast transmission
modes of H.264/SVC streams. The simulation results clearly
demonstrate that under multicast transmission, a reduction of
around 60% was achieved relative to unicast transmission.
This can be easily explained since multicast transmission
sends one stream to a group while unicast transmits a stream
for each receiving node. Fig. 9 shows the bit rates at the
video server when using different encoding and transmission
modes. SVC multicast transmission results in a 92% de-
crease in bandwidth over the generated H.264/SVC unicast
and a 72% decrease over .AVC unicast. This confirms that
SVM multicast is the most appropriate mode for video
streaming applications.

Figure 8. Throughput Analysis at routers for unicast and multicast
transmissions

The H.264/SVC is inherently more robust to packet loss,
especially when adopting multicasting. This is attributed to
the fact that since the H.264/SVC multicast requires lower
bitrates, thus reducing the probability of packet loss due
to congestion. This can be easily observed from Fig. 10
where the packet loss for certain devices is much higher
for H.264/AVC unicast than for H.264/SVC multicast. Fur-
thermore, H.264/SVC is more robust to transmission errors

Figure 9. Bitrate of the Video Streaming Server at different modes of
operation

Figure 10. Number of lost packets by each receiver for AVC unicast and
SVC multicast transmissions

relative to the H.264/AVC since the H.264/SVC sequence
will either reduce the image resolution or else reduce the
frame rate, thus providing minimal distortion. On the other
hand, H.264/AVC has only one stream and therefore the only
option is to conceal the damaged region of the frame which
generally results in lower video quality.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper has presented a detailed analysis of the
transmission of H.264/SVC over heterogeneous networks.
It was shown that the best solution is to transmit the
H.264/SVC stream using multicast transmission mode. This
is mainly attributed to the fact that in multicast transmission
the video stream is transmitted to a group of devices
opposed to unicast transmission. Moreover, it was shown
that H.264/SVC multicast encounters less congestion mainly
due to the smaller data-rate required opposed to H.264/AVC
unicast. Simulation results have shown that the congestion
level using H.264/SVC is 75% smaller than when using
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H.264/AVC. Furthermore, H.264/SVC is inherently more
robust to transmission errors and thus making it ideal in
packet loss scenarios such as IPTV. Future work involves
the application of Overlay networks for H.264/AVC.
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Abstract— Web-based collaboration using the wireless devices 
that have multimedia playback capabilities is a viable 
alternative to traditional face-to-face meetings. To provide 
quick and effective engagement to the meeting activity, the 
remote user should be able to perceive whole events in the 
meeting room and have the same possibilities like participants 
inside. The proposed logical-time model for compilation of 
multimedia content of web-based E-meeting system takes into 
account current situation inside the meeting room, states of 
audio-, video- and presentation equipment as well as 
constraints of user mobile devices and provides distant control 
by equipment and support of distributed meeting participants. 
The developed web-based application for remote user 
interaction with equipment of the intelligent meeting room and 
organization of E-meetings were tested with Nokia mobile 
phones. 

Keywords- E-meeting; smart space; remote collaboration; 
mobile communication; multimodal interfaces 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Distributed events organized via specialized web-

applications are real alternative to traditional meetings and 
lectures, where participants interact "face to face." 
Development of multimedia technologies allows video 
conference systems not only recording and output of audio 
and video data, but they also use more sophisticated 
techniques, such as analysis, pattern recognition and 
structuring of multimedia data, that certainly enhances 
services for participants and leads to new ways of access to 
events in real-time and archive processing [1]. Internet 
applications for teleconference and distant learning (E-
meeting and E-lecture) become more popular in business, 
research, education and other areas. Such systems allow us 
to save cost and provide self-paced education and 
convenient content access and retrieval. 

However the main part of the secretary work on 
documentation and connection of remote participants is 
performed by a human-operator. Another constraint of E-
meeting systems is capacities of communication network 
and performance of audio and video user devices, which 
influence on user interface features and sufficiency of 
remote participant possibilities. 

One of the key issues of remote communication is high 
uncertainty, caused by the spatial and temporal distance 

between co-participants [2]. The physical and psychological 
barriers that exist in hybrid meetings make difficult for 
remote partners to attend a selected conversational flow, 
which the participants share the same room, and to initiate a 
new topic of discussion. Thus the main task of the research 
is to make remote meetings more engaging by giving remote 
participants more freedom of control in discussions and 
decision making processes. 

Research projects AMI, CHIL, AMIGO, CALO [3,4] 
were targeted to study various aspects of arrangement of 
meetings or teleconferencing in smart environments and 
development of meeting support technology, multi-modal 
meeting browsers, as well as automatic audio-, and video-
based summarization systems. Meeting support includes 
(semi-) automatic retrieval of information needed for 
arrangement of remote participation in hybrid meetings, in 
which one or more participants are remote and others stay in 
a shared room [5]. Development of technologies for 
automatic selection of the best camera view, switching on 
the projector or whiteboard output and selection of 
microphone of the current speaker is capable to improve 
audio-visual support for a remote mobile participant. The 
automatic analysis of audio-visual data of meetings or 
lectures is complicated by the fact that such events are 
usually held in large halls with lots of participants, who 
arbitrarily change positions of their body, head and gaze. 
Microphone arrays, panoramic cameras, intelligent cameras 
(PTZ - Pan / Tilt / Zoom) and distributed camera systems 
are used to improve the capturing and tracking of a group of 
participants. 

In the system Cornell Lecture Browser [6], two video 
cameras with subsequent synchronization and integration of 
video streams are used. In the project eClass, videos of 
lectures were combined with the handwritten notes on a 
whiteboard. The system AutoAuditorium detects 
participants by the PTZ-camera, as well as carries out an 
automatic selection of video from one of three cameras, 
installed in the meeting room. The spatial sound source 
localization is used to control of the PTZ-cameras and to 
track speakers and listeners in the system [7]. Also a list of 
rules and recommendations for professional operators, 
assisting to select optimal positions of cameras in the hall, is 
defined in the paper. The system FlySpec implements the 
PTZ and omni-directional cameras, management of which is 
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remotely carried out by several participants with the 
automatic control system adjusting the direction of PTZ-
cameras. Application of the panoramic camera allows us to 
capture the images of all the events taking place in the room 
and to determinate locations of each participant. 

Motion sensors and microphone arrays are used 
additionally to video monitoring, in order to detect 
participant positions and the active speaker. Sound source 
localization by microphone arrays is effective in small 
lecture or conference rooms only. To record audio signals in 
a large room, participants and speaker often use personal 
microphones or apply a system of microphone arrays, 
distributed in the room [8]. 

The various approaches have been proposed to record 
presentation slides projected on the screen during the 
event [9]. Some systems require loading presentation slides 
in advance or installation of special software on user's 
computer, which transmits the current slide to the server. 

Parameters of the equipment located inside the 
intelligent meeting room, which are analyzed at changing 
the graphical content of the web-page, are considered in 
Section 2. A model of media stream fusion used for 
designing actual content of the web-based application is 
described in Section 3. Experimental results are presented in 
Section 4. The novelty of the proposed web-based 
application for E-meeting consists in automatic selection of 
web-camera of the current active speaker by multichannel 
speech activity algorithm [10] and designing a user interface 
adaptive to mobile device features of remote participant. 

II. ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION INSIDE THE 
INTELLIGENT MEETING ROOM 

The developed intelligent meeting room is equipped by 
the projector, the touchscreen TV for smart desk application, 
several cameras for video monitoring of audience and 
presentation area, and the personal web-cameras for analysis 
of behavior of participants sitting at the conference 
table [11]. Three T-shape microphone arrays mounted on the 
different walls serve for localization of sound sources, far-
field recording and further speech processing. The personal 
web cameras mounted on the conference table have internal 
microphones and are used for record of video and speech of 
each meeting participant. A combination of the desktop web-
cameras and microphone arrays provides both spatial 
localization of sound sources and record of participants’ 
speech with high quality. The multimedia content compiled 
from audio and video signals captured by the referred 
devices is used in the web-based application for organization 
of hybrid E-meetings. 

Table 2 contains parameters of objects (equipment, 
software, participants) located inside the intelligent meeting 
room, which is used for description of the current situation in 
the meeting room and taken into account during compilation 
of the graphical content of the web-page. Behavior of 
participants at the conference table, as well as the main 
speaker located in the presentation area is analyzed by 
developed technologies of sound source localization, video 

tracking of moving objects, detection and tracking of human 
face. 

TABLE I.  THE PARAMETERS REPRESENTING THE CURRENT 
SITUATION IN THE MEETING ROOM 

Object 
in the 

meeting 
room 

Parameters 

Notation Values Description 

Pr
oj

ec
to

r 

1p 0 Projector turned-off
1 Projector turned-on

2p 0 Presentation is not started
1 Presentation is started

3p  0 Current slide of a presentation is shown 
longer, than slideτ , ( slideslidecur tt τ>− , 

where curt  is current time). 
1 Slide of a presentation was changed (time of 

the changing 
slidet  is saved) 

Sm
ar

t d
es

k 

1d 0 Wide touchscreen TV is turned-off
1 Wide touchscreen TV is turned-on

2d 0 Smart desk application is not loaded
1 Smart desk application is loaded

3d  0 Touch input was not used longer than 
deskτ , 

(
deskdeskcur tt τ>− ). 

1 Touch input was used (beginning time of 
touchscreen using 

deskt  is saved) 
M

ai
n 

sp
ea

ke
r (

pr
es

en
te

r)
 1s 0 A speaker in the presentation area is not 

observed by the video monitoring system
1 Speaker is found in the presentation area

2s 0 Speaker face is not found
1 Speaker head is directed to (the face tracking 

system founded presenter face)

3s  0 Speech activity in the presentation area is not 
detected

1 A presenter gives a speech (the sound source 
localization system detected an activity in the 

presentation area)

Pe
rs

on
al

 w
eb

-c
am

er
as

 a
ss

ig
ne

d 
w

ith
 p

ar
tic

ip
an

ts
 si

tti
ng

 a
t t

he
 

co
nf

er
en

ce
 ta

bl
e 

1c 0 Currently there are no speakers at the 
conference table

1 Currently a participant at the conference table 
gives a speech comment

ic2
 0 Personal web-camera i  is turned-off 

1 Personal web-camera i  is turned-on 

ic3
 0 No participant in front of the web-camera i

1 There is a participant in front of the web-
camera i  (the video monitoring system 

estimates degree of changing image 
background recorded before the meeting)

ic4
 0 No speech activity of the participant sitting in 

front of the web-camera i  
1 A participant sitting in front of the web-

camera i  gives a speech comment (the 
multichannel speech activity detection system 
determines useful signal in the audio channel 

of the web-camera i ) 

ic5
 0 Face of the participant sitting in front of the 

web-camera i  is not found 
1 Face position of the participant sitting in front 

of the web-camera i  is detected (the face 
detection system found a participant face)
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Values of the parameters of hardware and software are 
determined by a query of its states via TCP/IP protocol or by 
means of Object Linking and Embedding Automation. 

III. E-MEETING WEB-INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT 
Graphical interface of the web-page, on which remote 

participants could observe a meeting organized inside the 
intelligent meeting room, contains several basic forms: 

},...,{ 21 FNFFFF = , 

where FN  is a number of the forms depending on current 
meeting state and features of browser used in a client 
device. Two main states in meeting process were selected 
and corresponding notations of forms were used for the 
current version of web-page software: (1) registration 

(preparations before meeting), forms regF ; 
(2) presentations (main part of meeting), forms meetingF . 
Further the number of the meeting states will be increased 
taking into account peculiarities of participant behavior and 
necessity of use of specific technical equipment during the 
discussion, voting and other formal stages. 

Another important factor effecting on the web-page 
content is a display resolution and correspondingly maximal 
size of browser window used for remote view of the 
meeting. So two classes of devices, which have especially 
different sizes of screen, and corresponding notations of the 
forms were selected: (1) personal computer, forms )(PCF , 
(2) mobile device, forms )(MDF . Table 2 shows the basic 
variants of the web-page layout depending on the current 
state of meeting and type of user device. 

TABLE II.  THE LAYOUT VARIANTS OF THE WEB-PAGE FOR E-MEETING 

Meeting state 
Screen of client device 

Personal computer ( )(PCF ) Mobile device( )(MDF ) 

Registration 

( regF ) 

 

Presentations 
( meetingF ) 

 
 

 
Symbol “/” designates that several variants of graphical 

content are possible in the form. For instance, the current 
image on the projector or the current image on the smart 
desk will be represented in fourth form during presentations 
on the web-page browsed by a personal computer. Content 

of the forms could be changed during meeting, but it always 
includes a graphical component from a set: 

},...,{ 21 GNGGGG = , 
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where 
GN  is a number of used components (in the current 

version 10=GN ): 1G  is a component representing the 
current image on the projector; 2G  is a component 
representing the current image on the smart desk; 

3G  is a 
component representing the current image captured by the 
video camera directed to main speaker; 4G  is a component 
representing the current image captured by the video camera 
directed to audience; 5G  is a component representing a 
assemble of the current images captured by personal web-
cameras directed on participants sitting at the conference 
table in the meeting room; 6G  is a component representing 
the current image captured by a web-camera assigned with a 
participant, which currently gives a speech comment; 7G  is 
a component representing an indicator of speech duration; 

8G  is a component representing a clock with time labels of 
the current meeting; 9G  is a component representing a logo 
of the current meeting; 10G  is a component representing 
main data about the current meeting. 

The enumerated components are connected with 
corresponding source, which transmits own graphical data 
(the projector – a presentation slide; the smart desk – 
window with handwriting sketches; the video and web-
cameras – frames with an image; the software services – 
time indicators, logo and other data about meeting). 
Receiving new data on a source leads to updating content of 
corresponding form in the web-page. 

Let us consider a process of graphical content 
compilation in the forms. Each graphical form jF  on the 
web-page is described by the following tuple: 

jjjjjj ghwulF ,,,,= , 

where jl  is upper left corner position of the form at the 
abscissas axis, ju  is upper left corner position of the form at 

the ordinates axis, jw  is a form width, jh  is a form height, 

jg  is a graphical content of the form, which is actual and 
was chosen from the set G . Sizes of the forms could be 
changed depending on the current features of browser used 
in client device. 

In the forms )(2 PCF meeting , )(4 PCF meeting , )(2 MDF meeting  
the number of the graphical components is changed 
depending on the parameter values mentioned in Table 1. In 
other forms the graphical component numbers are kept 
during the whole meeting. Selection of the current graphical 
component Gg ∈  for the referred forms is realized by a 
logical-temporal model of compiling the graphical interface 
web-page. The following set of logical rules is an essence of 
the model: 
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Verification of the model was completed manually and 
during the experiments. The next version of the model will 
take into account behavior of participants sitting at the left 
side of the meeting room. Increase of participant number 
and zones of the meeting room, which should be analyzed, 
will required definition of some priorities in order to select 
image of the current speaker. 

The component 5G , which consists of actual images of 
participants sitting at the conference table, is compiled by an 
analysis of states of personal web-cameras and presence of 
participants and faces on frame. Let us identify a set of 
images from the web-cameras as: 

},...,{ 21 WNWWWW = , 

where WN  is a number of the web-cameras mounted on the 
conference table (in the developed meeting room 

10=WN ). Then the component 5G  consists of the images 
captured by turned-on web-cameras, in which a participant 
is detected: 

U
WN

i
iii ccWG

1
325 )1(

=

=∧= . 
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Taking into account the limited sizes of the forms used 
for representing the component 5G , the number of 
displayed participants is reduced by an analysis of his 
speech activity ic4  and/or presence of his face in the frame 

ic5 . Particularly, the form )(1 MDF meeting
 for mobile device 

contains up to three participant images, so both parameters 
are used for selection of more active participants: 

 U
WN

i
iiiii

meeting ccccWMDF
1

54321 )1()(
=

=∧∧∧=   . 

The proposed logical-temporal model of compilation of 
web-page graphical interface was tested on a personal 
computer and several models of Nokia smartphones. The 
fourteen different browser resolutions were applied for the 
tested devices, since the window size, which could be used 
for web page view, is significantly varied owing to different 
screen sizes and browser options [10]. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 
Experimental results were received in a natural scenario 

where several people discuss a problem in the meeting room 
about forty minutes. One of the participants stayed in the 
presentation area and could use the smart desk and the 
multimedia projector. Other participants were located at the 
conference table. The main speaker started a talk, when all 
the participants bring together in the meeting room. Every 
participant could ask a question after finish of the 
presentation. Table 3 presents some examples of web-page 
content generated during the meeting for view on 
smartphone Nokia N95 with browser resolution 314x200 
pixels and a monitor of personal computer with browser 
resolution 1280x768 pixels. Placement of elements in the 
web-page is specified using the CSS style tables. The 
resolution and orientation of screen are checked every 500 
ms using Java Script. At the changing screen parameters the 
corresponding layout of the page is automatically selected 
and generated for a remote client. 

TABLE III.  CONTENT EXAMPLES OF THE WEB-BASED APPLICATION FOR MEETING 

Meeting state Screen of client device 
Personal computer Mobile device 

Registration 

 

Presentations 
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The sound source localization system and the 
multichannel speech activity detection system were used for 
selection of source of audio stream transmitted to remote 
participant [10]. Speech of a presenter was recorded by the 
microphone, which is located over the presentation area. The 
built-in microphone of the web-camera assigned with the 
presently active participant sitting at the conference table 
was used for recording his/her speech. 

The statistics of base events, which effect to changing 
situation in the meeting room and selection graphical 
components is presented in Table 4. During registration stage 
the all graphical components have own layout, so incorrect 
web-page content could be compiled during presentation 
only. Changing states of the smart desk and the projector was 
correctly detected. Most part of the errors arose at detection 
of speech activity of the participants sitting at the conference 
table. This type of errors leads to selection of the camera, 
which captures another participant, as result the image of the 
active participant is not displayed on the web-page. 
However, his speech captured by currently selected camera 
is transmitted with some attenuation of the sound signal. 

TABLE IV.  LIST OF EVENTS OCCURRED DURING THE MEETING 

Event description Number of the event 
Determined 

manually 
Determined 

automatically 
Number of participants 7 7 

Number of participants sitting at the 
conference table 6 6 

Number of slide changes 14 14 
Number of smart desk usage 5 5 

Number of speech activity of main 
speaker 34 37 

Number of changes of speakers 
sitting at the conference table 13 16 

Number of temporal inactivity in 
audience 1 4 

 
Also the miss of speech activity of main speaker led to 

selection of camera with view to the audience or other 
participant, whose speech was incorrectly detected. At whole 
about eighty percent of the graphical components were 
correctly selected during the analysis of the current situation 
in the meeting room. At this moment, the developed web-
page layout model was tested at the task of support of 
passive remote participants. To enhance his potentials a 
toolbar allowing a participant located outside the meeting 
room to give a question to the presenter and to share the 
current discussion will be developed. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The developed intelligent meeting room is a distributed 

system with the network of software modules, actuator 
devices, multimedia equipment and audio-visual sensors. 
Awareness of the room about spatial position of the 
participants, their activities, role in the current event, their 
preferences helps to predict the intentions and needs of 
participants. Context modeling, context reasoning, 
knowledge sharing are stayed the most important challenges 
of the ambient intelligent design. 

Assignment of easy-to-use and well-timed services, at 
that stay invisible for user, is one of another important 
feature of ambient intelligent. In the developed intelligent 
room all the computational resources are located in the 
adjacent premises, so the participants could observe only 
microphones, video cameras, as well as equipment for output 
of visual and audio information. Implementation of 
multimodal user interface capable to perceive speech, 
movements, poses and gestures of participants in order to 
determinate their needs provides the natural and intuitively 
understandable way of interaction with the intelligent room. 

The proposed logical-temporal model of compilation of 
web-page graphical interface allows remote participants to 
perceive whole events in the meeting room via a personal 
computer or smartphones. The developed web-based 
application for remote user interaction with equipment of 
the intelligent meeting room and organization of E-meetings 
were successfully tested with Nokia mobile phones. Further 
efforts will be focused on enhancement of capabilities of 
remote participants during events conducted inside the 
intelligent meeting room. 
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Abstract—Multimedia applications have became more usable
in recent years, since mobile broadband internet access became
available. Additionally, the Session Initiation Protocol turned
out to be the standard signaling protocol for Next Generation
Mobile Networks. There is an increasing demand on solutions
for seamless mobile communication. Two of the most important
services are Voice and Video over Internet Protocol. This
paper addresses issues for transferring an established session
to another device without interruption as well as splitting mul-
timedia streams over different devices. Finally, a description
about the ongoing implementation of one transfer and one split
mechanism for mobile phones is introduced.

Keywords-Session Initiation Protocol; Voice over Internet
Protocol; Seamless Mobility; Next Generation Mobile Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the global evolution of the internet and its
bandwidth has enabled the development of many multimedia
applications such as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) or
video streaming.

The daily used services are provided by separated net-
works until now. One of the main concepts in future net-
working is to merge all these networks into a single one, a
Next Generation Mobile Network (NGMN). It will be based
on the Internet Protocol (IP) and provide gateways to ensure
compatibility to legacy systems [1].

The networks themselves have altered. For example, tech-
niques and bandwidth for accessing the internet increased.
The Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM)
provided a much lesser bandwidth than the Universal Mobile
Telephony System (UMTS) using High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA). Long Term Evolution (LTE) will provide even more
bandwidth in near future. This evolution enables almost all
real-time multimedia services that are currently known [2].

Today, people are using social networks (e.g., Facebook)
to exchange messages, videos, and photos in real-time with
their friends all over the world. It is most likely that the users
want to use their services wherever they are, even while
traveling. Improvements in power consumption, processing
power, and memory make mobile devices capable of using
real-time multimedia services with high performance [3].

An increasing amount of services are transferred from lo-
cal computers to the internet or to mobile phones. Therefore,
users can transport their files and services and access them
wherever they are. Seamless mobility is a precondition for
mobile networks [4]. All these developments underline the
need of users to use their services and devices everywhere.

This paper is structured as follows: First, an overview
about different types of mobility is given in Section II. Some
use cases that apply on our perspective are introduced in
Section III. The following sections describe transfer and split
mechanisms. In Section VI, the ongoing implementation is
described. Finally, a conclusion is drawn and future work is
suggested in the concluding Section VII.

II. TYPES OF MOBILITY

An increasing number of real-time multimedia services
are provided for mobile devices, since broadband internet
became available for them [5]. Therefore, a concept of
mobility is required. This can be divided into four categories
as follows [6].

A. Personal Mobility

Personal mobility allows users to initiate and receive
calls from any device and location. Therefore, they need
a mechanism to be reachable on multiple devices, which
is provided by a Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) registrar.
A user is addressed by his SIP URI. There are two types
of SIP URIs: The temporary SIP URI which is mapped to
the permanent SIP URI. A permanent SIP URI is similar
to an email address (e.g., sip:alice@home.de) and is used
for a location independent addressing. Temporary SIP URIs
contains a IPv4 or IPv6 address in the host part of the
URI (e.g., sip:alice@192.168.1.100) and are used to address
a specific user agent directly. A stateful SIP proxy could
support call forking, which makes it possible to send an call
attempt to multiple devices in parallel [7].

B. Service Mobility

Service mobility means that every service is usable with
the same data across different devices. Such data include
address book entries, call log, or speed dial settings. The
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idea is to maintain the data only once and changes will
be synchronized with all participating devices. SIP does
not provide this kind of mobility by default. Berger et
al. proposed a seamless mobility architecture, based on
multimedia, device integration, events, location-awareness,
privacy, and invisible users [8]. Shacham et al. introduced
another architecture with features such as support of hetero-
geneous devices, location-based configuration, and limited
configurations [9].

C. Terminal Mobility

With terminal mobility a terminal can move between
different networks without any interruption of the ongoing
session. The best known solution is the concept of Mobile
IPv4 [10] and Mobile IPv6 [11]. They enable mobile user
equipment users to switch networks while maintaining a
permanent IP address.

Another solution is mid-call mobility, where a moving
device sends another INVITE request to the session partner
after it obtains a new IP address [6]. This request is sent to
inform the session partner about the new address.

D. Session Mobility

Session mobility makes it possible to transfer an ongoing
session from one device to another without any interruption.
The session can be transferred completely or only partial.

SIP has two ways for session mobility. The first approach
is Third Party Call Control (3PCC) [12]. The second ap-
proach uses the REFER method to provide session mobility
over multiple devices [13].

The restriction of these approaches is that an ongoing
session is transferred completely. It is not supported to split
a session into separate media streams such as audio and
video [5].

The detailed possibilities for session mobility are de-
scribed in more detail afterwards, since this paper focuses
on it.

III. USE CASE DESCRIPTION

Multiple scenarios are possible in the context of our work.
First, let us assume that a representative user has a smart
phone with camera in use. Additionally, the user has an SIP-
enabled television and Hi-Fi components at home.

These are only the most obvious scenarios for the session
transfer and session spit. In Figure 1 is a use case diagram
that gives further illustration.

A. Coming Home

Alice comes home while she has a phone call with Bob.
She still wants to talk a bit with him but does not want to use
her mobile phone any longer. She could have many reasons
such as a low battery on her mobile phone or that she does
not feel comfortable with the mobile any longer. However,
she comes home and transfers the call to her devices at

Transfer a
sessionAlice

Add new
media streams

Remove
media streams

Split a
session

Figure 1. Use case diagram for session mobility.

home. The voice transmission output is transferred to the
Hi-Fi components while the voice input is done by a headset.

B. Coming to a Smart Home

This scenario is very similar to the one above. She
transfers the complete phone call to a central device at her
home, instead of transferring the parts of it one by one. This
central device then splits the audio streams immediately to
pre-configured devices (e.g., the Hi-Fi components and the
headset).

Additionally, it is possible to configure the central device
in order to act differently, depending on the time of day.
This could be that it transfers the complete session to the
handset of her cordless phone during the night. Therefore,
she can continue to talk with Bob without the risk waking
up her husband.

C. Session Extension

In addition to the scenarios above could it be desirable
of to enrich the current session. Bob maybe want to explain
Alice some facts, she cannot understand them just by hearing
it. Therefore, it is possible to add a video stream to the phone
call, even if this is not supported with her mobile phone. This
video stream is transmitted to the televisions in her home.
Therefore, she can see what he explains.

IV. SESSION TRANSFER

Schulzrinne and Wedlund discussed two possibilities of
transferring a session from one device to another [6].

In 3PCC the transfer-initiating device invites the new
device and changes the current media streams, so that they
are redirected to another device. The second way is the
REFER request, which is sent from the transfer-initiating
device to the session partner. The session partner establishes
a new session to the referenced device after he receives the
REFER request. He transfer the current session to the new
device and quits his old connection to the originating device
after a successful session setup.

The following sections are illustrated by a example sce-
nario, which is performed between the two users Alice and
Bob. Alice uses her mobile phone and is on her way home.
Bob uses a video phone at work. The third device is Alice’s
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ACK (SDP 2)

alice@home alice@mobile bob@work

INVITE (no SDP)

Session

200 OK (SDP 1)
INVITE (SDP 1)

200 OK (SDP 2)

ACK

Session

Figure 2. A session transfer using 3PCC.

video phone at home where the session should be transferred
to.

A. Third Party Call Control

This method needs a third party that controls the call until
the transferred session ends, as the name of this method
indicates [12]. The session transfer with 3PCC is depicted
in Figure 2.

Alice maintains a session on her mobile phone with Bob.
Alice went home and wants to transfer the session to her
home device. Therefore, Alice sends an INVITE request to
it without Session Description Protocol (SDP) information.
Following, Alice receives a 200 OK on her mobile phone
from her home phone with an attached SDP offer (i.e.,
SDP 1). These SDP offer contain information about the
supported media streams and sets of media codecs. Then,
Alice updates the current session by forwarding this received
SDP data to Bob in a reINVITE. Bob answers with a 200
OK and sends his SDP answer (i.e., SDP 2) including a
selected media stream and codec. Finally, Alice sends an
ACK request from her mobile phone with Bob’s SDP offer
to her home phone. An ACK request to Bob completes the
transfer. Now, Bob sends his media streams to Alice’s home
phone and receives the media streams from there.

While the media streams are sent between Bob’s and
Alice’s home phones, Alice’s mobile phone still handles the
signaling. Alice’s mobile phone acts as the controller in this
scenario. This is a disadvantage. Another variant is to let the
controlling be done by a central controller that never keeps
any media streams and only manages the session.

B. REFER Method

The REFER method [13] is the second possibility to
transfer a SIP session to another device. The transfer-
triggering device sends his session partner the SIP URI of
the new device, where the session should be transferred, in
the REFER request. The anchor device can retire from the
session after a successful transfer. Figure 3 illustrates the
transfer of a session via REFER method.

alice@home alice@mobile bob@work

Session

REFER

202 Accepted

NOTIFY

200 OK

INVITE

200 OK

ACK

Session

BYE

200 OK

Figure 3. A session transfers using the REFER method.

Alice maintains a session on her mobile phone with
Bob and wants to transfer the session to her home phone.
Therefore, Alice sends a REFER request with the SIP URI
of her home phone in the Refer-To header field to Bob. An
exemplary REFER request with the Refer-To header field
is presented in Listing 1. Bob establishes a new session
with Alice’s home phone via a new INVITE request if
he accepts the REFER request. Bob quits the session with
Alice’s mobile phone by sending a BYE request, after the
transfer is completed successfully

REFER sip:bob@work SIP/2.0
To: Bob <sip:bob@work>
From: Alice <sip:alice@mobile>;tag=193402342
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP proxy.mobile:5060
Call-ID: 0815@home
CSeq: 1 REFER
Refer-To: <sip:alice@home;method=INVITE>
Max-Forwards: 70
Content-Length: 0

Listing 1. An exemplary REFER request for a session transfer.

V. SESSION SPLIT

Chen et al. proposed a mechanism to split a session over
multiple devices, which uses the REFER request with the
Mobility header field [14]. Another approach proposed from
Shacham et al. groups all devices involved into a virtual
device. Within this virtual device 3PCC is used to manage
the session split [15].

In this section we assume that Alice uses an IP-based
television with a camera instead of her internal phone.
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alice.tv@home alice@mobile bob@work

REFER

202 Accepted

Session

200 OK

ACK

INVITE

RTP (video)

Figure 4. Split a session using SSIP.

A. Split Session over Multiple Devices

Chen et al. introduce an extension header field called Mo-
bility [14]. The Mobility header field contains information
about the current session and the media stream that should be
split. Therefore, the header field contains the Call-ID of the
session, an incoming split attempt belongs to. The header
field is placed in REFER and INVITE requests. Figure 4
illustrates the session split with SSIP.

Alice maintains once more a multimedia session on her
mobile phone with Bob. Alice now wants to split the video
stream to her television. Therefore, she sends a REFER
request to it. The Refer-To header field contains Bob’s SIP
URI and the Mobility header field contains the current Call-
ID and the stream that should be transferred. In Listing 2
is an exemplary REFER request with Mobility header field.
Then Alice’s television sends an INVITE request to Bob
in order to establish a video stream session. The Mobility
header field in this INVITE request contains the Call-ID
from the session between Alice’s mobile phone and Bob.
Therefore, Bob knows that this partial session belongs to
his ongoing session with Alice’s mobile phone [14].

To: Television <sip:alice.tv@home>
From: Alice <sip:alice@mobile>;tag=193402342
Via: SIP/2.0/UDP proxy.mobile:5060
Call-ID: 0816@home
CSeq: 1 REFER
Refer-To: <sip:bob@work;method=INVITE>
Mobility: 0815@home; media=video
Max-Forwards: 70
Content-Length: 0

Listing 2. An exemplary REFER request for a session split with SSIP.

B. Mobile Node Control

Shacham et al. combine several devices to a virtual device
or Multi-Device System (MDS) [15]. One of these devices
is the Multi-Device System Manager (MDSM). It is able to
control the session and split certain media streams to other

Multi-Device System

Video
(television)

MDSM
(Alice's mobile)

SIP

Session partner
(Bob)

RTP (video stream)

SIP

SIP

Audio
(Hi-Fi)

RTP (audio stream)

Figure 5. Schematic representation of a Multi-Device System.

devices in the virtual device via 3PCC. This is called Mobile
Node Control (MNC). Figure 5 shows the schematic design
of a MDS with a MDSM, a television, and an audio device.

If Alice comes home while she is in a video call with
Bob on her mobile phone, she can use her mobile phone as
MDSM and split the video stream (e.g., to her television).
Figure 6 illustrates the split mechanism.

The mobile phone acts as MDSN and sends an INVITE
request without SDP information to the television in order to
initiate the session split. She receives a SDP offer from the
television in the 200 OK response (i.e., SDP 1). The MDSM
sends a reINVITE to Bob with this SDP offer, which invites
Bob to send the video stream to the television. Then, Alice’s
mobile phone receives a 200 OK response from Bob, which
contains Bob’s SDP answer (i.e., SDP 2). The MDSM only
has to forward this SDP answer to the television to conclude

INVITE (no SDP)

200 OK (SDP 1)

alice.tv@home alice@mobile bob@work

Session

INVITE (SDP 1)

RTP (video)

200 OK (SDP 2)

ACK
ACK (SDP 2)

RTP (video)

Figure 6. Split a session using a MDS in MNC mode [15].
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BYE

alice.tv@home alice@mobile bob@work

BYE

RTP (video)

200 OK

ACK
200 OK

ACK

Figure 7. Tearing down a partial session using MDS in MNC mode.

the session split.
Alice only has to change the SDP information again if

she wants to combine previously separated session again.
Then, Bob sends the video stream to Alice’s MDSM, which
manages the session tear down with the television.

Alice has to forward an incoming BYE request from Bob
to all devices in the MDS that are part of the current session,
as depicted in Figure 7. Alternatively, she has to send a own
BYE request if she decides to end the session.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION

This section introduces our ongoing implementation pro-
cess for session mobility on mobile phones.

A. Method Decision

As described in Section II, session mobility include the
session transfer and session split process. We chosed one of
each aspects for the implementation.

Section IV explained two methods for transferring a
SIP session (i.e., 3PCC and the REFER method). The
disadvantage of 3PCC is that a central controller is always
required. This is sometimes not desired (e.g., the battery of
the initiating device runs out of energy) [14]. The REFER
method lacks the ability to split up a session and transfer
only certain media streams to other devices. The decision is
made on the REFER method, because the session should be
transferred completely from one device to another without
any restrictions. Furthermore, the REFER method is already
implemented in the most SIP stacks.

Section V explained two methods to split a SIP session
(i.e., SSIP and MNC). The drawback of SSIP is that every
user agent needs to understand the new Mobility header.
According to this, every SIP user agent needs to be modified.
The advantage of MNC is that only the user agent that
initiates the split has to be modified. All other user agents
involved can be regular SIP user agents. The MNC method
has been chosen, because only the device that has to be
capable of spliting and handle the partial sessions, have to
be modified. In our opinion only few devices need such
capabilities.

B. Testbed

To implement these methods the mobile phone operating
system Android [16] was selected, because its application
framework is well documented and easy to learn. The se-
lected user agent is the open source application sipdroid [17].
It is released under the GNU General Public License (GPL)
and uses the mjSip SIP stack [18]. mjSip is based on the
SIP standard [7] and is released under the GNU GPL, as
well. The REFER method is also still implemented in mjSip.
Therefore, we can focus on the actual implementation of the
selected methods.

sipdroid already has rudimentary preparations for the
session transfer with the REFER method implemented, but
there were bugs, which prevented the transfer from being
successful. Furthermore, sipdroid has no proper multi ses-
sion handling.

Unfortunately, the implementation process is not finished
until this publication. Therefore, we are not able to present
any evaluation results for now.

C. Security Considerations

Session mobility contains powerful procedures that are
attracting abuse. An attacker could want to transfer a session
to another destination of his or her use or interest. Another
opportunity is that it could be used to hijack a session. The
same for the session split functionality. An attacker could
use this function to observe an ongoing session.

Therefore, it is important, if not necessary, to secure
these procedures. This could be done by an authentication
of the participating users (e.g., with Secure Multipurpose
Internet Mail Extensions (S/MIME) [19]) [14]. Additionally,
all security mechanisms that prevent an observation of the
session, or even the session setup, could be applied to ensure
higher security.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Mobility will be a very important application feature in
the near future. This paper showed that SIP provides mech-
anisms to support significant session mobility by design.
Nevertheless, SIP does not provide a way to split a session
over multiple devices.

Some mechanisms are discussed to provide application
layer mobility support for NGMNs in this paper. Therefore,
different solutions were presented to show how a session can
be transferred to other devices or split over multiple devices.
Every solution has its benefits and drawbacks.

The most appropriate solutions were chosen for an im-
plementation. The programming of the session transfer is
already completed, while the implementation of the session
split is still ongoing. We expect the completion by the end
of February 2011.

Furthermore, security considerations will be taken into
account after a successful implementations. A suitable so-
lution to ensure the authenticity of the transfer- or split-
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initiating party should be specified. We will also start a
first evaluation of the performance and reliability of the
implemented sipdroid extension.
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